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The Second

a C,c.netal War

.. .
Ill

SUMMARY

Inti. rdisciplinary Conference on Selected
was hc]d at Princeton, New Jersey from

Effects of

4-7 October

1967, uldcr the auspices of the New York .4cademy of Sciences lnter-
cfisciplinary Communications ~rogram, with the support of the De-

fense Atomic Support Agency. The first of this series of conferences

wan held from 18-21 !anuary 1967 and dealt chiefly with the effects

of the atomic bombing of l{iroshima and Nagasaki.

This second con(erencc was concerned mainiy with the effects of

(allout or other release of radioactive materials from subsequent
tests or accidents involving nuclear weapons. The specific effects

discussed extensively included the effects of. the l?~4 Ii-bomb text

in the Pacific ocean which resulteti in radioactive fallout contamina-

tion of Marshall Island natives and of the .!apancse fishermen on the

veoucl Fukwu ifaru [Lucky Dragon); the ecological effects of bomb——
teats in the Pacific ocean test regions; and the effects of the “Spanish

incident, “ which involved the accidental dropping of four nuclear weap-

ons, without detonation but with release of radioactive material (plu-

tonium) onto Spanish soil AS a result of accidental destruction of an

airborne Imrnber.

I{cprrscntatitcs of many disciplines en~agcrf in vigorous and free-

whrcling discus s~on and debate of all asprcts of these incidents. The

dlsciplinrs repro scnted included, among others, physics, weapons

tcchnolocy, miti:ary scicncc, crology, epi~emlology, radiation tJiol -

O~Yt t~xic~l~~y, path~logyt psychi~lry, ~~neticst other biol~~ic and
nlertical ~pcriaiticsp and pertinent administrative and cultural spc -

cialtics.

In addition to discussion of tho physical characteristics and extent

of the radioacti~c contamination, the radiation doses, the monitoring

and d~contaminat ion procedur{. s, the biological, medical, psychologi-

cal and sociological effects of the radioactive c >ntamination upon the
pcoplr and locales immect:atcly involved. the tiisc~tssions extended to

broarlur and farther reaching psychosocial aspetts, i. e. , to the chains
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of circumstances and events lcariin~ from these localized incificnts

through the nmvs media anti dipionuttic channrls to the react](,ns of

the more complex social structures, such as the cc[)non~ic, political,

and diplol]~~tic rcpcrcusc ions of national and intvrnatwnal scop(..

There was much (iiscu:sien of possible reasons f-jr {liffr:t,~tct.s in

reaction to incidt, nts of th~,sc kinds among (Ii ffc rent nations; tt. e ]n~-
portance of seeking an~wcrs to such questions in the C:ifrrcnces In

culture, as well as in politics, was strcssccf.

On the basis of the discussion of the specific inci~{ents and their

consrqucnccs, the con fcrces roamrrt the whole fitsld of psychosocial

and biomedical implications of nuclear warfare in an attvmpt to pr(]-

ject the consequences of nuclear war fart= under a varirty of contiitions

with respect to magnitude of the warfare, anticipation O( onset, prc -

parcdncss, and civil and military (icfrnsc policies. Interest was fo-

cusned upcn policies and means which might help to prevent or to

mitigate nuclear warfare, upon the nature, scope and consequences

of nuclear warfare should it occur, an(i upon the prcblcms of national

recovery after nuclear warfare.

The participants of this conference inclu(icd Dr. Frank E“rvmollt-

Smitht director of the New York Acadcrnv of Sciences Interdisciplinary

Communications Program; the two co-chair mctt of the confcrcnce,

Dr. Austin .M. Ilruea, and Dr. Arthur C. Upton; the discussion ini-

tiators for the five major subjects on the akcnda, Dr. Charles 1..

Dunham (the 1(154 thermonuclear tcstt, Dr. Rnhctit A. (~onard Ithv

effects of fallout on populations), l)r, I.aurcn It. I)onaldson l(col(JFl -

cal aspects of weapon testing), Dr. Wright Ii. Langham tthc Spanish

incident), and .Dr. htcrrli Hisenhud tdiscussion of ps}chosocl~l reac-
tions); and others listed on the following pagvs.
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SESSION 1

INTRODUCTORY SESSION
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OPENING REMARKS

BRUi2S: This is the second of a

range biomedical and psychosocial

series of con fvrencra on the long-

effects of nuclear war farv.

The first eon fcrcncc, the proccc(lings of ~vhich arc published in

DASA 2019-1, dealt with the situation that i>ccurrv(! following the

bombings of Hiroshima and Nagaaaki. In continuing the guni-rai suiJ.

]cct of the series, we have sclcctcd for cli~cusuiun at this sc.con(l

conference certain incidcntn of ~ diife rent nature.

We have ● wide variety of disciplinary participation in this confrr-

cnca and hope that wc may be lcd into many aspects uf nuclt, ar war-

fare in connection with the subjects .inri. r discussion. Dr. Arthur

Upton and I arc actinR as co-chairmcri of this series owing to the

reluctance of either of us to assume the full r~, sponoibility, in vi~,u

of our frequent unavailability between confcrcnces, at least that :s

what we have found.

FREh~ONT-Shl ITIi: And I have found it \“ith rt,spect to both of

you ! [ Laughter]

BRU=: [ would Iikc to ask if Dr. Upton wishes to tnlkc a few,

remarks.

UPTON: Thank YOU, Austin. i really havr Iittlc to say except to
voice my pleasure at being here again and seeing gathered h(.rc es-

teemed and admired friends and colleagues.

When 1 first heard from Dr. ~rcn*ont-Smith and I)t. I}rucn alxmt

this series of meetings and was ~skccl to help as co-c iairman, i ha{!

verymixcd feelings. I felt the issue v:as one nf such overuhclming

importance that anything I coul~l do to help deal with this issue uoulti

be effort probably well spent. At the san)c tinlr, thr issue is one of

such acrious importance that I worried about my ability to make a
dent in the problem.

.
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1 can oniy say that coming here again today and looking around the

room and sceinu the people lvho are also here fi:h mc again with h~pe
that Pert-.aps out of this discussion something may, indeed, be accom -

plithcd. 1 hope, as co-chairman, that I may bc able to serve as a

!ittlc blt of a catalyst in hclpilig the nleeting to be a succesr.

I\ RUES I t!}ink it i? to be antic ipat<, d that at this informal meeting

both the n~edtcal and social aspects of the subject will be u.ndor dis-
cussion concurrently.

I wout~! like next to hvar comn>vnts from Colonel Iicmlcr, who

actually is t}; r one who d~ v(’l[}pc~j tf-.e idea of having this series of
con fcrcr]{i. s.

II E;ll LIcIR: Thank YIM, l)r. I~rucs. Actually. you attribute too

much to 11)(., in v_i~\v of thv rfforts of t’wo other members of this

con fcrcncc’, ~lr. ‘Taylor and !h. dc bcwr. As I lncntioned Icst year

at the first conicr.’nc{’, 1 was more or ICSII a catalyst btwccn those

tu’o IIlcn.

The (rmfcrcncc idc~ was actually a series of idca~ dcvelopri by

Dr. de Um=r ill Altwqurrquc, anti by [Jr. Taylor, who v.as, at that
time, the Deputy ilirc~tur for Scm’ncc r<’chnology at the Defense

Atoi:iic Support A~cncy in Washington, D.G. Dr. dc Iher caught

MC unawarv when 1 was cm a trip in Albuquerque, and ●pproached

me with the idea of thlking to Dr. Fremont. Smiti’i about his [ntcrdls.

cipiinfiry t.onfcrt~n cci>rf)~rartl. At tttc sanm tit)le, Dr. Taylor had

cuns; dcrrd the prob!t.lt} that svc .:rc f~i”cd ~ith today, a prohl~.nl

\vhich is probably niorc lar - rr.+chln~ today than at thr ttmc of tht~

Pirst tntcrdisciplinary C[)nft’rchct! in February 1967: The problcn}

is that of the vast numth-rs of pcopic aroun(f the \vorld who fall gcn-

craily into onc of t\vo extreme ~amps : those \vho bclicvc that \hc

“on the beach”’ pililosophy exists with respect to nuclear ~’arfare.

and those ivho b~lirv(. that this is simply another weapon w: the u~{tle-
field that can he used with relatively fcw long-range aftcreffrct~.

[f I CaII steal a little “bit {It your thunder, Dr. Iirues, as 1 rcmvu-. brr,

you sakd at the first con fcrcncc that the ‘~nswwr probably iies son}e-

wherc in tmtwccn.

The purpose lf the con~crc. ncc, then, is to gather some of thr

people tugcthc.” froln the several disciplines in ar{!cr to cxchangc

some of “LhC ~~tiali/.vri kno\vl{. dgc that ‘\vc ail have, in hopes that

~rhapa ~ke can arriw at sontc conclusions as to rxactly where the

...
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in.between is and, if wc cannot arrive at

haps we can pin down the questiono more

the conclusions, that per-

definitely.

1 wcm’t take much more time here. 1 would like tomenti(m that
WC, ii, [)ASA, are still firmly for the Itlr. a of the con[<.rt-ncc. sc. ries,

llowcver, 1 am sure that all O( you have been reading in the aapers

about the bodgctary pro blcrms that the (iovc rnn:cnt is having at thi~

time.

Even with this type of budgetary prot,lcnj that fat{. s US ri~ht now,

we definitely wiil _..(, (or ~ third conference. it is hoped that wc tan
continue on to complete the @crie#. If not, we would nctlvcivsupport
some other (;cwcrmlluntal or nrm-(; ovvrnnlcntal a~rncy in conltnutng
with the series bccausc wc feel that It ;O vxtrvnlvly (Ivsirablr anti

neccsuary.

The first two conferences serve primarily to arquaint us \vtth

the facts that have occur rt, d in the past. ‘Ihc succeeding con fcrrncea

● rc designed to try to oxtrapolatr fron] these facto, nl~s a fc\v assulnp-

tions, ●nd to sec imw uc can maku thcar n)old with tho qucstion~ and

the conclusions regarding Iong-terrn cffrcts of general nuclear war.

DRUEX: 1 asrnurnc fror~l this you arc” not sug~csting that it IS ap-

propriate for us to discuss hcrr wht’rt’ the [;nvt.rl)m,.nt shcwld put :tu
money, Wc would probably have little in flucnc.’ in thin n~atter’

[Laughter]

f3RUE3: Dr E“rcn~ont-Smith, wc would like to hear ~onw discus-

sion from you.

FREhf ONT-SLt IT Ii: Well, I also want to xwlconlc ail of you. lh~)st”

of you who h.~vc been here before and thusc nf you who arc hcrv for

the firut time.

It is a delight to J1lC to have the opportunity to faciiitatr our b{in~

here together. Some of you n~ay rcnlc,lllher that at thv pruviouq con-

ference [ went through the :notions, u hich I Iikc to do, of recluvlnc my

coat. These arc ~oing to be informal confc rencos but th.. rr shuuld be

a bit of formality at the Lwginning. I u~ually ~ct a smile tmt of that.

i,.“1
I

“\\
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1 think that Arthur maid that we would hope that we would make a
dent in the pr(Ibl(.111, but 1 think that one th]ng we can be sure of is

th~t the problvn) WI[l make a dent In us or m us. a big one, And I

thtnk it’s quite ne(cssary.

lt’a quite an aamitinment that we have be(orv us. particularity in
view of the fact that thvre ha~”c twen so few nuclear wars ior us to

extrapolate from. lf(/wevcr. wc ought to be dented. l’m quite sure.

The conference pattern, for those of you who haven’t been here
before. i~ based on thr kind of con feruncr proted~re that was dcvel -

OPWf in thv Josiah Afacy, Jr. }’oundation, and I have been continuing

that first in AIIH and now \vIth the N*.w York Academr of s~”icnccs.

This in to provitte a forunl for uhat does not ordinarily take place in

scientific mcvtin~s, that It, a real dis. urnstw~ ~n (iepth among a group
of pcoplv uho con)r from very d~fferrnt backgrounds .f training.

Wt. bvlicvr wv have mad{. a great rediscovery and we are waiting

for the Xobrl IJrlzr (;rmimittrr to decide that Nobal Prizes are given

for redia(ovcrirm. They haven’t shown any signs of doing thic yet,

but wc are very pattent. The rediscovery is that peoplo communicate

with onr an{}thcr not by npcakin~ .itbut by convcrsintf with. I arn sure

that all of you arv aware of thv fact that at moct cc~cntific fneetings

thrre is no conversation with the chatrman as the discussion starts.

At thv end of the mo~ning he says he hates to Interrupt th~s fascinating
discussion hut unfortunately we are t\vrnty minutes behind on our

agenda and I n~umt call cm }Jrof-nsor so-~nd-so to make another state-
II}t.nt ,~t y(,u. I\ut a gtxA ALt; ve ttiscusainn in the fornt of bull scnaions

dues take place :n thr corrtdors, In pvople ‘s ro{mla and In the bar,

-and {j(ten tills is the most reu ard~ng part uf scientific scssi,on O- So,

we though t,’, uhy not focus {m the re\vardin K part ‘ ~his is “what we

try ‘o do her.:, that IS, to brtn~ the bull session point of ‘.”iew of the

corri{fors and’;hc pvople’s rooms and the bar into the conference

room. If anybwiy frels verv lntpelled to make .a speech at our con-
fc. re:lces, u(- send him to the bar ‘ [ Laughter] lhat works not too

badly. .,

CXhcr than that, wc tx”ltc..e In conversation and, as all of you arc
aware, thr heart o{ tonversat~b,) ,S int~. eruption. So the mood of our

cw~fercnces is, (I(m t spvak uhcn I’1~ interrupting. “f’his is the way

it will lx. . I want t,) warn our ~llscussi.,n initiators that. in sp~tr of

the fact thxt onc of ~wr co-cha[rtnen nay ~;c.vc l~,vltcd thcnt to bc pre-

pared to tolk :or not more than haIf an ltour, tn. ;.? will be interrupted.

.. —
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[t may tssppen at the earliest words that they say, or even before they

start to speak, but we hope that they will tw prepare{t for this and know

that they can interrupt the interrupter=, maybe.

The Job of the discuss~on initiator i~ not IQ ;JII the others what he

thinks they ought 10 know. hut rather to evoke fron’ them their ques-

tions in terms of what zht-y necti to know. hccause they know better

than anyone else ‘*ha! thetr needs are. This is the essence of what
WC are after.

We ● re dealtng, as all of you are even morr aware than 1 am,

with an inlrrrmation explosion. Wt. are told -an{l the. !Igurc. s art, nut

very accurate-that there a-c morr than 20. :)00 articl.:s Publ:shefl

in journals in the blo-nctrnttfic field ~r y~,ar. I hr figurv on thv

number of journais is very tnaccuratc at the nlor!~rnt, !mt thry art.

showing up fairly raptltly. So, there aru n~any, n)any Journals, a~d

many. many articles, “i*nd it’s abstilutely ir,)pon~iblc- for any bt,dy to

be up even on the narrn~est (it.\ {i, or at lei~st hc- suru ht. is up-t(J-

riate. because hc can’t be sure wh~t’s bt. on gc>ing on in Arg!.ntln:

last week or what w~ll be going on in Chrrrvn nuxt w,,c.k which {i~ay

bring out some infor~nation that hc !Iad no i(lea of nt all.

:_j[<fI~: All t ~)eant by nly .varning to th,, irlitiatora, yrank, ~a~

that they should not have moru than twenty or thirty minutrs ,wor!h

of gasoline in their tanks ‘ { laughter]

FR12%fONT-Sifl TH: Thirr is absolutely fine, hut l}lis gasolin<, is

ts be spread over what happens ~vhcn you’rr <Iriving in a trcxti{,t!
city. It w-ill i>c a stop an(i go sttuation: hurllpr tc h,lnlpcr. I !Ilnk.

we are twenty-two, rrlaybe twent;.three :WIJPIC he r.,. If <“ach p..r$l,n

up with a figure of how n~any }lanclshakcs woul{i h.:ve taken pliic{.”

It won’t take you very long. Anyho(!y”

AYR~S; One-hun{ired an(i ninety if tht. rc arc twwnty p’op!e -

(
2Gxl Q

2)
.— .

FRIC\fOi4T”- ShilTt I” This gives ycm a: i{lea of the number [If pos-

sible interactions. Ii evrrybody apu}. c oi!ce, there ivould bc nlmny”

dialogues that would take piac~, .~n{i we hope ‘that srverml {It you will

speak more than once. So, this is the opportunity. and It’s rrally

quite surprising how many interactions thrre are. S,~t all vvrbal,
either.

\
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Now, 1 think I ought to tell you that [ have a secret weapon. If I

g(.t ca’lght in an argument and find that ! am being worsted--and this

dms happen soi~~utin~cs-the’n I t~rn to r71y bpponent and I ask hint in

th.c nicc?t v:)i cc, “YOIV, ~vouid ycu n~in{! repeating your basic 39sun1p-

tions?” 11’s surprising how fe~v of thcln will rcmetnber ~.hat their
}Jasic assu])]plit)ns \vt.re. So I usually have them iit that point. Dut

[ ought to c<)ni~’ss also that 011{. of nty basic assun)ptic]ns is that nature

is all ()[ one piece., and that .iith the n]ass 0[ fragnlf’nts of informa-

tion pc,uring in fronl all the research outposts on the pcriphrry of

knnivl(.{!cc, it’s ~oing to Ix.c(mlc in~r<,asinulv n~:cvssary for &s to put
tiltlc an(l (,n,,rgy into the rc-int.’gratim 01 Ihcsc iragn]en!s of in for-

nla lion into n)(. aningf’ul u.hol~’s, n~(, aningiul in th{~ sense. that these

t{h(}les \\ill hav~. son]c b{, aring on tlit, prohlct; )s that nl;:n’killd is fac<vl

with, i~ht,th(.r in the scit~nt~.s or in th(, social s!>herc nr in artistic

art-as, .!1s{). “~his r(. -intc. gration, to b,: 11,,’ aningful, xnust bc n~ulti -

(Iisciplillc[!.

1 think that 1 n)i~ht tonfcss that [ believe very deeply that tljc whole

.advan c{, of .scicncr and 01 civi!tzaticn ruquircs an entirely different

Icvvt 01 ~,ffort, tin]e, and thou~ht on c{)l])l:)utlicatiol~, an(i ~spccially

on the )I,u[ti-tlisciplil}t.<i ~oll)n]uniuation, and we’re not organized for

it. There ar~. a fc. u other tonfcrenccs run along these, lines but they

arc, very fctv 2Q(I far b~’ttvvc.n, and it is relatively a srnail *mount of

intensive cross-disciplined con~munication that takes place eith~~ in

our ~univcrs ities, in our fc’dcral agencies, or what have YOU.

T may ha~,c giv~’n the follmving illustration at the last conference,

hut if you (I<)n’t n~ilt{l [’II give it .3giiifl. AI th(. Ivhitc Il{usc Confer-

ence on Edut. ation three years ago, I think, John C.ardnct was the

chair n~an. 1 think it \vas just bt’fore he \va* made Secretary of Iicalth,
E{lucation and Ifrcllarc. In fact, somebody said that he ~vas made

.%crctary tx, causc he did so well at ti~is conference. Anyway, at

this conference on education, [Jr. Gardner begged the con frrccs, the

several hundred that were there-and I ~vasn’t there-to take, as Ii.?

put it, big barracuda bites of the problen) of education b.. cause it \vas
in such a dcspcratc state. “[’ht. rcp(, rter who \vrutc this up in the

Saturday Rv\’ie\v said that although some such interactions, vigorous

intcractiens, on the problcm may have taken place in the corridors,

the con)munity of educators \vas apparently not organlz{.d to enter

into this kin{l oi intc’rchangc, and that the White I!ouse Conference

itself ~ccn~cd (u he much n]orc like a gamt. ot golf in ~vhich each per-

son ccntinucrl to hit his ot~n ball, as opposed to the game of tennis in

ivhich the ball is tossed back and forth across thcj net.

-. .,-. _ .
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Well, in {nlr conferences we believe in n)ixed rioublen and wt. are

wry glad you are here [or that rran w!. t$’c. do toss the !}atl back and

forth across the net, and 1 think this ia the only lvay in \Lhilh the

necessary conlmunication adjunct to all the c.t}ll~puterizing and to tht’

i3RUEX: Where is the net”

FREXfONT-ShilTll: Wt, il, the net is slightly visionary hut it is

right here, there’g no qu(. stiun shout it. [t’s a kind {,( a curvr~l n~,t

and it’s also (me that nlovt.s around ~n{l shifts it’s ponittr}n t’r{m~ tilnr

10 time.

Now, in a conversation, of course, y(m’ve got snnlt.thing c[st..

You’ve got a mutually corrective fcedhack systunl whith krcps thv

people in the conversation on the same wavclen~th or 1(.ts them know

very promptly if they are not cm the same wavclcnctn. [n thr s~cch

there is one person in thr”r(>onl who reall~ ~cts s.ltisfac’, on from thr

speech, and that is the man uho is r):.akin~ thv ~~pvcch, I (’rrtl.t. E,.

hrars hirnsclf sayin~ what he plans to say, the words 1OMI. uti’. VtO-y

much as he pianncd to say them, and rhcrc is a trcn]i’nanus an~ount

of reassurance and satisfaction. I S.*U Jciie is shakin~ hls h,. ad.

DE BOER That’s not true. I’vv triv(i to n!akc SP,(.< EVS anfi

they never came out the way 1 planned th.’nl ! [i.au~htcr] 1 wish it

were true, but go ahead.

\.
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FRfZ\tOST. S\fl T}i: You are unique, anyway,

[ think I’ve said enough to give you ● pictur”e .tf what we’re after.

[ did want to mention one point, and that is that we try to do a com-

bination of two things at once. We try to have the maximum of free-

dom of interchange. that ic, prople speaktng perfectly spontaneously

and not holding ba(k, and tntrrrupting .uhen they feel Ilke it: and, on

the other hand, the interchanges arc eo exciting that we u.ant a record
of theln. In order to have a recorcl of them without Inhabiting the

inter chanxc, we have I strnotype rrportvr here with us who is taking
down-~, verythlng that wc nav. i]ut, if YOU want to say somcthi.~g off

the rctord. if what you ari: KOIn M to Ray shout gomrbocty is no awlul

that !thas to b off the rccor(l, Y(IU just nwy ‘off the record” and

~.w will sec. thatthe reporter u*! I raIMc him har]{!m and not tako any-

thing ttu%tl. }Iowf”t”vr, ! beg }X. OFIU to hvcp it on the record twcause

befurc Puhlltiatlon t-ach pcrnon will h.~ve an opportunity to delete

●nything hc ~~sht.s hr h~dn t salt!, ur to Improve or otherwtge mod-

ify it. Y(IU can’t mo(l IIy anyone risis rcrnarks but your own. Over

thr years-ant! i VC. Lwt,n at this buslnvsrr fur Somi” (orty yrarn-wc

havv foun[i that this ~ynt..n~ \vorks out fairly well.

[ would n]cntion {mc other thing tt~at I believe in, And I think this

goes a!on~ with surncthing that you said, J(}hn, about getting nut all

the fact~ that {u71c froni the past. I think that the half -iifc of facts

is gctt]ng si~or~~..r .~nd shorter. I th)nk that this ig a very important

point to keep In nlind. that facto are not very steady. In fact, 1 often

chailcn~e anybody to produce any two facts, or any (act for that matt-

er, that Isn’t based (m ~t least thrve unproven ●rr~umption$, Ther~-
r.. -.$, WC. will ~rljaps try to gvt a Iittlt, blt hehirrd the assumptions.

(n a group uf this Hort, with this kinr! O( interact iorr. you do get

some nuw agreements an(l these arc quitr usrful. Dut rvrn more

impurtant ts the sprc]fication of the nature of thu residual disagree -
,nrnts. 1[ you can spciiy the nature oi a <Iisagrecment you often are

“on the track to its rcxolution. Very oftvn the re~carch that ia nrces -

sary for Its rcaoiution, thv new t<.atjiuork which is necesmary, he-

{ omcs self rvi(!cnt, or It rl~ay b~. th.lt there in no tcchniquc lor re -

rolving the issue and yt,u know th=t Y(M have to ~t it asldc for a
while until thr tcchnlquv is devclr>~(i.

The other thing that happvns is lhat you got to know each other.

that you b~’ccm~c fr~cnds, that nori~e of you cvcrr coopvratc with each

othc r. I have known people who have met at our ~unfcrencca who

—-.
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vistt rach other, have shared cxpcriencrs and even have

gethcr on a common problem from dif[ercnt disciplinary

w~rked to-

points of

view. In manv rcsp,cts thlm is perhaps the most rewarding asprct

of these con ferenccn, that is, the human relations that take place in

the rocrn.

Wt-11, I’ve talkc:d too much already; 1 thought I would bc interrupted

a~ain before long, but 1 wasn’t. SO now, Aust~n, 1 turn it hack to you

and Arthur.

DRUES: I think there are some other questions

di~cusned.

F’R12MONT- S\i ITlf: Do you want to name thcm”’

that need not be

flI{UES: Such au what is the consequence of delvting the question

●nt! inciudlng the ansuwr or dclcttng the answer and inclu(ling the

question ‘

FRKhfONT-SMf TH” The ●ditor’s responsibility is to deal with that

terrible difficulty.

SELF-I NTWDUC710?J

f3RUES: We cotne next to the self-introduction of participants. We

feel that it’s useful for everyone here to hear a description of each of

the othrr participants in his own trrms. ” I would sugyest. in crcirr to

simplify this, that we start at one place and proceed around the tai>le.

hlay I ask Dr. l)u~tarf to tnake his ticlf-introduction and then we will

procrcd rountercl, jckwisc.

FIl Kh!ONT-S\!lT}i: W’e wmuld like you to tcli us a little bit about

who you are and how you got that way.

IIUSTAD: My name is Leo f5uritad, and I am a Professor of Radia-

tion ~iolo~y at the University of California at Davis in the i>hysiologi -

cal Scienr~s Dcpartn\ent. I am also Dtrector [)[ the Radiobiology

bboratory. &>rior to coming there two years and thirty-four days

●go I spent sixteen years at the (;E Company, }tanford Laboratories,

which was taken over by the fhttellr Xorthwcst.

SPEAR: There’u a certain risk uf being rvpctitious to those who

were here before and also to tho~e who were not and who found
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themselves unable to resist cur[ing up with the little brochure that

was sent nut by Colonel Hrmlcr:s group. Rut I will run through it

briefly. Among the largely irrelevant endeavors that have resulted

in my being here, 1 was an fZnglish major at Yale in 1932, a very

poor year for En~lish or any other majors; this was foliowed by two

quiet years of sitting alone and reading on an old abandoned farm.

Then I went to Syracuse where [ took my Master’s degree in public

administration. Then there were about nine years of working in the
public welfare “-Id. fol!owwd by a brief hitch in the land-locked Navy.
Then i went in . Federal Government whtirr first I was in a very
imprubablc office, the Foreign Relations Service of the

\’rterans ’ A nation. i first ran into Staff Warren and Chuck

Dunham in 1., finen I went with the Federal Civil Defense Adminis-

tration.

[ beat my head a~ainst a stone wall in one way cr another until ●

few years ago when I moved out of government and went with pub!ic

Administration S;rvicc, which is a consulting service that works only

for government. My involvements there have been !argeiy irrelevant

to our discussion here. l’ve been concerned with such thin~s as loca I

building codes, the education of the deaf, federal grants-in-aid to

states, the use of data processing machinery in vocational educational

schools and things nf that sort. But at one time in ~uvernrnent 1 was
with the Planning Board of the .Natic, naI Security Council and engaged

in an enterprise of which this conference rcm~nds me very much:

the human effects of nuclear weapons development. In this, two of

my colleagues were Frank Fremont-Smith and Staff Warren, and i’m

sure thai my involvement here is somehow or other an outgrowth of

that.

1 would say that rrsy pleasure at being here at the second conference

is heightened by the realization that C,eorge Casarett will he ecfiting

this” series! [Aughter[ So, my respon,~ibility ends with the discussion.

N’ARREN: Well, I’ll try to make mine brief. It’s a little difficult

because I am the oldest one here, of course, and I’ve been in the

radiation biology field. . .

FREMOXT-SX{I”r}i: You’re not ciuitc as old as 1 am, 1 don’t think.

N’ARREN: You’re just a young squirt in my mind! Indestructible

is what you are, Frank! (Laughter]

\

*
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I’ve been in radiation biology and girnilar aspects since 1918. I

recall the conference that Ralph talked shout Ijr. cause Frank wam the

chairman and we had delicious arguments, and I think It’s pr~>bably

one of the early conference% in which y[NJ u~vcf this dtscu=~inn tech-

nique. Of all thin~a, we had a poet there. 110-*v a po~.t. . .

SPEAR: A philosopher, too.

WARREN: h!aybc a ph~osoihcr.

FR12MON-r-ShtITti: T. V. Smith,

SPEAR: Yea.

WARREN: Well, I ~ot into the hfanha!tan [)istrict through {Jeviws
channela, from my standpoint, and became the mrdical of ficvr tiuring

the war. I had to dcvrl~p a~frty around thr t,pcrations in tho plIints

and in the mining industry that was conncctcd with it, ●nd also I ilad

to set up the medieal programs in the so-cailcd “secrvt cities. “ 1

met this gcntlcnmn on my ri~ht, \Vri Ght l~ngham. at Los Alamos,

and, of course, at Uikini later I)r. Coriard t)vcr there uas in tbc

right spot. [ looked at thr muvieq her-c a couple of months a~o and

you were quite young and vigorous looking At that time ! { l.au~hter]

FREh40h’’r- SMITH: Isn’t he nice !

UPTON: You are indcstructibIc, too, l)ub.

WARR EN: Wrli, then 1 had the bad jud~rrtcl)t to bvc{)mv a i>ean

at UCLA with :he ~cfca that 1 was go~ng to put rt: search on a Ivgitln,ate

basis in the medical schocl, which I think I did. Lxpcnsivc space for

biomedical research is taken for granted now; it \\asn’t in that day at

the Universit; of California.

Now [’m Lt a very favorable position: I’m emeritus and [’m an

unregistered graduate stufJcnt in palt, o- radiation- biulogy. I’ve re-

viewed my math and physics and a Iittlo bit of this and that. It rr-

minds me of a story which 1 think maybe solne of y,m havr hrard,

and it’o part of my paleo-radiobiulo gy.

Talking about Noah. after be got all the animals safely ashore, he

encouraged them at the last conference to go now and reproduce ard

multiply. They all filed out and a few months later he went around
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!{)oking and there was due :nultiplication every wl]ere except among a

pair of snakes who wcrs spcci~lists. They were adders, and he en-

courage{J them but they had not done : ything. SG, re was kind of

sad, went away, camr hack about four or five mor, ths Ia*, er and saw

hat they had multi pllud. lie said, “wc1l, isn’t that w,ondertul”’ “ And

they said, “Yes. You know, wr’rr addrru, but W* found out shout

lokar;tbms, that you can multiply ! “ [l~ughter]

v!’ARl{fcs }Vas 1 rcsp~. nsiblc for that ‘ [ Laughter]

LAiUc; lfAht: He tau<ht me many things. This dors nut mean I

always agrred with him; in fact, 1 just noted hcrr th.nt the first tir!-, e

I disagrcerf with htm was on l-cbruary 12, 1?45. [ am happy to ac -

knowlrdgc at this time that 1 am proud to ho hls prot~~~.

WA RI{EN 1 lrarnrd a groat deal from hinl. You earl’t imagine

the vacuum, the intellectual vacuum. that cxititeri whrn those of ~~a

responsible for the safety of the comrnun”ity gathered together in

Alamogordo with really no i:~formation on what was going to happtn.

The RUCS.SCU arui (h= facts put together by l~ri~ht Iangham, Jim
Nolan, I.ouis iicmpelrnan, Jack I{ul)hard. Joe l{lrshf~.ldrr, anti the

late I)aul Abersolrf, a rn[)st unrrc{)nstructed group who. as (;cneral

Farrell said, must have used a dtv; ning rod to guess the weather,

came out right; a homogeneous group of nc(>n~ctcorol{~giats.

The picture that was creatcrf by this group, it seemed to n)e, wae

pretty C1OSC t~. the facts that happcnccf later, and they worked out very

well. I have to thank hth Wright Lanxham and nob Conard for their

contributions at l)ik]ni. The chairman, I.rank Frcmont-Srlith, of

course, is notorious hccause he co]lrctcd radioactive sodium seawater

72 miles downwind from the test site. iic got there just in time, to

the horror of the c~ptain of the ship.

FREh40NT-SMITll: The rainivatcr.

-. . .. . .
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WA RRKN: WeIl, it came down in the rain but it wae uplifted from

the lagoon. In retrospect it was very interesting but at the time it

was prctly rugged,

CASARF:TT: I’n~ (;eorge Casarett. After undergraduate studies

at the Univer*~ty of Toronto I came hack to Rochester, which is my

home tou,n, and went to w,ork in Staf[ Warren’s b:o. physics r!i~. ision

in the Radiology Department at the m <riical school there. 1 also did

my graduate studies in the medical iscl~ool there. I was one of those

who wa~ infected by Dr. \Varren’s enthusiasm for research. Then

I worked in the Manhattan Project Laboratory at Rochester and ~ub-

sequcnt!y in the AEC Atumic Energy Project wh; ch became the De-

partment of Radiation Diology and th.:n later the Department of Radi-

ation ~:lology and l)iophysics, in which I am a Professor. i have a

sectiGc of radiation pathology in that department and also in the Radi-

ation Therapy Division of the Radiology Department.

MILLER: [ am Robert Miller, and 1 arrived in Rochester after
Dr. Warren had left, too late to benefit from his presence.

1 am a pediatrician by btrth, and upon completion of my training

in that discipline, 1 spent a post-doctoral year sponsored by the

Atomic Energy Commission, which was trying tn fill doctors quickly

with knowlcd~c about radiation mcdicinc. I then had to enter the

Army, which did not know \vhat to do with me. So they ass:gned mc

to AFSWP, the Armed Forces Special Weapocs Project, which 1

understand is now DASA.

SubsequcntIy, I went”to the Atomic Rotib Casualty Commission In

pediatrics and Iatcr in a study of the effects of inbreeding on chil(i

health. That experience ied me to epidem~ologv. \vhatc\, er that means,

●nd to the National Cancer Institute where I arn In charge 0[ the EDpi-

dcmiolo~y Rranch.

FRE.MONT-SNfITH: .Jclle, you :+11 us a litt!c oit about how YOU got

involved in the very beginning of this, too.

DE IIOER: I don’t know where LO start. Jelle is the name. It c(jmcu

from “’yellow, “ I have been told. [ have never been at the ?Jcvada “1’est

Site. Tltcse past couple of months, i have rc-viewed what happened at

the Rikini tests, and read qultc a lot about what occurred riur:ng the

“1.ticky Dragon ‘ incident. This is not why I am here. I am here he-

causc 1 am workinc with a group of young people who are instrumental

—.. .
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in making better dciivery systems for nuclear weapons and better

fusing syetcms to detcnate them, and In devieing better strategy and

tactics for their use. Most of these young proplc-and not all are

that youn} -have not had the privtlc~e or treeing what these weapons

can do. Yrt, there serms to be an L.-lctcasingly enthusiastic mood

.ahout usinu these newly drhtgncd and packaged weapons, which are

of great variety, design, and y~rld.

This i~ what corrccrns n~e. Thib iv why t am here. 1 may not be

the oldest here but basing had the experience of being bomt~ed durtng
World War 11, I am of :he opinion that o~c rn.tier war during anyone’n

Ii fciime iu just about rnough. Now. 1 kn .W s~n\c of you here already

may havr gone through two warn and you ~tire won’t aok for a third

one. Yet, 1 am convinced by all that I see, hear, ●nd read that un-

less wc aa “scientis la’< of different feathe:s start looking into this,

we may just get that war that none of uti wants.

Most scientists become increasingly sfmcialized while losing, to
● n ever- incrrarsing extent, contact with the world iv which they live.

In applied rescarch- research I am en~age{! in ● t the Air Force Weap-

ons Laboratory -thinXs often seem to be tho reverse of what S ju-t

said. I{crc as a student of repro rluctivc physiology and endocrinology,

I have not had a chnce to do ●ny work in this fieId of ccience, but

rather gpcnd rny time ntudying the effects of nuclear wcaponn on inte-

grated bioio~lcal systems. We arc to rfctelmine what really doea

happen after ● neapon has been used. This particularity tn terms CC
when, and for how long, whure, and over u’,iat range, ●nd how. i. ● . ,

how quickly doen a man ict killccf,
.—

and if hc doesn’t K*C k.illcd, w+~at

has been dor:r to hkrzl In terms of his potential aa * soldier’ To put

it in other words. can he stLl! be ust-d ‘ li no! ki~)ed, and ha\ing .+

chance to live, what are h;n chances, and are they gouci enough to
send him to the me(~ics *ho “supp”~sedly”’ know what to UO wth tlim in

terms of trealmcnt.

Grntlcmcn, the facts are that the medical profesaiot, in genrral.

knows next to noth:ng ●bout the treatment ~nd care of radiation dan>-

aged biological systems. Granted, many med:cal doctors working

in rcsezrch do know. Dr. Conard’s work is an rxcellcnt examplr.

E{e and his tram ha~c ~aincti tremendous l:nowled~e ab(,ut what hap-

prned and ~an happen from thrir studies cm Xagasakt ●nd litroshlma.

Yet, somchuw or other thin information r.fors not enter ~nto the medi-

cal school currtculurn and our young M. D. ‘s Graduating from these

institutions know Ilttle or nothing about it. Scerningly to thcm and

those who teach them. there arc more important thingsi to know about

-.- ---
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●nd cpecia Iization in tl.e more pro fitab!a bvanches of medicine often

enters into con~lderation.

So from where I am sitting, it appears very important that we not

only look at and evaluate th~ long- range effcct~ of nuclear weapunw.

After all, this has alrc~dy been done and iti recorded In the publica-

tions of Dr. Ilobert Conard and -ny uthcru. i~ut, and pcrhal~s ~n~~rr

important, we should laok very seriously ~t the chances of us;n~

similar weapons a~aln. Xlany think at this time, more than 20 }~-ars

after the bombing of Japan, that wc ~hould I)e able to put before those

who arc chargrd with the rusponaibility l~f the usca of such ueap)ns.

what the consequrnccs oi their actions nltght be. Gentlemen. 1 am

●fraid wc are not prci~arv~i to do thin as yet. hbrrovcr, I feel that

this can’t be done by the biological or medical profession alone. I

think this has to come from a reasonable co )xennus of opinion cx-

precned by the scier,ti{ic cornmunlty, i. e. , a comrnunit? which tn -

elude. the phyaicint, engineer, social and natural ocicntists, both

military and civilian. Why’ Uccausc now thc~c sc~entlsts and engi-

neers compete with each other for the dollar which sul>ports their

individual interest rather than cooperate with each other on an appar-

ently leas profitable and more complicated venture which would be

in the common intereot. In doing no they are leaving our exposed

flanks increasingly vulnerable.

How can this interdisciplinary scientific cornn.unity attain their

goaIs? I think these conferences in which we participate today could

be a be~inning. The end-product of these conferences h~n the poten-

tial of showing clearly the urgency of the problem as well as contaili-

ing some basic suggestions am to how the pro b!ern c.>uld he solved.

I know that this is an urgent matter ● nd onr which will not be solvef
when discord and distrurt prevail in the scientific community. We,

a= scientists, cannot afford much longer to put Self -lllLer CSIS before

the Nation’s interests. We must grow mature enou~h to admit that

.ometimer we may have been wrong; tiut in scicncc there are no

short cuts; that we nred each other; and as a group, wc rmlst t.- able

to relate to those who ~overn us what the lack of certain knowlrd~-

may have as consequences. Then, and (~nly thw C.+nthosl’who arc
now in power make intelli~ent judgmcuts in assignment of priorities.

I hope we are not too late,

Dr. E-rank F“remorit-Smith urged mc to think of rlcar-c!lt justifi-

cations for holding these conferences and to br sure to know my as-

sumptions. }Vell, gentlemen, thcec art. my assumption.
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1. \ve havr a lot of rnisinforrnation.

2. We don’t know enough at>out the rifectg of nuclear weapons

on man.

3. We do not have an in finiic arn{)unt of time and monev to do

s(>rnethlng al}out !hls lack {if knou1e4gr.

4. N’e need pri{>rlties, not only in t ~e biological ur medical

sctrnces, but priorities In terms of all scientt[ic purnuit.

5. }Ve do not lIV - in a vacuum, nor can we. We need each

other.

These intrrdisc]plirmry study ~roups, with follow-up rrsrarch suR -

~est”.o,)s,may l)<. thv Le~lnning in provtding slmnr anawrrs ●nd may

sve,~t~ialiy prevent a holocauzt. It is not an impossible task, at
learn; i like to think it to not.

TAYL.OR I’m T-cd Taylor. I sprnt most of the war going to Cal

Trch am a Navy apprrnticr sraman. After the war wan over I went

to the Vnlvrrsity [Ji California. and in 1949 [ went to Los Alamos

an(i ~pcnt seven or el~ht yr~rs there working on thr design of nuc!car

weaponn. k’rorn there I went to C,rneral Atomic in San “I)irgrr at ●bout

the t~rr,e it was formtd and spcr. t ● ix or seven yrars there, mostly

promoting a scary pro)ect that n}any ocople didn’t Iikc: propelling
l~;~ space veh~cles by a serirs of Iiuclear cxplt, si~, nrr. Frnm Gcnrral

Atonlc I wrnt to thv Pentagon and worked two years in DASA. h
was at that point that somehow nevrral people n;lnultaneously got

on to the idea that a colirction {If prople morr or less like thin croup

here was a go,.d t ~~llrctit,n to grt t{, grther, prot)ably several times
ovrr qb~tr i IUIIN timt..

Thr main sorts t)f thtngcr that [ had in mind in thinking aoout this
had to do wtth possiblv things that thr [}efense Department might do

that it uas not doing and that would !,v the result rf more detailed

unrfrrstandin~ of uhat ~hc I{)ng- ran~r rffrcts of ~arlous typrs of nu.
cle:tr =.ar m:cht he. 1 still firlicvt”that thrrc are s,~me thin~s that
wtm1{l br ratlofiai thin~s to d(~ that are not now brin~ done and that

are dti!~cult tn do ulth~>ut kn{>ulng m,)re about what the long. range

cffrcts rnlght I]e. I’hr klnda of things I have in mind ar,. such t}.~nus

as chanqing the way in whtrh mtrtsilt.~ art- tarsrted sn that, fnr rxam -

ple, instead r~t’ m~,..tl} ~(,ink ()(f on thr gr{],,n{l, they would gt> ~ff ir:

the air in SUC}, a W.L} as to pr{ducc t-~ ficntially nr,~llgtt~lv local fal!(wt.

but .wi~uld dtsprrsr the f!sslon pr(,(lucts all {,vrr the atnlt~spherr. [

don’t know of anyone who has said that ht- thinks It’s clear which type

.
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of fallout in wor~e for humanity as a who!e. Obvieusly, it’s nnt a

simple question even to phrase, lrt alore to answer. i)ut there

are some things that c!, uld be done to change the character of the

strategic forces that we have, and that might bc rrrrisible things to

do if we knew more about what these lJ,~g- range effects might be.

Parenthetically, I want to point out that ir. some canes a threat
of retaliation against a country for a surprise attack ur ● n accidental

start of war is likrly to tre something uh~ch, lf carried crut, would

do severe damage to rountrles that border on the country attacked.

If we do as I believe ib now planned, such sJdr e[frcts prc>bably

could be avoided. i think they should at irast be unrft. rstood as well

aa poseible, I want to emphasize this because DAS. A’Slntrrcat at
ttwt time-and I thtnk this continues- is to sore? extent c(:nnectcrf

with what might actually be done that is not now betng d(., r,e. Sua. n

action might ilow out of ● rationale that cor,~e.s out of these inert; rsgs.

I left the I%nta~on in September, 1966, and went to Vienna. essen-

ti~lly w, my own, because of very strong compulsiol)s to ● t Ieaot try

to understand what was goin R on in an attempt to control nuclear

energy or) an int~rnatiocal scale. It seemed t~I me that the hcrnt

thing to r% was to RO and find out what was being rionc by the agency

that at learnt nomirmlly had the job to do this. So I’ve been there frsr

about a year, originally ● s a consultant to tht. AEC on a day-to-day

basi~, and for the last six months as a mcmbrr of a company that

ha. one full-time technical emplo,ee.

I am working essentially entirely on what peep. e tail safeguards.
that is, thr formal attrmgt to try to estahltsh some kind [f c(jntrol

over plutonium or U235 to prevent It trom getting in the hands of

people who might use it far purposes nther than those for which ,C

was originally intended. Some 0[ wh>t has developed in t“irr, na in

the last \ -ar, at ieast that I’ve been exposed to, has some bearing

on what I think is happenin R here, in the sense that the likelihood
of nuclear explrrsionrr being detonated for rfestructlvr purposes I

think is increasing ui*k time, not drcreac!ag. There is at lea. t c.ne

reaaon for this, and tha* is that the material out of wt-,lch these things
can be made is being dispersed aIl over the .aorld irr a ..~ay w}ttch id

not at the moment under sufficient control to prevent any detcrnt!nrrf

effort to use this material for making nuclear explosives.

The thing I’ve been ccmcerned about most is riot :hr prollfrration,

in the usual sense, of military stockpiles of uealpons, bu: the use of
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nuc.. e~r explosive by people that don’t nerd to identify themselves

to have their purposes served. The reas~n I think this is extremely
important, and even has some bearing on our meeting here. is that

one way in whirh deter rence-w hich I think all of us would a~ree has

product;d the stability that has existed since 1945 with respect to

general nuclear war— might fail is that the attacker be unknown. As

soon as the attacker is not known, the whole concept of deterrence

disappears. Onc way for attacker not to be knuwn is for the attack
to be based on purposes that arc well served if the attackrr docsn’t

have to identify h;. ms. elf.

I have followed to some t-xtcnt in the footsteps of Fritz Zwicky in

using what are called morph olo~ical outlines to try to sum up the

number of ways 1,1 which a threat might be made without the threaten-

ing or~anization being identiflerf, and my outllne at the moment is

capable of generating 1035 possibilities. So I’m somewhat rfistnayed

about any notion of control that requires understanding all of the

things that people might do.

I think we have to understand what the em! cffect~ may mean. i

think this is part of what this conference is about, and 1 think we also

have to find a way to keep the basic material out of the hands of peo-

plc who could use it for their own purposes. That’s what I’m UP to.

AYRES: I would be delighted to paris up my opportunity to talk

and hear you explain this factor of 1035.

TAYLOR: Well, that can be done at some point. Do you want me

to explain it now?

AYRES: Maybe not.

My name is I~obert Ayres. [ suppose I ought to start at the beg-

inning. I thought of starting at the end. I studied mathematics and

physics despite the fact that I can’t multiply. I spent several years

jumping [rem university to private industry and back to uni\, ersity.

I weilt to the Iiucfson institute in ~06Z and s%nt four years there

spending most of that time worrying about lon~- range effects of

nucl+~ar \var. This was work supported by the Office of Civilian

Defense.

Parenthctlca Ily, I rnicht add that the only reason I knew about this

proposed series of con fcr(>nccs and, as far as [ know, the only in for-
r.)ation that DASA had about thr OCD (Office of Civil Defense), came

\
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about because I happened to walk into Dr. Tdy]@r’a ~ffice to ask htm

on behalf of the Committee on Emergency Pianning of the National

Academy of Sciences what rt. s-arch L)ASA was doing that was pertinent

to emrrgrncy planning. I wan ai~o asking many other ~grnc;rs of the

g~vernment the same question. % he told n~e what they were plann~n~,
which 1 found vvry interesting.

1’VC spent some yrarn thinking about thcsr pr,hlrms, but not to

the depth that [ hope some of ymi UIII be able (o carrv th~ dts[. ussirln.

1 (iidn’t spectalizc in any of the subject- uhlch one ncw:!s co know. 1
was a physicist but I didn’t spectaliz.e in weaponc desig(l. [’m t):,ta
biologist nor ● doctor. % I feel very much ● light wei~tlt ]n many {,[

therre discussions.

Perhaps the major purpooe of the ~tudy we did was to trientiiy

questions. [’m not sure how cucce~nful even that was. Since our

lastconference 1 have left iludson Institute-and this outline is now

out of date. I occasionally bharr an elevator with Spear. f work

with Resources for the Future, ●nd I suppose the most accurate

description of what I’m doing at the pregent time is studying envi-

ronmental pollution.

HEMLFR: [’m Jchn I{cmlcr. 1 suppose, Dr. Warren, vou can

cal I me a kissing type poet! [bughter] Howrver. at the time t}.at

you were detonating the first weapon over Alamogordo 1 uas deliver-

ing newspapers in Carlshad just across the mountains over there.

and 1 might say that was my start in nuclear weapons then.

WARREN pretty good contact.

H12MLFl R: Rratly indirect contact. Short!y after thr war 1 wrnt

to West Point, graduated from there in the early fift~cs, and the

Army abeorhed me into its overwhrlmlng rc~tmcntatlon for the next
few years. In 1’}58 thej decidrd to release me for a *bile, and I

went to graduate school at the University of Arizona where 1 c~btaln~d

my master’s degree in physics and mathematics. “I_hcn the Army

pulled mr back into its fo’d a~ain. I worked with the Slkc- X pro~ram

for three years under thr Army jurisdiction, primarily in the war-

head development area. 1 was loaned then to the Atomic Support

Agency in IQ61 and 1962 for, they callrd it then, “a thirts ~iay”’ per-

iod, to participate in the 1 ‘?61 and 1’%2 trst series In Xrvada and

the Pacific. rhis beg~:n in late January ,,f lL~62 and the “thirty-day””
period was over in late November of that sa.mc year, but I did get a

chance to see many of the tests that went on.
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From there I went to Korea and continued my work in weapons.
only at thts particular time [ wa~ corfccrced with the targeting atl -

pccts of nuclear weapons. ~ rr:urnt’d frnm that ●nd I’m now with the
Atomic Support Agency in the Of(Jce 0( the Deputy for Science and

Technology. As ~umeone mentioned ● few minutes ago, this is the
new- name for the old AF-SN P, or Armed I-orcec Special Weapons i+o-

ject whicli (Itvtded out of the hianhattan i’ruject back in 19-$7.

wc are concerned with the overall m~nagement 0[ the Department

of Deit. nsc Hffrctrn Research, laboratory reriearch ami test programs

that are Molng on in .N’evada and in the various laboratories ●ll over

the country, both governmental and private. N’e wc)rk wtth the Atomic

Elnergy Comrntsslon. ;Ve A1OO work with many private contractor=.

WY CKOE” F. I’m Ilarold Wyckoff, presrnt]y ● t the Armed }“orceu

Radiobiolo~y Rt. ararch institute at DASA. I suppose when one gets

to my age. one can look back ●nd wonder why one’s interests have

taken a particular direction. htajor changes of interest may often be
~rac=d to a Parttcuiar cnvironrnent or acquaintance. When I ●ttrnded

high school, I Lecame :ntereated in rlrctrical englnerring, This in-

terest was arou6ed b; the preoel,cc of a omail radio broadc~stin~

station helongtng to the school ●nd butlt, maintained, and oper Atrd

by the rntudrntn. My participation in this (a~cinating activity did much

to sha: c my future. Slrctricai enj:inrerin~ continued to hold nly in-

terest throu~h my first yrar at colle~c. At that time the broader

horizons and close contact wtth graduate students in the “purer” sci-

ences in flucncrd my plarrnin~ for the future. During this time, I

con. idcrcd both chemistry and physic~ au possible majors and u!ti-
matr]y chose the Iattrr.

The subject for my thesis was in thr area thcrr callrd “modern

physic s.” The hi}:h voltage source rrcutred for it was only available

at one of the local cancer cltntcs. Ilct)ce, I h-came intcrrsted in what

is now callri-f radio lo~ical phytice, l~hcn I graduated it was a natural

step to the Xationa I I{urrau of Standartfs {.?i DSl where the radiation

standards lor such work wrre betnM developed under the dtrection of

Lauriston Taylor.

This more or less orderly progrrssit~n wan interrupted lor ahuut

two years durln~ World itar Il. The N1’S standards activity was slowed

down and the ma., power was dlwrtrd to other activities. I ~pcnt thnsc

two years as a member of bury Taylor’s operational research group

at the Qth Air Force.

.-.
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When I returned tv NBS the radiation stanrtards rc~uirementn had

expanded considerably. Rpdiation shir!din~ requirements also be-

came ● more important economic force. IJoth of these ● reas occu-

pied rny interest for the next few years. From hrre it uas natural

to drtft into the area of shielding design and thus into cummittce ac -

ttvittes dcaJ~n~ with tht~ area. Llany of the person, involved in Lhis

activity were also inter rsteci In the biological !,. *es for rari:fition

hazards. C,iose contact ulth thvm aroused my interest in the tiubject,

hfy Cranxfer to thr Armed Forces i{adtoblolo~y Rcuearch Institute

about a year ago was a result (Ii th~o inter eot.

I) UN}IAM: I am Chuck Dunham. I haven’t pract!ccd for eighteen

years. I was at the University of Chtca~o, but [ had nothing to do

with the .Manbttan Eng~neer District, thol]gh pcopie often asgumc

that i did. 1 was in Los Arigeles and ilawall uhile these thl,lgs were

going on. in ihe Army. do~ng re~ular iMedicai Corps duty. [ joined

the Atomic EnerKy Commission in I ~4(1. a Johnny-come-lately Itke

Dr. Taytor, ●nd w!thta a coupir of yearn [ met half of the peopi~ in

thic room who are the real old hands at this game, and I’ve tmrn

!carning from them ● ver since.

I eventually became Director of the Divi~ion of I\iology and hfcdi-

ctne of the A12C”, and my principal function was to nerve as ~o-brtwcen

between these distinguished gentlemen and the Commission, the l)ur -

eau of the ~udget and the Congress in trying to see that they were

supported in the ntyle to which they had not only becomh accustomed,

but to which !hey were entttled.

[ don’t consider myself ● n expert jn arty of these matters. 1 did

have the privilege t-f brin~ out at Eniwetok for a month at the time C(

Operation Greenhouse and 1 was with the medical te~m at h’ua Ial I.tn

following f3ravo shot. Dr. Conard, of course, WAS there. So I’ve

had some contact with these thlngz, but mainly I’ve bet n in admlnA -

●tration.

Recently t have retired from the Commission and haile taken up a

job ● s Chairman of the Divlnion of hlrdlcal Scirnces of the Xat~onal

Research Counctl, ~nrf I bring you perhaps a dtffrrrnt prrspecttve

from that standpoint.

I am Iooklng forward with a Errat <lea] {}f an; icip~tion to this con-

ference and I’m particularly drlighted that the tlwme of it is not strict-

ly scientific because it’s been orrc of tny pet hobbivs that the basic

\
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problems of mankincf are probably not going to be solved in the labora-

tory; that the basic problem is how people can get along, how they can

live with each other. There are laboratoricri 0[ psychology and the
whole world is a laboratory in one sense. t~ut in the ordinary test

tube laboratory [ th~nk you can on~y go EO far, and with that I will

~tep aside and let John Wolfe pick up. I{e came a little iatrr than I

c!iti in this game, but not much.

WOLFE: The same (!ay you took over as Director, I think.

DUNI{AN1: Yes, sure.

WOLFE: I don’t have such an illustrious history as these other

distin~ulshcd gentlemen. I wao a professor of botany ● t Oinio State
University in 1955.

FREMONT-SMIT1i Were you sort of born a professor of botany’)

WOLFE: well, I worked up to it, Doctor. For fifteen years 1

worked to the place whrre [ could have two classes ● year with gracf -

uatc students and then 1 went to Washington for lwo years. i came

to the Commission at the same time that Chuck took over ● s Director

and [’~’e had ● decade O( happy yrars in the ecological pro~rarn there,

1 think most Iy because of his broad view that science is not going to

solve everything in this vale of tears. [’ve never heard him express

it that way before, but have had a feeling from time to time that he

did look beyond the little fences of science. W’hrreast I suppose, I

was supposed to br a sricntist at the university, I’m pretty sure I

steppt-d across the fence from time to time both in class and in re -

srarch. At any rate, it was a considerable jump from the classroom

LO lVashington. 1 hope, before I rrtire, to find out what the hell

“:Vashington is all about, but it’s coming slowly! [Laughter] I was

always a slow learner and maybe in =nother ten )cars 1’11 make it.

W’e’re interested in the ecological aspects of nuclear energy in

whatever form and through whatever use. I think I have never said

it before in public but 1 have never claimed that ecolo~y is a sophis-

ticated science, like you fellows that carry things out to six or eight

decimal placeu, You even have got me talking about my thirty-second

weddlnk anniversary as 25 ! [l~ughtcr] But it’s a discipline or %

point of view or an attitude that mankind had hette - face up to in the

next decade, or maybe he’s got a quarter of a century. b\!t be’e i= a

hell of a me-s now and 1 think what we’re (ioing in ecology, in the

.
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Atomic Cnergy Commission, and what \hey ’rc doing in NSF and a few

of the other agencies mi~ht contribute to some of the answers. I

don’t know whether they wiil solve the problem but they might con-

tribute to the solution.

Lauren!

DONALI?SCN: Why don’t you keep ri~ht on, Jvhn” I was enjoying

that! [Laughter]

Like Mr. Spear, I’m well aware that the year I ‘)32 was not really

a vintage year ! [ buEhter] I was one of three people added to the

staff Gf the tJnlvcrsity of Washington that year, and if YOU ● re ao*o-

ciated with a university at this time, you ● rc well aware of the dif-

ference between the depression years and thr present, when univer-

sity appointments are made almont every day. 1 have been ● t the

University for many yearm, with ● few detours such as working with

Dr. Warren on many of the projects and pro~ramo that he inittated

in the field of atomic energy. WtS started our work togrther In lI~4J,

with the objective of developing ● n evaluation program to measure

the impact of the operations of the Ilanford Work- on the Columbia
River. Of courme, an a “’fish farmer” I was particularly interested

in t% Columbia River, for thin gigantic stream warn our best fish

‘Yarrn. ” Five species of Pacific salmon use the #tr*am during their

early life span and then ●fter a sojourn in the SCA. come back to Lto

co,ol water to spawn and reproduce. You can imagine my consterna-

tion when the early discussions projected estimatcc that billions of

calorie. of heat and thousands of curirs of radiation would be addmf

to the river. To make matters worse, Dr. W’arren ~nsisted that wc

Ghould have ail of the answers that normally would takr a Ii(ctln)e to

get, with luck, but he wanted them “rl~ht now. “

W’ARREiN You almoat did it on time, too! [Laughter]

DONALDSON: During the war years we were ●bleto pretty well rs -

tablish dose measurements of acute radiation for a vzricty of aquatic

forms. With the termination of the war, we assumed that we could

go back to teaching ~chool and “farminti” fish. A~ain Dr. t$’arren

had other ideas and invited us to take part in Opvr~.tion Crossroads,

with thr nice easy rnnslgnmcnt of evaluating the ra(iiation from the
weapons tests as it drifted over a major part of ~hc Pacific Ocean.

Dr. Conard was ~ member of our little group operating with I.C\’i’s

and other small lanrfin~ craft aa we attempted to plot the radiation

field in Pik:ni lago~n.
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“I%r folh)wing year. 1447. we went hack to Bikini to evaluate the

hiolugica] impact c)f the radioactivity on all of the living forms there

and rrturned a~aln foilowinc subsequent weapons tests in l<++~. I “lSO,
II)5Z, ic+54, 1~)56, an,i I “J5S. Ic l’~62 we went to Christmas Island and
studied the effcct~ of the fallout tn that area.

One oi the most exhausting and traumatic experienccn of any af our

i?aci(ic Qxpertrnccs uas in IQ54, following th~ Bravo shot. We were

asked by the State Lkpartnwnt to go to Japan to try to quiet the fear.
O( the .Iapanege people, which resulted from the rukuryu %faru inci -

[fent, and to help to prruwtdc them to resume f~shtng and, more !m-

portant, to cr, nttnue eat~n~ fish.

[)urin~ this t~mc there were a few ~n?rrlucfes with tripn tn the Ne-

vada testing ~round. *here ●gahn we had some interesting assignmcr. ~s.

One was to collect rattlesnakes so that we might measure their uptake

of radioactivity. -On one such assignment I ua - really “holding the

bag” for one of our co. w>rkers who wax to PUL a live ratt)e~nake into

it. This would not have been such an unpleasant task cxcrpt that he

was holding the snake by the tail. ●nd a- he waved it around, my

hands prov\ded a [inc target to *trike at.

DOl~SON Did you do that experiment”

DONALDSON: Yes.

DO HSON: What happened ‘

DOXAI.DSLIN ro the rattlrsnakc”

ROOT: To the bag ‘

DONALDSON: I decided I should hold him by the tail and lrt some-

body else hold the bag.

FREMOXi-Skl ITlf: What happened to the snakes”’

DO XA!.llSOX: Nothing. AS sooften”is the ca~e, there was no ~b-

servable effect.

FREk!OST-SAll Tii

DONALDSON: SO,

Xothing noticeable”’

nothing at all.
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btcr Dr. Warren left for greener paeiture~ anti Dr. Dunham and

Dr. Wolfe directed our activities. They also wanted answrrs-yes-

terday - anrf we ha~e continued to try to provide thrm as bf. st we can.

A few months ago 1 (iecided that it would be wirne to changr dlrrctton
a bit and give up ● ome administrative rcsponr+iblltties. Thus, in the

next few years 1 hope to be ●ble to write down some of the oi)serva -

tions and concius~on. in the way of answers to the questlonh which

have been asked over the yearg. ‘

ROOT: I’m Lin Root and 1 come to the Interdisciplinary Confer-

ence by art undlscipltncd and circuitous routr, I started ● s ● bio-

chemist, did mont of my work at the Coile~e of }’hysicians and

surgeons o! Columbia University, took a New York State cxamtnatmn

●nd found myself in charge of rrucarch for the Psychiatric Inmtltute

of the Manhattan State }iospitals. l~iochrmi~try at the time was both
primitive and clui~te red-no far-flung conferences ~n exot!c ~lacrs.

After sevrral yrars of quantitative studiern of the artrrial blood of

dementia praecox patients ●nd mchixophrenics, to lhe amused baffle-

ment of my psychiatric colleagues, I felt the nr~{l to tzet aWa Y from
my ivory tower ●nd to go where the action *au. So [ jcinccf Wiil

i’leebets expedition to the Galapagos Islanda and the Sargasso Sr&,

with the ●im of makinu comparative ctudtca on the blood 0[ h~rds and

fioh. After this 1 became Sctence and Medical editor of Time maKa-

zine and then moved into feature wrltirg for nat~onal magaz.lncr.

In the early fifties when atcmic reactors were stili ~ery hush-hush
in the U. S.)a series of lucky breaks gave tne several scoops on for-

eign atomic energy stories-a tort of chain react iolt that culminate

in the inside story of the Soviet nuclvar sttuation just before the first

C,cneva .4toms. for- i’cace Conference In l’~55.

This was after the 1953 Soviet thermonuclear detonation. and our
big 1954 one ● t Bikini. [n the last few years I have been systematically

studying the long, or 1 should may intermediate, range effect~ of the

{954 twst LrI every country Itvc been in. You can trace them In inter-

national relations, in poiitical alignments, in the attttudca of youth,

in the credibility gap, in practically cvrry aspect of life. Pcop]e are

not aware of how much our wtml- culture ham bvcn affected by this

event. [ think a carefui study of this precusor st.ould provide i]n -

portant clues to the long-range biomedical anCJ psychological effects

of nuclear war.
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MI LJ.ET: i$y name is Jack Millet. I am a psychiatrist and a

psychoana!vst. If you’ve be~il thitlhing that I must he F~ngiish, you

arc not quitr sight. I was b<~rn there a~,,i brought up thrre but my

parents were Yat.k.crs. kfy father f{ml~ht in the Civil War and heard

l.incoln gtv.. the {;ctty:hurg A:!drcss; s~, YOU see, I thi:lk I have the

claim to say that pcrha:]~. I am the father (if the [amily here today.

I am very n:uch pleased to have the opportunity to come and Icarn
something. rhc only people I feel 1 can learn an}thtng from now are

young p?(,ple, you see. and this 1s a grrai pr4Vllege for me tO be

here.

I’ve bcdn cngage{l in a variety of things in rny profcncion. The

last ytara h.}vr Iwrn devoted rmlstly to the ~’ducatton of renidenls

,and the ecitablluhment of schuols (or grad.~a... training in p~ych;atry

and psychoanailsic, I now ritlll cio a l~ttle tiupervision (or ●dvanced

studtrrn ftlr Colurrl~ia. but most of my time is npent quietly in my
c.wn offlcc doing consultation work and carryinx a few patienta of my

own. [ am al~o prc~e~tly Director of the Ruth M. Knight Counseling
Service of the h!at. kattan Schooi O( h!usic.

Tt-Ic last thing th.~t 1 have undertaken is tn entahlish a counseling

and referral scrvicc for the Manhattan School of Atusic. 1 have

always been interested in community psychiatry. I’ve been respons-
ible for cctablishlc~ two or three services in different states in the

courac of my life. l’vr been retired twice, I think, now, and 1 am
shout to Lc retired a~ain •~alnst my WI1l from the United States Com-

mittee for the World Federation for Kicr.tal l{ealth, u,ith whtch I’ve
been ldentiiicd with k“rank here for so many yrarm.

FREMONT-S!MITil Jack, you didn’t nay ●nything about the group

for the advai?ccrncnt of psychiatry uhtch is s(~mewhat related to some

interest her{..

MILLET %’e6. In our commlttce, which has the rather prrtet~tiaus

title of Committee on [ntcrnationa) Rrlat Ions O( APA, we ● re digg:ng

into what WC can come up with in understanding how it came to be that

we arc in ~uch a hc!l of a t-rli,a~ in Vietnam; how and why we ever got

into it and how it got escalated to the potct where it is, and so forth.
all the motivations and the con fllcts that wi’n~ into it and the changing

~irwpoints of {.ach success]v~ preniflent. 1 was at onc tirnr Chairman

of the Curtlnlittce on [ntcrnattonal [tc.liitio,ls of the AI’A. at which time

we had a serlcs of rtwn(lt41>lcs on transcultr~ral psych~~iry, the first

one beitlg an ~ttcr~lpt to ~rt some opiniolt on the rractions of the com-

munity 10 the threat of nuclrar wdr. Tltat v;arr a very interesting

ij

..
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roundtablc. Tinat brinKs me as close to your inter est, ! think,as any-

thing that I have personally experienced.

f\RUES: A\lstin Iiruea. 1 MaJOred In philosophy ●t !farvard ~ol-

lege. I concentrated in internal medicine with exrursi~ns into some

of the other medical specialties in medical school. I then went into

cancer :e~earch and clinical hematoio~y.

During world War [1, probably not because of any particular coYn -

petence but because I ●ppeared to have guessed what wag going OTI,

I kot drawn into the Manhattan Project where I could be kept quiet!

[hughter] [ joined the Argonne Laboratory and the staff at the Uni-

versity of (;hicago *nd was maneuvered into the position of directing

biological and medical rrsearch at Argonne which I continued to do,
for fift~en years, having promiacd to do it fo~ one year; learning

that that so:t of job. ltke most, became more time consuming rather

than less time con~urning. with the passage of time. 1 retired from

that responstbliity about five years ●go ●nd have Zone hack into re-

search in carcinog~nesis.

FREMONT-SMllli: [’m Frank Fremont-Smith. i)rftrre 1 talk

●bout myself, I want to make ● couple of comments. Firgt, that [

think it’s quite remarkable ●nd wonderful that DASA has made it
possible for us to hold these meetings and has put no rcstrictiona

upon ua. ‘hey have told UB to see what we can come up with. We

could select the people to come and talk about what we as a group

felt wc should talk about on this topic. And they didn’t say. ‘“Now,

don’t touch that and don’t do this. “ lhey just said, ‘“Go to it!”

I think this was. in the iirat place, a very nice compliment to thi;

kind of process. to the human interaction procecn, and alno that It
was a com~liw. erit to LI.\5A that it could have the frrrdom of action

to give us such freedom of action. 1 want to express my apprecia-

tion on that score.

I was especially pleased that Dr. Dunham. Chuck Dunham. if 1“
my say, emphasized solne of the lirr. itationo of scirnce in term* of

the human problems that the world faces. I think that this iir a rnat-

tcr 0[ utmost signifl.cane+, and in a uorld in which computers and

those who know how to feed computers arc taking o\cr, it may h’

worthwhil - to rrrnemhcr thal the most prrcious thinxs in the world

can’t be quantitated ●nd car.’t bc put into computers. 50, we are

going to have 10 have some aspects of human judgment outaidc of qu.an -

titatlon enter in if we at-r going to have any opportunity to survive.

\
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I graduated from !iar~ard ?.lcdical School. I never did get through
either 11.+rvard ~ollr~e or NtI r, both of uht.ch I nort of lndul~ed in.

Then I ~a~ tratncd :n neurology. W’bile working at the i!asuachusetts

(;enrraf I{ospilal in ncurulogy, 1 needed some extra typing to be done
and my chrmist, %Cary Dailey, now \trs. Rod trvlne, said ~hc would

~et eomelmdy t}mt would be willing to .IO rnome typinq to come in the

next mornln~ at nine o’clock. SO the next morning 1 went to my lab-

oratory at nine o’clock ●nd. to be sure, t’here was ● young woman

there but, unfortunately. you practic~lly couldn’t see her because

she was completely enveloped in the arms of a 6’4” young man, and

thts was my introduction to Staff Warren and his lovely wife, Vi, who

hadn’t Meen him for three days ●nd (ounrf herself in his ●rms! f lduKh-

ter] So, thio waa a very special occasion and tt’s been a continuing

assoc~atton n( great Joy.

WAN !{ EN And it’smarked us both ever since! [bughter]

E-R KRIOXT-SMITII, Then, in neurology I became interested in
pcychooomatic problems, emotional factors in fIuenctng physiological

behavtor of human bein~s ●n,! animals. In I’~J6 [ joined the Jom~ah

H. hfacy, Jr. Foundation ●nd became what they call a philanthropo~d

-and thin wan Frcrf Kocppel’a term. Fred Koeppe I was the former

president. the late prcsidt. rt~. of [Se Carnegie C.orpc ration. lie said

that he frlt that Foundation cxccutlvee, pour lonely creatures that

they are, deserve some special form of appe)l.~tion and suggested

they should be called philanthropoicfs. Why” tlccausr. he ●a;d, they

acted like philanthropists but with somebody elrc’- money ! (Laughter]

So I acted I\kc a philantt-roplst with the hfacy Foundation money for

some tweniy- four years and altogether had ● very interesting *.\mc in

that rclat;. onship.

A c,mple of things bore oti the present tiituatlon. C did find rr,vself

in the most unusual pornltionn. in one of them, as Staff mentioned. 1

wa~ out at ll~kini, ●nd after I came back from Bikini, through an ab-

solute fluke whir-h I won’t have time to explain, the hfacy Foundation,

which alrrady had br-n holti~ng con fcrenccc in which X was very much

tnterestc(i, \vas ●skrd by the Dcpartrnent of Statr, the Department of

State no Irsn, to hold a series of cunft-rcnrce on human relations ln-

nighto coming from psychiatry, psycholo~y. nociology. and cultural

anthropclo~y, and on how theac might hc used by the [>rpartmcnt of

State. l’hi* was a very interesting proccms and lcd nouherc in the

long run hrcausc of the hic Carthy era which followed not long after-

wartin.

.-. .
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Thcrr I became very much intrrewtcd in the W,)rld Fe4cration for

Mental l{ealth that Jack X!; llrt n~ontwrrd. ‘llii+ was or is a IIOn-

govern mental inteynation~l vulunt~ry a~ency which relates all t}~c

branches of science that (!cal wit! I t,umarr rrl.lttons in a c(.njuir~t WJY,

triem to bring ttwsc to bear upon the pro blcrns [acing hwnanity ;!nd

works very clo FIcly with the ilcoriomtlc and SC)c Ial CUUIICII. with the

“World Iiealth Or Uanization and with UXklS~tl. At the linlc th”it lh~>

International Atomic Agency wad cNtahiitihrd III \’ienna, itwas ~Irau:l

to our attentlorr tt, at there were e]notiur.al l~roi)lems, r.]rntal h~aith

problrma, associated with the pcacc[ul use of at{)n)tc cnvrgy In ti.r”l]s

of panic reactions, in terms of accidvnts, in terms 1>[ pro!c~l ion

.+gainst accidents and social behavic)r in response. Thti World f’<(1-

eration for .Mcntal Iicalth emtabllnhrd an international cor;)mittce

which made ● rcpr)rt which went to the Agency, v.here it prolml)ly

could net be [o!ind, ●nd Also to the World [Icalth Or~ar\izatton, wk:ch
dealt with oome of the human relations problems axeociate{l with t!tr

establishment of pcace[ul use of atomic rrcrkv on ● tvorld~idc *ca!c.

Well, this, plus my very deep lntcrest In con fcrrr.ccs, in dialu~ue

●nd in the ecscntial need of human brings to rel~te *henl~*’lve~ to OIIe

●nether, ham been the ba ain of nly ~pcciai Jntcrcwt wk,ici~ led me here,

and I’m very pleased that YOU, Jcllc-, K>? going and stirred this tliin~

up with Dr. Tay Ior and John and made it possible for the whole thing

to come about.

UPTON: I’m Art Upton. I clicl my undrrgrarluatc work at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, ar. d went on there to complrtc m~. dirine. A!t{-r

graduating from medical school, I took a resirfcncy i.~ patholocy and,

● s 1 wan windin~ UI> in rrsidcr:cy, rccciv~d at! Invltatlnn from Facol)
Furth to ioin him at (~.i;, iiid~r to help him with s,)mc stu~!irn IIn ti:e

pathologic effects of radiation on vxpvrln~~’ntaI anlrlml~. [ \vcllt tliou~~

there assuming that it would be for a couple n! yt-arri, and ~rri~:rrl

there about the same time that a big batch of animals ratnr in frorll

Euiwctok, where they had been cxposc, i t{ an expert mental nuclca -

detonation. It turned out that Jake Irft Oak Ridge bcforv the experi-

ment wati comr~:oterf. I stayefl on !I) finish it up, Ir. canwhilc startv[i

otker trtinss, and [’ve hccn at it ever ~incc. I suppose that’s why

I’m here today.

DOl\SOY I am Lowry Dobson. I have al~vays feit t}:dt I W( uld

have benefited ● cry much !rorn having g(~.le to I{arvard (:011.. Kc r,r

having rrtudi<ri at t!arvarri. I ~lidn’t; but 1 was conrcivefi In CdIn’.~ri(l~e.

.Masnachusctts! I I~ughter: 1 ....*rI born in I’rkt:lg, Lllina, and ~’uflic”l

mcdicinc at the University of {Tai~fornia.

..-.-.——----- ..--— ------ ---~ ,,. - --, - -
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FREhlC22JT- Sh41TI+: ?ou are a lIarvi,. rd alumnus then! (Laughteri

DOllSO~!: After hospital training in internal medicine I went back

to the Berkeley cz, mpus, to the Radi:. tion Laboratory, ir. early 1946
\\lllch ~,a~ ,,ot so l{)ng after A[arnogordo, Hiroskima and -Nagasaki. I did

st~,!irs in biophysics, rest. arch and ‘.eaching in radiobiolo~y, and was

ass. ociatcd with John I-awrcnce “in clinical radioisotope work. In

Ernest Lawrcncc’s Rar!lation Laboratory, and in the University more

gcncra~ly, I had responsibilities in ~]edical physics an({ radiation

protr,. tion. Then after some twelve years 1 went to Geneva, Switzer-
land, to work for a year or two-and stayed for ten-wi:n thr World

Jrealti)Organi/.ation in radiation heath, radiation medicine, and hu-

man genetics. I have just returned ~rom. California at the Lawrence

Rudiation Laboratory in Livcrmorc. concerned with laboratory re-

search once a~ain, i~aving spent am:de time for the prrscnt in inter-

niit:onal administration which is ext:emcly interesting but ofte~ a bit

removed from animals altd test tubes.

I suspect we all feel that potential energy is just as real as kinetic

energy. We hope that potential nt~cicar war has no such reality, and

that it will never convert. But the compiling interest and importance

of the various related questions art , I think, the reasons many of ua

are h ~ at these discussions, wha. ever the details may be.

SC I{ULL: Jack SchuIi or, as the clerk at the desk informs me,

“Shewell! “ Departrnrni of Human Zenetics, University of Michigan.

As the twenty-first :nan on this lwenty-three man totem pole, I

have wonrlered what remarks I mlgl t make ~vhich would enter into the

spirit of “can you top this” that. pre?ails! And it sccrnecl to me that

if the’:eexisted an opportunity, it hzd to bc in the introductions which

othrrs made. And thus as Lee) Bust.. d was introducing himself I wept

for there but for a single letter, “M’; instead of “B, “ might be the

inheritor of a X-orwrgian fish hgok fortune; and, as Stafford Warren

was dcscrihin~ the social resuonsibil itics that rested on his shoulders

in 1 {143, 1 could commiserate I)ccause that year saw mc on Cuadacanal

and subsequently on ilougainvillc \vitli a gun and much the same feelinp

of social responsibility. IVhcn Hob \4iller introduced himself I re-

joiced in the shared n>vmorirs of so]nc very happy years in Japan;

and finally as Frank Fremont- Smith spoke of the dent that this con-

ference wouki nmke, I thoughl, in view of the \tay we arc fed and

brvcraged, that a bulge rather than .i dent \vas the more likely oul-

come. I)ut there was an alternative to this play on the introductions

.._
.
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of others, and that was to take advanta~e of possibly the ouly oppor-

tunity that I shall ever ha\’e to introduce a rear admiral, ilob conard!

FRKh{ONT-ShiITIi: That’s very nice. Lovely.

CONARD: Thank you.

V.’hen I finished medical schGol in 1942 I went into the Navy and

spent ticveral years on a cruiser in the South Pacific, and on my

return went out on the Bikini operation and had the very pleasant and

stimulating experience of wotkin~ uncier Sta(f Warren and made some

very valuable lifetime friendships with Frank Frcmont- Smith, Wright

Langham and Lauren Donaldson and many others.

During the Bikini operation we realized, as Staff pointed out, that

there were many aspects concerning radioactivity about which wc

were ignorant. Because of this we were ultraconservative. I re-

member very well the bundle sorer types of respirators that wc forced

the men to wear in offloading ammunition and the strict precautions

to protect them. later, in Hawaii when the target ships fr,>m the

operation were returning, I was [orccd to order the sinkin~, vf many

beautiful small boats such as Captain (;igs because radioacti~ ,. con.

lamination was considered too high.

Later on, I had an interesting experience when the Nevada, the

target ship, was sunk by the Navy to test out some weaponry. I was
—— -.

asked to go along as the radiological safety officer and they insisted

that I ~o on board wl!h the two gunners mates to get these I , 500-11>.

bombs wired up, and I protested sayin~ I would like to sce ivhy a

doctor really had to go alclq on an operation Iikc this. [Jut they in-

sisted anyway and 1 had to hold the wires while t}:ey stuifecl the gun

cotton into these big sheli + and, of course, in the meantime the ~ic-

stroyer escort went off about thirty miles and stayed off until wc
finished the operation. And then later when I saw this ship blo~v up,

I thanked my lucky stars that [ had gotten off that safeiy.

I participated in other atomic tests includlnk Operation Greenhouse

in the L’acific and the ,Nevada test. I spent several years as I’roicct

Officer at USXRDL and had a fruitful year doing radiobiological re-

search with Harvey I>att aml Allstin Brucs at Argonne. In I ’154 the

unfortunate fallout accident occurrrd in the htarshall islands while I

was still in the Navy and [ was a member of the original medical team

under Dr. Cronkite along with Chuc}. Dunham that carried out the ori-

ginal examination of these people.
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After that I joined the

uhcre [ have been since,

medical surveys of these

IMSA 2019-2

staff at Llrookhavcn h’ational Laboratory,

and have contirucd to head up the annual

Llarshallese people; every year I take out

th(. mc(tical team, cxpcrttr under the auspices of the AEC and Brook-

havcn, t,.) t.xaininc the.sc pcop]e.

Look]n,c back over the years it secm~ to me wc have come a long

w.~y since the v ., days of llikini and have learned a great deal

more. The K!arshallc-sc experience has providcrf us with important

information about the t. ffccts of fallout on human bclngs.

So I think this con(crencc may serve a most useful function in

cuilink such intorn:ation and cxaminin~ it i]) the light oi interdisci-

plinary f.lcets.

FJISENt!L~l} I’m hlcrril Uiscnbud. I envy yo~ fellows and bliss

Root because you all know what you arc. Ynu arc biochemists or

cxperin~rnta l-pathologi .sts, veterinarian pathologists, physicians.

I’m not sure what 1 am. I started out in prc-mcciicine; I switched

to physics in n~y last year and then was persuaded that one couldn’t

make a livin~ in physics; so I switched again to electronics engineer-

ing and took my first and my only degree in electrical cragineerin~.

1 was intcrrsted in biology and tried to find a dc$rec program to
bridge the gaps. I went from door to door; [ actualiv attcnricd school

as a registrant for a graduate degree at three of the major collegeg
in the East, but couldn’t hrcak down the tight cfirrcipli:.ary barriers

that existed at that time. As I look back on it now, IL was probably

a good thing.

[’m probably !I]e last O! the lCSS .cducatcd pro fcssurs. There aren’t

many of us left. 1 think of myself as a sort of a cprasi- trrtellcctuai

mugwump. I l:kc to straddle the [cnccs between the clisc~plincs and

I’m never sure \vhich side of the fence my iacc is on or my rump is

on; and somrtimcs I’tn not sure which ie;lcc I’m on! (Laughter]

Shortly after I ~ot, out of school I heard that there was a job rrpon

i~~ an insurance ~ompany for somebody with In interest in biology and

a B.nowlcrfce of electronics. I coulrfn’t undcrstanrl why one would want

that kind of background to SC1l insurance. So I applied for it, and

found that this insumncc company, which turned out to bc a very large

casualty insurance company, was scttin~ up a small lc~oratrrry to

look at occupational disease problems that existed in those days; I

was rlispatchcd to some plants in Pennsylvania to \vcrk out some methods

..-_ .

..-.
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of separating duet cIcctrositatica lly. In the kingdom of the blind where
a one-eyed man is king, I was teamed up with a fellow whom many of

you knew, and who joint-d the group about the same t~mc. I re[cr to

the late Charles Willlams. a petro~raphic geologist of con~idcrable

talent who taught mo some usefui techniques for identifying dust par-

ticles by their optical properties. At the age of tucnty-three 1 couldn’t

differentiate a nilicotlc nodule from a sarcoma but I c.wld look at a

thin section through a micro sco F~ and !cs1l whether a man was exposed

to silica dust; the phystcal side of the pneumoconiosen was farncinatiug

and I became a dustologiut.

When the war came, although 1 had never heard of the Manhattan

District, I was assigned to parte of it and wac actually working on a

problem of berylliunt poisoning in the Iatter part Of the War. ●nd 1

had also some exposure to radium poisoninfl. When the war ~!~d~d.

I guess the purich cards were in my favor. Actually. th~s isn’t scn-
erally known except to a few cIose friends, but I decided ●t the end

of the war to go to medical school and wa? admitted to Tufts, and

was supposed to be the oldest man of the class of fifty. Then in 1946

the Commission offered me a job, which I couldn’t turn down, and 1

took it and worked in a position which was cxtremeiy inter e~ting,

during which time I -&as one of Chuck Dunham’s people ●nd got in-

volved in a number of things which will be the subject of the discussion

this week.

Finally, like many of you, I had to make a decision because a$

time went on I found I was getting ●way from where the work was bc -

irtg done. I had just about given up hope of ever bein~ where the

fun waa. I thought I would have to spcnrf the rest of my time in ad-

minicrtration, when things began to stir An the field of cnvironlnrntal

health ir. 1958 and I found mysrlf \vith thrrc {) ff(’r J from three ul)iv(:r-

sitie O. 1 selected the one that I had then tmcn assoctatcd ulth in a

part-time capacity for, at that time, almost fifteen yearti, now al-

most twenty- five. So I went to the New York University an their

professor of environmental medicine. W%en [ Rot there ! tried to di~-

nify the title of “Mister. “ .ls I gay, my only dcgrcc was In electrical

engineering. I had no problcm .:tall except in the parking !ot. They

had a protocol in which if you ●verc a doctor you were in the front,

and if you were not a doctcr “,~m went to the back. I would drlvr in

and the IC!1OW WOU1!I say, ““Are YOU a doctor” “ and i would say. ‘so, “

and hc would send mc around the back.

Well I think word got out that something had to bc done about this,

and I \ Ild myself with an honorary doctor of sciences tlcgrrc, which

.
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p.srrr;ittcd me the front row ill the parking lot! [I~uShter] Well, it’s
I)et-n a random walk, and when I think almut it, I would not have wanted

it to I!c ftiifrrrnt. I’hc OIIIS wa) I can explain it is the way i’oily Adler

CXpla:nml it, if YOU evrr rc.id her book. you old timers. She was a

well.known nlallal~] M}IC) wrote her autobiography. She Ub(!d to t[-l~

the story that hrr h1gpe5t probl~. m was with the collece Imvs because

aftrr It was all over thry ~vantc(l to know huw shc got into that husi-

ners, and t!~eonly thing she cool:i say was “Lucky, I ~uess! “

/ !aughter]

[\it UES: “rhis takes us all a-ound. Lt.t’s not start again! [hughter]
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SESSION II

THE 1954 THERMONUCLEAR TEST

lNTROtlLfCTICN

II P. UES: ‘r{} introduce the subject which will occupy tis L ~day we

have asked Dr. Dunham to say something about the I ‘~~.l thermonu-

clear test. its background a~-f nature and anything else he wtshes to

say.

DUNHAM: ,My guidance has been rather loose, 1 would say, and

not having attended the previous meeting, you are goin~ to have t{)

put Up with my playing it very much by ear. ! have taken our leaders
literally in that I haven’t prepared a half-hour lecture on any parti-

cular topic and ‘I gather that my function in that of an initiator in the

sense that one talks about initiators in atomic weapons; the problem

is whether I can generate enough nrutrons to produce a chain rrac

tion with this, our critical assembly here. [Laughter]

FRSZMO?JT-SMITH: Critical mass.

DUNHAM: Critical mass. I’ve been thinking about this off and on
ever since Austin persuaded me to take this assignment last June, and

I’m still having very great difficulty in trying to relatr this event to

the avowed purposes of these lr]eetings, \vhich are to conslciru the long-

range effects, psychological and bi(omcdica!, of a nuclear .\al . Th,.
more I think about it the nlor<. (!ifflcu It I find this, other than the rnrrf -

ital. You uil L find that Dr. Conard and Dr. Donaldson will have a

great deai to say on what the fallout aftermath is for plants, animals

and people in a hypothetical or real nuclear war.

To relate the way people behave - and this is one of the more fasci -,..
nating things about this whole story— to the way people might behavr

or react during a.war, I find very, vt. ry difficu!t, and [ think of a pr<)-

posed experiment that was concocted back around 1 ~-1~1, in relation to
the old NEPA Project, to find out how pi!ots wmu!cl behave if they re-

alized, when they were flylng a plane near where a nuclear dcvic,. let

go, that tl. ey ILad received a lethal dose of radiation. This flight project
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wan to take a bunch of Air Force personnel to the reactor at Oak Ridge
and have them visit it, and while they were within the building ● nd

looking at the outside of the reactor, a lot of lights would flash and

bells wcmld rink and so on and so forth, and the Ioudfipc.arner would go

on the air, “Kvacuat~. the building immediately. Everybody has re-

ceived a It, thal dose of radiation. “ Then a group of psychologists
would stand around and see how these people behaved. Of course, it

wa~ ab~olutely unreal t~tic in terms of the person who was motivated.

FRIZMONT-Skl IT}i: Thio wa~ just an idea” It was nek”er done?

DUXli AM: It was never done, but it was very seriously proposed.

FREMONT-SMITli: Especially that “You have jult received ●

lethal dose. “ Therefore, )CIU may be used in any way we see fit.

DUN} IAhl: Right. Anyway, I though it might be u~eful to try to

review the c~ntext within which these events took piace. I think one

hac to go back to the fact that there was a war, that two atomic bombo
were dropped on Japan. and that tne Japanese were the only people

who have ever experienced bona fide masa effects of nuclear weapons,

admittedly smal’ ones. One also ham to object. . .

FREhtONT-SMITIi: It was not bona fide in Spain?

DUXti S.M. That’s a little different. Wright wilI tell you what hia

definition of thr effects there is, I’m sure, !ater on.

FREMONT-SXi ITIi: I just had to throw that in.

Dusli Ail: Yc’s. Anyway, In 194’1 the U.S.S.R. did detonate an

A-bomb, and I can remember a meetin~? called hurriedly about getting

on with our program, Shortly after that there was this tremendous

debate, which is all available on the public record, a large part of it

in the Oppcnhrimer hearings, as to whether or not we should dcvr!op

the ii-bomb. As you recall, both Oppenheimer and ConanL had loc~ked

at v,hat had happenvrl at Iiiroshima and Na~~saki; they then ima~ined

what an }i- bomb would do and they were totally incapable of doing any-

thing except scrt of turning the other way and saying “We must have

nothing to do with it, “ and “lVrll, maybe the Russians will build one,

but hopeiully they UO-’. use it. “ You know the decision was mat!e to

go ahead with the [i-bomb program and at the Ivy hfike shot there was

the first detonation of a thermonuclear device. It wasn’t a ~veapon

but it sho’~e(i that the whole thing was a reality and possible, and

●
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informalmn that this thing was happenin R became more or 1(!ss public

arouna the world. SO, when on March ! st there was a det,)na,lon at

f3ikini of aomcthing of the order c)[ 10 to 15 megatons, t!le stag~. was

really set for people to react. IJcople had brgun to hv awarr that
there is such a thin~ as fallout, but they didn’t have any real if-cl fur

it, and I don’t think ttte military did etthcr. (;t.rtainly 1 didn’t.

In the first edition of rhe Kffects of At(]nltc ;i’vapr>ns (I{(ferencr I ),———- .——— . . .
falIout iti discus fied and not badly, actually, b~t stilwlon’t think it

meant very much to anybody because nobody could really see the

problem.

I think one should keep in mind the kinds of people one is drallng

with in this episode. On the one hand, one is deal; ng ulth ?,farsh~ll

Islanders, a smal! group of native people wht) arc q~~itc l~tcratv but

who weren’t well educated. and I think this is the distinction ?() make.

They had been a possession first of the Germans, then the .Iapanesc,

and then the United States. 1 think they do not rc.tlly love the Uc~ted

States. Uob may contradict me on this, but I think he would a~rve that

their attitude had been, “Well, somebody is always going to be poking

his rtose into our business. We’re going to be wards of sornebndy.

The U.S. has been pretty good. “ So, when somethin~ had to be ~!one

●od they were moved. they took it a}] very quietly and .awre totally

cooperative. ! never ran into a group of people who tried to be more

helpful. Just to give you an idea of the kind of people they are-l

don’t have any slides because 1 think ulides tend to slow itp discuesiontj
-I’ll pass around some pictures of the natives, and you can take a

lock at them.

In contrast, of tours<, are the Japanese, a hiGhly sophisticated

people, just as sophisticated as w?, who hat! this Qxtra scnsitiylty to
the whole phenomenon of radiation, and who had been a beaten pvoplc

who were very worried about their relations with the Tjnited States

and with the world as a whole. but who were just beginning to sort of

feel their oats a iittlc bit.

It was within this general framework that th(. sc rvrnts occur rt. d.

I think that one way to set the stage here is simply to read the pre-

face from a special issuance (Reference 2) of the [nstitutc of Chemical

Research at Kyoto, which came out in ?Jos#embcr 1 ‘>54, six months

after the event, and ~vhich shows how they set the ~tage as far as

~ were concerned. T! ’is is all physics and chemistry. The-e is

no medical business in this report hccause no:le of the f;shcrrncn

actually got to Kyoto, but much of the material did.
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It waa at thts point that the world really t]egin to learn what had

happened, alth., uih the U. S. had artnounc{. d that thr r,. had been a te.lt

on the first oi \l.trch. and ti]at 2J6 rr>lr!t.nts of the hfarshall tn lands

had bern CXPOSW{ tu radiation and evacuated to Kuajalrin.

.Iust te give you a visual picture . . .

}’REX{OX’~-SM[”rl{ Had therm been a sort of a w.arnin~ to ships

and so forth I

RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT AND RADIATION EXPOSURE

IIU?;l{A\f There had h;.en an exclusion zone within which ships

were uarnv,l not to comt-, and “there lMS hcrn argument back awl forth

as to nhvthrr the [-ukurvu }. f,iru was wlthtn that r~~ne. A. )OU recall,—— -- . ..—. . —
the L.S. ot!lclals ins[st(,d that Itm~.s: havv ~)ern w~lhin it. It ‘ s ob-

Vlout! that1:(Iirln’t havv to b~.. because in I\, In Krlap, which ‘LS way OUC-

S;de tl:e rxc !USi Oll zone, the doses on thr northern part of thr atoll

wrrc r\on hiuhcr t!lan anything on the ship, And they would ha~c been

fal~l.

}Iikini is .~bout el~,hty or nlncty rntle+ away [rem Ronselap; the

Fukuryu \faru ~as up to .he north, th~. other side of thv 1(.thal Zone.—.—.
.;t i<onxcrlk. Lhert- ucrr ft[ty dir-weather prrscu!nrl, AJI(I 100 .rltles
from I}iklni is Utirlk. The {loses here were roughly 10r- plus.

\
.
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UPTON: Excu IJe me, Chuck. W?kat do you mean by 10r9 1s this

over infinity or a week or a day”

DUN}i AM: Infinity dose.

UPTGX: IS this a sdrface air beta prl-ril)”’

DtJNi{AM: .No, air gamma.

13 SENBUD. Wasn’t this up to the time of evacuation, Chuck ‘ I

think it was fifty-six hours actually.

DUNHAM. Here, yes. You’re perfectly right. Thesr are ‘lO~e*

up to the time of evacuation. f’m sorry. The 800r line is an infinity

dose. Thank you, M~:rril. These are es:tmatcs of actual doses

received.

The ● ir-weather people at P-ongcrtk Fot 50. Theee are ~“xtern~l.

The dose for ~ongclap was 159, ● nd rom.e of the Rungclap peopie who

were on the small ● toll fishing probably got ●bout 75.

UPTON: Would this be whole- b>dy or to the skin’? W’hat sort of

penetration?

DUNHAM: This is an estimate of thu uhole-body dose. It’s no

better than an estimate, but a great ‘!eal has tin-n based ~~n this in

terms of what the human blood refiponse to ion~zlng radiation is.

As you know, there ie a great deal of ar~ument ccntercd arnu:vl

that point, which I think ia not particdarly germane to the {ii$cussion

today.

DUSTAD Of course, on your cxclu Yit)n z..)ne, Chuck, isn’t it true

that this was related somewhat to the predicted wind dirccti~>n. and

that the wind direction did change so that Ron~elap reaily appeared

in the preliminary stages to have been safer than itwas because ot’

the wind shift”’

DUNHA,M. I think the following happened. “rhc origi~~al cxclu+i~n

zone for the test site didn’t include Hlklnt. It went about two- th:. rcfs

of the v..ay lJelwee Ji Erliwrt(]ic ~nd Bikini. W’hen they began test; n~ at

Bikini, they extended it beyond Dikint. t ut only what looks Ilkc about

50 miles. The exclusion r.onc wan not Jix enough for what happened.
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KISESFi UD. Chuck, could I sa} nomething relative to thix’ In

fact. might this br a good time to augmrzt some of the background

that suu lta~e given, which I thiilk might bv hrlp[ui in setting the

sta~{$ ‘

DUXi{AM Yes.

EISKS!JUIJ Ftrst I,,t me say with respect to I.eo’s comment, in

which he tacltf} ab~ul )vd tl[at thrrc was a uindnhtft, I’m rot sure of

that.

DUXIIASi: [ believe the wiml wan already changing.

EISHSl~[Jll This is a matter that hasn’t yet been documented.

!t’~ a strange business.

[ was then ilirrctor of the Ilralth ● nd Safety Laboratory and was

in dtrvct communication with onr of our teams tttattoned in the Mar-

shall Islanda. The only wtnd information [ have ever neen came in

● n official dispatch. at II - 6 hours, which arrived in N*w York just

a fvw hours before shot time. From my recollection [ would say

that It wwuid not hair required ● wind Bhift to dump the fallout on

Rongelap. Un[[, rtunately, the situation has never been documented

in a Inanner thatwould make it avatlable to manv of ua who were

interested in the rxact meteor olo~ical circumstance..

D~l~}~Axf: }{ut ycjur ~ommenta are predicated on the onlv hazard

bein~ ~:n those two atolls. It

exclusion zone.

KISEXRL’D “rhat’s right,

For many of US, our first

had nothing to t!o with ship- out of the

yes.

expcsure to the poastbility of massive

fallout camr in 1<}51 with \v:o Sevada explosions of the .Jangle serlea.

~ne small nurfacc explosion and one under ~rnunrf explonion took place

~n the fal I of that yrar. i’rior :0 \hat time thr military doctrine as it

was translated to us on :hc civilian side wau that thrrc would never

be ary point In exploding bombs CIOWC enouxh LO the ground so as to

@et fallout: they wanted to maxim iz - blast, an was done at l!:ro-

●hinm and Xagatiaki. So, oniy the atrburst needed !O bc considered.

Of course, obvious qucst~onti were rained, Iikc “WC1l, suppuse one

drops to the surfecr inadt. ert.)ntly and cxpludcs on the ~round, what

kind of fallout arc YOU Sning to get’> “ or. “A_hy not put it on the

ground if you can make a big cratcl-”’ “

.-.
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i nuppoae that within the military tnere m,t~t have already been =

dimcus~ion of a military demand for surface and underground sb~ts.

Until Jangle we harf not rrally thought about the contiequenccs of a

surface or u~drr~ round cxplobton. Itwas v.idely r~-t-ognt~ed that the

Jangle’ explosions would prod,~re r;)~,re ractioactl~e dust than any of
the previous ddtunations includ, nx the Towrr Shot during U’(~rlrf ~V.ar [1.

However, it was thought to be unnecessary t{) rnoni”ur ‘.kr radtoact Lv-

ity beyond 51J tniles from the <Ixpl(>sion. IIAS1. arr=.~~c-d to tn.tke

measurement in thr •~n{!lus of 50 to 50t rlliles, despttr the fact that

people lhou~l;. we would be wasting time. TV the cent-ary, we \b-

taincd a good deal of unrful in forma tiorr and. in fact. uc found that

even an far away as .Salt Lake City clones were hii:her than 100 mr.

Thin was certainly revealing, c~]nsidering l’hat Lh( two Jan Rlr (It.vict.s

were tery small. F’oilov:ing thcnc test% several grcmp~ took thr Jan-

gle data and extrapolated to the multi- n-.cgaton dr~ ice wh; ch was then

bein~ planned fvr Kraiwetok.

L7R5hf ON T- ShfiTI{.

EISENBUL): Jangle

This was in November

explode the first large

Then we were given the joh t,f tloing it, and after tht. A:ike *hot ,

fourd there was I.O fallout. As we rrcons”ructr. o It latrr on. I.asc.<i

\
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on \vatcr samples, wt. rcalixcrl that there u,as fa ilout that went into

thr ocean. The proba!)tlities of hitting those atol’s are pretty small,

They .xerc a very sn)all fraction of the total \vatcr surface exposed.

Well, there was ahout two years 01 wrangling over what should be

done to Castle. the serle. we’re concerned with here. There was a

very, very influential group of people. both among the military and

civilians, who insisted that there never was any Mike fallout, that it

all \vcnt up into the stratosphere and that probably most of it was in

outer space, and there even were calculations to prove it. But once

again wc felt that this had to be looked Into. IIowever, because of a

very low probability that there would be fallout on these atolls, since

they were so small, and a greater probability that it would all go into

the ocean, we began to devise schemes for laying artificial islancis.

This has never been reported, !argely because the information got

lost in What happened afterwards, but on the day of the shot wr actually

were off the Florida coast in a Xavy - supported operation, in which

drums of viscous oil \vere being dumped from aircraft in such a way

that it was hoped that an oil raft would lay on the surface long enough

so that fallout would lay on the top and then a plane with suitable in-

strumentation could swoop down and make measurements.

This worked. The test fallout matcriz 1 was some iron filings that

were irradiated in the Hrookhavrn reactor and dropped on these oil

rafts. }Jlans w’ere under way for shippir,g large amounts of oil out to

the Pacific to lay down these raits so that we could find out whether

or not there was fallout. The idea was to wait until the shot was fired,

find out the clirection in which the fallout was likely to occur, sen,i

aircraft out m drop th(, oil rafts, then wait a few, hours and send the

aircraft ~!-. again w]th ~nstruments to see if there was anything or.

them.

Well, actually, in parallel with that there were instruments put on
that island, but those . . .

UPTON: That island’?

EISEFJf3UD: On these islands. The nearest one to Rongelap was

the instrument put on I{onserik. 1 think this is rt-vcaling because it

simply serves to illustrate the tremendous tenacity \vith which cer-

tdin people just refuse to accept facts.

DUNi{ANf: I think that one cf the problems is that you see people

around Bikini all the time. They stayed there even when the thing \vas

.— .. .-
●
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detonated, and yet in one scns - they \vere exposed to more or less

lethal radiation.

EISE?iBUf.): Yes. I think one of the things, in retrospect, was. . .

DUNHAM: Of course, they were in bunkers and that sort of ttilng.

EISENBUD: But in the Xfike Shot the whole task force was exposed

and we could have Iost 10, 000 men. It could have been awful.

DUNHAM: I think that the fact that we were there gave a sense of

security. YOS see, if you looked at the original weapons handbook at a

pattern of fallout, and, as Admiral ‘S-hyler used to say, “Scale it up, “

why, you had something. But I don’t think ~nybody took it as serious-

ly aa it should have been.

CONARD: I remember that during the Greenhouse Operation, we

actually did have quite a substantial fallout.

TAYJ.OR: Also, after the first shot, the Dog Shot. That is one

I’ve never understood. There was serious enough fallout so that

people got a few r, at least.

CONARD: Yes.

TAYLOR: And this was known to a lot of people but somehow it nev-
er seemed to have had much of an effect on what happened at Castle.

They were tower shots, I guess. At least the Dog Shot was a tower

shot. And the fact that that produced quite heavy local fallout was

certainly a material indication of what would happen later.

BUSTAD: But isn’t it true that the March 1 st shot was consider-

ably larger than predicted?

EISENBUD: Well, it’s true in part but I don’t think the difference

is significant.

BUSTAD: Isn’t it a factor of two or three or fourv

EISENBUD: I think my recollection is that it was considerably

less than two. Let

that the instrument

went off scale at H

was not part of the

me make the point I wanted to make, which was

on Rongerik. which ~vas an automatic instrument,
plus seven hours. This was an instrument which

Task Force. It was being operated by what was

. — ..-
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basically a CIY’CI’AC - supported civilian organization based with the

Task Force but oot operating as part of it. When the instrument went

off scale, the operatinx procedure ca!lecl IU,, the aerial confirmation

of this .a!)d there ..vas not enough interest in the Task Force to author-

ize sending a plane over the islan<l to see if, in fact, the instrument

was working properly. As I recall it, this \vas delayed about 36 hours.
No information beyond the initial dispatche: came i?lto the States for

about two days. In other words, there was just a complete breakdown

as far as information was concerned, :n taking the steps that were

necessary in order to evaiuatc the qituation, and to take the necessary

palliative measures.

UPTON: You say it was delayed’?

EISENBUD. I cite this sin-, ply to illustrate that right up to the last

minute, with the fallout lying on the ground, the people just didn’t go

up to investigate.

UPTON: You say 36 hours, Mt-rril? Was something done then,

and if so, why?

EISENL3UD: This is also i~.tsrcsting. The Commission had recom-

menced an evacuation capability up there and this was denied on the

basis that it w,asn’t necrssar), that there would not be any fallout;

that there just couldn’t be enough fallout to w-arrant keeping ships on

station so that they could evacuate nati~:es on short notice. Finally,

a plane went up. I was never clear as to ~vhy it went up there, but

it was up there with a radiation instrument; it flew over Rongerik

and follncl that the radiation levels were high. It was a PBM-1, of

that series. It put down into the lagoon and took the American per-

sonnel ofi and then sent information back to headquarters which re-

sulted in an LST, [ believe, being dispatched to Rongelap to take na-

tives off of Rongelap, so that the natives were there, I think, 56 hours.

DUNH. iM: Fifty-two hours.

CONARD: A plane evacuated 16 older people from Rongelap at 50

hours and the remaining 48 people were evacuated by ship at 51 hours.

EISEN13UD: I thought I ~vould giv, his as background, because it

illustrates the incredible disbelief of the subject of lallout that per-

sisted not only up to this point but later on, as you will probably see.

—. --
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DUNI{AM: This ..v~s an analogous situation to what ivas seen in

the Army with malaria. Thry had little malaria units. Every mili-
tary group had a team, but the comman(]ing officers harl had no ex-

perience with malaria. They didn’t see anything and this poor little

malaria unit would cool its heels until they had a great many cases

of malaria. Then they would be told to scurry around. I think it’s

just human nature.

Langham, you seem to be restless there. Would you have anything

to &dd’? You’re the authority on Dog Shot, by the way, because some

of your dogs were there, weren’t they?

IA NGHAM: Yes, they were. Merril’s story to me

credible.

FREMONT-SMITH: That’s like iife ! (Laughter]

is almost in-

LANGHAM: Fallout was predicted for the Trinity iest in 1’44 by

the bomb phonologists, Hershfelder and McGee. Staiford Warren

mounted evacuation teams and monitoring teams to cover the poten-

tial fallout area. We didn’t have to evacuate anybody; we almost did.

The arbitrary limit chosen for evacuation was an infinite life-time

dose of 50 r. One family approached this limit, and there was much

debate as to whether we should evacuate them or not. They wuren’t

evacuated.

WY CKOFF: What happened to the cattle?

LANGHAh4: Cattle were burned by fallout at Trinity, ~nd we had

experience with fallout at Bikini where there was fallout on ships. I

can’t imagine anyone thinking that there wouldn’t be fallout involved

with weapons tests. I still to this day want to attribute the 1’1!54

accident to just a little bit of misconception on the part of the meteor-

ologists. I can’t imagine at that time that one would think there

wouldn’t be a fallout problem with that device if a populated area was

downwind from the detonation. So they had trouble, and 1 can’t under-

stand why anyclle would have expected otherwise.

FREMONT-SMITH: You know what happens on misunderstand~ng.

It seems to me this is one of the things we have to face. I ~vill give

you a little episode. During World War I we had shell shock, a con-

siderable amount of it. It was so reported, and anybody who studird

the thing at all knew that we were going to ha~,e some kind of equivalent

●
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to this in World ‘,Var 11. So as soon as the first report came o~:t in

the I.ancct by Sargeant and SIater of the war ncdroscs of the men—.
c~,.acuatcd fronl across the Cllannc], I came down to V;a51)in~ton to

see Lou \Vccd of th - ,Sational I<escarch (:uunci I about ~vhat we were

doin~ ill anticipation of the cnlotional prol>lcm: we lvould be facing

ivhcn ivc got into Lllis ~var. !lc sent me over to the ArmY Surgeon

C,encral’s office ~vh{.rc I ~vas met by a CC,1O:IC1 who said, “’SOW, Doc-

tor, v,})at are you ~vorried aboct’.’ “’ I said, ‘Wel I, [’m ivorried about

uhat preparations uc arc goin: to make because w,c’re ~oing to be in

this war an,l tvc’11 px-obal]ly have a consi(!crable number of emotional

problems as a result of the ~var, and ive hno\v from \Vorld }Var I ~vhat

happened. In \Vt~rld tVar [1, the I}ritish have already had it. “ And

he said, “l)octor, you don’t need to \vorry; we’ll !lave no neuroses
in the U.S. Army!” [1.auShter]

Sow, I just .vant you to know that this is the kind of extraordinary

aspect of human !atur.c onc has to face, and I suspect that the true

stor;- really (Iirln’t come out that it -.iasn’t a radiological but a human

factor that w,cnt u.rong. But maybe I’m wrong.

EISEN1}UD: I can understand ~vhy you feel that w-ay. The fact of

the matte: is that Joe Herschfelder by then ~vas probably back in

Wisconsin.

WARREN: .lim Cooney ~vas my deputy at Bikini. Jim, like many

others, was not coni, inced that there ~vas anything to do. He would

leave at [our o’clock and go to the [30Q and have a beer just about

the tinjc thp I>oys were returning with contaminated clothes and hands

on the gangplank, ancl then allout dark the algae would begin to rise

and ~ve ivould haI.c troub!cs ~vith radiation thi-~ugh the hull all night,

lIc thought it uas unimportant. He thought \ve ~vere fcolish for stay-

in~ up all nig}lt ~vondcring where the stuff was going in the deep part

of the lagoon. tVhcn Frank calne back with this radioactive sodium,

there ~vas a big ha~v-ha-.v on his part and they almost court- martialccl

me for exposir. g Frank’s ships to this radi=tion hazard. And, yet,

on the other hand, Jim pooh- poohed the ivholc operation and thought

it foolish to send a dcstro’yer on this crazy downwind trip in the hope

of gettirlg some rain-out.

If [ may just continue. He was the RADEF for the preceding oper-

ation and ~vas the adviser to the Army, and many of the times that ;!

dcscribcci in the last session, ~vhen I was up before the Fleet for ex-
,

planation in a pseuclo- court-martial, they couldn’t taste it, they

couldn’t hear it, they couldn’t see it, they couldn’t feel it. There were

-— —
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just these RADEF boys, Ivith their instru; l~ents which showed some-

thing or other, ~vhn claimed it was hazardous anrl that they ~vcre los-

ing their ships and equipment and their gear ar, d their laundry an{]

their possessions. You could uncfcrstand some of the ol>jcctions. It

was a lot of trouble and it v.,as cost]> . [{ow (to you get a station to

stand out in tllc ocean in the ri~ht p!acc”’ Th(. ..vavcs come al<)ng in

a little while and the fallout which hits the ~vatcr is gone. Evrn the

SARAR left an aivful lot of oil when shc sank, and this \v(.nt on o~,er

the reef. It was traced Jown~vind about 60 Inilcs but in tcn hours it

was gone and anybody going out there then coulc~ show that there

wasn’t anything there and cc,ulci ask why you were w,orrying. It ivas

costing an awful lot of money and time. The mctcorolosy ivas expen-

sive, too, to cover this va st area where there ivasn’t anything to sit

on, and it was very chancy. But they di~l].’t r(:ally }Iavc the concept

of how vast this phenomenon was and w,hat the quantities were. You’ll

find people, not all of them in the military, lvho tvcrc unwillinq to

face what might have happened at Alamogordo. oppy protested ,our

surveys after the war until the white-backed c.~ttlc appeared in the

Albuquerque slaughterhouse. It took a lot to oi ercome the resistance

to our purchasing of cattle. I don’t know if Dunhan) renl{. mbers this

because it was partiy before his time.

Such antagonism to the concept of the meteorological mechanisms

and the vastness of the fallout problems, together with all of the ex-

pense and trouble and manpower required for instrumentation and the

many safeguards like e~acuation plans and publlc relations cclnplica -

tions from excluding ships from this vast area, all cornbine(l to make

this episode possible.

Then I feel that this was a very fortunate thing to have happened

with so little real tragedy involved because actually nobody was real-

ly hurt seriously by the fallout.

DUNHAM: I think the most dramatic thing oi all is where that

890- rad line landed.

WARREN: Yes.

DUNHAM: It was squarely between the .Japanese fishing boat and

the Rongelap people.

WARREN: If you had planned it that way you couldn’t have gotten

it better.

/
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DUXIIJ\kt: tf it had happcacd on tl-.eir own home island they prob-

ably IVOUICI ha~e had a 1~.tllal uxposure withir, the 48 hours between the

time of t!~c fallout an(l the time they were evacuated. “rhese were

studies lhat ~vere made by Pete scovllle, : I think (see Dunning, Ref -

ercncc 3), who ~vas one of the principal people involved in actually

taking the measurements. The) ~vent in there at 36 anu 48 hours;

they took readings at different places on different parts of the atoll,

then went back later, took more readings, and then extrapolated back

along the K- constants, and so forth, as to what it would be origir,ally

and what the infinity dose would be.

Merril, do you want to comment on this?

EISEN13UD: I think it was very difficult to estimate the doses,

obviously.

DUNHAM: Yes.

EISENE3UD: I’ve often had a feeling that

very much higher than had been estimated,

of the Japanese ship.

the doses may have been

particularly in the case

DUNHAM: of course, that’s a different proposition, because

nobody measured them until two weeks later.

EISENBUD: That’s right.

DUNHAM: And the ship had been hosed some.

EISE?JBUD: That’s right. I saw that ship March 22, 22 days late~”,

and by that time it was still reading generally about 110 mr per hour,

and the Japanese and our own people had had enough of the debris.

We knew uhlt the decay-characteristics were, and if we extrapolated

from that 150 mr per hour to H plus four hours, the integrated dose

was something better than 100 r.

DUNIiAiM: Yes.

EXSEXDUD: By this time the ship had been hosed, as you say, and

scrubbed and people had gone on with ,,acuum cleaners to take off as

* Scoville, H. , Jr. At that time Scientific Director, Armed Forces

Special Weapons Project.
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much of the dust as possible because they wanted the dust for study.

So it could very easily have been in excess of 590 or maybe even

1,000 r.

DUNHAM: So it’s possible, with this line that I’ve drawn-anti you

called my attention to It this morning-on the map, that 1,’ve come

much closer co the ship than is indicated there; the 800-r line might

have been quite close, not 20 miles away.

ELSENBUD: The fallout on the ship was estimated to have been

50 curies per square meter, which is going to make some of you

wince, but I think it’s a pretty good estimate. It was made by the

Japanese in a very interesting way, ‘rhcy took surfaces and sprinkled

fiugar on the surfaces and then asked the fishermen, independently of

each other, to pick a surface which looked like the ship at the time

of the iallout. The opinions clustered around a certain couple of

slabs, and since they had samples of the fallout, they couid estimate

what the activity was. The best estimate is arour.d 50 curies pcr

square meter, which is quite a heavy dose.

BUSTAD: Wasn’t one of the difficulties that some of the crew

members swept up the fallout and put it under their pillow?

EISEN13UD: I don’t know that.

DUNHAM: One of them put some in his pocket, I believe, to take

home as a so,:venir.

MILLET: Thus far, we have heard that those in charge thought

they knew, but they did not. Whether or not the fault lay with meteor-

ologists, admirals, generals or scientists may not be important ex-

cept to those -who want to define history in its greatest detail.

No information reached the United States for 36 hours. There was

incredible disbelief that the event had occur~ed. And disbelief was

true not only for this spisodc, but as Dr. Dunham has mentioned, for

malaria, and as Dr. Fremont-Smith said, it was t-we also for psycho-

neuroses. It happened subsequently with respect to radiation exposure,

as we will hear later in this meeting.

I wonder if there are not really two kinds of psychological features

with which we should be concerned: one is the fear of radiation effects

among exposed persons, and the other pertains to the psychology that

\
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leads to underestiraation or miscalculation of the magnitude of the

nuclear event and its psychosocial consequences.

DRUKS: This is because we’ve been brought up 20 have a two-

valued way of looking at thin~s, isn’t it’! That either we’re frightened

or we’re not frightened. Actually, there are degrees of being fright-

ened.

hfILLET: I think one of the very interesting things is what moti-

vates so many people to deny the facts when they are so readily

demm~strablc. If the data are clear and arc presented and they are

denied by intelligent people, otherwise intelligent people, there must

bc some motivation known to them or unkrown to them which makes

it impossible for thcm to change their position. This brings us to

the questicn of when is a delusion not a delusion.

FREMONT-ShlITI{: Right.

LA NGIIAM: 1 think it’s a matter of biased values. There isn’t a

man in the field that isn’t anxious to get on with his part of the job,

and in dealing with these people you find that to them the highest

priority, consciously or subconsciously, is to get on with the job;

isn’t that right, Dr. Warren”}

WAR REI<: Yes.

LA N’GI{AM: Invariably you’ll find this conflict. The protection

man is obstinate in his way. Hc wants to do a job right, too. And

this is a conflict that’s brought about by the bias. The bLas is brought

about by the position in which the man finds himseli.

MILLET: One wonders if there isn’t something in our national

culture which makes us prefer getting on and moving rather than

waiting and listening and finding out. I heard a comment last night

from my neiEhbor here that the American psychiatrists don’t bother

to read foreign iiteraturc, for example.

LA NGHAM: We have hawks and doves right now. I think probably

insofar as radiation protection and nuclear devices are con=erneci I

might be c!~. ssified as a hawk. I still think one has to make haste,

but with caution. I think in some cases people who want to be cautious

may lose and in some cases they may win. At Greenhouse we had a

trick played on us which may amuse you. During Dog Shot, at which

-—. . . —
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we were recovering animals from the shot island, we dressed in

complete protective cloth.ing Including respirators. We ,06k~d like

men from Mars. We invaded the shot island to get our animals, and

the plan was that when we came back to our horns island with the

animals we would strip off all our clothes and throw theri~ into a box

on the beach and walk up to the quarters in ~he nude. On tl-.e shot

island, we could hardly get a meter reading anywhere. In the mean-

time, a sheer in the wind haci brought the fallout right over our home

island. When we returned to base camp with our animals, we took

off all our clothes and walked in the nude through a hundred times as

much raclioactivity as occurred on the shot island! [Laughter]

FRLMOST-SMITH: That’s a wonderful story.

TAYLOR: I would like to interject something that you challenged,

Staff. You said a moment ago. you can’t hear it. Apropos of the

Dog Shot, fallout was clearly audible. There were little beads of

steel from the tower that condensed, arid one heard this constant
.. .

tinkle, tinkle of steel from the tower hitting the aluminum roofs and

then rolling down the gutters and piling up in little piles on the ground.

The thing v.hich I’ve never understood, which has sonic psychological

significance, I suppose, is that the radiation monitoring teams, pairs

of people’with a Zeuss meter, would find one of these little piles and

you j*lst heard from them lots of expressions of various kinds of bad

language about 10 r per h? lr, 40 r per hour, a few r per hour and a

sort of disbelief. The upshot was that everybody kept ‘~ande-ing

around. According to a 7.CUSS meter that IIerb York’:: bad set up in

one of the buildings just to have people file past to see what their

reading was, tny own hair was reading 2 r per hour after a shower.

Well, I got worried, along witha number of other people. But s. .!e -

how there ~vas an air of unreality about the whole thing. There was

a hig discussion about whether we would have a movie that night or

not, an(i somzhow they, and no cne seemed to know who “they” were.

had decided that the movie was all right.

Somehow I’ve never understood how that could have happened, in

view of all the literature that was available for years before Green-

house on fallout and on how lar~e areas could be covered with very

intense radiation. No one seemed to want to believe what was happen-

ing.

——
* Herbert F. Y.=rk, then at the University of California.
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)?REMONT-ShlITH: Isn’t there a lesson for the whr,le purpose and

goal of these series of conferences in this discussion t.hJt’s taking

place this morni:~g? Ifuman nature is not going to change that fast

and we’re going to have a variety of conflicts and attitudes, and

hawks and doves, with respect to a, b, c, and d, i.~ preparation for

the possibility oi atomic war. Also, if there ever is u nuclear war,

there will be this same kind (,f con fusian and rca,:tion all over the

world. So it seems to me that this aspect of huraan nature, which

we’re probably going to have to face in onv way or ar.otl-mr as long as

there’s human nature around, is one of thu certral lessons for this

whole business. If we’re going to get anythin ! out of thi~, part of

it is going to come by the fact that human -Iat Ire is this wav and !hat

there are conflicts in authority, the highest ievcl of authority. You’re

going to get denial of [acts, as .?ac~ broug’a’ out; clearly evident facts

will be denied up ~nd down and proved not o be so by otbcr authority.

I attended a conference t’nat the Civil !)efense put on in which the

problem faced by the group in this 3-da\ meeting was that a bolnb

has been dropped. This was the assumption, and we were to focus

attention on two counties in northern New York State bordering on the

of the Great Lakes. According to the assumption, the wind has blown

the fallout over these counties and the question is what do you do?

Well, the report of this meeting war never published, not, 1 think, so

much because it was classified, bu’. because it was unbearable to have

a group of intelligent people about as confused as we were. We encie(i

up with a terrible wrangle as to v ho was to milk the cows ! [Laughter]

So, 1 think that among the lejsons is that there’s a lack of a lo~ical

approach to the realities of t}. e problem that can be counted upon nc~

inatter where we stand. I wo~ld throw in one little touch, and that is

that we are all aware of the act that the weather every once in a

while turns out differently from what is predicted.

LANGHAM: I would li~e to refer back again to the conflict of in-

terest on the part of sci,:ntists trying to wor’~ together. Each man’s

ego is tied up with his ;ob.

FREMONT-SNfITH: You are right, Our multi-disciplined confer-

ences are bringing this out every day.

LANGHAM: I have a rather amusing story that illustrates this. I

don’t know whether I ever told Dr. Warren, but he kept getting mes-

sages from the co.onel on Eniwetok who was in charge of putting the

droned B- 17s thr mgh the clouds at Bikini.

—... .. .—
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WARREN: ‘[CS.

LANGHAM. Under rcrrote control these 13-17s had been flown

through the bc,mb cloud. They were not destroyed but were s’ightly

radioactive. The colonel wathed to take the remote control ,quipmcnt
OUt and use the B- 17s to fly his crew back to i{onolulu. lie asked

Staff to send a man over to clear the planes as radiologically safe.

Staff sent over two people and before the monitor would get back,

this man would be on the radio again ahking Staff for a decision. Dr.

Warren finally came to mc and said, “1 don’t know what’s happenitlg

with that guy. I sent two men over and he’s still bothering me. Wil!

you ~o over and find out what’ti bothering him and get this thing

straightened out? “

1 went, and as I came down the ramp at Kniwctok, standing at the

bottom of the stairs was the young colonel who Iookcd at>out 25 years

old; he wasn’t as old as I by 10 years or so. When I came down the

stairs, these were his words, “Arc you that radiological man” “

When I said I was, he pointed to the f3-17s and continued with, “Well,

sonny, they’re there. Don’t give me any oi this -rap about milli-

roentgens. Do I fly them home, or do I push them in the ocean? “

The highest readings were in Lhc cockpit where there were several

radium dials and on thr engine intake and exhaust manifolds. I came

back to the colonel and, in my most efficient manner, announced,

“Fly them home. “ With that he said, “Come with me, We’re closing

out the club. “ I stayed there four days and wasn’t sobrr a minute !

[Laughter] It never cost me a dime!

Here is a specialist, good at his job. So you’ve got a psychological

conflict right here that, I’m sure, stems back to the cgo and the fact

that the man doing the jub satisfiee that ego by filiing it well.

FREhiONT-SMITH: And you satisfy yours and therefore went to

the club ! [L.-. ughter]

LANGHAM: That’s right.

WAR RIZN: After 20 years I’vr got an explanation why hc was so

long gone! [Laughter] This is why I made such a tremendous effort

to save the Independence. The Navy had towed hcr to Mare Island.

She was seriously contaminated by the underwater blast. The Navy
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had been unable to clean her enough to get the radiation down below

our 24-hour le~’el. Twice I went to the 1~th Naval District where sht

was t,crthcd to persuade the commanding officer to dc!ay her sinking

temporarily. Shc was a fine example of goncral contamination in-

side anti out) and ,VoUld have be, =n a fine training resource.

The first time an inexperienced person walks into a situation where

he’s surrounded by contamination and the meters sho\v it, he can hear
the hur. z on the Geiger counter, he realizes he’s in a hazardous situa-

tion ,’-d he’s either prepared or not prepared to deal with it. But he

should hc prcpare(i and he can be preparcti to deal with it and conduct

himself with sorer safety. WC nccdcd a place like that, a real situa-

tion as this ship rcprrsented. But they finally .JoI: it OU1 and sank it.

1 think part nf it \\as 10 get it out of sight, out of mind.

FRiZ\lOXT-SklITIf: “Let’s forget about it. “

WA Rft EX: It was &hazard they wanted to (orgct.
.

DUNEiAh!: Maybe we should move on from this background as to

why the Task people behaved as they did. They behaved in some ways
very much like the Gommand in lfawaii, whcrr the little fellow running

the radar at the ack-ack installation at Pearl Ilarbor reported he saw

same planes comin~ in.

FREMOXT-Sh4[TH: Exactly.

DUM{Ahl: I think as far as the Rongelap people go-and if anyi)ody

wants to disagree, they can take this up right here-that until one

com~s to the cnri nf the line almost, t{tcrc’s no particular psychologi-

cal prohlern. They were dealt with, 1 think. well. They were put in

good barracks and taken care of. They were probably given too

much to eat and had good medical care and ti~ere was wry little pro-

testing. Isn’t this generally the situation, Bob, as far as the pcaple

arc concerned? They were not enthusiastic about having to leave

their atoll but they bore with it. They were not having any aberrant

psychological responses.

CON. IRD: This is generally true. There “were a few psychological

reactions resulting from the fallout situation on Rongelap after they

were moved back to the island, I will refer to these later. .

DUXEfAM: They still didn’t really know what happc[,. ,1. They

v:erc told that something happened. They were told that they had to

-—
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have their hair washed and that they had to stay away from home for
a while.

of

LANGHAM: How did they respond to this’?

DUNHAM: This is all second-hand fronl talking w,ith thim. One

them, the “doctor, “ what was his name?

CONARD: Jabwe.

DUNHAM: Jabwc, the “doctor, “ who had some training, t.fccided

the water maybe was getting contaminated, and I think he forbacie

them to drink water after the first few hours.

CONARD: But they did anyway.

DUNHAM: They did anyway. Some of them went swimming to get

the stuff off. Again I don’t think it was a panic reaction. There was

nobody to tell thcm this was radioactivity; there w-as nobody to get

then~ excited, and it had happened. I think one of them who had been

in Japan somewhere along the time of the Japanese occupation, rt.col-

lectcd that it looked like snow but, of course, **asn’t cold. I don’t

want to #teal your thunder for your afternoon session, Bob.

CONARD: They had seen previous shots.

DUNHAM: They had. seen the light.

GONARD: And this was nothing unusual except it was much larger

than anything they had previously seen, and they described it as the
sun rising in the West, I ,hink.

EISEN13UD: They wouldn’t have seen the Eniwetok shot in 1?52.

CONARD: They saw others.

IZISENBUD: Yes. It was my recollection that the Eniwetok shot

certainly was about the same size as Bravo, wasn’t it?

DUNHAM: In 1952?

-,
i

“’>.
.

,,- -.

DONALDSON: No, no. A little less than one-fifth.
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THE FtlKURYU PJUIRU (LUCKY DRAGON) AND THE

PROBLEMS IN JAPAN

DiJiWh%M: 1 think we should go on to the Japanese fishing boat.

Ralph Lapp, you know, has written a book (Reference 4) on this .

subject and there are solne pictures in it of the boat and the crew.

1’11 pass this around for anybody who hasn’t seen it. It was an old

tub, not up to modern Japanese fishing boat standards, but I think

it did have a radio aboard and that the radio was in constant com-

munication with Japan throughout this whole two-week period. It’s

not at all clear that anythifig was ever said about this episode in con-

versing back and forth.

FREMONT-SA41TH: You mean they didn’t report it to Japan at

all?

DUNHAM: NO.

FREMONT-SMITH: Not until they got in”

DUNHAM: Not until they got in. Anyway, the Japanebe fishermen

actually developed skin lesions, which Bob will describe quite viv-

idly for you with pictures, as appeared in the Rongelap people, per-

haps a little more severe and the distribution somewhat different,

particularly along the belt line because they were all wearing trou-

sers and apparently collected a lot of the stuff right whert the trou-

sers were tied. The people are cfescrihed as looking black, and you

can almost sense-Ralph tells a good story of this part of it-how thv

almost panic situation developed over a period of 48 hours.

FREhfONT-SMITIi: After they got the faIlout.

DUNHAM: After they got the fallout.

u~,To~: Were they unawa:e until then that they had been exposed?

Is it clear from the log when they first became aware that they had

been exposed?

DUNHAM: They saw the flash. They had the fallout.

UPTON: Did they know at the time?

DUNHAM, Yes. There was no question that they had a general

idea exactly what the whole story was and they hot- footed it straight

home. They made a bee line home, which in itself is significant.

—— .
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FREMONT-SMITH: Did they know they were in danger?

DUNHAM: I don’t know if they knew how much danger. There were

various degrees of concern, and what they were thinking at that time,

I don’t think we know. Ralph interviewed a lot before he wrote the

book and he was there three years or two years later, which is ?O

after-the- fact recollection.

—---

.-

UPTON: You speak of panic, you mean among the crew or among

everyone concerned?

DUNHAM: No. This was a broad panic almost involving Japan as

a whole. I want Merril to rrw.ke a real contribution now because he

was right there. Winen they monitored the ship, they found radio-

act ivity. They found that the fish, at least the top fish on the catch,

were contaminated. They began throwing the fish away. Then the
. .

next thing anybody knew was that within a week or so they had thrown 2
away a million tons of fish; almost anything that came from anywhere.

They would monitor the run and they would say, “Oh, boy, it’s read-
. -,

ing, “ and right into the sea it went. Merril, you were right there ‘-’ t
and you saw what happened.

EISENBUD: This whole story has the same element of the Ronge..

lap fallout. For example, there’s no official report of it, which is

surprising. I don’t think there is one of the Rongelap fallout; at

least I’ve never seen an over-all comprehensive report covering the

thing from beginning to end. ..

FREMONT-SMITH: This is extraordinary, isn’t it?

.

EISE?JBUK): Yes. -.
.

DUNIIAM: What kind of a report do you mean?

.-

EISENBUD: Well, I mean that ordinarily you would expect that an

. .

incident of this magnitude would in~. olve setting up an investigating

team and putting out a report which would be available to the people

who are involved. For example, I never wrote a report on my own

experience in Japan beyond the f~rst two weeks “because I just waited

and waited, presuming I was going to be able to fit it into some sort
-----

of over-all report.

DUNHAM: You mean a report on the e;nsode, how ai~d why?

,
t
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DUNHAM: This document here is an after-the- fact one.

,i

EISENBUD: That’s right. hro rmally you would expect, for exam-

ple, that. the meteorology would be (!escriberl, including the develop-

ment of wind patterns starting a day or two before and running right

up to shot time. rhis is not available. I asked for it before i came

down here and it’s still classified. So I couldn’t bring it with me.

FREMONT-SM[TH: ‘ZGu mean it’s available but classified?

EsENBUD: Yes, right. This would simply mean that nobody has

taken the time to declassify it, which takes work.

IlUNIlAh4: I think hferril has a feel for the way this thing built up

in the Japanese press that nobody else in this room can have. I hope

that ht. will just ~e~ote a few minutes to this, starting with, say,

throwing away the fish from the F’ukuryu ilaru.

I have a few more visual aids which I will pass around. i’ou can

look at them at your leisure. There is a record by }iolmes k Narvcr:~

of the re.latriation of the Rorigelap people, and it has nice pictures of

them and their !,abitats.

The only thing really wrong about it is that the pictures of the

original houses were taken after two years of total neglect and they

arc not nice, well-kept-up homes such as Bob Conard and Cronkite

put in their report, which were pictures taken immediately after the

event. I~ut otherwise I think you’ll find these interesting.

The other things I ivant to pass around are pictures of Mr. Eiscn-
bud and some of his Japanese friends. This is the .luly 17, 1’)54 issue

of the Saturclav Evening Post, with an article (F. t.fercncc 5) entitled

“The Grim E-acts ~f the }1-bomb Accident. “ This was out at about the

height of the fever both in this ountry and in Japan. It starts:

“Shortly before noon of a sunny ziay last January began the most far-

e-uS voyage any Japanese ship has made since the battleship YAMOTO

undertook the dramatic suicidal sortie from the Inland Sea. “ It shmvs

pictures of Dr. John Morton examining the fisherman. It shows pic-

tures of \fcrril wan~cring around on the deck of the Fukuryu Xlaru.

Please treat it gently bccausc it’s my only copy.
—

“The Holmes k Xar= Co. was contractor to the Joint Task Force add

rehabilitated the islands of Rongelap and Enivrtok on the Rongclap Atoll.

The document referred to was never published.

i
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It may not be aDparent from articles like this or from Ralph Lapp’s

book how much rapport developed bet.xcen the Japanese scientists and

people like Merril, John Harley, Lauren Donaldson and others who

worked closely with them and tried to help them sort facts from fic-

tion. It was a very close working relationship, and as evidence of

this, in the special issuance (Reference 2} of the Institute of Chemical

Research at Kyoto, which is a special issue on tb.e dosimetry, radio-

chemistry, and so forth, it says, “Furthermore, we should like to

acknowledge with deep appreciation the kindness of Dr. John i-i. Harley,

Chief of the Analytical Branch, Health and Safety Division, New York

Operations Office, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, who provided us

with much valid literature concerning the metabolism and internal

dose determination of fission products. “ Many of their articles have

a similar acknowledgement at the end of the article. [ think this is

important to keep in mind; in spite of all the puhl. ic panic, hocpla,

newspaper reporting, personal accusations and unpleasant things that

may have occurred on the streets, there was, among the disciplined,

thinking scientific community, a great deal of whclesome and cons~ruct-

ive exchange.

With that as sort of an introduction, I’m going to ask hlerril first

to tell us a little about his experiences in the development of lhe

problem over there. Then Lauren can tell us something of his ex-

periences. He was sent over ;.t the request of the Japanese as an

expert on fisheries and radiation. Finally, I hope we will have time

for a little bit from two people, Dr. Schull and Dr. \liller, who were

at the time with Al?. CC, which was peripherally involved, and that

they will give us a little picture of how they got dragged into the thing.

Keep to the same ground rules. Everybody interrupt, it’ you want

to.

WOLFE: Befo Oe you start I would like to know just what the date

was that the U. S. society found out about this fishing vessel.

EISENF3UD: Wel!, it’s a good place for me to start. They found

out the way the world found out, when the ship put into port.

WOLFE: That was two weeks after?

.-

.,

EISENBUD: Yes. It was the 18th, I tliink.

DONALDSON: The 17th.

.
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EISENBUD: The 17th here, the 18th there, I think.

DUNHAM: March 14th, precisely two weeks.

EK5_Eh’13UD: Then I’m wrong.

WOLFE: You mean our people didn’t know that ship was out there?

EISENBUD: That’s right. If yourve ever been on any of these

sweeps, you could understand why. It’s a big ocean and the radar

isn’t very effective on a small wooden vessel.

DUNHAk: Remember how long it took to find Eddie Rickenbacher.

EiSENi3UD: Yes.

WOLFE: He had the winds blow in two directions.

EISENBUD: The boat put in, I thought it was the 17th but you say

it was the 14th, and I think the first newspaper accounts were on the

!6th, as I retail.

DUNHAM: Right.

EISENBUD: Now it comes back to me.

FREMONT-SMITH: The Japanese?

ET.SENBUD: The Japanese newspaper account- were, of course,

picked up all over the world. Consistent with the pattern right from

H plus 7 hours, the initial reaction here wa: “isbelieft that this was.

just a propaganda stunt, that there would b .’.hing to it. Dr. John

Morton, who was then director of ABCC, ~. !.ispatched pronto up

to Tokyo to help out and telephoned me in L!I - niddle of the night.

FREMONT-SMITH: Where were you at this point?

EISENBUD: In New York: He told me that he would need somebody

who could evaluate the physical facts. There was no one there at the

time. I tried to catch John Harley, who had just left Japan, but I

couldn’t intercept him, and it was finally decided that I should go there

myself.
,

FREMOXT-SMITH: How long did it take you to get there?

\
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EISENBUD: Well, apparently I’m not too good on the dates. I

flew straight through. In those days it was about 40 hours. I think

I got there around the 19th or 20th, 48 hours later. There was a lot

of confusion everywhere. You’ve got to remember that 1954 was the

end of a very bad time for the Japanese. It was nine years post-war

but the upturn really hadn’t begun. They were two years past the

Peace Treaty. The scientific community wasn’t organized. The

Japanese had no instruments, not even Geiger counters. Also.

there was a lot of jockeying for position among the Japanese.

Well, I went very innocently myself. Actually I was all packed

for going into Eniwetok anyway, and within an hour I changed my

plans and left for Japan and !,ad no contact with anybody until I got

there. When I got there, there r.lust have been a thousand people

with signs at the airport, and I wondered who the big shot aboard

was; I found out it was I! [Laughter] Somehow or other, through

this telegram, they biad word that I was coming and were picketing.

Some American MPs had been permitted to Co,ile to escort me into

a limousine, which was right at the foot of the ramp.

Well, this of itself was very bad. A number of Japanese had come

out to the airport to meet me, some of whom I knew quite well, but

I wasn’t permitted to see them. They had waited for hours, and I

was put into the lilnousine and whisked out to the Embassy so that I

could brief the staff. So that was the beginning.

The Japanese had no way of getting the basic information that they

needec. They knew nothing about bombs; there was no way in which

they could get, for example, information on the fission products that

you would expect, the debris, and what kind of activation products

wduld be present. On the other hand, the next morning one of the

firct people I saw was Doctor Kimura, who was one of the first radio-

chemists who actually had been a student of radi~activity, and who in

1945 was the one who had taken soil samples from Nagasaki and Hiro-

shima and concluded that there was plutonium in the Nagasaki bomb,

bzsed on his analysis and whit he read in the newspapers.

By the time I talked with Kimura the next morning, he had al-

ready analyzed the debris and had detected uranium- 237, which led

him to the conclusi.>n that there must have been an n2n reaction which

involved the fast fission of uranium- 238. I mention this because at

that time this was a very sensitive fact in our weaponeering and here

I was sitting with a man who had deduced something in a couple of

days that was known to very few people in the United States. So you

.
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trying to protect

secure.

I think that at
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I was in, trying to be helpful and at the same time

information that other people thought should be held

that particular point in time the whole difficulty with

the Japanese, as far as the public rclation$ problem was concerned,

could have b-en solved. The main thing that the Japanese wanted was

a statement that our government was sorry.

DUIYHAM: Didn’t one of the fellows get involved with the accusa-

tion as to whether or not they were within the exclusion area, so that

it was a long time before the powers in Washington would agree that

it was perfectly possible that it wasn’t within the exclusion area?

EISENBUD: That’s right. I think it was clear, and this was re-

ported, that they really couIdn’t tell, and that the navigation equip-

ment they had wasn’t very sophisticated. The log looked authentic

but they could have been five or ten miles on one side or the other.

One thing that impressed me through this stage, which I’ve often

remembered as other crises developed and as I think about our peo-

ple that were participating, is how tired you get. I flew straight

through in 40 hours in a very excited condi’. ion wondering what it was

going to be like when I got there. I arrived at two o’clock in the

morning of, I guess, the end of the second day. I was whisked to the

Embassy at two in the morning and stayed in conference for about

2 hours. I wel,t home and got into bed for the first time in 3 nights;

I had 2 hours sleep and then went off for the first conference with the

.Japanesc, and met all day. I made a point of getting to bed early

that night, but with the 12-hour cfifference in time, John f3ugher was

just about ready to telephone me along about ten o’clock at night,

and this pattern kept up for 4 or 5 days. I was really at the verbe of

exhaustion, but I had to make a decision.

FREMONT-SMIT13: Yes, which is very diificult to do in that ~tate.

EISENBUD: Yes. And I don’t know whether or not I made ~he right

decision; I mean, somebody else would have to evaluate this. But

when I think of the Cuban crisis and the Berlin crisis, and of the ve~y

few people who were at the center of this thing and who had to think

despite the fact that they couldn’t get their rest. I think it’s a problem

that someday the government is going to have to deal with. Chuck,

YOU may have been in the middle of this many times.

0
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DUNHAM: It’s not uncommon.

EISENBUD: The relationships with the Japanese were . . .

FREMONT-SMITH: The safety of all the world can rest upon ;he

judgment of somebody who is exhausted, “who has to made a decision.

EISENBUD: Yes. There were some obvious snafus of a very

minor nature which seem amusing, but might not be. Maybe tk-; e

are some that I don’t know about that were not so amusi.lg, For

example, on the third night Tsuzuk: who was down at Yaizu-there

were a few fisherman down there- passed word, through me of

the other s,that I should call on him immediately on his arrival that

night. He was coming in at eleven o’clock that night,, This seernerf

like a strange time to be asking me to call on him, but I checked with

this fellow who seemed to speak good English z.r,d he said, “h’o, Dr.

Tsuzuki wants you to tail on him at his home. “ So the Embassy pro.

videc! a car and at eleven o’clock I was up at Tsuzuki’s kouse and,
,-

of course, he came to the door in pajamas. He was expecting a tele-

phone cali ! [Laughter] This illustrates another problem, that ‘.s,

that the fact that a man thinks he can speak English can be very dan-

gerous. The difference between “call Dr. Tsuzuki, “ which I would

take as meaning that he wants me to telephone him, and “callonhim, “

which means that you visit, is a suotle one which you can’t expect
all Japanese to understand. So I e~nphasize this as another thing that

complicates a situation which is already complicated. He was ~,ery

gracious; he had a bottle of, Scotch and we sat up and had a fine chat.

I would say that the political situation was stalemated by the fact

that the Japanese Government was very anxious to settle the thing

amicably and were willing to cooperate in any way. They were will-

ing to enter into an official agreement with the United States that

would relieve us of any further financial responsibility. 13ut they

insisted that we had to say we were sorry. So while this was going

on, John Morton and I were concerned with the more technical as-

pects, and it is commorly said that we weren’t allowed to see. the

fishermen. This is not so. They didn’t want the “American doctors

to examine the fishermen, primarily because of what was being said

in the American press and by some Americans in Japan, including a“

couple of Congressmen, to the effect that there was nothing wrong u,ith

these fishermen and that it was all a hoax. There were two members

of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy that came through .Tapan,

saw these men a few days after they arrived, saw the burns, decided

that these were superficial and made a public statement to the effect
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,

that the whole episode was being exaggerated, despite the fact that at

that time the blood counts were dropping at an alarming rate.

So, the .Japanese understandably were reluctant to have Am@ricans

publicly come in and check up on what they were doing. On the other

hand, .John Morton and his staff were given every courtesy. They

looked ~.t the blood; they stood there while the blood was being sam-

pled. rhey could poke the fis!lermen and talk with them. I myself

got involved in this in a peculiar way. I think you’ll find it on the

front page of that Saturday Evenin~ Post article (Reference 5) where.—
it says that [ wasn’”t aliowed to see the fishermen because I wasn’t a

doctor. Quite the reverse is true. I went to Yaizu to see the ship

and hcd no idea of seeing the fishermen because it was almost an

impossible si~uatiur,. I had Eccn told that the hospital was a small

hospital, that the patients were sitting on mats on the first floor,

that there were hundreds of people milling around and that there
must have been 40 or 59 reporters, and I didn’t see how it could be

useful for me to go to see the fishermen even on a courtesy basis,

although I was anxious to make some physical measurements on

them.

Well, at lunch that day the Mayor of Yaizu indicated quite strongly

that the fishermen would be hurt, knowing I was in town, if I didn’t

come to see them. So, I aid go there and I made enough very super-

ficial measurements to ascertain that their thyroids were very hot.

I took samples of their hair and asked for some skin scrapings, which

I took with me. These were sent to ?few York and analyzed subse-
qu+; ntly.

DUNHAM: I’m interested in what yau said about the ‘el~tions with

Morton and yourself because a lot of Americans got vexy upset with

the iclea that tile Japanese didn’t invite youto take over.

EiSEN13UD. That’s right.

DUN~iAM: You weren’t invited; there’s no reason why you should

have been. As George Le Roy’: said, how would we feel if the situa-

tion had been reversed and a couple of so-called experts from Japan

came over and were to demand total access and taking over of the

f’ Dr. George LeRoy ~vas then on the faculty of the University of

Chicago and was consultant to the AEC and to the medical team that
was responsible for the care or the Rongelapese.

,
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treatment, and so forth. But this was the way it was played up in

the press.

EISENBUD: I got samples of urine and blood, for example.

DUNHAM: Surely.

E[SENBUD: Well, we made a considerable amount of progress in

the first week. I had set up a sort of formal orgar,ization for investi-

gating this. There was a Japanese committee established and hforton

and I were invited to all the meetings, ar,d then Yomcthing happed
which was heartbreaking and which is a matter of public record. Of

course, the American press at that time wa}, very much involved.

There was a furor at home. So, it was dccidcd that the President

woula go on television and make a statement to the public. He did

this with Admiral Strauss and there were two th;. ngs in that statement

which were very offensive to the .Japanesc ami that c~u~.~d things to

deteriorate so far as Morton and myse If were concerned. One was

the statement that the burns that the men had- i f [’n’ not giving this

in correct context, Chu-ck, say so -were not due to radiat ior. but were

due to lye produced when the coral was calcined in the fireball and

then fell out on the fishermen.

.,

DUNHAM: I can remember when this hit us. we were at Kwajalein.

I could see the expression on Cronkite’s* face when he read this.

EISEN13UD: Yes. This hit the .Japanese parers with the full knowl-

edge . . .

FREMONT-SMITH: Where did the idea corn- from”’

EISE~DUD: It certainly didn’t come from MC, but everybody else

thought it did.

CONARD: The faliout material was indeed caustic, thou~h this did

not cause the “beta burns” that later developed.
.,

FREMONT-ShlITH: You just made a nice excuse.

* Commander Eugene P. Cronkite, of the h’aval .Medicai Research —

Institute in Bethesda, Maryland, was in charge of the medical team.

\
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EISENBUD: And I was completely discredited because it was gen-

erally known that I was sending daily reports and State Department

telegrams as to the technical facts and they had every right to assume

that this idea came from me. The other stateme.~t was that the Jap-

anese were presumably inside the danger area.

Well, this, coming straight from the horse’s mouth, so to speak,

widely publicized, nationally televised, and presumably an authori-

tative statement, made it very difficult for John Morton and me to be
effective any longer. I stayed on, 1 think, for abouz two weeks after

that but it was obvious that very little was going to come of it.

Actually, I stayed on for the two weeks primariiy so that I cculd

see some contaminated fislt. We worked out a methorf for rronitoring

which is not easy to do because there were literally hundreds of thou-

sands of fish piled up on the docks waiting to be shipped.

FREMONT-SMITH These were all fish from this ship?

EK5ENBUD: f~O. The fish on the Fukuryu Maru were confiscated——
immediately. They were buried and forgotten about.

FREhlONT-Shi[TH: Had they been measured’?

EISENBUD: Na.

FREhiCNT-SMITH: They were never measured?

EISEN13UD: No. They were dug up and. . . no, they weren’t

measured.

LA NGHAM: I’m sorry, Merril. I can’t keep quiet any longer.

Again, your story sounds incredible to me. It’s not that I don’t be-

lieve you. I do, because I’ve been through a similar exercise. It

is just that the public reaction to a radiation incident is incredible.

i think that we should be st~dying the psychology of government

relations with governments. ‘Nill you please tell me why such a iuss

is made over something of this nature’> If a G.I. in Japan had acci-

dentally killed two or three people with a carryall, this wouldn’t

have made any news at all. \Vhy isn’t it fashionable to admit a mis-

take when it involves radiation? Do you mean to tell me the greatest

mtion in the world can’t say, “Okay, we made a mistake”?

. *
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FREMONT-SMITH: We can do so anywhere except in radiation.

That is holy. That is part of our religion, We are the radiation
people and we don’t make mistakes in radiation!

LA NGHAM: The Air Force every now and then hit~ a section of

apartment houses in an airplane crash. Does that ever get the pub-
licity that this did, and why do we have to worry so much about the

American image when I think this country can afford to admit an

occasional mistake and not particularity lose face? ~.’et, I know what

Merril is saying is indeed true, and I maintain that what he went

through, what the government went through, is indeed true, The

question is what’ s the psychology behind this type of thinking’? why

do we feel this much emphas!s is necessary when radioactivity is

involved?

FREMONT-SMITH: I’m not sure that we did very much better in

Spain. We’ll come to that later. Maybe there i~~ a tradition here of

making this kind of mistake between governments ! [Laughter]

IA NGHAM: It doesn’t make sense.

FREMONT-SMITH: I think past history-and I’m afraid the

history - removes the incredible . . .

future

LA NGHAM: How many accidents have wc had in foreign count~ies

before in which the President of the United States felt obligated to

make a statement?

MILLET: It’s an evidence of power in part.

FREMONT-SMITH: Yes.

LA NGHAM: Why? Why is radiatian unusual in this case’?

MILLET: What about Vietnam?

LA NGEiAM: Vietnam is a different thing. Let’s look at something

that’s comparable. Wasn’t it not so long ago-well, a few years ago

-a military plane on takeoff plowed through an inhabited area in Ger-

many and killed several people?

--- -
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UPTON: Chuck did mention panic developing in Japan at the time.

LA NG!+AM: Why panic over radiation’ That I don’t understand.
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EISENE$UD: Wait a minutc~ Wright. Everybody knows” that a plant

can crash in:u an apartment house and kill people. .

LA NGIIAM: Doesn’t anybody know that it’s possible that ~allout

can?

EISIZNBUD: This was never announced.

DUNHAM: [t didn’t come out clearly because

announcement abo~*t this.

FREMONT-SMITH: At least three things are

four.

there was no public

wrong, or maybe

.,

[ /’
,“

,/

I

“.,.,
,.

UPTON: I don’t think there’s any need necessarily to defer dis-

cussion to Saturday if it’s pertinent now. Isn’t &at right”? This is

a free-wheeling kind of a meeting.
,.

,,:.
.-,.
,:
‘.

EISEN13UD: Let me finish the Japanese story.

LANGHAM: Let me clear UP one thing. MY saying that Merril’s

story is incredible doesn’t mean that I think Merril is incredible!

[Laughter]

,,’

,’

..

FREMONT-SMITH: We think he’s incredible! [Laughter]

DONALDSON: Merrii, at this point may I inject a comment about

the fate of the fish?

EISENBUD: Yes.

/
-,

DONALDSON: The fish fro% the Fukuryu” hfaru were buried at

Yaizu and subsequently were dug up and sent to various laboratories.

1,
,,..
)!
‘,

EISENBUD: I’m glad to know that. I was unaware of it.

DONALDSON: Pieces of these fishes have been drawn and quar-

tered and analyzed and reanalyzed, again and again. So there is at

least a great fund of evaluations by individwl Japanese of the contam-

ination of these Fukuryu Maru fish.
/’

.!
.

EISENBUD: Good.

FREMOXT-SMITH:

I’m glad to know that.

And they were contaminated ?

/’
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DONALDSON: As Merril said, some were. It was not uniform
and it was the type of contamination which we had never encountered

and have not encountered in all the years wcrking in the Pacific. It

was not absorbed, but adsorbed radiation, which came from dragging

the fish across the deck. This exte=nal superficial contamination or

s..(riace contamination was easy to measure with the usual radiation

instruments, while the internal selectively absorbed radionuclldes.

so characteristic in the subsequent samples of the .March 1, 1954 test,

wert not found in the tissues of thest tuna. Yoti have two types of

problems as far as radiation contamii>ation is concerned.

TAYLOR: With the’se fishes?

DONALDSON: They stopped fishing and began picking up their

lines. Therefore, you don’t know just how much radioactivity came

from contamination in the water and how much was from actual fall-

out on the deck.

BU.STAD: With regard to your second statement relative to the crew

being in the wrong position, in Lapp’s book he states that the crew felt

they had teen detected by the American authorities. I assume he ob-

tained this information from the crew. didn’t he? I mean, this feel; ng”~

EfSENBUD: Yes. Well, they thought they were probably going to

end up in jail again. You see, they had been in jail probably two

months or so.

DUNHAM: They had been in jail in Indonesia.

EISRNBUD: Yes, for poaching.

Well, what hr.ppened next? Maybe, Lauren, you have better infor-

mation than I do on this. It’s my recollection that the American

shipping companies took the position that they would not accept any

fish for transport to the United States that was not certified by the

American Government as being acceptable for entry into the port

when it arrived on the West Coast, and this is what caused the great

tuna panic of 1954.

DONALDSON: That was part of it.

EISENBUD: Fart of it? What was the other pait?
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DONALDSON: Well, it’s a rather lorg story. Maybe we can come

back to that later.

EISENf3UD: Okay. So when that hap?ened, the Japanese immedia-

tely needed guidance as to how they could obtain certification, and

we worked out some quick screening procedures that seemed to be

all right because, frankly, we didn’t find any contaminated fish, at

least during t}~e period when I was there. They were, however,

dumping fish. Reports were coming in that this or that boat had

dumped its load of fish because it was found to be radioactive. We

arranged with the Japanese Government that no more fish would he

dumped until I had a chance to look at them. I h - t.elicopter and

could go anywhere. But these reports wouid co. II and one by one

they proved to be erroneous. The only explanatio!l that seemed cred-

ible at the time was based on a knowledge of the tuna people that a

certain fraction of the Japanese boats would come in with defective

refrigeration gear and the fish would he spoiled. Normally this

would be a loss to the company, but now they had an out. !f the re-

frigerator went bad, all they had to do was dump their fish and say

that it was radioactive and then make a claim.

Well, this went on for several weeks. But 1 did not . . .

DUNHAM: Maybe at this point we ought to ask Lauren, because

by this time he had been called cverseas.

EISEN13UD: Yes. When did you get there, Laurrn?

DONALDSON: May 24th.

EISENBUD: I Ieft May 19th. So I didn’t even know you were theie.

DOilSON: May I ask a question about the earlier period, please?

You had said, Merril, that the Japanese did not have Geiger counters

and measuring equipment. You mean that all during this time they

had practically no way themselves to monitor?

EISENBUD: That’s right. They had prewar equipment. I had

brought with me some scintillation gear and presented it to them and

this was the first time that they had actually had a scintillation czmn-

ter in .Japan. Of course, now th~y make excellent testers, as you all

know. But the original measurements were made with very ?rimi-

tive ionization ~hambers by Nishiwaki and a couple of others. So I

was very much surprised by the fact that our own military people had

..
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very little equipment in Japan. This was Korean war time; 1954 was

right after the Armistice, I guess, or just before it. But anyway, it

was a tense period. I went to Japan on the assumpti~n that there

would be fully equipped radiochemical laboratories in our military

establishment, but as near as I could find they didn’t exist. So I had

to send samples all the way to New York to get them analyzed.

DOBSON: So, when one looks at it from the Japanese point of “

view-and Japan is a busy country with many ports and a great deal

of fishing- at least up until the time that you got there, Lauren, fish

were coming in off of many boats in many ports and there wrre very,

very few pieces of equipment in Japan that could be used for surveys? .

EISENBUD: Yes. We provided the equipment. We had some

Geiger counters.

DOBSL’N: But how many ports ccm;d you inspect’!

EISENBUD: My recollection is that there were about 16 ports. IS

that right’?

DONALDSON: I really don’t know, hlerril.

EISENBUD: It wasn’t any larger than this. It might have been 12

or 14, but it waen’t very many. It wasn’t a large number of ports.

WARREN: But you couldn’t be everywhere with your single equip-

ment.

EISENBUD: No, but we trained the Japanese. We had, I think,

some 30 pieces of equipment flown in and they were able to make

measurements. Their plan was that when they found raclioacti*:e fish

they would phone Toyko and I would fly down and take a look at it.

DUNHAhi: Maybe we should ask Lauren why he was pulled over

there and what he found in the wake of Eisenbud’s visits in terms of

public relations problems and relations with the scientists.

DONALDSON: Well, maybe we” can go back to the beginning which,

I guess, was March 1, 1954.

During each of these test operations our group was busy in the

Pacific, studying the biological effects of the radioactivity. Quite in

contrast to Merril’s statement, which I’m sure he didn’t mean-he

\
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said there was no fallout-we know it just went into the ocean. This

doesn’t mean there isn’t fallout. I’m sure you didn’t mean it, Merril.

It just didn’t fall out on . . .

EISENf3UD: Land.

DONALDSON: Yes. Just to clarify this one point.

The fallout into the ocean in this case presents an entirely differ-

ent group of spectra as compared to the fallout on the land, except

for the Japanese incident— and this is important: the Japanese get

about 90 percent of their source of protein food out of the sea, so it

doesn’t make any difference whether it’s tuna fish or clams or oysters

or what not. The Japanese are greatly concerned about radiation in

any form, that is, with respect to the contamination of any food that

they get from the sea. You have this unique, almost hysterical back-

ground of the Japanese people regarding radiation from their experi-

en( -s during the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombing, and along with

than., fear of airborne contamination is almost a mania with the Jap-

anese. One always sees them with a face mask when they have a

cold.

The problems of actual measuren.ent of radiation in the sea were

further complicated by the question of where it went. Also there was

the resistance on the part of the Task Force to understand what we

felt, to shape up to their responsibilities, to actually get busy with

the measurements. It wasn’t until hiarch 26th that we got the first

expedition underway, th”at is, 26 days after the event the first expe-

dition went into Rongelap to actually do some rather thorough surveys.

Even this attempt was hampered by Task Force orders calling the

destroyer back for patrol duty while we were still on the contaminated

islands.

DUNHAM: Lauren, I think you ought to get back to Japan.

DONALDSON: I will in just one minute.

DUNHAM: I don’t want to steal your afternoon thunder at this point.

DONALDSON: The levels of radiation were in the order of magni-

tude of 100 curies per square meter on Ebeye Island on March Z6th,

so we’ re talking about appreciable amounts of radiation.

All right, now over to Japan.

., . .. .. . . —
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EISENBUD: That’s 100 curies extrapolated

73

to March lst.

DONALDSON: That’s right.

measured on March 26th.

EISENBUD: That’s right.

DONALDSON: The situation

Extrapolated back to March 1st as

in Japan. I was sent there on two
assignments. O~e, my direct responsibility was to help in any way

possible to aid the Japanese fishing industry and the people who were

responsible for the management of that industry. Two, I was to aid

in any way in providing information on actual radio!> illogical prob-

lems. However, as it turned out, about 99 percent of my efforts

were devoted to the field of public relations, as Merril has indicated.

This was the real problem and one was faced with it day by day. The

port of Toyko was in tremendous turmoil because there were mass

demonstrations against the Americans. This was true at Nagasaki;

it was true at Yaizu. There were banners, and this is a direct quote.

“It doesn’t take a bullet to kill a fish seller. A bit of Bikini ash will

do the job. “ Well, this seemed a bit out of context at the moment,

but in the area we’re talking about I think it does make sense.

If we take tuna fish alone, during the spring of the year the Japa-

nese eat about a million pounds of sishimi, or raw tuna fish, a day.

It’s a delicacy to them, and it’s part of the ceremonial tradition of

Japan to have sishimi in preparation for the Emperor’s birthday on

April 29th.

On March 17th, when the n~ws of the Fuku~u Maru incident was.—
publicly announced in Japan, the tuna sales dropped to practically

zero throughout Japan. If we take a concrete illustration, there are

over 1,000 fish markets in Tokyo alone, retail fish markets. Many

of the merchants come on their bicycles, buy a tuna fish in the mar-

ket and carry it to their shops. A tuna fish then cost about $35

American money. The sale of these fish represented the sole source

of livelihood for the sma H shopkeeper. They didn’t sell the tuna fish,

so it decayed and they had to bury it. That was a month’s pay or

their livelihood. This went on for some days and thus their source

of income was stopped. This situation for those people was economic

disaster. Or maybe you had a boat that went out to sea and had been

gone for six weeks or up to three months; you returned with a load

of tuna fish that would be sold to pay off the expenses and the fisher-
men. But the tuna fish wouldn’t sell, not because it wasn’t fit to eat

.
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hut because: (1) the Japanese wouldn’t eat tuna because of fear; and,

(2) the United States committed an unfortunate faux pas, as h4erril

indicated, in saying, “We will l,at import this tuna fish unless it’s

-certified. “ This was ritiiculous on our part but our tuna fish indus-

try was adamant and they were extremely vociferous in reiterating,

“We’re not going to be subject to the economic ills of Japan. That’s

their problem, “ although, of course, our nation was largely respons-

ible for creating the envirom-cent that made this problem.

The fishing vessel owners, then, and the crews, were subjected

to economic disaster.

I think we were inclined to minimize the overall sociological and

emotional impact of this sort of thing upon a people whom we nor-

mally should c(::lsider our friends after the war. We did not, how-

ever, take into consideration the overall impact of this unfortunate

event.

Thus, during the first few days we assumed this trauma would

disappear, but there were certain other very real probl~ms within

Japan, which, I am sure, have never been documented. Merri~

left about the time it was becoming increasingly evident that the

press-always ar.taganistic -was willing to grab some bit of news

and immediately blow it up into a big headline. This was a.great

problem in Japan. Very carefully planned sessions were held with

the American Embassy staff and with the Asiatic section of the Jap-

anese Foreign Office, and very carefully laid plans were developed

to handle situations as they, arose; we discussed all aspects of the

situation. Then there would be big headlines in the Japanese press:

“The nara [kelp] is contaminated with radiation. ‘“ This radiation

problem was discussed at the ~~eetings but the ‘levels were not pub-

licized. Surely, you could measure fallout by this time in the onshore

drift. It was detected in small amcmnts; this had been discussed, but

it would be blown up to a big headline.

‘So you have this weird conflict, our failure to face up to what we

felt were real responsibilities, to do what Wright suggested, make

a forthright statement, “This is what happened-period, “ which

was not done. Mass hysteria spread through Japan, a country where

this cculcf happen because of the previous experience of the Japanese;

in addition, there was an attempt on the part of some to discredit any

move in the way of a solution or to disrupt anything which might con-

tribute to a logical solution. All of these interacting factors tended to
.
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prolong and prolong, indefinitely, this mass hysteria into a

international problem

CONARD: I would like to add a postscript to what Merri

ing in regard to the examination of the fishermen.

75

very real

was say-

In 1964 I was invited to go to Japan to examine the .Japanese iisher-

men. I think this is the first time since you were there, Merril, that

this invitation had been extended. When I arrived there I was sur-

prised also, as you said, with the amount of pretis coverage, a large

number m: sting the plane. I was taken to the American Embassy

and they wanted to k now exactly what it was all about and what we

intended to do and say, and so forth. They seemed to be satisfied

that everything was all right. And so we proceeded with the exami-

nstione at Yalzu. Dr. Kumatori (Reference 6) was the .Japanese phy-

sician who was i~ charge of the examinations.

Everything went along fine except that .-/erywhere we went in

;.~pan we were besieged with reporters and television people who

made a big to-do over the whole thing. Certainly it was apparent

that even at that time, 10 years after the accident, the Japanese were

still very sensitive about anything that had to do with radiation and

particularly fallout.

ROOT: I think this sensitivity, this continuing sense of outrage,

persistently stimulated by the press, and exploited by political par-

ties, stems directly from the 1954 shot and was exacerbated by our

handling of it. I was in Japan in 1964. As a journalist I made con-

tacts through fellow journalists with many officials, doctors, and

scientists. They were far from ~eticent in our discussion.s. rhey

may have been more outspoken with me because I came with their

own friends or acquaintances and was not on an official mission or

connected with government activity. They told me that the widespread

reaction of horror crystallized into anti- Americen sentiment; chan-

neled into political segments; mobilized women who had never before

had any political interest; infuriated the whole country. hfany called

it the third U. S. atomic attack.

FREMONT-SMITH: This onev

ROOT: Yes, Bravo.

FREMONT-S.MITH: More so than Hiroshima?
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ROOT: Yes. This had a greater political effect because Hiroshima

and h’agasaki were in the context of war-

..

to that extent understandable.

This was completely unwarranted-and the U.S. reactions seemed so

callous-not even, I was told repeatedly, saying we were sorry, or

taking any responsibility.

Furthermore, it played into a tense political situation. The fish-

ermen came back two days before the Diet was to ratify MSA.

DUNT+AM; What was the h4SA?

ROOT: M~tual Security Agreement-after Korea. It was terribly

important that Japan become a responsible member of the organiza-

tion. The Yoshida cabinet. w-as entirely favorable to the U, S. ● nd it

looked as if there would not be too much opposition. Then the fi~h-

ermen arrived. Demonstrations flared up everywhere. You had the

trhde unions, three million strong, protesting. The cabinet tried to

counteract the anti-American feeling hut a tidal wave of anger inun-

dated the country. It was just diminishing when Koboyama died.

This was portrayed as a radiation death.

FRElifONT-SMITfi: This is the fisherman that had the transfus:.on

and the hepatitis?

ROOT: yes. Japanese doctors give very small blood transfusions,

and Koboyama needed a great many.

Timing in Europe was unfortunate, too. At the end of January 1954

Secretary Dunes made his “massive deterrent” speech announcing a

radica. change in our policy; we had decided that the atomic weapon

as a massive deterrent was our shortest cut to peace. In February,

Vice- President Xixon stated that we were tired of being dictated to as

to time and place, and were gotng to call our own shots from now on.

The NATO countries, Great Britain and the others, were terribly

concerned about this. As ~taginc areas they expected anv such mo-

mentous decisions to be the subject of consultations at least.

To cap the political confusion and dismay in March, came news of

the heavy fallout frotn the “Bravo” Shot. And where did the press get

this information? From” Tokyo. As you know Tokyo is a very large
city+ l,t has representatives from the pr.ebs of e%.ery major country

in the world. Suddenly the whole of Europe was flooded with grim

heat ines-and no explanation from the United State s.. The first
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explanations, when they cam::, made us ~ook even twmse. “The skin

injuries might be lye burns-from the unslaked lime of the coral. “

Dr. Tsuzuki went on the air internationally-a 15- minute speech trans-

lated into all Western languages-to describe the injuries. He said it

was ironic to tell him that radiation burns might be lye burns, when

he had worked all his profession? 1 liie with radiation, and had been

the first to go into Hiroshima. He made a few unpalatable remarks

about the ABCC, and about the Americans using the Japanese as

guinea pigs.

There was much misconception about the purpose of the ABCC

among the Japanese. They did not understand that the Ai3CC was a

research organization and not allowed to treat patients, as that was

against Japanes. c medical palicy. Nor years resentment hzd been

buildit~g up because radiation victims would go 10 the ABCC, be exam-
ined and tested [or day a-and then sent away without consistent trest

ment. The idea spread, fanned by anti-American interests, that they

were being u~ed as guinea pigs to further American science. I was

told that this was one reason the fishermen and their doctors refused

to permit examination by American radiation cxpertn and doctors.

In England, Prime Minister Churchill was gri!lcd !or 7 hours by

Parliament with the Members intiisting he call the American Govern-

ment to account, demand an explanation-and the Prime Minister pro-

testing, “I will get only a rebuff. i think we ought to have an explana-

tion but we can’t denmnd it. “

The image of the scientist underwent a sad change-and I think this

is not eimpiy a literary. curiosity. Before 1954, the prototype was

Pasteur, Einstein, dedicated men working for human good. Other-

wise they were “mad scientists. “ Simultaneously. as if on cue, after

March 1?54, scientist~ became “sorcerer’s apprvl.tices” in every

European language-English, C,crman, E“rench. “~fad scientist”

dropped out of the literature. All scientists are now ir. league with

the devil.

FREMONT-SMITH: They are all mad. very interesting.

ROOT: I hope I haven’t taken too much tirile. This may be entirely

irrelevant.

UPTON: You mentioned earlier, Chuck, that there were a couple

of people in the room who were at A13CC then.

4’,,
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DUNHAM: Yes.
.

UPTON: I wonder if you would like to have them offer comments?

DUNHAM: Yes. Dr. Schull!

SCHULL: I would like to make two observations which I believe

are pertinent before I describe the situation in Japan. in 1954 aa I

saw it. First, we should bear in mind that the Japanese are uncom-

monly health- conscio~~s, and to an e&tent that some observers feel

borders on hypochondria. The face mask, fvr example, is a ubiqui-

tous part of the winter ncene, or ●t least wait in those years.

DUNHAM: They can’t outdo us.

SCHULL: Possibly not. The second observation is that there

seems to be no history of responsible journalism in Japan. The

three large presses, Asahi, Yomiuri, and Mainichi are in a perpe-

tual circulation war and they are generally prepared to take advan-

tage of any situation which might enhance their status vis-a-vis one

● nether. These two factors, when put together, can seriously re-

strict the ~elevance of the Japanese experience for a nation with

different journalistic trad~tions.

As to my experiences in 1954, the story begins in the summer of

1953 when there was convened in Ann Arbor a small informal group

whose function was to ~ecide whether or not the clinical portion of

the genetic studies then mder way in Japan should continue. lt was

our task to determine whether enough additional information could

be gained to warrant further investment of manpower and money.

The consensus was ‘hat this was unlikely; the basis for this conclu-

sion rested largely on the knowledge that many of the exposed indi-

viduals were reaching ages at which no further reproduction was to

be expected, and hence continued study WOU)CI merely increase the

“control” observations which were already much more numerous than

the “experimental. “ There seemed, therefore, no particularity strong

reason to continue the clinical portion of the studies, and I had gone

to Japan shortly after the first of the year in 1954 to terminate that

segment of the genetics program.

Shortly af$mr I arrived, there was held in Tokyo a review of ABCC’e

research activities; this meeting was attvnded by most of ABCC’S de-

partmental chiefs and a substantial number of Japanese scientists.

.
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There was

had arisen
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still manife steal, I believe, some of the hostility which

in certain Japanese scientific circles in the years imme-

diately after the war. Most of the physicians with ABCC, and, in

fact, most of the American physicians who went to Japan couldn’t

communicate effectively -with their Japanese colleagues, few of whom

spoke English. The language of medicine in Japan has been German,

and only recently has English come to play a prominent role in the

exchange of medical information. It was not easy under circumstinc,es

such as these to establish rapport. The situation with respect to gen-

etics was quite different. This was ascribable to a number of largely

fortuitous happenings. First, there was a firmer body of experi-

mental information from which to attempt extrapolations to Hiroshima

and Nagasaki, ” and even to the members O( the crew of the Fukuryu

Ma ru. Second, many of the Japanese geneticist; of stature at that
time had been trained either in the United States or in Europe, and

as a consequence we often spoke a common language, namely, Eng-

lish. Japanese geneticists, in general, strongly supported ABCC’s

genetics program; whereas the endorsement tha’ was being given to

medicine, for example. was of a more qualifisd nature. The abeence

of a strong endorsement encouraged opportunists and opportunism,

and the Fukuryu Maru incident was replete with both.

The emotional climate that was created in Japan when word reached

there of the Fukuryu ?vfaru was really a very strange and almost un-

believable one. RightIy or wrongly, I’m inclin’ed to ascribe it in

large part to the “devil’s brew” to which I have previously referred.

The new~papers seized upon the incident and began a drumfire of

daily accounts which almost seemed intentionally designed to heighten

anxieties, real or fancied. The Japanese government as well as our

own had effectively lost control of the situation. The newspaper had

“grabbed the ball and were. running with it. “

I can recall quite vividly some of the headlines which appeared.

There was one. for example, in the Osaka English- l~nguage Mainichi;

the headline said; “WBC counts of fish-eaters rise. ” Itappeared

shortly after it had been announced that radioactively contaminated

fish had accidentally reached the Osaka market, and that some had

been inadvertently sold. A few individuals who had presumably eaten

the fish were being studied by local authorities. This headline ac-

companied a report of their work which, by the “way, was unobjection-

able. They had ca-efully indicated that numerous factors could pro-

duce ii rise in white blood cells, including upper respiratory infections

so common at that time of year: they further stated that on this account

one could riot conclude that the elevation was necessarily due to the

\
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consumption of the fish. This nicety was lost on, or at least ignored

by, the writer of the headli.le. The effect of this article and others

Iike it was far- reaching, however. Shortly after the appearance of
the one in question, ADCC was visited by a woman “and her daughter

who ‘had been in Osaka when the fish were sold. The mother and hci

child insi steal that something had to be done for them. They were

really quite concerned, and were certain they had eaten the contami-

nated fish. We didn’t have the vaguest notion, of course, what should

or could be done ii we assumed that they had, in fact, eaten the fish.

If I remember correctly, to easethcir apprehensions stool specimens

were obtained and examined, and thiu had the desired palliative ef-

fect. At least they left with the belief that someone was interested in

their health. This is but one small indication of the near hysteria

cngcnderec! largely by the newspapers, I’m sure that Bob ifiller can

add to these exprrirnces.

MILLER; I was too far from the scene and too inexperienced in

Japan at that time to be much of a witness as to what was occurring.

But 1 would like to point out that four years !ater, in 1958, Dr. Schull

and 1, among others, retuzned to Japan to mdke a study (Reference 7)

of children who were in grammar school then and whose parents had

either not been exposed to the bomb or were too far irom it to have

received significant exposure. In Hiroshima, of 2,200 children who

were invited to c >me tor examination, 97-1 /2 percent did come.

In Nagasaki, of 4,500 invited to come, 99 percent did so. So, four

or fi>e years after the Bikini incident in 1954, there was not much of

a hard core of resistance as a result of that experience.

I would like to bring our attention back to Dr. Langlmm’s question

just before this discussion began: Why is radiation so evil”’ I think,

since he asked the question, we have heard some of the answers to

it. I wonder how he feels about it now, after hearing that the news-

papers inflamed the public, the Japatiese physicians were jockeying

for position, and the governments, both U. S. and Japanese, were

unprepared to handle the circumstances and made a mess of it?

LA NGHAM: Well, I think this is the evil. No one respects radia-

tion any more than I, but I don’t think radiation is an insurmountable

thing at all. It may be that the psychological impact created by the

press and everyone else concerned is incompatible. This is exactly

what I’m trying to get at. All of these affairs get blown into some-

thing that is far beyond their real importance. Now, why? .Uaybe

some of the answers are coming now, but I don’t think this means that

radiation is something we can’t live with at all.

(
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DUNHAM: We can live with cranberries and pesticides, but for a

while it got blown up all out of proportion, too. It just happens that

radiation has created more of these situations than some of the others

up until recent years.

EISENBUD: I think that this even is one of the really few impor-

tant historical events in all of history. We woke up orIe morrling and

found that we had bombs that could be exploded if we knew how to use

them. It threw our government into such a turmoil that they knew

they had to say something but couldn’t decide what to say until, when

was it, Chuck, that the first real statement came out?

DUNHAM: Well, the first release containing any details came out

nearly a year later, February 15th, or something like that, of 1955.

EISENBUD: It took a year for your government to form\liate a

position. This wasn’t because they were dismissing it cr that this

umsn’t important, but it was because they couldn’t agree on what their

actual position was.

UPTON: It seems to me we have here a very real concrete evi-

deuce of disaster. We have fishermen who are sick; fish that have

to be thrown away and in turn, a ban against the importation of fish

that aren’t certified; economic disaster in Japan; newspapers which

are eager to play up sensational stories; political groups who want

to make capital out of this. There’s certainlf every element of a

problem. The difficulty was assessing the magnitude of the problem

soon enough.

EISENBUD: But, you see, there’e one element that hasn’t been
brought out. That is that anyone could take that diagram and lay it on

a map of Europe, let’s say, by putting Bikini near some important

Soviet airbase, and point the wind anywhere you choose to, and get

800 r per hour running through friendly nations. This is why I say

we have bombs which we are probably no longer in a position to use;

imagine the Impact of this possibility militarily.

UPTON: But at the time, surely the dimensions of that zone were

not known very generally, so t!lat the Japanese couldn’t really be sure

how widespread the cuntarnination of the sea might have been.

EE3ENBUD: Ralph Lapp, I think, published the first of these dia-

grams, and it seems 10 me it was in the Bulletin of Atomic Sciences
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within a year. I think it actually preceded our official announcement,

as I recall.

FREMONT- SMITH: We’re not the only government that didn’t know

how to handle a radioactive accident. If you will all remember how

the 13ritish Government fumbled the Wind Scale accident, announcing

beforehand that there was no danger of any kind at all and then grad-

ually having to admit that there was more and more, and then the

milk all had to be dumped. I think that our lessons are there, but I

think every government gets caught in this kind of thing or is in dan-

ger of getting caught in this kind of thing.. But the first thing to do
on the government’s part is to deny that anything dangerous has hap-

pened, which is almost standard procedure, and then gradually it

leaks out, whereas actually this is the way that people lose faith in

the government. The credibility gap gets bigger and bigger, and I

think certainly this is true in this country. If something happened

and if we had a firm announcement from the government of this, the

people of this country wouldn’t have much confidence in this.

i-

WARREN: This is true in industrial practice, too. If somebody

let’s loose a noxious chemical, they deny everything and then face

the issue hours later or days later. The trouble is that their insur-

ance fi~res are involv”ed and the cost of pa>ing off is involved, and

they want to keep it as limited as possible. We are somewhat in the
.

same frame of mind at the government level, aren’t we? ;.
i

TAYLOR: R seems to me it’s a very, very important fact of life

that the worldwide public has lost confidence in the official spokesmen”
i

of the governments of several nations as a result of a consistent de-

nial . . .

FREh40NT- SMITH: Of the truth.

TAYLOR: . . . of the truth by spokesmen for these governments,

and t’hat’s the state of affairs that now exists.

FREMONT- SMITH: Then we, are also talking about the credibility

gap between the younger generation and the adult generation in any

country which is part of the same thing. We have lied to the young-

sters repeatedly, again and again, and the youngsters don’t have

any confidence in ths adult world. I think” it’s a very broad problem

we’re talking about. This may be true in a good many other coun-

tries, tea.

\
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And yet, as Wright says, the information is always there.

FREi\{ONT- SMITH: What?

WARREN: The principles on which these decisions could be made

have been there from the beginning.

FREMONT- SMITH: Right,

EISENBUD: I don’t think it sinks in.

CONARD: 1 get impressed with the ignorance of the lay public with
regard to the simple facts. When you talk to a group, it’s obvious

that they just don’t understand the simplest things about radiation.

TAYLOR: I claim they haven’t been helped by the official spokes-

men, at least in the United States. They’ve gotten very little help

at all because the very first words that were published were, “Don’t

worry. We know what’s being done. “ Then followed Castle, the

situation in which the natives were seriously irradiated, and yet

obviously we didn’t irradiate the natives on purpose. Obviously we

didn’t know ~~hat the hell we were doing. This has happened so many

times. We deny the fact that we didn’t know what we were doing, but

there is no basis for confidence any more. I think that is central. I

think that this central fact, that the public has, on the basis of the

record, a positive lack of confidence in what they are told, is going

to have a profound effect on what happens.

FREMONT-SMI’IH: In the future.

TAYLOR: If one or two explosions or a whole lot of explosions

really start taking place i.~ anger you will get irrational behavior

which is a re suit of irrational behavior, namely, the way in which

it’s been handled by the U. S.

ROOT: We go to the other extreme in assurin}: the people that

democracy can oi~ly exist on the basis of an informed public, that

the public has a right to know. After the i 9?14 incident there were

big headlines in London and other countries proclaiming “Ike Demands

Candor. Ike says the people who arc going to be subject to this and

whose taxes pay for this have a right to be consulted as far as se-

crecy permits; that everything that can be told should be told. “ There

was a great wait and then the British papers asked, “Where is this
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candor? The United States population is waiting fo.- candor. “ We

don’t realize here how much is made of that abroad, or how cynically

the oft- repeated “people’s right to know” contrasts with the official

pronouncements when they do come out.

The first acknowledgmer,t of the fallout from Bravo was one sen-

tence: “During a routine test, some Marsha llese natives and weather

officials were dusted” or some such word. The mystery of that, with

no follow up, and then suddenly the Japane~e thing, I think is at the

root of the fact that people can’t even hear the words “hydrogen bomb”

without going into paroxysms. What help have they received to under-

stand what happened? As a result of not knowing, a mystique has de-

veloped that makes the very thought paralyzing.

UPTON: How long d~.d it take to get the “tuna industry back into

more or less standard operation?

FREMONT-SMITH: In Japan?

UPTON: In Japan. It was disrupted there for a time. We heard

Dr. Donaldson say that.

DONALDSON: It is difficult to put an exact time limit on this prob-

lem because the fear flares up or has flared up each time there haa

been a subsequent test. The pulse cf the people is still associated

directly with any testing or any announcement ‘of testing. The surpris-

ing thing is that the French tests and the Russiar, tests haven’t been

upsetting to the same degree.

ROOT: I was in Japan during the Chinese test. The Japanese were

busy demonstrating against the arrival of an American nuclear sub-

marine in one of the northern harbors and paid little attention-other

than a kind of pleased recognition thai the Chinese pulled it off. I was

told that the ceremonies commemorating Hiroshima Day would prob-

ably have ceased by now because there are few enough interested in

going, but the ‘iaizu fishermen have given it a new and bigger lease

on life. An interesting insight was when the Sine-Soviet split came.

They had to hold two different ceremonies and Mrs. Koboyama, widow

of the man who died, finally refused tc go because she wa: being

pulled in both directions. One of the meeting~ climaxed in heated

argument about whether the Chinese Communist ,-~vernment or the

Soviet Government had sent greater contributions to support this

memorial. The contributions were openly acknowledged.
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DUNHAM: I think it points up again that it isn’t particularly right

because it’s radiation. This is just something simply seized on.

WARREN: This is part of the cold war.

DUNHAM: Not the government people or most of the university

people or most of the scientists. The fallout they ’~ e had from. some

of the Chinese tests has not been played up vury much in the Japanese

press.

TAYLOR: I think the mysti(,ue is right here at hc.mc, typified by

a comment that President 14r-nncdy made to .Jerry ~~iesner when they

sitting together in the Whit( House and it was raining out. Kenneriy

asked Wiesner whether t’:)cre was fallout in the rain that was falling

on the White House lawn, and Wiesner said, “Yes, there still is, “

This was an intense emotional experience for the President, to see

rain with fallout on the outside; nothing connected \vith anything ill any
. .

way quantitative at all. A“s far as he was concerned, that rain that

was falling outside was bad.

ROOT: I think it’s a little dangerous to equate radiation with cran-

berries, though, because wc know what radiation can do. There

should be a legitimate and respected fear of it.

DUNHAM: I’m not saying it shouldn’t

in certain areas where the psvchclogical

ROOT: I think the psychological serd

because of the ultimate lethal threat.

DUNHAM: The pesticides are lethal.

be respected, but it happrns

seed has alrcady fal Ien.

germinates and flourishes

S[) is ra(!iation.

WARREN: Not everybody buys cranberries and” couldn’t care Irss,

but everybody is subjected rrlore or less to the fallout.

DUNHAM: So is Vitamin A. It~s toxic, too.

MIL.L.ET: This, I think brings up afiother point perhaps. Jfe’vc

been talking about our dissatisfaction with leaders for not. giving us

the information that we ought to have. I think we’re getting into the

area of the mystique of the leader in this country, and perhaps one

of the great problems hasn’t been touched upon sufficiently yet, which

is that our leaders are not sufficiently well c,ducatt=d to know what to

\
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think, and therefore,

changing their minds

what

from

to ?ct or what to say. They are constantly

one position to another, which is one of

the problems that is due to their political needs and their careers.

It seems to me wc have two ends to work on here: Ilow to get cor-

rect information that is capable of solving problems to our leaders

and how to educate the p,~blic. NOW, if the gene”ral public doesn’t

want to IJC educated, this is something we’ve got to know, and perhaps

we could do more than we’ve been doing in o“~r educational system to

get them to understand the environnient in which they are thrust when

they are born. \Ve can only do a limited amount in grtting them in-

terested in the world in which they live. On the other hand, the lead-

ers arv crrtainly very interested in the world in which they Iive. Per-

haps this is the primary Eoal for our efforts, to try to g~’t the proper

knowledge to our leaders.

WA RR ES: \Vhat you are saying is that our loaders don’t have the

proper father image for the community of the world at )arge, and in

this caoc the father image has been tarnished if m-t destroyed.

P.00T: 13ut they always talk the right father jmagr. That aggra-

vates the pro bit. m.

MILLET: YeS.

DUNIIAhi: Is~’t it one of the funciamental problems that leaders,

almost by definition, are amateurs’? They’ve never faced a particular

crisis until they face it.

FREMOXT-SMITI+: That’s right,

DUNHAM: This is a dilemma that the world has been facing for a

good many years and I don’t know how you can just suddenly say that

these people are more stupid than somebody else. It’s a perconal

problem, as you hinted at.

FREMONT-SMITH: And the thing is partly compounded by the elec-

tion every two or four years, which means leader ships change or there

are desperate efforts to maintain leadership at any cost, because that”s

the time you’ll be able to really show your responsibility, after you’ve

been re- elected.

DUNHAM: Yes,
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FREhtONT-SMITH: So you’ve become irresponsible in terms of

the election, hopefully in order to be responsible later, and the Lhing

goes on in a vicious circle.

ROOT: I think the professionals have not demonstrated any greater

aptitude than the amateurs. It was President Eisenhower who said,
l~we must give an accounting {If this. tve must let the nations know. “

He was sensitive about the NATO reaction and the public reaction.

He wanted as much information released as possible-to help them

understand. But State Department rules are rigid. Certain iorrnulas

determine our dealings and interchanges with our own people and with
.

other countries. Those are the things that are sterile and constrict-

ing. I think if more responsibility were left to the amatvur who has

the confidence of the people inasmuch as they put him up there, and

to the man in the affected area who knows t;ae customs and the t.en, per

of the people concerned, there would be less suspicion and hostil~;y
in times of crisis. The sad par. i. that though the crisis passes, the

feelings tend to persist.

WARREN: I would like your consultation and th. [ of your confrere

on your right, because this is what we’re really talking about in this

whole meeting. So I don’t ( xpect to get an imwcdiate answer on ti,is,

but isn’t this an opportunity?

ROOT: I know that I can get more information akroad, M Congress-

man Morse pointed out in the security he:. ringso about situations abroad,

and about situations at home than I can get at home. I think that we

have one of the most hysterical, panic- riddc[! attitudes toward releas-

ing information of any free country.

FREMONT-SMITH: On account of security, on account of classi-

fication.

ROOT: This delusion of grandeur impedes scientific progress and

destroys public cor.fidence. . .

DUNHAM: I would like to challenge this.

ROOT: .. . . because it’s realiy going to destroy us.

DUNHAM: You ~-,ientioned the ineptitude O( Wind Scale. I’”.e seen

what the British atomic authority releases, and some O( the things

they don’t release in the way of information. And if you think we

are . . .
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ROOT: No. I know Wind Scale.

DUNHAM: Not Wind Scale, because it ail came out. The British

public never even hears about it.

ROOT: It didn’t even come out about Wind Scale because. as the
person who told me called it, of a failure 0[ management. He said,

“YCU can count on management to fail becaus:” they are protecting

other valut. s. lVind Scale has never been accurately explained, and

they arc doing it. “

I think the I}ritis!t Government picked it Up from us. They used to
be much more open.

FRIZMONT-Shf IT1{: Yc”s.

DUN IiAM: I don’t know if it’s all our fault.

FREMOST-SMITi{: A good share of it is our fault, a good reason-

able share.

DUFWAX4: The British don’t pubiish a lot of the kinds of informa-

tion on radiation exposures that we’ve published and thin~s like that.

FR32MONT-SMITH: Look what we’ve done. What is tolerable radi-

ation dosage in industry” WC’VC had to low~r the amount yrar by year.

Instead of coming out with a cautious statement and then finally com-

ing out year by year and saying, “Ycs, we can tolerate a Iitr.le bit

morr, “ it’s been in the opposite direction, hasn’t it” *

XWYCKOI’F: [t iy of interest to dot!.ment this decrease. In 1936 the

Committee now called the Xational Council on Radiation Protection and

tMeasurement (NCRP) recommended a provisional “tolerance dose” of

O. 1 r per day, but suggcst~d that a “generous safety factor” be applied

(NIIS Handbook 20). By 1949 the NCRP was recommending a “per-

missihie dosage rate” of O. 3 r per week (NBS Handbook ~i~. The

rationale for the reduction was contained in NCRP recommendation

of I 954 tS’I\S Handbook 5q). lhe differences were attributed to differ-

ent types of measurement (surface dose initially and at that time to ,

dose in the or~an of iiltcrest), to a largt. variety of radiation source-

and to a greati.. r knowledge of the biological effects of radiation. I{ow-

ever, it was pointed out in that docurr. ent that these recommendations

0
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IIUN1lAM: [t has been.

FREMONT-SMITH: I think this is part of the same thing wr’re

saying. Say they announced a kind of thin~ that would make everybody

feel more comfortable and then they found that they v.erc wrong>

DUNfiAM: Yes, but some have gone up.

FREMONT-SMITH: Yen.

do
on

DUNHAM: Some have gone up and nobody nays bin}. “rhr i! rittsh

the same thing. They wait tw:il there’s an international agrcl,mt’nt

it before these things are changed a:~yway.

FREMON”f’-S,MITli: Still I think the cssontial frature is that 1 don’t

think one can be very proud c)f the way we have dealt ulth thv publ!c tn

terms of . . .

DUN1{AM: I think there’s a great deal of holding back, but to say

that the Rritish are no open or so (rank with their pet)plo comparrcl

to us I think is a lot of nonsense bvcausc I know just how irank they

● re not.

FREMONT-SMITlf: I’m against the British! [Lau~hter]

DUNIiAM: I love thcm.

FREMOFJT-ShiITIi: I know. [’m teasing.

DE ROliR: [t is not a question of sccr~. cy alone. In this ~vcck’s
Industrial Research Adrr, iral Ricko.er characteristically critic l>cd.—,
the Navy and contended tfwt the Navy had gone “downhill. “ }Ir listed

three things: (1) the so-called “new religion” 0[ cost cffectivrncss
studies; {2) the “Zero Defects Program” which he equated .xith “mother-

hood;” and (3) “the umvillingness to assume responsibility, “ as the

—— .
*(cent Id] excluded con~ideration Of genetic changes manifestablc in

future generations. Additional informa~ian on genetic effects and

possible shortening of life span obtained from animal uxpcriments and

human exposure at considerably higher doses indicated a further rr -

duction in 1957 (Addendum to N13S }Iandbook 5~). Th,. vxposurc of a

larger fraction of the population was also involved. It should be pointed

out that no relatable effect has Lccn observed for any of these Icvelc.
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cause of this phenomenon. It is particularly the third reason which

has a direct tie-i,~ with secrecy. In eleven cases before a Senate

subcommittee, secrecy or security was claimed, while trying to

identify the man responsible for making certain decisions. The facts

were that after days and days of digging, the decision maker could

not he iound. Everyone was hiding hehind someone else.

F!{ KhlOXT-SNIITIi: Who arc you quoting”!

DE l\OER: Rickover. These were eleven cases in which the re -

*ponhib:c man warn never found. !n other words, something was
originated, like a contract, bllt nobody WaS. w1111n8. t? assume the

responsibility for that contract and say: “tiere I am. I originated

that contract and I was right in doing so because at that time, etc.

. . . . “ INO, thrre was always someone who could say: “’I was told

to cio so but 1 can’t divulge the source. “ This comes close to ~@cre -

cy although It is not officially lahelled so.

121SE X11UD: I think Chuck Dunham is correct w-hen he says that

generally throughout the Atomic E.nt, rgy program there’s been a

candid policy. 1 don’t think we need take the time to explore it un-

less you want to. [ thi,lk the policy has been a candid one, but there’s

something different about this particular instance and it doesn’t

necessarily involve the Atomic Energy Commission ‘n thie respect.

The fact of the matter is that when I learned that bliss Root was work-

ing on the historical implications of this matter, I referred hcr to a

packa~c which 1 had irft in the New York operations of flcc in which

I pulled together all the documents that 1 thought would be useful to

sumcbody someday; I Icft it with instructions that it shuuidn’t be dis-

persed. Nlost of this is pretty innocuous stuff, things like meteor-

ological rt, ports, teletypes which KIVC you the tmnt= when various dc\-i -

sions were madr to do yarious thln~s and a long serlcs of telegrams

of scvera! pages a day which I sent from Japan, which was the only

chronological rrcord of what went on. I’ve forgotten it; I don’t rc.

member it. I forgot that they dug up the fish, which I was reminded

of, and I lcarnc(~ yesterday that this stuff “is still classified; there’s

no hope of getting it out. That’s brcn sent to Washington because,

on my su~gestion, bliss Root askr.ri for some of the material in that
packet. It was sent to }rashihgton for rr-view and it’s still there,

tfow do you explain this”

FREhiOXT-SMITH: It will take thcm years to declassify it. They’

haven’t got a staff to do it.
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EISENRUD: Yes. Let me tell you something else. I thought wc

had accesu to all the information we needrd at the time. I think we

did, if we had asked the right questions. but sometimes you didn’t

serm to ask the right question. It wasn’t until a few days before

this shot was scheduled to go off that 1 actually knew that it was going

to be at Bikini .~nd not at Eniuetok. xobody told me they were going

to move to i~ikini; most of my planning had been d.orte on the assump-

tion that it was ~:oing to tm at 12niwetok am! :Iobody told me otherwise.

DUNHAM: Yvt the tower was being built all the time.

EISENBUD: Yes, but we were preparing in New York, and actually

it could have been disastrous if it weren’t for the fact that through a

~trokc of luck we ?~ad instruments at Nongcrik Island. Dut, based

upo,n our own meteorological projections we assumed It was going to

be fired from Enlwetok, and you may say that’s a dumb thing to do,

but it never occurred to me as to where it was going to be fired.

FREMONr-S,MIT1f: There{a ● n old religious phrase of “Xeml to

know, “ out of the Bible. and 1’11 give you an illustration: Norbert

Wiener, who, as you know, invtint~d cybernetl~s and who was also

working in a highly classified bomb sttuation during the war, told me

personally that during this highly clas~ified work he ran into a dis-

covery which hc knew to bc of great importance to ancthcr highly

classified group. lie spent two years trying to find a way in which

he could tell them what he had discovered and he was never able to

do it because he couldn’t demonstrate the fact that they needed to

know. In other words, he was never ●ble to tell thorn.

I also have a hunch-and [ don’t expect to have it confirmrd locally

-that the Manhattan Project would never have brcn accomplished if

all security had been protected. 1 suspect t!lat a number of people

told each other things and then discovered they had a need to know

afterwards, and that’s the way the thing got off the ground in several

instances. But anyway, I really bring this up to point out the devas-

tating effect- Norbert Wiener is only one example, I have several

others-of ibis principle.

I would like to add one thing. I really do believe tb.at, by and

large, a~d undoubtedly there are exceptions, our own scientific ad-

vances and our own security have been set back by ou security more

than if we had been much more open. I think we have blocked our own

advance by failure to make available to ~cient~sts a lot of information

‘ ‘.
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which they could develop and then lead into new rfircctions, and that

if we were to relrase this in[orrnation, even though it would be per-
haps of usc to the enemy, \ve would he getting ahead faster and gain

more by the release than we gain by the protection. This is my per-

sonal opinion which [ throw out for nobody else’s use.

ROOT: I think, going back to Dr. Warren’s question, that applies

also to thv press. You say you get “on the beach” and you have “no

place to hide” and yot get all these rfistortcd reports. But what are

those uritrrs going to do” I unfortunately have a disciplined back-

ground, having been a research scientist myself, which holds me Up

terribly In this profession. But everything is a struggle. And jour-

nalists and writers eventually give up. There arc very fcw instances,

1 think, in which, if a subject is entirely in the Qpen, there’s *lot

great cooperation between the scientists and the writers. It couldn’t
bc greater, and I kno-~ Dr. fangham has helpcJ writers at great cost

to his own tlmc and cnrrgy. I’m sure. nut whcrt it impinges on an

arva which is not necessarily classified, but on one in which there

is uncertainty as :0 classification, I’ve talked with people and quoted

f~gures and they have stared back as though I had leprosy and could

contaminate thcm. They hadn’t knou’n and they would say, “Where

did you get that fig~lre,? It’s never been published. “ And I would say

that it had brrn published in such-and-such. It’s just too great a task.

It’s a Iifrtimc work to keep up with what is declassified and what re-

mains classified. So. the only way for sanity is just not to sa{ any-

thing. I}ut then we expect the writer to be able to communicate to the

public u?ho support the research and who really are an informed pub-

lic. the str~ngth of the democracy, and he’s got nothing to say, but

he’s got a job to fulfill.

U1>TON: [ tlliflk the morning session has to be brought to a c]ose,

and I’m rrm:nded of an amusing anecdote. w’~’vc been talking about

an information prob Iem, really, and [, heard a story about the Wind

Scale incident which indicates how frequently in an astonishing situa-

tion where one is caught by surprise and has one’s source of informa-

tion down, onc has to say something and may not say the right thing.

AYRES: There’s a formula ca!lmi “NO comment”! [Laughter]

UPTON: A group of power industry executives and engineers were

being flown over the Wimf Scale plant and were being briefed hy a

guide on the wonders of nuclear power. As they crossed the plant in

the airplane and hc pointed out various installations on the ground, the

accident occurred and a big black plume went up out of the stack,

.
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and everybody’s eye bails popped out and they Icoked at this thing in
astonishment and turned to the guide and said, “What is that? “ He

waa just as asti, cished and bewildered as they. and not knowing what

else to say he smiled and said, ttlvcl I, you get that, YOU know! “

[Laughter]

●
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SESSION Ill

THE 1954 THERMONUCLEAR TEST

(Continued)

THE MARWALL ISLANDS PROBLEM

BRUES: This afternoon Dr. Conard will initiate the discussion

without, 1 guess, telling us where it tnay lead.

Bob !

CONARD: I have outlined on the board a few topics I thought might

be worthy of a brief review and discussion. Also I put down below the

main groups that were involved in the 1954 fallout accident with the

numbers of people involved and the approximate dosage of radiation

that they received. (See Figure 1 and TabIe 1. I

In discussing the case of the Marshall Islands accident, [ think it’s

important to point out that this represents a situation on a coral atoll

and it may be quite different from other fallout situations that might

occur. Characteristics of a prticular fallout situation depend on many

factors such as whether the bomb is detonateci over water, under “~ater,

over land, the geography of the terrain, the populations exposed, time

of fallout arrivai, length of !allout, etc. Fallout effects are somewhat

different from those produced by direct effect of the bombs. In Japan,

for instance, the major casualties came from blast and heat, with

fewer casualties from radiation exposure, whereas ~vith fallout it is a

purely radiation exposure situation.

In Japan there were psychic trauma, physical trauma, starvation,

diseaoe and many complications; in the Marshall Islands the hlarshall -

ese people had a minimum of these factors involved. [n addition. the

fallout produces a more complicated type of radiation exposure in that.

you have not only whole body exposure but also the exposure of the skin

and internal deposition of radioactive materials.

A few other points of comparison with the ABCC studies might be

made. The hiarshallese groups, of course, are consicicrably smaller

than those of the ABCC studies. The vita~ statistics are very poor in

.

.
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Figure 1. Map of fallout area, Marshall Islmck, March 1, 1954.

F~m R. C-rd. (Courtesy Annals Int. ~d. )

Toblo 1. Summary of follout effects.

I
Group*

Rongelap

Ailingnm

Rongerik

Utirik

Ccnnposition

$4 Marshal Iese

18 Marshal Iese

28 Americans

157 Marshollese

Follout

observed——

Heovy
(snow-like)

Mademte

(mist-like)

Mademte

(mist-like)

None’

175

69

7a

14’

Extensive

Less extensive

Slight

No skin lesions

“& epilotion

‘Also exposed were 23 Japanese fishermen who received o sublethol dcee.
,
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the Marsha llese people but the radiation dose is probably

known in their case than it is in the case of the Japanese.

better

Docu-

mentation during the acute period was fairly comp-lete for the

Marsha llese and not so complete for the Japanese. (The Marshall-

ese findings are reviewed in References 8 and 9, the Japanese

Hiroshima and Nagasaki data in numerous publications by the Atomic

Bomb Casualty Commission. )

The hlarshallese population under study is fairly stable. * We go

back from year to year and find little attrition. We ha~e an excel-

lent comparison population composed of relatives of the RongeIap

people who have moved back to live on the island of Rongelap. They

match reasonably well for age and sex.

The Japanese fishermen studies were made difficult by the com-

plexity of the dosimeiry, the fact that on board the ship they lived

part time below decks, where ihey were more protected, and part

time above, etc. Perhaps later on Merril Eisenbud might say more

about the dosimetry in that group. (The data on the Japanr. se fisher-

men are reviewed in Preferences 6 and 10, ) [n addition, it was two

weeks before they arrived in p,rt where the situation could be evalu-

ated. Another complicating factor was that during the course of

t~eatment they were given multiple blood transfusions and many of

them developed jaundice. liver disease, and one even died, probably

as a result of repeated blood transfusions.

Figure 2 is a photograph of Rongelap island taken on March 1, 1954;

a typical South Sea Island village with loose palm construction.

Figure 3 is a rough sketch to show the types of radiation that peopIe

were exposed to. The wavy lines represent gamma radiation, that is

whole-body penetrating type of radiation. The stippled area repre-

sents beta radiation which was largely responsible for the skin lesions

that developed and also the internal deposition of the fallout material.

The spectrum of the gamma radiation from the fallout was fairly

complex. There are quite a few different energy peaks as co~trasted

to ordinary laboratory studies in animals. The calculations of the

~ The medical studies of the Marsha l!ese are sponsored by the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission and are carried out under the direction

of Brookhaven ,National Laboratory in conjunction with the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands (Department of Interior).
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Figure 2. Rongelap v;iiage OS it WOS in 1%4. FMISSR. Comrd.

. .

Figure 3. Rough sketch showing follcut deposition. Wovy oreos

repre$ent gommo rodiotion, Gnd s!ipp!i ng represents beta

mdiotion. From R. Conord.
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gamma dose to the Rongelap people was made on the basis of estima-

tion of time of arrival of the fallou~ (which was believed to be at about

four to five hours after the detonation). the length of time of fal!out

(which was calculated to be around 12 hours), and by the readings that

were taken on the Is lands at the time of tne evacuation, roughly two

days later. There was a telemetering device on Rongerik, as was

pointed out this morniilg, which gave valuable information on the

time of arrival there of the cloud of fallout and the 30-minute period

that it required to go off scale. In addition, on Rongerik there were

many film badges and the readings from these film badges afforded

valuable information on the dose and agreed reasonably well with the

other estimations.

In the case of the Japanese fishermen, the doses calculated were

around 170 to 700 rads based on extrapolation back to Day 9.

Gamma radiation in a fallout field produces a more penetrating

type of raniation than occurs with ordinary laboratory uni-directional

radiation. Due to the geometry of the planar fallout field, the midline

done is increased by a factor of about 1.5.

So, this really gives a better indication of the biological effective-

ness, and we might take the Rrmgelap dose of 175 rads of whole-body

radiation and say that it actually represented possibly 260 rads or so

as compared with ordinary laboratory type of radiation. In the case

of the Rongerik group, from 78 to 120; the Alinginae, from 70 to 100;

and Utirik, from 14 to 20.

DUNHAM: What do you mean by the ordinary type of radiation’?

CONARD: I mean uni-directi.-nal type o! radiation.

BRUES: The numbers you give are rads in air?

CONARD: Yes. These were baaed on readings three feet above

“the gro.:nd.

DR?.’’”;S: And midline doses within th”e person. . . . .

C(>NARD: . . . . . were derived ilsing the factor of 1. 5. The skin

dose w~.s l:npossible to really calculate. As you know the beta spec-

trum ,n fa)lout has quite a smear of different energy components alocg

wit~, a.~me soft gamma. The energy spectrum of the beta radiations

\

.
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showed about 50 ta RO percent arouni 100 ke’J Snd 2? to 50 percent

around 6Q0 keV. So most of it was pretty 9oft. There wa. also a

beta contribution [rem the fallout o: iu s ?ound. It was entimated

that the feet got 2 “)00 r fro. n ‘,, c ground s~tlrce; at IIip level about

600 and at head level, 3G0. The hair foi’lcles ,: Lust have gotten in

the range between 400 to 7Wl radm in vie’.v of the fact that epilation

developed but was rmt permanent in moat c~:+ea. The internal radia-

tion was calculated indirectly from urinalyses that were taken

starting about 15 day# after the cxposvre and thareaftcr on numerous

occasions. [t wan estimated that about. 75 percent of the radiatirm

from fisdion products was duc to the radio strontium, radiobarium

● nd the rare earths.

Table 2 shows the varioua radioelements ihat wc:e calculated to

be in the urine at flay 1 an compared with Day 82. P~obab:y radio-

iodine ia the only isotope that they absorbed that exceeded the MPC

level. By 82 days you will note that these activities had <diminished

to practically zero. These people were able to sxcrete this material

very rapidly.

Table 2. Estin+aed b+ burden of Rongelop people e).

Achhy d Activity rrt

Doy 1 tiy 82

#9
1.6- 2.2 0.19

Ml 40
0.34 -2.7 0.021

itore Eor?h GroIQp o- l,? 0.03

,)31
(in thyroid gland) 6.4 -11.2 0.O

~“lfn
J- O.013 --

C045 0 “ 0.019 0.0

Fessile Mot+riol 0- 000i6 (pgm) 0.0

.
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NGW I wou~d ltke to take a minute or two on the thyroid dose be-

cause the thyro~d situ.~tion turned out 10 be one of the most ~iifficult

problemg we had to face ia these people. The thyroid dose la usually
calculate~ on the percent uptake of the radiolm+ines by the thyroid

gland, the half-life In the gland, the size of the gland, and the various

isotopes to which the thyroid is exposed. In the fallout we have iodine-

131. 132, 133, and 135. Quite a few isotopes ar- involve(i, most of

which are very short-lived - the iodine- 131 having the longest half-

life. The earliest di:ect measurements were made by Payne Harris*

at Los Alamos on 15-day urine. f3y using this indirect appr~ach from

the urine it was calc~.,ated that at that time abmt one-tenth of one per-
cent was still being excreted and this, extrapolated back~ gave

about

11. Z micr’ocuries in the thyroid gland originally. This represented

about i60 rads of radiation to the adult gland! PIUS the whole-body

exposure, of course.

In the children it was a different story bccausc of the sma!ler size

of the glands. J~mes at Lawrence Laboratory (Reference I 1 ) has cal-

culated for us that tr.c ci,ildren probably received in the range cf 700

to 1400 rads to the thyroid gland. [t was decided that the beta irradia-

tion u; the neck which produced “beta burns”’ as shown in Figure 4 did

not contribute significantly to the thyroid dose in view of the superficial

nature of the beta radiation.

g.
~w

Figure 4. “Beta bums” of neck ( subiect No. 39, Mach 19S4).
@v& i~c thyroid was a frequen site of “b~”. From

* t[arris, Payne- unpublished data.

●

The ores
R. Conord.
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To go on with the story, people were evacuated by destroyer, some

by plane, two days after the accident and were taken down to Kwajalein

Atoll ~herc we had a large Navy base. We arrived on the scene about

eight days after the accident to carry out the extensive examinations.

When they arrived they were quite contaminated, particularity their

hair, and we had great difficulty in getting them decontaminated.

Figure 5 shows the people out in the lagoon at Bikini with soap and

detergents, cleansing themselves. In many cases we had to cut off

their hair bccausc of the coconut oil holding in contamination. We had

to take their clothes away from theln, and some of the “~omen on

Kwajalein gave clothes to the Marsha !lese women to wear. It was quite

a sight to see them walking around barefooted in Fifth Avenue types of

clothing.

FREMONT-SMITtI: No pictures of that?

CONARD: Unfortunately I didn’t get any pictures of that.

None of them {iied. After the skin burns healed, etc. , we Inoved

them south to another island temporarily because Rongelap Island was

too hot at that time fcr them to move back. The Utirik people, however,

were moved back during this period since Utirik Island had a very low

degree of contanli ~ation.

-,-.
● ✎✎

u.

,.

I . . . . “Pt..-.“,L::.,: &Pk, .

*. ,... ---*, ,’,, .--& :B.& .+. . . . .. -.. --

,

Figure 5. Morshollese &thing in lagoon at Kwwjolein in hAotciI 1954, to decon-

tvminote skin and heir ofter follout contominotion. From R. Conord.

*
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In 1957, surveys of Rongelap showed that the Island was safe then

for the return of the people even though it still had a low level of con-

tamination. Figure 6 shows the new village that was constructed for

them, which is far s~perior to the village they previously had.

FREMONT-SMITH: Did they like it?

CONARD: They liked it very much.

FREMONT-SMITH: This is unusual,

something that’s been made for them?
isn’t it, to have people like

CONARD: They had a han i in planning it.

FREMONT-Shl ITH: That makes the difference.

CONARD: Yes

,NOW, tO gG On. In regard to the lingering radioactive contamination
of Rongelap, we have carried out extensive studies of the radio-ecological

situation and I may say more about this tomorrow. Later I may a130
comment on some of the psychological reactions to receiving compen-

sation from the U. S. Covcrnment, about $11, 000 per exposed person

*

..
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Figure 6. Rongelop villoge t~y. From R. Comrd.
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for injuries nustained. This has marfc them very happy. I might

mid.

DUNHAM: What do they buy with that money?

CONARD: N{otor boats, things that they get out of the Sears-

Roebuck Catalogue and other things. Wc ‘re just hoping that they

are going to spend it wisely. So far they haven’t gone too wild with

the spending.

DUNHAM: Does each one have an account?

CONARD: The Bank of America came in there and they have dc -

poaited their money there in meet cases. In a few cases they wouldn’t

put their money in the bank, but a lot of them are living off the interest

of their bank accounts.

WOLFE: When we tried to go out there with the ecological group

the Commissioner was very greatly disturbed for fear we would break

up their way of life. [ don’t know of any better way to break it up

than to give each one of them $11, 000 to buy motor boats and things

like that.

CONARD: It was being brok~n up before that, though. The on-

slaught of Western civilization was rapidly coming into these islands,

●nd in the other islands it’s ●lso evident-not just in Rongelap, where

they have this money. You can see “signs of advancing changes duc to

American influence all the time.

I would now like to discuss the acute effects of exposure on these

people; first, the whole-body gamma fxnetrating radiation effecto.

Just to refresh your minds, you will remember that human beings

respond with various syndromes of effects related tc dose rccciverf.

[See Figure 7. ) The most acute syndrome, of course, is ,:alled the

central nervous system syndrome, as depicted in th: upper left-hand

part, associated with doses greater than 3000 and 4GO0 radr.. Pre-
dominantly one sees ataxia and disorientation, signs of brain insolve -

mertt, and life ”is, indeed, very short for these people. Then with

smaller exposure (abov- about 1000 or 1500 rads) w,e have the gastro-

intestinal syndrome. so rlanled because signs of. nausea, vomiting,

diarrhea and dehydration r~iaterl to the gastro-intestinal tract dominate,

and the individual usually dies within a matter “of four to nine days

from acute dehydration and other effects. The bone marrow syndrome
●

* \.-. .—— _ - .
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RADIATION SYNDROMES
t I 1 1 I i 1 1 I.

8 I
.

1 I I I I

I 234 5 10

~ WEEIICS ~’@x5—

Figure 7. Radiation syn&onws (schemtic presentation). Frcm R. Comrd
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or the hematological syndrome is that which occurs following doses

in what we call the lethal range. Of course. we really don’t know

what the lethal range is for man, but it is guessed roughly to be be-

tween 250 and 450 rads. Cwing to the effect on bone marrow, the

reduction in the blood cells results in infections and the devetop.nent

o: bleeding results from the blood platelet depression, and death

may reOult.

Then, of course, if there is recovery from these t.cute effects.

there is the Fosnibility of delayed efiects of radiation occurring, such

a~ leukemia, cancer and many other possible late effects.

MILLER: I just ‘ ;anted to mention that the figure makes no m.en -

tioc of cataracts, the intrauterine effects of radiation and the possible

genetic effects.

CONARD: It isn’t meant to include

syndromes.

FREMONT-SMITH: It also doesn’t

organ eftccta, only the major

uay anything about the central

nervous system effects of (OW level radiation which you remember

the Russians had always c!aimed were so and which we have always

denied until we recently confirmed it at the Naval Radiological Labora-

tory.

CONARD: All these syndromes overlap and there are many effects

in each of. them.

FREMONT-S!.fITIi: I wonder whether there is anything in this group

of peaple in terms of behavior which show that they had any of the low

!evel radiation effects on the central nervous system, which apparcntlv

at the level of complex behavior patterns, conditioned reflexes, and so

forth, are now recognized to be so?

CONARD: We did not obeerve any, Frank, and at that time we didn’t

go into sensitive means of testing this sort of thing. We had many nlore

important considerations. We didn’t know whether they were going to

live or die, or wnether we were going to have to request a hospital ship

to take care of them and that

FREMONT-SMITH: Yes.

existed.

CONARD: We weren’t.

sort of thing.

And at the time wc were also denying it
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FREMONT-SMITH: I mean as a government we were.

CONARD: Yes.

Figure 8 shows the characteristics of the hematological syndrome

with nausea and vomiting uccurring early followed by rapid depression

of blood elements resulting in a critical period at the nadir where

infection and bleeding may be serious results. Hopefully, then the

bone marrow will start producing sufficient blood cells to bring about

survival; if not, death will ensue,

In the case of the Marsha llese, they suffered from the early ef-

fects of radiation. Three-quarters of them became anorexic (lost

their appetites 1, some of them vomited and a few had diarrhea. This

occurred over the first two-day period and cleared up after that.

When they arrived at Kwajalein they seemed to be perfectly healthy.

The Japanese fishermen also went through an early period of fatigue,

headache and anorexia, nausea and so forth.

EISENBUD: I think there’s one intsrcsting point which also seemed

incredible

evacuation

8

t.o Wright, but the first dispatch that we get following

reported that the natives we re seasick ●nd nauseoua.

scmsmc 6RAPMSMOWINOMAJOReuoo Cwou ANo
CLINICAL SIWS FOR RAOM?ION00SCS W*RE SURVML

1$ POSSIOLC l=- MO RAM)

Figure 8.

—--- .——.

Schematic gmph showing nwjar blood changes and clinical

signs for radiation doses where survival is possible (2~

reds). From R. Conord.
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CONARD: Were seasick?

EXSENBLfD: Were nauaeoua from seasickness.

CO.NARD: Yes, I think that was the original interpretation, but

it soon became apparent that none of the Alingi~ae, the other group

that received less exposure, showed the sickness and since oniy

the heavily expose Rrmgelap group showed the sickness it was a,o-

parent that it was radiation-induced. The blood elements showed

considerable depression, down to one-half and more below not.mal

levels, but. fortunately, they didn’t get low enough in the Marahallese

people to cauae any real evidence of infection or bleeding; we used

no specific treatment and none of them thowed any signs of acute

radiation sickness as such.

In the case of the Japanese firhermen, some of their blood ele-

ments dropped even lower than in the Marsha llese, indicating perhaps

● higher dose in some of them. But 1 would not say, looking at the

blood wcrk, that any of them received greater than 500 rad because

the depression didn’t seem to reach levels that would substantiate that.

EISENBUD: What allowance can you make, Bob, for the fact that

they received a dose over a 14-day period?

CONARD: 1 agree that that certainly would moderate the effect.

But most of the dose that the Marshallese and the Japanese fishermen

received occurred during the first 24 hours, I wctiid say over half of

it, and -o it was really more in the acute type of eximsure classifica -

ticm.

There was a sllght weight loss in quite a few of the Marsha llese

peo’ple and we were not sure whether that wa.~ due to their radi~tion

exposure or to the fact that they had a change of environment and

were ●ating different tvpes of food, although they seemed to eat it with

great relish. The Japanese, as I mentioned earlier, were given multiple

transfusions over a number oi days soon after they arrived in Japan,

and shortly thereafter quite a few of them developed itlfectious hepatitis

and jaundice and then, oi course. one fisherma.~ died in Se@ember.

It would seem to most of us in this field that his death was most likely

due to the blood transfusions that he had received.

DUNHAM: His priphera! blood picture just about returned to nor- .0

mal ir. July. before he died. The jaundice came on at about that time

and he died with esserltially a normal blood picture. At least the total

count was in the normal range.

.
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CONARD: Yes, that in so.

FREMONT-SMITH: That would fit.

CONARD: But the Japanese have made quite a bit over the fact

that this liver disease might be radiation-induced, which is not at

all agreed to.

Now, to turn to the skin lesions. The Marahallese had symptoms.

of itching and burning durihg the first 24 t(t 48 hour~. This fallout

material clung to the skin as a white frosty dust and it was very dif-

ficult to remove.

FREMONT-SMITII: Do you know why it would cling to the skin?

Why was that?

CONARD: As you know, in this climate the perspiration made it

cling and it got caked into the skin, I think.

Ninety percent of the people developed these so-called beta burns

beginning about two weeks after exposure. These lesions were first

characterized by pigmented skin, increaeed pigmentation, parchment-

like thickening of the skin and gradual desquamation; the epithclial

layer shed and a nonpigmented area was left beneath. In some people

the burns were deeper, as evidenced in the ne>t few figures.

Figure 9 shows one of the 5oys who wasn’t wearing much in the

way L- clothing and had multiple superficial lesions of the skin.

EISENBUD: What’s the time of this one, F30b?

CONARD: That was between two and three weeks. About thre -

weeks, I b~lieve.

DUNHAM: April 16th.

CONARD: That was quite a bit later. These first appeared on

many about two weeks after exposure.

Figure 10 shows “beta burns” of the feet. Figure 11 shows the IOSS

of hair, which occurred in about 90 percent of the children and 40 per-

cent of the adults, and which was usually spotty in nature. There \ve re

usutlly beta burns on the scalp in the areas of the epilation.

.
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Figure 9. Numerous superficial ‘Ixta burns” of the skin of a youns boy

who was wearing little clothir.g at the time of the exposure.

From R. Comrd. (Courtesy Annals In?. Mod.).

Figure 10. “Beta burns” of the feet. From R. Conard.

\
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Figure 1I . Epilation in the temporol ores of the scalp of o YOUW girl.

From R. Conord, (Courtesy Annols Int. Med. )

WARREN: Is some of thiq because they slept on the saz,,l .+ith~tit

a pillow?

CONARI): Since the epilation was distributed over the head, no

more so on the back of the head, ! don’t think that this , zs a ia~tor

DO13SON: Bob, vou spoe this morning about the caustic action
<.

i~f tbe fallout s there an!” evidence that t!l,. s played a sign:i. ant

rol$’?

CO.NARD: I think that It might have a~gravatcd the hvrns. It was

caustic and w, knG\v that the caustic chemicals in combinati-o .tvith

radiation will enhance the effects of radiation. So. it’s cnti.”ely pas-

siblc that this material tlid enliatlce the severity of the .~siGns.

DUNHAM: There was nothing to see for ten dry: at all.. “rhe skin

looked perfectly goo,i.

CONARD: Yes. We didn’t sec any erythcma, even.

EISE.NUUD: Did anybodf measure the PI+ of th~b rflaterial’~

.. ... . .
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CONARD: ~t,S, I think that’s been done. That’s the reason it was
declared to be highly alkaline. It was incinerated coral, calcium car-

bonate, calcium oxide.

E1SEX13UD: Excuse mc. 1 didn’t see how it could have help-cd, as .

surnirrg it was calcincd initially. [t wan in intimate contact with water

quite a long while before it actually fell out. It would seem to me if

it was calcined it wnulrf be hydroxide. This is an interesting specu.

lation and it’s a really intcrenting point which I hadn’t given much

cretlence to. 1 was hopeful that sorncone had done some work on this.

It’s too late.

flUNIiA\f: “Ihere are no notes by the mccfical personnel about skin

Icsions and for tun days after ww got there we saw none.

EISENDUD: The normal humidity of the atmonpherc in trtat part

of the world ! shouid think would result in conversion of the oxide.

Apart from that, this wh~!c fireball sucks up enormous amounts of

water which eventually cool the fireball; arrd’tl~en there are rainfalls.

It just seems incredible to me that calcium oxide could persist for four

hours in that atmosphere, in this case acven hours, but this is just

speculation.

BUSTAD: [ think Chuck Durham’s point is quite a critical one it-i

this case, in that a radiation’ burn will show up after a considerah!e

period of time during which there may bc no manifestation of icjury.

CONARll: ~cS. This is characteristic of radiation burns. that

there’s usually a lag after the burn before the lesion shows up as con-

trasted with thermal and chemical burns.

WA RRE.X: A chemical burn would come within a few hours, 24 hours

or so.

13US- lD: Yes, except with radiation ym.I may have had a transicrrt

crythema wnthin a fcw hours. in comparative studies on small pigs

usin~ beta particles we observed a transient redness which disappeared

within the first 24 hours.

14

COXARD: yCS. This was true of the

BUSTAD: [n the light-colored swine,

to 21 days.

japancse fishermen, too.

injury would be manifested in
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TAYLOR: Are there any other examples of beta burns to human

beings besides the Bikini ones ?

CONARD: Yes, there are quite a few.

TAYLOR: Are these reactor accidents ?

CONARD: “Beta burns” have been reported in persons carel~ooly

handling fission products (Reference 12] and from exposure to other

radioactive sources (References 13 and 14).

LANGHAM: There are hundreds and hundreds of examples of burns

of human skin.

DUNHAM: Lowry had a case.

They have been reported by dermatologists

IF,ISENDUD: Could I ask one question about
calcium silicate?

and cancer therapists.

this lyc. Isn’t coral

DONALDSON: No. There’s very little silicon.

It’s calcium carbcnate.

WARREN: You might have flakes of calcium oxide or hydroxide

which could burn a moist skin, but a very dilute lime water has been

used as a soott.ing solution for burns.

CONARD: There are about 15 cases in the Rongelap people that

still show some residual pigmentation and starting as a result of the

burns. The Japanese fishermen had some rather severe beta burns,

particularly on the hard with which they were handling the fish lines

between the thumb and the index finger. One area that was heavily

involved was on the crown of the head. They frequently wear a hand-

kerchief a’round their head and the crown of the head was exposed.

The belt line was a frequent site of involvement. (See Reference 15. )

BRUES: Dr. Tsuzuki told us that the olde”r fishermen had more

damage to the skin of the head because, in general, they didn’t wash

their hair as often as the younger fishermen did.

CONARD: That:s interesting.

-.
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Marshallese experience we learned about certain factors

that influence t-he development of “beta burns. “ The Americans on”

Rongerik recognized the danger of the fallout and immediately went

indoors in their Dutler buildings. They took showers and changed

clothes. As a result their skin exponure and internal exposure was

minimal compared to the Rongelapese. The older Rongelap people

who stayed indoors and others who went wading and swimming had

fewer skin burns. A single layer of cotton clothing was proved to be

sufficient to protect the skin.

The internal absorption of the radioactive materials produced no

acute effects that we could observe. They had three millicuries of

fission products that were calculated to h= in their gut but this pro-

duced no effect that we could see.

Probably the strontium and radioi~dine are the most serious of the

radioisotopes that are present in this acute fallout situation.

DOBSON: Excuse me, Bob. ]IOW many ~illicuries did you estimate

they had in the gut?

CONARD: Three.

DODSON: Three?

CONARD: Yes, .threc.

TAYLOR: Was that probably by inhalation?

.

CONARD: Mostly ingestion. The particle size of the fallout was

too large for optimum absorption into the alveoli of the lungs.

UPTON: Do you wish’ to imply that there were not depressing ef-

fects on the marrow from internal contamination, Bob?

CONARD: Yes, I feel that’s true, since I think it was calculated

that the dose over the whole period of time that the Marshallese re-
ceived to their bones was in the order of st veral rads —something

of that nature.

UPTON. Surprising.

FREMONT-SMITH: Why does it surprise you? ~

\
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UPTON: I’ve been apparently laboring under a wrong impression

for many years that the internal dose to the marrow was higher than

you say it is, Bob.

TAYLOR: Is that from concentration of strontium-90 in plants?

UPTON: Just total fission product intake from one source or

another.

EISENBUD: Are you talking specifically in these canes or in

general?

UPTON: No, the Rongelap cases.

WARREN: They weren’t there right along to eat local food or get

exposed internally.

CONARD: The actual body burder,s of strontium-90 that had ac-

cumulated over years for the Rongela;> people amo!mt to about 5 per-

cent of the MPC for adults and ten percent for children.

EISENBUD: The Japanese fishermen lived at sea for 14 days in

very intimate contact with fallout. It’s quite a remarkable thing

that Koboyama had, I believe. when he died, 2 millicuries of strontium-

90 per gram of calcium in his bones, which is about 20 percent of

what children have today. I mean it’s a small dose. I think that one

of the comforting things that came out of this experience is that the

human body in close contact with surface contamination apparently

has better defenses than we had anticipated against absorption of at

least the less soluble components.

Now, the iodine did get in, as Bob indicated.

CONARD: We felt very encouraged about the whole internal situa-

tion. To be honest with you, we were misled. We felt that the in-

ternal situation was far less of a hazard than any of the others and,

of course, we still do, but we certainly did underestimate the hazard

of the absorption of radioiodines, as you’ll see in a few minutes when

I get into that aspect of it.

WARREN; Wouldn’t the radioiodine be in gaseous form and inhaled

rather than ingested, and wouldn’t that be why the concentration could

have been higher?

./”’
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CONARD: They must have inhaled some from the cIoud as it

passed over but the majority of the radioiodine absorbed probably

came through contaminated drinking water since it rained the night

of the fallout. M~reover the people were on water rationing, every-

one receiving about a pint a day including the children. So most of

it was in the drinking water.

WARREN: Yes. It would be Bcrubbed out in the rain.

CONRAD: So, durinq the years the Marshalleae people have

remained generally in good health and we have not seen any illnesses

or any deaths that we could directly relate to the radiation eifects

except for the thyroid situation which I will come to shortly and the

one death in the case of the Japanese fishermen. They have been

healthy over the years.

As ,far as mortality is concerned, 15 deaths have occurred among

the 84 in the most heavily exposed group, which represent about k3 per

thousand, and this is compared to abmt 8 per thousand in the Marshall

Islands .as a whole. So we do have some increase in mortaIity but

whether this is significant in such small numbers it is difficult to say.

We have a greater number of older people in the original Rongelap

group also.

As far as malignancy is concerned, there have been two cases of

cancer in the exposed group plus one case of cancer of the thyroid.

So we have to keep an open nlind as to whether wc will eventually have

an increased incidence of cancer. Again, &he numbers are small,

As far as the skin i 3 concerned, the only late effect that we have

noted in the Marsha llese is in the appearance of moles, benign nevi,

in the areas that were more heavily irradiated.

Figure 12 shows some c!f the moles that have cfeveioped in the

case of one woman who had fairly clear ulcerations on the side of her

neck early after fallout during the acute period. Figure 13 shows

residual scarring resulting from a severe “beta burn” of the ear.

Figure 14 shows a case of one of the J~panese fishermen. I took this

in Japan four years ago. It rhows an area of permanent alopecia. The

Marsha llese hair all regrew except that in one case there was a slight
alopecia, but in the Japanese fishermen there are two cases that still

show some degree of alopecia, that is, a permanent bald area from

the radiation. Some of the fishermen had “beltline” lesions with some

degree cf blood vessei dilatation (telangiectasia).

/.,.
,>... “
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Figure 12. Benign nevi (moles) that devel-

oped 8 years Ioter in area of

“beta burns”. From R. Conard

(Courtesy Annals Int. Med. )

Figure 13. Scarring of ear from “beta

bums”. From R. Conard.

Figure 14. Permanent alopecia in Japanese fisherman.

From R. Comrd.

\
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Now, a more scri~us finding in the hlarshalicse was that over the

years the children, particularly the boys exposed at lCSS than 12 years

of age, have tended to bc somewhat stunted in growth, have shown some

lag in growth and development ~Rcfercnce 16). t~e have carried out

numerous growth measurements and x-rays for bone growth, and so

forth, and this finding has beconle apparent.

Figure 15 shows a comparison of bone age in some of the males.

The dotted line represents the exposed males compared with the un-

exposed males on the left, and on the right the fen!alcs. The base

line represents the American standard. The Marsha llcse tend to he

somewhat smaller, than American standards. Shortly, 1’11 have a

little more to say about this lag in growth in the Rongelap children.

We have carried out blood work every year, of course, and Figure

16 shows that there’s been a slight lag in complete recovery of the

white count and platelet count up until about 11,years after exposure.

The straight line represents the unexposed control population.

We have carried out numerous aging studies to see if wc could de-

tect any premature aging effects and we haven’t seen anything along

that line.

Life shortening has not been apparent in these people from this

limited study.

Fertility based on birth rate has ahown that about the same birth

rate has existed in the exposed population as compared with the un-

exposed population. They’ve had about 70 babies and these babies on

the whole appear normal. We haven’t seen any greater incidence in

the congenital defects in the babies of the Rongelap exposed zs com-

pared with the unexposed.

Whether there was an early sterility or not, we do not know. We

did not test it, af course. [t probably did occur during the early

period. The Japanese fishermen showed quite a drop in sperm count

which lasted for three years. but since that time they’ve had chilaren

repeatedly and recovered their sperm ccunt.

During the firat four years tbe exposed women showed some increase

in miscarriages and stillbirths. About 41 percent of the births during

that period ended in nonviable babies compared with only 16 percent in

the unexposed group.

●
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Figure 16. Depressian of blood elements in Rangelap people.

Percent depression canpared with overage counts

of mexpased oeople. From R. Canard.

.
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Ex.imination of the lens for po~sibie opacities has not revealed any

evidence of radiation-induced opacities of the lens. Remember. of

course, that the hlarshallcse didn’t get neutron radiation, which has

a much higher R13E for opacity than gamma radiation.

We haven’t carried out any gpecific studies of genetic effects, par-

ticularly in view of the generally negative result of the studies cf

Neal and Schull [Reference 17) and others in Japan. [’m cure there

must be an increase in the mutant pool of these people and we have

seen evidence of chromosome damage in the peripheral blood celis.
We have cultured their blood at,d imtnd an increase over the normal

in the number of chromosomal aberrations.

F’REMC3NT-SMITH: Were these persistent?

CONARD: Yes. This was ten years after exposure.

FREMONT-SMITIi: You don’t” know what they were earlier?

COrJAIID: We didn’t test ~iem ●arlier.

MILLER: More than the Hiroshima survivors ?

CONARD: Yes. 1 was going to say that also in the Hiroshlrnii sur -

vivorti and in the iapanese fishermen there’s been a persisting in-
creased level of chromosomal aberrations. So I suppose W* would

have to expect that there ● re genetic mutations. that exist in thrse

people. Perhaps Bill might say something about that.

FREMONT-SMITH: At least in the blood cells.

CONARD: Yes.

FREMONT-SMIT}i: We don’t know whether they are operatinq in

the genes.

CONARD: 1 uhould ima~lne there would be some increase in gerwral

somatic mutations.

FREMONT-SMiTIi: All right. I thouKht you meant the genetic mu-

tations.

CONARD: And also in the genetic.
,

\.
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FREMONT-SMITH: The genetic, too.

EISENBUD: Wh~t’s known about consanguinity in this group?

CONARD: This is a good point. We’ve gone into that a.d it turns

out that these people probably do have a somewhat greater degree of

consanguinity than w? do, but in the exposed group we cnezk~d the

number of first- cousi,~ marriages and second-cousin marriages and

this sort of thing and foul d that actually they had a lower rate of con-

sanguineous marriage than occurred itl a comparison pcputatio~~.

rhis also has bearing on growth and develo~ent because the children

of consanguineous marriages are known to be scmewhat retarded.

SCHULL: It might also have a bearing on the findirg d increased

percentages of ●bortions. If the latter reflecto immunoicgi: incom-

patibility between mother and fetus, frwer abortions “-ould be CX-

pecteJ among the pregnancies of consanguineously marr :ed individuals

than ●mong those of unrelated spouses.

EISENBUD: I don’t see how they car. get awdy fre n their cousins

on ● small island like that. I don’t t>ink they are completely inbred.

Do th#. y mix up much with the other islands ?

CONARD: Yes, there’s quite a bit of communication with other

is Iands anti people come in and bring in freoh blood! [Laughter]

F“REMONT-SMITH: You mean sma!l transfusions? [Laughter]

ROOT: I had heard that they had a low birth rate and that’s why

t?te custom of adopting other ch+ldren into families had arisen.

CONARD: tt may be true from the point of view of infant mortality

which up until more recently has been quite high, but now we have

brought in better medical ca:e, and so forth, and the irtfant m~rtality

is greatly reduced. F3U’ *hev do adopt children, to=.

Now I would like to discuss the most serious finding in the

Marshall cse, that ia the development of the thyroid abnormalities.

‘Jntil 1963 we had thought that these people hart normal thyroid

glands. We had already detected this lag in groti -h and development

in exposed boys and we really didn’t have any explanation for it. We

carried out numerous thyroid teats and so-called P131 (protein-bound

iodine) tests of the blood, which are good indic~. tions of thyroid activity,

i
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and we found them to be normal. However, since that time,’ as an

aside, we have discovered that these people have a peculiar protein

in the blood, an iodoprotein which is quite high and no doubt gave us

false levels O( the PBl readings earlier, and this may have thrown us

off the track.

DUh’HAM: It is true of all h{arshall [slanders ?

C~#NARD: Yes.

DUNHAM: I see,

CONARD: Four years ago we first noted a thyroid nodule in ● 12-

year-old girl and since that time there have been increasing numbers

of these abnormalitiefi until now we have 19 cases of thyroid abnor-

malities; 17 people with nodules and two boys with completely nonfunc -

tioning glands, that is, a hypothyroid situation (References 9, !8, 19).

WARREN: Myxedema’?

CONARD: They had tiigns of rnyxedema, yes. They were the two

most dwarfed boys in the village.

FREMONT-SMITH: Were these thyroids that w“ere destroyed or

never developed?

CONARD: Pres&nably destroyed.

FREMONT-SMITH: How old were they?

CONARD: They were at the age of 15 to 18 months , which seems to

be a critical age for children,

FREhiONT. SMITH: When they were exposed?

CONARD: Yes.

MILLER: Was there any other child in that age range at the time

of ex:>osure? .—

CONARD: There were several in the one-to-three years of age

range.
.
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ROOT: They would be closer to the ground radiation and woulci get

a bigger dose, wouldn’t they -in addition to the fact that the organ it-

self is smaller? They would be at the level ti the most intense radia-

tion.

CONARD: That’s true. That probably increased their who!e body

dose somewhat. but this would be negligible compared to the inc~case

in the absorption of radioiodincs into their glands, and that is the

biggest factor by far. In other words, 700 to 1400 rad radiation came

from radioiodine absorbed compared to only 175 of whole-body radia-

tion, and if you want to assume that the children were getting a little

more, you might increase it to 200 or so.

ROOT: They would be crawling around ●t the age of 15 months

probably.

CONARD: ‘les.

F’REMONT-S.MITH: Would their thyroids be in a stage of develop-

ment w-here they would ● bsorb a greater percentage from ● given dose

of iodine?

CONARD: 1 think it’s ●ssumed that their glands absorb as n.uch &n

the adult, but being smaller, the came dose ia distributed in a smaller

gland.

i=REMONT-sMx rH: Right. So this means per gram of g~and they

were ●bsfirbing more.

CONARD: Right. They were getting a higher dose.

BRUES: 1s there also a possibility that the thyroid in these children

would be close enough to the skin that the beta dose would be greater,

or at least would be appreciable while not as appreciable in the adult?

CONARD: We didn’t feei that that was the case, Austin, because

the beta radiation was so soft that it was attenuated in only less than

● milliliter of the skin.

CASARETT: Bob, were these nodules appearing in relation to the

onset of pubescence in most of these cases? Could the pubescence

period and the endocrine disturbance associated with it be a stimulat-

ing factor in the production of nodules at the time they did appear.
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which is apparently about ten years after the exposures’ for the first

case ?

CONAFtD: That’s right. I think that’s very likely to be the case,

that Jnost of these children were going into adolescence and there was

a greater requirement perhaps on the thyroid due to increased meta-

bolism and this could put a greater strain on the thyroid, and then they

began showing the effects of a hypothyroid state.

Table 3 shows the distribution of caaes; “R” represents Rongelap,
I’..\” Aling~nae, “u” Lltlrilc, and “C” control. Here in the first four

groups we have children less than ten years of age. You will notice

that in the Rongelap exposed group there were 19 children that re-
ceived a gamma dose of 175 and a thyroid dose of 714 to 1400 rads.

We found on the laat survey another thyroid nodule, so we have 84

percent instead of 78.9. The incidence in the Alinginae group-six

children, none; Utirik-40 children, none; and the control children-

61, norm. 1ssthe Rongelap adults there were three nodules in th= 36.

The Alinginae adults Lad one nodule, which was not typical of the

other radiation-induced cases. You can see that in the other popula-

tions there was only a small percentage of nodules and most of these

were in older people which appears to be ● normal incidence.

Table 3. Thyroid nodules (irscbdhg hypothyroidism) in Monhollow
populotiom.

ksttrno?ed ok

Age No. in Gomrno Thyroid Thyroid

Sroup At Exposure Grotp Dose (rods) Dose (I”, rods) Nodules

R <10 19 175 7oo-14m 84.2

A <10 6 69 275- 550 0.O

u <10 40 14 55- 110 0.0

c <10 61 0 0 0.0

R >10 36 175 160 5.5

A >10 8 69 55 12.5

IJ >10 59 14 15 3.4

c >10 133 0 0 2.3

.

(R= Ron@op; A=Ailingmse; U= Utir;k; C=ur ZXPO~d)
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Eleven cases were operated on, nine children and two adults.

Figure 17 shows the nodules at surgery. Note the hemorrhagic

nodules. It turned out at surgery that practically all of these glands

had multiple nodules whereas at the clinical examination we had only

been able to feel one or two; at surgery in most c~ges the glands were

pretty well shot with nodules.

FREMONT-SMITH: Does this mean that a lot of other cases where

you didn’t feel anything also probably had multiple invisible nodules? —-

CONARD: Yes, it’s quite possible that we were unable to palpate

minute nodules in some casec, 1 can’t deny that.

FREMONT-SMITH: Yes.

CONAIID: Figure 18 shows one of the glands in one of the children

that was sliced up just to show you the consistent nature, the multiple

nature, of these nodular changes in the gland.

WARREN: Is that pigment or extravasated blood?

CONARD: A lot of that is hemorrhagic blood pigment. The histo-

logical examination of these nodules showed that they were ● ll benign;

they were of the type usually seen with iodine de ficienc~ but. of course,

we know that on Rongelap there’s no iodina deficiency. The iodine

level in the foods is .lormal and the urinary excretion of iodine,

checked .in quite a few of these ~ople, has been within the normal

range. Furthermore, we don’t know of any goitrogenic foods on the

Island. The evidence seems overwhelming that this is a radiation-

induced phenomenon in these people.

‘l’here was one case in a 40-year-old woman in which the nodule

was malignant. Now. one can argue that this may be just a normal

occurrence. A lot of people believe that cancer ,of the thyroid is

not easily produced by radiation expocure, but certainly in a small

group like this heavily -cxpmed one it has to be considered as a

possibility anyway.

----
MILLER: You said that there is overwhelming evidence that this

is radiation-induced. You didn’t mention yet that part of this evidence

is observation made in other radiation-exposed groups.

CONARD: Yes, that is certainly true. ,/

!. ,

\
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Flgum 17. Badgn thydd nodules at SUIIJWY. A-

point to nodules. From R. Conafd.
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lwnor-
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“&&d. (Courtesy New Engiand J. Med. )
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MILLER: Which others show it?

CONARD: Which other examples, you mean, from the literature?

MILLER: Right.

CONARD: Numerous ●nimal studies have shown the causative re-

lationship of radiation of the thyroid with later clevelopnent of both

nodules and malignancy (Refereuccs 19 and 20). This also applies to

radioicdine (References 21 and 22). Also examples in human therapy

include patients, particularly children, treated with radioiodine for

hyperthyroidism, which have been shown to later develop nodules

(Reference 23).

MILLEI?: Then external radiation also has had some effect?

CONARD: External rsdiation certainly in children. A causal re -

lition of irradiation of the neck region in infants and later develop-

ment of thyroid cancer and noduleo has been clearly demonstrated

(References 24 and 25). There appears to he ● n increased incidence

of thyroid carcinoma in inhabitants of Hiroshima and Nagaaaki ex-

posed t~ radiation from the atomic bomb expi,oaiona (Reference 26).

.—-

—
/

TAYLOR: Was this given for diagnostic purposes ?

CONARD: Riiclioiodine waa given for treatment of hyperthyroidigm.

to destroy part Oi the gland.

DUNHAM: Big doses.

CONARD: Yes. It takes about 10.000 rad to successfully treat

hyperthyroid conditions whereas in some cases, to ablate the thyroid

gland, such aa in angina pectoris (heart disease) they use doses of

50, 000 to 70, 000 rad to the thyroid gland to destroy it.

We haven’t seen any recurrence of cancer in this one Xfarshallesc

case. She’s had complete surgical and radioiodine ablation of her

gland.

Now, the correlation of the development of these thyroid abnormali-

ties and the growth retardation in children has become increasingly
clear. These children in recent years have shown more and more

evidence of reducer! activity of the gland, and, as I said, the two

..
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dwarfed boys that were four years behind in growti ●nd development

show a definite correlation there.

So, beginning two years lgo it was decided that we s!muld treat all

of these exposed ~ople with “thyroid horlnone in the hope of reducing

further development of nodules. iu prevent cancer and hope fi~lly, give

● n increased growth rate in those children that had shown the lag.

Figure i9 shows the skeletal age development of the !WO boys that

were most dwarfed. You can see that ●t the time .of thyroid hormone

therapy institution there was an almost immediate spurt’irr growth.

We hope that in the next survey w.e will see increased growth rate in

other children as a responue to the treatment with the’ thyroid hormone.

We arc havinj, difficulties getting these people to take their daily tab.

lets. They just don’t seem to want to do it. [ was very disappointed

when I returnerf from the lsst survey .to find that the blood levels O(

the thyroid hormone in the affected children were quite low, which

meant that a lot of thcm were not taking the drug. So we have a real

problem getting them to take the drug for the rest of their lives, par-

ticularly the children.

DOBSON: Bob, in your eatlier discussion of &esc patients, did I

understand you to say that you are differentiating among different

iodine-carrying proteins in the biood”

Figure 19.

SKELETAL AGE OEVELOPMEN1
SUBJECTS •~ AM ● 9

OS?WOLOG)CALAGE IYCARSI

Skelerol oge development before ond after hormone t’hempy

in two boys showing greotest growth retor&tion .“ From k.

Conord (Courtesy Anmis In?. Med.).

-.
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CONARD: Yes. We’ve done considerable work on” the different

protein-binding levels of the different blood proteins.

BUSTAD: On the basis of our work with radioiodine in animals and

also a fairly extensive review of human data, .1 would not have pre-

dicted, nor can 1 find very many peopLe that would predict, that you

would see frank hypnthyroictialn with 1400 rads from radioiodine and

175 r from gamma exposure.

DUNIL4M: Have you kept any animal ten years ?

BUSTAD: Yes. In fact, \ve have fed sheep radioiodine

every day of their life.

for 11 years

MILLER: These w,ere little sheep7

BUS=AD: Yes, they were exposed in utcro since their mothcra.—
were fed radioiodine. [n the cases of the hlarshallcsc children, their

dose wan an acute one at a sensitive time, but since the calculated

dose ● p~ars insufficient to cause hypothyroidism !’m wondering if

there could have been two or three times the thyroid dose in some

children. Lktaybe they drank more water or maybe a [CW children

licked themselves and contaminated objects around thcm and realized

significantly higher exposure. 1 have difficulty getting three timca

● s much, which I would say might be the minimum exposure from

radiotodine which would rcsuit in frank hyperthyroidism. I would like

some react iorl to this.

FRf2hf ON T- S%! IT}I: Is this potentially a species difference’?

BL’STAD: I think generally the acute ablating dose !or most anin~als

is very nearly the same. In an adult person it’s reported to bc about

30, 000 rads, which is ~imilar to that we have observed in sheep.

FREhfONT-SX!IT!i: hfany other experiences with animals show

that you do get specit’s rtiffcrcrrces of various kinds and therefore pre-
diction from several species of aninlals that you have used docsn’t

●pply to humans.

UPTON: lfmv about Sol kfichaeison”s work, George, in dogs?

CASARETT: That ~vork (Reference 27} bcal s out the fact that cx -

tcrnai radiation w-ith x rays wlil ~aus~ hfpoiunction of thyrnidt n~ysc-
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dcma, with much lower radiation doses than those required from inter-

nally administered radioiodine. After 2, 000 rads of x rays to thyroid

the myxedema appears in about a year. With reduction of x ray dose

the time taken for the myxedema to develop in dogs increases in a

manner indicating a slower progression of the underlying mechanism

at lower doses. There is a possibility that radiation from. external

sources, in addition to the internal radioiodine, may have contributed

to the thyroid changes in the children in question.

BUSTAD: That was my next point. 1 think that 200 r or 300 r is

not an insignificant amount from the standpoint of thyroid damage.

These children probably received a considerably moru effective dose

per rad from external gamma to the thyroid than from 1131 and there

is some substantiation for this from animal data. And if I can then

stretch a point and say, “Well it’s five times more effective”. . . . .

U~ON: . . . . . because of dose rate or dose distribution within the

gland ?

BUSTAD: Yes, I think there are at least two things that contribute

to this. In order to get the same equivalent rad to the thyroid from

1131 you have a much lower dose rate because it’s extended over many

days. With the total body radiation it was a sudden thing over a matter

probably six or eight hours. In any case it was very ac~te. The other

thing is that a lot more than thyroid tissue was affected following ex-

ternal gamma exposure. With the rariioindine, however, the periphery

of the thyroid gland i ] probably receiving 25 percent of the dose at

the center of the gland while in the case of external irradiation the

entire thyroid gland is being uniformly irradiated as aie the contiguous

structures. 1 think this too is important.

The other thing that is worthy of note is that in Dr. Hempleman’s

studies (Reference 28), which I briefly discussed during our first

meeting, he noted a high incidence group of about 268 children who

were irradiated early in life anteriorly and posteriorly for total doses

of 200 to 600 R or more. Of the 268, there were 20 that manifested

thyroi~i ncoplasms. Half of these were cancers. It’s interesting to

me to note that in your hfarshallese group, Bob (Dr. Conard), the

children manifested no cancsr, only thyroid adenomas [Reference 29).

This was also the pattern in our sheep studies. We had one fibro-

sarcoma and one adenosarcoma and 30 or more adenomas, and this

pattcm of response has characterized most of the followup studies

of the children who were exposed early in life to radioiodine. That
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is, there seems to be a higher pro~rtion of cancer per total neoplasm.

than with the radioiodine studies, but 1’ il admit there isn’t always

comparability and many of you could then say, “But we don’t know how

many of these who are still walking around may have adenomae. “ We

know that in adult populations there is a high incidence of thyroid

●denomaa; in fact, in those of you who are over 50 years old, if we

removed your thyroid (if it isn’t already removed) we would probably

find adenomas in half of you. A study was done several years ago in

which it was shown that half of the people over 50 had thyroid adenomas

and most of them didn’t know it and seemed none the worse for them.

T..e moral of the Btory is if you’re going to have a neoplasm, choose

the thyroid.

FREMONT-SMITH: Were any primates used in”the experimental

animals, any monkeys which might & closer to man?

BUSTAD: The only studies in the sub-human primates that I’m

familiar with are those bv Pickering (~eference 30), and he waa con-

cerned mainly with the uptake in the very young”- the fetal thyroid.

There have &en no long-term studies with rarlioicdine in primates

to my knowledge. i think that moat of the data that I’ve reviewed-and

I think 1 have reviewed most of it in this field —certainlv indicated to

me the apeciea that have been worked on. . . . .

FREMONT-SMITH: But they’re all lower species?

BUSTAE: Well, no. We’ve also looked at human cases \rhere there

was radioiodine given.

FREMONT-ShlITH: Okay.

BUSTAD: The effect is similar. It will take an acute dose of

30, 000 to 50, 000 rads to ablate the thyrcid of sheep. Dr. Goolden

(Reference 31 ) in England,, lookifi~ at a lot of human cases says it will

take a comparable dose for a human adult. There’n one. exception to

thie that some of you may bring up. and that is the \vork of Dr. John

Garner now at Colorado State University {fleference 321 who says

that cattle thyroids are unusually resistant and may take over 100, 000

rads. [n all of these cases a lo\ver dose will cause hypothyroidism

if you wait long enough.

WARREN: The jack rabbit is Juaceptible, too.

\
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BUSTAD: yea.

CONARD: Are you intimating that in the case of the Marsha llese

their gamma dose was probably significantly big}.er than we have cal-

culated ?

BUSTAD: I’m only try\nR to generate ways these children may have

had more radiation than was catimated. [n addition to you, IOw talked

to many other people who have had association with it and they will ad-

mit that maybe it COIAM have been something over ZOO [quite a bit over

200 possibly). ●nd then we have to admit that 1400 rad ● s a maximum

may not bc a true maximum depending on what the cx~rience of these

children was during thiti period. [’m ● lso worried a bit about the

short-lived isotopes which can really contribute very heavily to a

radiation dose, and I’m speaking of iodine 135 and 133. The fact is

they may contribute up to half or more, especially in the early period.

MILLER: You keep speaking of 30, 000 r to ablate the thyroid in an

●dult: how much ia required in an animal one-month old?

BUSTAD: I feel that—and this is partially intuition-it’s possible
to aee hypothyroidism. If you permit me to choose any animal and

choose a certain dcsage regimen, [ could produce it with maybe 5000

or 6000 rad in ar. animal that’a very young providin R you wait the ten

yearn or so that Dr. Dunham n:entioned earlier,

MILLER: There is a need to make a study in animals that dupli-

cate the experience of thcec children.

BUSTAD: Well, I’ve discussed this with Dr.

aRo and some of this is under way.

DUNHAM: I think the point is well taken that

of internal and external.

BUSTAD: That’s right.

Dunham some time

it is a comblna.ion

DUNHAM: And in the other data, it’s either one or tt:e other.

BUSTAD: That’s right. And 1 feel strongly about thi~.

BRUES: Ablation of the thyroid is a different matter as regards the

production of adrnomas. You have to leave some tissue but remove

enough so that the pituitary sees a til Yroid deficiency and stimulates
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the thyroid cells that remain with thyroid-stimulating hormone. So

I would suppose that the adenomas would go through a maximum at

some point. In addition to that, if with radioiodine, as you have said,

Leo, the irradiation of the thyroid is not homogeneous so that the outer
Ir yer gets less of a dose than the internal part, there might relnain a

reservoir of cells on the periphery which would be stimulated by the

pituitary reeponsc to hypothyroidism.

CONARD: But we had two cases, remember, with ablation and

with practically no thyroid function. These glands are gone.

DUNHAM: What’s your evidence that there is ablation? You said

hypothyroid. How hypo were they?

CONARD: Their PB!’s dropped to below 2 micrograms percent,

their glands were no longer palpable, and heir iodine uptake was

n!l. I do not see how you could account for this ablation cm the basis

of the incrcaeed whole-body radiation since, if the whole-body ex-

posure had been increased by even a factor of two, we would have

● een considerably lower white counts than we did.

BUSTAD:” If you look back on these two boys can you reaily separate

out the blood picture from, say, 150 r versus 250 r exposure?

CONARII: I think so. 1 think if they had had 250 rarl we would have

seen signs of infection or bleeding in theac kids.

AYRES: You said a while ago that the thyroids of these younR chil.

dren would abaorh about the same amount of iodine as an adult but

the glands were smaller. 1s that taken into account in the internal

dosage calculation?

CONARD: Yes. This is what brings the child’s dose up so much

higher than the adult dose.

AYRES: I just didn’t notice.

BUSTAD: A factor of ten.

BRUES: In fact, the ratio is better estimated than the absolute ciose.

CC) NARD: Perhapa ! [ Laughter]
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CONARD: Figure 20 shows one of the boys with greatest growth

retardation (on the right) standing beside his brother who is a year

younger. Shortly after this picture was taken we started the boy on

thyroid hormone treatment. Figure 21 shows :he same stunted boy

on the left before treatment and on the right a year l~.ter.

ROOT: His features— the myxedema is gone.

CONARD: Yes. He’s changed in appearance. I hardly knew him

when I saw him after treatment with the hormone.

We’ll go on then to the chronic exposure irom residual fallout.

I re!er here to the period following the first few days of acute exposure.

In this situation we have low dose rate whole-body irradiation, possibly

some irradiation of the skin, and internal absorption of some radio-

active isotopes.

●

We know that chronic low dose exposure such as this will increase

to some extent the incidence of leukemia and cancer of the skin and

has beun seen by radiologists over the years. But we are in a region

that we really know very little about in regard to human effects. We

get down into the region In which there is controversy over whether or

not there is a linear dose effect relationship and whether or not there

is a dose threshold for the effect.

In the case of the Ktarshallese, at the time of their return to Rongelap

Island there was a lo~v levkl contamination consisting mainly of the

radioisotopes cesium - 137, strontium-90 and zinc-65. Though the body

burdens were well below the MF’C leveis, it has afforded US a unique

opportunity to study th’ radioecological situation in the Marsh allese.
Perhaps in your discussion tomorrow, Lauren, you might bring in a

little bit more on this aspect of the thing.

“DONALDSON: Yes.

CONARD: I find it extremely difficult to visv.alize what the situation

will be during the aftermath of the atomic bomb. I ilave tried to vis-

ualize the importance of residual fallout in this situation and I just

can’t give it too much emphasis. To me, if cme survives the acute

fallout situation the economic, transportation, and psychosocial prob-

lems will far outweigh the residual fallout proLlem in importance.
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Figure 20. At right, o 12-yeor old boy with greotest growth retardation;
at left i$ hi I brother a year younger. F- R. Cormrd.

Figure 21. $orne boy with retor&d growth as shown in Figure 20; at left,

befora thym,id treatment, oi~d at righ 6 months ofter treatmnt

began. FM R. Comrd.
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UPTON: Could I ask. Rob, about the dose rate at the time tl.ey
/“

were evacuated? Suppose it had been impossible to get them out

promptly? Suppose one had waited a few days or a few weeks, would

the situation have been vastly different in the outcome?

CONARD: There wouldn’t have been as much difference as you

might think. The total dose would have been, say, around several

hundred rads, around 250 I believe it “.vas, tf they had stayed on there.

DUNIIAhl: And never left at all?

CONARD: ycS.

ROOT: Is it because of the short half-life of most of the elements

that there would have been no appreciable increase with time?

CO.NARD: It’s due to the fact that the shorter-life elements arc

dying out and only the longer- life ones are left, so that the radiation

dose rate rduces with time and the dose rate would have been con-

siderably less as time went on.

ROOT; Like, for instance, if you have stroatium-~o, dots the b~y

take up as much as it can in the initial stages so the residual atrontium-
90 doesn’t have much cffer. t?

CONARD: You do reach a point of equilibrium with the environment,”

that is provided the dietary source of strontium-90 remains constan~

U’~ON: But the total dose wouldn’t have been twice what it was

had they remained indefinitely on the island?

CONARD: No, not the whole-body dose.

TAYLOR: Is that independent of strontium-90 concentration in the

food that they eat? i thought that that didn’t really come up.

.CONARD: In the Marshallese the majority of the present body bur-

den of strontium-90 is from tl,eir native dietary source after moving

back to the island.

AYRES: In the first few days the concentration of strontium-9~

would have been very, very tiny, whereas” ten years later it would

have been a significant fraction of what was left.

\
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CONARD: Relatively greater, yes.

. .

137

E~~N~UD: As a general rule, as many Of you know, the dose

rate goes down by a factor of 10 for every sevenfold increase in time.

The dose rate must have been down to about 10 percent of what it was

when it started. Had they stayed on then, as you”said, it would have

ken a smaller figure, something like 25.

AYRES: It’s not true in the early hours, when you’re not at ground

zero, because of the delayed arrival.

UPTON: But this is simply the external radiation. This doesn’t

take account of continual recontamination by fission products in the

environment. The internal burden would presumably continue to in-

creaae.

DUNHAM: Relatively speaking the strontium-90 is unimportant to

begin with, as Dr. Ayres points out. The ●mount of strontium-90
that they ● re now living with isn’t very different from what it was

when they left. It was the material on the surface o! the food that

they might have eaten on the first two days that was important.

CONARD: I think we should seriously consider the possible psy-

chological reactions to the residual fallout situation. It would be a

great mistake if this hazard were overplayed. It could cause psy-

chological unrest and interfere seriously with realistically facing the

recovery problems. I think this point deserves serious consideration.

FR12M0,NT-SMITH: Also, there would be a credibility lack if we

made less of it than we should and it ‘~as then discovered that we had

made less of it.

CO NARD: Yes, that’s true.

ROOT: Could 1 have a word about the crab that was a staple in
their diet. I’ve heard two things : one, that the crabs ingest their own

shells so they are forbidden as food; and the other, that they have disap-

peared entirely.

CONARD: No, they are still there. They’re reduced in number.

The coconut crab is quite a delicacy

DUNHAM: It’s not a staple, it’s

among the people.

a delicacy.

/’”/
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CONARD: T) are very fond of it.

DASA 2019-2

DUNHAM: Tne v sa; there’s a distinction between this arid a staple,

which is something they must have to live on—a main constituent in

the diet. Crab is a delicacy when they can get one.

CONARD: These crabs have a concentration of 4000 to 5000 units

of strontium -nO.

FREhiON’r-SMITH: In their shells? In their meat and their shells?

DONALDSON: It’s in their digestive gland. It’s characteristic of

crustaceans to build up reserves of minerals to use at the tin~e they

molt and this then is translocated into the shell from the storage house,

in this case in the. . . . .

FREMONT-SMITH: It stores minerals in its skeleton and then re-

leases them when it’s going to make a shell. When the crab makes

its ncw shell it takes it not from the skeleton but from the digested

matter.

DONALDSON: This translocation takes place in relatively short

order. One distinct difference bet\veen the coconut crab and the usual

crustacean is that as soon as the crab finishes the molting process and

the new shell is formed, the crab eats the old shell and thus these

minerals arc returned to its body.

FR12N10NT-Sii IT Ii: They cat what?

DONALDSON: They eat the shell.

FKEhiONT-Sk41TH: The old shell?

DONALDSON: Yes.

.,.,
FRE>1ONT-SMITH: So they don’t lose anything.

DoNALDSON: SO it preserves the materials and they go on perpe-

tuating this process year after year. This is a particular situation

peculiar to the coconut crab. It’s not typical of crustaceans in general.

‘/.

FREklONT-SlllTH: I’m sorry. This eating the shell is what the

coconut crab does?

,-
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DONALDSON: Yes.

AYRES: Perhaps I may make a further

importance of strontium-90 in this case as

.’
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remark about the relative

op~seci to, say, a nuclear

war. Probably it’s not important in the long !un on Rongclap compared

with the initial dose that people had, but it might be important in the

aftermath of a large number of nuclear weapons if you’re talking about

the region away from direct fallout.

CONARD: YOU mean where it was involved immediate Iy?
,’

AYRES: I’m not saying that the strontium-90 wmld be in~portant

when compared to the damage to the area of direct fallout, but where

local fallout didn’t fall, strontium-90 would be one of the most impor-

tant things with which to contend.

DUNHAM: Are you talking about worldwide fallout?

AYRES: Yes.

CONARD: In the situation that we’re talking about, if you had a nu-

clear war, aren’t you going to have practically everybody involved A.W!

isn’t the amourit of strontium going to be trivial to the prablems of

transportation and all of the ether problems that arc going to exist?

AYRES: I think probably so.

DE BOER: We don’t have ,to talk about an all-out nuclrar war.

AYRES: The point is that people tend to \vorry about the most in~-

portant residual effect

strontium-90 might be

parts, not.

DUNHAM: In other

AYRES: Possibly.

that affects thcm, and in some parts Of the world

the most important. resid~al effect. In other

parts it might be something else.

In the areas more directly damaged it .vould be

a relatively minor thing except very late again.

FREMONT-Sht I”r H: If people recovered from this damage, then it

would come in again.

AYRES: Yes, mr. ny years later.

..-
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FREMONT-SMITH: So the assumption is if you neglect itlyou

don’t recover from the damage.

E1SEN13UD: 1 think we should bear in mind that through ● process

of testing we h~ve disseminated around the world a very sizable frac-

tion of the total amount that would be produced in an all-out nuclear

war. Haan’t there been about 500 megatons of testing? Let’s say in

nuclear war you Itlk about 10, 000, NOW you’ve got a good tracer ex-

periment. You see, you’re up to maybe ●omewhere between 1 and 10

percent of what would be released. lf you increase the present level

a hundredfohf without creating a risk it would be significant compared

to the social consequences of the bombings themselves in the immediacy.

,

AYRES: That’s just a few hundred megatons wer a decade ●lthough

most of it was concentrated over 3 or 4 years.

EISCNDUD: What’s the difference? [t’s all long-lived stuff.

I) UNI~M: We’re talking about the late effect.

EISENBUD: It doesn’t matter. 11’s undistributed.

AYllES: Yen, but the uptake phenomenon very much depends on tho

timing here.

EISENflUD: For strontium-90?

“AYIt EX: Uptake efficiency is much smaller for strontium-90 in the

soil, compared to uptake of s’trontium-90 from foliage. if you have a

lotin the atmoaphcre at one time you may get quite ● considerable dose

and, of course, it’s stored in the bone.

ElSENf3UD: As I say, it can increase about 100. You take the social

consequences of the bombing themselves and the immediate consequences

and compare that w’ith the worldwide conscqucnccs of, let’s sa!r for the

sake of argument, everybody having 500 picocuries of calcium. I would

say that the late effects would be a minor thing.

TAYLOR: There’s still o,le other case and that is when you consider

strontium-90 in the rcRion where there was heavy fallout but the people

were protected, let’s say, by fallout shelters. The question is, what

is the remaining hazard then” Let’s say people are out of their shel-

ters after a month. i don’t know. I’m really asking. Is it clear that
---
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in ouch a case strontium-90 is the main source of radiation to these

pople ?

CONARD: I think it is. It’s probably the main hazard from a

radiation point of view. I still contend that this smail selected group

of people is going to De faced with many more problems that far

outweigh possible contamination from strontium-90.

AYIUX5: I accept that, but I wanted to bring out these points.

CONARD: The last item I have here is protection, survival, and

recovery measuree. I don’t think I need to emphasize to this group

the fact that taking Jheher in either homes or basements or fallout

shelters is quite protective. I think that one might want to consider

such things au the use of the s~able isotopes, perhaps strontium

and particularly iodine, during this acute period. It only takes about

three to four milligrams of iodine a day in the adult to suppress the

●bsorption of the iodine uptake of the gland, two to three milligrams

in the case of children. 1 don’t think it would be unreasonable to

have a little Lugol’s solution, potassium iodine, available to add to the

diet and perhaps stable strontium or calcium.

WARREN: How much are wc getting now in the salt? At one time

we had a lot of hypothyroidism and myxedema around the country and

there was a dcive to put increased iodine portions in the salt. I think

the Morton Salt Company has done that, but I’m not certain.

FREMONT-SMITH: They have. In fact, you buy it in the grocery

store. We do regularly.

WARREN: Yes, but is the iodine still added?

FREMONT-SMITH: So it says. You can’t taste it, but it says so.

CONARD: It’s a small amount, a very small amount.

BUSTAD: I would exercise caution. I think, in recommending stable

strontium because I think the amounts that you would require to
..

affect the uptake would be toxic.

AYRES: Any stable calcium would & just about as good, wou
it7

CONARD: That’s right.

eally
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WARREN: . . . . . because the strontium can onlv join if there is

a gap in the calcium. Do these people have milk? Is there calcium

in the coconut milk?

COP!ARD: I’m not sure what the calcium content of coconut milk

is but they certainly had no cow’s milk and there were very few

children that were nursing at that time.

WARREN: Fish bones have @ome, don’t they, Lauren? Fish

bones have some calcium.

DONALDSON: Yes .

WARREN: Don’t they eat small fish total?

DONALDSON: They eat the entire fish.

WARREN: So thin is one of the sources of their calcium. YOU

don’t know whether they’ve got a calcium deficiency, do you, so that

they sop up calcium?

CONARD: V;e don’t know that specifically.

WARRE,N: This couid vary from day to day.

CONARD: We’ve done the strontium-calcium ratios in their

urines, and, as 1 remember, the calcium was within normal limits.

DUNHAM: With all that coral dust blowing around the atolls there,

they can’t be deficient in calcium.

DONALDSON: There are several cyclic phenomena here. One has

to realize that the atolls are m~de up almost exclusively of cal<iurn

compounds. There is a tremendous availability of calcium although

most of it is not in soluble form. There are noticeable deficiencies

of some elements in the area, particularly iron, l%us, some of the

plants don’t grow well because of the lack of this element. On the

other hand, the natives’ diets are geared to this type of environment

through survival patterns, or whatever one wishes to call them.

One of the greatest sources of minerals in these diets, beside the

coconut crab which is a delicacy, is the giant clam. This clam alao

is a great filtering mechanism for the sea. It tends to concentrate

- .....
.
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its mineral requirements from ihe sea in not only the aheli but parti-

cularly in the digestive gland. People eating the entire organism ● re

thus actually being supplied with the minerals they need. The same

is true if .iey are eating the fish; they eat the entire fi~h. Maybe you

can say it’s the Japanese influence, but as part OC their diet they will

eat many of the algal groups and here again they have a good source

of minerals.

I think one might comment that one of the things wc have feared was

that ● nice handout would change their food habits appreciably- they

are eating rice now and canned goods to a very great extent. This ncw

diet may have a much more specific effect upon them than some of the

things we’ve been talking about in the context of radiation contamination.

FREMONT-SMtTH: Do you think their diet might become deficient

now because of the canned goods?

CONARD: I don’t think so. I think they’re getting more protein

now. They eat canned salmon.

FREMONT-SMITII: Rut what about minerals ?

CONAF,D: We haven’t seen any real evidence of nutritional defi-

ciency.

BRUIZS: [f I may quote from’ your most recent monograph (Refer-

ence 9), the 1965 urine analyses showed around 100 milligrams of

calcium per liter. 1 nuspect this is a little low rather than high.

CONAftD: I’ve forgotten exactly what it is.

MILLER: The question waa ruised this morning as to whether or

not radiation was singled out ● e ● special horror when. in fact, it

“was not special. Yet you have shown us that arnung the Marshallese

there was no serious conacquenccs from failout at first, but after

10 years ● high proportion of children were found to have thyroid

nodules and two of the children were very markediy dwarfed. why

shouldn’t there be fear, then, about radiation in particular? These

people had no controi over it. Exposure rice+ not come from nuclear

war; in this instance it was a nuclear accident. .is ~r. de Boer said.

nuclear wars or nuclear weapons now may be more limited in their

effect, more limited in their areas of influence where perhaps fallout

will be a serious consequence. E3ut, even if it is not, the fear among

the people may be deep and widespread.
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TAYLOR: I would like to ask two questions that are related to a

possible lesson from the Bikini experiences that might apply to a

nuclear war situation. Onc can certainly visualize circumstances

in which there is heavy fallout in an area and there are shelters of

some kind available, but in the process of getting into the shelters

people are subjected to some amount of fallout. The question is how

important is itlikely to be that they decontaminate themselves to get

rid of any surface activitiy that is clinging to thcm that IS gamma

radioactive? 10 there ●ny eetimate of what fraction of the total body

dose the natives got that was due to gamn~a emitters that was in the

white ash that stuck to their bodies and would follow them into the

shelter if they had gone to one?

CONARD: It was a very small proportion. Usually they say the

beta-gamma ratio is about ioO to 1, so they were getting about 100

times more beta radiation on the skin than they wc re from the gamma.

TAYLOR: So the necessary decontamination would be to get rid of

the source of beta burns ?

CONARD: Yes.

AYRES: Is this 100 to 1 ratio based on specific studies?

CONARD: 1 think this is just a general statement from my under-

standing of it.

AYRES: Well, I’ve heard numbers like that but the ~niy Pertinent

research 1 am aware of was done by Steve Brown (Reference 33) at

SRI about two years ago. It suggests rather smaller ratios more

like 25 to 50 to 1.

CONARD: I’ve heard that; it’s controversial, I’m sure.

AYRES: They have actually taken the fission spectrum and done

detailed calculation for the first time to my knowledge.

CO NARD: But, even so, that’s quit@ a ratio.

AYM2S: Yes. [t’s ● useful number.

WARREN: I wouldn’t like to leave the impression that I think it’s

unnecessary. 1 think the precaution. . . . .

-. .. ..-.
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TAYLOR: Assuming it is very hard to cc: this stuff oif, the ques-

tion is how important, really, in a major 6isanter situation would it

be to get the stuff off? I gut the impression it wouldn’t be terribly

important-that people would get beta burns but that these really are

not terribly serious .anyway.

CONARD: They can be serious, but it’s fairly easy to decontamin-

ate the akin. Even with a damp cloth you can probably wipe enough

fallout material off so that you won’t get a burn.

13USTAD: I wouldn’t sell beta burns $hort. They are very irritating,
●

at lcarrt that’s what my pigs told me ! Furt’.erm~rc, there is a long

latency for the develn~ent of skin cancers. I would also point out.

although it may not be very significant, that iodirie may be readily ab-

s,rbed through damp skin. -(The radioiodine in case of fallout originates

frwn tellurium in the fallout. ) 1 would rccah for you that we can ob-

tain c~r requirements for iodine if we just ruci tincture of iodine on our

skin. Wa’11 get enough that way to s,atisfy our demands.

FREMONT-SMITH: You rr.ean all over or juot a little bit here and

there ?

BUSTAD: No, you don’t have to rub it all over.

WARREN: Well, in the mass casualty situation you wouldn’t want

to have to supply ail of the materials, ointments, and bandages to

protect the skin while it was breaking down, and if you could elimi,iate

this from the consideration, it would be worth doing.

TAYLOR: It sounds like a difficult job.

CONARD: To get it completely decontaminated. It was very dif-

ficult in the Marshallese but I’m sure they would never have developed

~ny further skin burns if we had gotten it off completely.

Fll EM ONT-SMITH: Bathu may not be available in a disaster ● rea

for everybody. There may not be that much uncontaminated water to

Use.

WARREN: Some did go into the ocean and were lCSS contaminated.

FREMONT-SMITH: But we’re net all staying close to the ocean.

\“
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WARREN: I mean in their case. Of course, all the shelters will

have showw rs.

FREMONT-S.MITH: Exactly. I said there wouldn’t be enough

shower water.

DUNHAM: You know, the problem is a little like the flash burns

in Japan. What clothing is worn makes a little difference.

WARREN: Yes.

EISENBUD: I think it’s awfulIy hard to be adequately imaginative

about these things and most of us. I think, have kind of insulzted our-

selves. I used to think about it more than I have in recent years and

it used to impress me. l?rankly, I haven’t thought about it recently,

but I think basically you’ve got to face the fact that you have a pretty

high doctor-to-patient ratio. You ditin’t have the complications of

blast; you had adequate food supplies; you had adequate water supplies;

and you didn’t have panic. When I think of the kinds of inte acting of

medical and logistic problems that would arise in the event of a real

nuclear war, it seems to me that almost any type of injury would

greatly lessen the chance of survival.

FREIvfONT-SMITH: Absolutely.

EISENBUD: It could be even a minor injury to a finger. If a man

has Ed to dig himself out of the rubble and has a broken finger, he

may not be able to get out and we haven’t faced up to the fact that

these things do interact in a way which is not only unpredictable but

incalculable. I don’t know how to apply m.mbers to these things.

CONARD: That’s true. YOU may have a severe leukopenia that

develops and this, in conjunction wi*h a laceration or even with beta

burns of the skin, may result in serious infections from a tiny wound.

You may have a very serious situation.

FREMONT-SMITH: A small infection then could be fatal.

EISENBUD: That raises the question of what is the LD-50 in a

populace exposed to mass bombing, and I don’t know whether you

want to get into that or not.

FREX!OXT-SLIITH: Haw many assumptions do you have to make

alternatively to try out that figure. There are at least 10 or 15

‘>.
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separate sets of assumptions you can start off with and each one leads

in a different direction. [ bring this out because in the very simple

hypothetical situation we had in which only two countieu in northern

New York State were exposed to the bomb wc couldn’t settle down to

really reach conclusions as to what we should (10 because there were

different kinds of assumptions you could start off with which lead in

different directions. I think if we had a nuclear \var it woutd not take

very long to list 50 different things which would make what you were

planning to do quite different.

EISENBUD: Yea.

13RUES: You have innumerable

lf someone has a half-pint of water

much doee he wadh off with?

ittle judgments in the caae of water.

how much does hc drink and how

FREMONT-SMITII - Exactly.

BRUES: And does he drink contaminated water or does he wash off

with it, or both?

EISENBUD: May I take a poke at the government again in connection

with thin. This was the first shot of that Castle series ana it delayed

the second shot. It proved what a lot of people had suspected; you can

have massive fallout foliouing a surface detonation of a mugaton bomb.

Based on early, very sketchy data collected by two or three individuals,

certain isodose curves were <Irawn which are, at best, approximations.

Those of us who have had the experience of actually measuring thes{!

fallout patterns from smaller weapons find that t!,.-y are not quite so

uniform, that they tend to be amoeba-like and are harder to find.

There arose out of this expcricncc the need for an experinlent lvhich

would make it possible to get better approximations o! the total amount

of debris that falls out; ‘physical and chemical characteristics. This

wasn’t done, and as far as I know hasn’t Lwen done in any other subse-

quent explosions during the period when they were still testing in the
Pacific. 1 think that, from the point of view of national security, ~~e

are without in formatim which is tmdly needed.

Now, it’s needed to nimply anstver questions. It may be totally

useless in the sense that there may not ‘OC, even with the present in-
formation. a satisfactory answer to all the complications of mass fall-

out and the way it would interact with blast.

\
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DUNHAM: There were a couple of heroic efforts. One was to

●ctually’ eample with rockets to find out what was comiog down into

the air shortly after the explosions, but the rockets all failed or

something went wrong. There was also qqite a lot of effort to collect

stuff on hargec ●nd things. The NRDL was involved in this.

ElS12N13UD: When you say “heroic”, what people were trying to do

was slip things in. Then you remember the way we laid 400 rafts and

couldn’t find them afterward. 13ut this was all stuff that was done in

a hurry trying to fit our requirements into a schedule that was already

laid down ●nd couldn’t be changed.

DUNHANI: One of the big problems was simply the old baaineus of

trying to guens where the wind is going to be if you’re talking abut

surface collecting, and they tried to get ●round that by a whole program

of rockets. Dr. Alvin Graves of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

●nd Dr. Willard Libby, then one of the AEC Commissioners. were

promoting this and it just fizzied. 1 don’t know what happened to the

rockets, but they never did get much data.

TAYLOR: I think the reason that the experiment just is not done is

there’s no pla?e tc do it. If what one wants is to ~ire a few megatons

on the surface of the dry land somewhere where there icn’t a lot of

water involved, the” question is where do you do it?

B~TsTAD: j’OU can rjo it jn China! [Ldu~f-iter]

EISENBUD: Granted. And, of course, this is an extremely imp-
ortant point.

AYRES: What is it that we don’t know?

EISENBUD: Would you want to set national policy based on a single

set of observations which yielded data which at best were just scavenged?

AYRfX: Which types of data a-e you referring to specifically? There’s

much more than one set of data on this.

TAYLOR: Not a megaton.

AYRES: There’s a lot of kiloton data that’s very different and some

megaton data (Reference 341.

----
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DUNHAM: It’s still not Lnown whether

cornea down within severs! hundred miles

one-third or two-thirds

of a megaton burst.

ElSENBU13: You can measure the do-es and not have to recon-

citruct thcm.

AYRES: The particle size distribution, I believe, is now much

better unrleratood than it was two years ago.

DE BOER: This is an area you can’t discuss very much becauae

you get into classified information. f think you’re really treading

on thin ice now as far as that’s concerned.

MILLER: May I ask how many casualties there were in the

Marshalleae?

CONARD: What do you mean by casualties?

MILLER: That’. what I want you to telI me.

FREMONT-SMITH: You want to know how many there were or

what do you mean by casualties ?

WARR”EN: It’s the qualitative rather than tke quantitative defini-

tion. You mean some of their white counts fall and there’s no other
evidence ●nd they are nauseated and some of them had beta burns

●nd some didn’t.

CONARD: Almost all of these people were affected in some way.

FREMONT-SMITH: 100 percent casualties.

MILLER: Yes, among the Marshal lese. But then there were

casualties in Japan. Dr. Donaldson has told us that the mother of one

of his students was a casualty, and Dr. Schull has told ua about a

mother and daughter from Osaka whose fears caused them to seek

medical advice, and who were, t suppose, psychological casualties.

And there may have been many more but these were just a few we

happened to hear about. I am wondering if perhaps there were not

mass casualties as a result of the Bikini experience. One must think

of the people around tha world, especially those in Japan, who were

casualties medically, economically and/or pnychologica’lly.

, ‘“
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CONARD: We II, in this small population we were not able to ob-

eerve any casualties other than those produced by the radiation effecto.

There was nothing that I would classify as psychological casualty. As

far as their relationship with the other Marshallese people and this

sort of thing is concerned, we were not able to observe anything un-

usual.

MILLER: F wint was that the casualties may not be limited

to the Marsha.

UPTON: The. . has been a thyroidectomy. hasn’t there?

CONARD: Eleven people have been operated on; 11 surgical cases.

FREMONT-SMITH: Do they count as casualties ~

CONARD: I just don’t know what definition to give.

UPTON: How did they react to their experience? Would’ you say

this has been a source of distress ? Has it been disconcerting?

CONARD: Several have come up to me in the last survey and said,

“Can’t yo~ find a nodule so that I go to the United States and get oper-

ated on? “ [ Laughter]

FREMCNT-SMITH: The mass casualties are all those who haven’t

been able to go to the United States !

MILL,ER: As I said before, my point is that the casualties may not

have been limited to the area of fallout. They may have occurreti in

Japan, affected indirectly by the fallout, by e~onomic troubles, by

suicide, by other psychological disturbances, and by the uproar in

general. That was my point- that there really may have been many

more casualties than one can count in the area of the Marshall Islands.

FREMC?JT -SMITIi: And the whole of Europe was disturbed and had

a different reaction toward the U.S. , and that’s a major casualty.

ROOT: Yes. That’s a grievous psychosocial effect.

WARREN: There’s another generally insidious casualty which af-

fects all levels of government. To mayors, supervisor-s, governors.

and on up, Civil Defense has fallen flat on its face on the basis that it’s

impossible to meet the situation which we don’t thinl. is going to happen

.,
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anyway. It wonld cost a lot of money and trouble so we’re not going

to do anything about it until we have to.

FREMONT. S.MITH: Yes.

WARREN: That puts us in _ very vulnerable sitoation. There was

● general participation and training up to about 1955 that coufd have

provided a fairly competent protection in the possibility of warfare

●ffecting the United States. But now there exists nothing that is much

more than a paper organization. very ~orly supported, and not well-

understood or known.

FREMONT-SMITH: This was the psychological ca~uaity, wasn’t

it?

WARREN: This was the psychological casualty.

FREMONT-SMITH: Of the whole country.

WARREN: There’s a group of astistant professors who know nothing

about World War 11 and stil I Less about atomic warfare. They have a

kind of vague apprehension. They would like to know more and they

● re beginning to work on it. Of course, there’s a very small group

that is willing to work on it. The rest of them think it’s a horrible thing:
~lwe ~uat stop all war. “ This is a nice goal but we haven’t gotten very

far on that goal yet.

- --

“FREMONT-SMITH: NOL quite.

WARREN: This ib really where we run into trouble in the long run.

HOW do we bring his situation to a focus and how do wc deai with it?

In our culture and history it se.:ms to me to Iead eventually to a war,

because our people will eventu.+lly get sick and tired of the harassment

and impasse of cold and hot partial war~ and atomic war blackmail.

Earlier, I heard this very often from audiences. A prominent busin’~ss -

man and other leaders in the community will stand up before four or

five hundred people and say, “Well, if it’s that bad, let’s get it over

with while we ‘re ahead, Why are wc waiting around? Let’s go and do

it now. “

FREMONT-SMITH: You remember, Staff, the conference that we

attended. We had a group of stce! people from Pittsburgh, and on the

first day of the conference that was their attitude.

/“
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WARREN: Yea.

/

FREMONT-SMITH: ‘tIf it’s that bad, we’d better damm well have

it quickly before everybody else can do it. “ We didn’t end up with

that mood but I think it is not an uncommon attitude and there are even

some people saying this in Washington today.

BRUES: Another way of dealing with the frustration is with drugs.

1 wonder how much of the current drug usage is. . . . .

FREMONT-SMITH: You mean we give drugs to Washington?

BRUES: Perhaps wc should. ( Laughter]

FREMONT-SMITH: Excuse me. sorry. You mean drugs to pro-

tect people?

BRUES: 1 mean, how much of this business is ●nether reaction to

thi6 same fru5tration7

ROOT: You mean LSD?
:

BRUES: For instance.

ROOT: Yes. Drugs are one way to deal with frustration. 1 think

so very strongly. You listen to the flower children talk-the bomb is

coming and we’ve got to get out. I know one group that’s really netting

up a colony in the Amazon, rhey ’ve got it all figured out that the

Southern Hemisphere will get less fallout. Behind this kind ot’ “there

is no tomorrow” philosophy is very much the feeling that they have been

betrayed, there’s nothing they can trust. The only true experience is

Now. In that sense wc have lost a very serious war in that we are

losing an increasing percentage of our youth.

FREMONT-SMITH: That’s what I meant by the gap between the

adult population and those who don’t trugt anybody over 30. h!ost of

us. are over 30 and so we can’t be trusted.

BRUES: The ones over 30 have the other irrational w,ay of dealing

with it. which is to have it over with.

FREMONT-ShtITH: Yes.

●.,- —.. —.
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UPTON: Before we get too far away from the Matshall Islanders,

I find itreally quite intriguing that a population can be dusted, can

develop bu-ns, can be moved off their home island, can see their

children stunted, can develop thyroid tumors and can accept this

philosophically without great emotional upheavai.

,FREMONT-SMITH: Have they real] r understood it?

UPTON: Yes. f wou!d be interested in asking i30b to say a little

more about how this situation was explained to them in the beginning.

FREMO,NT-SMITH: If ever.

UPTON: Do they really understand itn implications? Do they worry

about ● recurrence, fat instance ? What do they think about it all?

CONARD: Well, it’s really hard to know. They have” sort of the

Orieutai viewpoint on things and they are ● ver} phlegmatic type of

people. Their reaction to this whole thing has been very calm and

coiiectecf. They have accepted things as they have arisen. Moving

them to ●nether island to live, they took it in their stride. These

people move around from isiand to island very readily anyyay. They

like to go over to Utirik or some of the islands to see other members

of their families that are living there. It’s nothing anusual. in the

oid days they used the outrigger canoes to go by family to the island

●nd now they use the inter isiand cargo ship, the copra ship. They

crowd on the decks of that and camp there.

FREMONT-SMITH: Have there been any anthropological studies

made by Oriental{ y-oriented anthropologists who might understand

them; a Rorschach test for the Marshallese people?

CONARD: No, sir, not that I know of.
. .

FREMONT-SMITH: I think this is the only way one could get an

● nswer because one doesnit know what has been. repressed in this

so-called phlegmatic attitude. Our Negroes were also very phlegmatic

●nd something unphiegmatic seems to be coming to the surface now.

CONARD: They certainly don’t have any of the headhunting aspects

that1 had been ied to believe existed when 1 went out there. I haven’t

seen it.

I
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EISENBUD: 1 spent quite a while on various of the isiands in 1956.

This w’as two years after the event and there were tests in progress

then, I gue~s-the Red Wing exercises. There certainly wasn’t any

official apprehension on the part of any of the natives. In fact, I

think 1 spent one night on Utirik on an l-xpedition. They were all very

friendly and pleasant and somewhat excited by all that was going on.

WARREN: }Iistorically they’ve had to worry about food and typhoons

●nd drought and invasion by other peoples, not the Icast of which is the

colonizing groups-the Japaneme ●nd now the American.. While they

probably have norne radios and they hear a lot, they don’t really have

control over their situation and yet don’t want to change it or do any-

thing about it. I’m reminded about the time in our culture when tuber-

culosis and fatalities from lobar pneumonia were just accepted as being

unfortunate. If the old man got kicked by a horse, had a broken leg

and laid around and couldn’t do the farm work, well, this was part Of

life. It was just tragic. lt wasn’t all right, but it was acceptable.

We’re not in this culture today nor in that frame of mind. We’ve got

miracle drugs ●nd we’ve been told about all of the advantage and the

wonderfut life, etc. Our young people dori’t see it our way. They

haven’t been raiacd in a family where membero died at inopportune

times nor have they lived in a general population which was close to

the bare aubaistence level.

Also, t think I r?marked last time that our people came West with

● gun and alwaym had a gun handy and knew something about Indian

fighting and predators of various ~orts, human and others. We haven’t

had these experiences recently and a certain amount of self-reliance

has now been lost.

FREMONT-SMITH: Do you mean we can’t use the h4arshallese

experience very well to extrapolate what will happen in the Midwest

after an atomic war?

WARREN: Bob has just indicated that people adjust, and I think we

wouId adjust to whatever happens. What else is there to do? You’ve

got to eat every day and sleep.

AYRES: [t’s interesting; there’s a difference between our culture

and the Oriental. We believe deep down that we can change our sur-

roundings.

WARREN: Yes.

-— . .-
9
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AYRES: In that we do not differ from our ancestors who
with guns. We still believe we can change the Vietnamese,

155

went West

and that

somehow we’re going to make democrate out of them. We wouldn’t

be here if we didn’t believe we can have some effect on our own country.

But the Marshallese don’t believe they can have any influence on their

surrounding, s, and that’s probably why they accept things like this.

These are just Deus ex machina..——

CONARD: As Staff pointed out, these people do show some of the

characteristics of stoicism and the rigors of a hard previous life.

They never celebrate a birthday, for inztance, until a child is one
year old because they’re so uncd to thctn .fying before they reach that

●@. They don’t accept them as human beings before that.

WARREN: That would save them some trouble, wouldn’t it?

CONARD: And the older people are all aet aside. “You’re old now.

We’ll give you some rice or something ●nd you take care of yourself. “

But they love the children.

MILLER: Isn’t there another feature? They are in an ieolated place

under American control and no onc can reach them to inflame them or

to pattern their thinking am in Hiroshima..

DUNHAM: People go down there from time to time and try to stir

them up but they don’t get very far.

CONARD: They got stirred up as far as to institute a suit against

the United States Government. They tried to suc the American Govern-

ment for something like $40 million. There were several lawyers that

got into the case and tried to push the thing for thcm but that fell through.

EISENBUD: They’ve had severai missionaries down there.

UPTON: Do they wonder why you’re coming back every year?

CONARD: Yes. For a long time. for the first six or eight years,

they were puzzled because we would tell them at the end of the examin-

ation, “Well, we find that everything is fine, that you’re doing fine. “

Then they would say, “Well, why do you have to come back and take

our blood and examine us again if everything is fine ?” This is very

difficult to explain to a naive group of people like that. But we did the

beet we could. We told them that we wanted to be sure that something

might not develop. They accepted it gradually and over the years now
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1 think they look forward to our coming out.

friends.

UPTON: You speak of mobility. IIave a

away”? }Iave you lost any of the po@ation7

We consider them our

number of them” moved

CONARI): They have only moved to ixlands that are readily ac -

C. sible to us. The “Paris” of the Marshall Islands is 12beye, which

i. an island just next to Kwajalein. where a large number of Marshal-

leee work for the governme. t. We have a big Ntke-Zeus testing station

there.

AYRZS: Rclativs to what you have been saying in the present conver-

sation so far, of couraa, nothing serious has happened. They’ve had

these nodules but they are not very obvioun. What do you imagine

would happen if something fairly visible occurred, let’s say a skin can-

cer or” one of these beta burn lesions, and you came out and made quite

a fuss about it? Do you anticipate some very serious psychological rc -

actions building up?

CONARD: I thinkthcy

about these things. They

iniitancc, when they were

living on. Then the word

have the capacity to become emotionally upset

showed some degree of homesickness, for

on the other island they were temporarily

got around, fal~ely, by the health aide that.
none of the women were going to be able to have children again, and

thin caused quite a bit of furor and concern unti I wc were able to re.

assure them.

F’Ri2MONT-SMITH: How did they show this? Just in statements ?

CONARIl: I got the word indirectly. They didn’t come to me with
r~{sbut I heard that the health aide had told all the women that they

wer., not going to be able to have any more children. Of course, this

wus a very bad state ~.f affairs and we got all the people together and

talked to them and exp!ainc d. that thie was n~t the case.

‘R EMONT-SMIT14: The crew on the destroyer [ was on were all.

sure they were going to be impotent until 1 explained to them that the

one thing they would not be was impotent.

... ___
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IMPLICATIONS FOR DEFENSE POLICIES

TAYLOR: I would like to point out what I think is a deeply @signif-

icant difference b:tween a psychological c.:action of the Nfarshall lrnla-d -

ers and people, particularly in the United States”, who might become

involved in even a limited sort of nuciear war. To the Marsha llese

apparently this was some kind of fairly i;~)+rtant but not overwhelming

catastrophe which just suddenly happened. We have conditioned our-

selves as a country for twenty years now’ to a state 0[ mind that says

when nuclear war breaks out. all is lost. The whole itica of nlassive

deterrence is built around the idea -it was built around the concept of

making the war as bad as possible and therefore avoiding it. I think

it’s really clear from many things that have happened .nrf n,any things

that haven’t happened, that it’s our national policy not to accept as a

working premise any kind of a nucleal war.

FREMONT-SMITH: Thatta right.

TAYLOR: Therefore, if it does happen, eve,-,in ~ ,mitcd way, it

seem= to mc there’s going to bc a vrry deep psychological fact of life

that will lead to a reaction to disanter which wo-ld & very different

fronl the characteristic human reaciion to disaster: that is, to rise

to &e occaaion and do the best that one can. “Xhere will be a feeling

of hopelessness that we have built up very carefully and thoroughly and

●lmost studiously over many, many years.

AYRES: I could add to that. A lot of civil defense planriiog is prc -

dicate~ on the assumption that people will cooperate with a~.:ncies of

the government and with its appointed representatives in an emergency.

Yet privately I worry that if n nuclear war occurs, because of this con-

ditioning that you speak of, one possible reaction is a great intensifi-

cation of the ki-d of rfisttust that we’ve been talking about. “They

really did us in this time. Now we can’t believe a word they say.

Lynch them, hang them from the nearest Iamp-peat. non’t follow di-

rections. They’re just leading ua down a garden path. “’

MILLET: I’m interested in this apparent preoccupation with the

anti-missile defense which seems to be onc of the things we are

struggling with Russia about most of all right now, with the poaaible

exception of Vietnam.
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If it is a true assumption that we’re going ahead to increase our

anti-missile defense potential, it would seem to me that any attempt

to make any kind of recommendation would have to be focused around

that possibility. This iooks as though perhaps the tide might be ?Jlrning

away from this assumption of absolute disaster toward the possibility

of some kind of defense and it isn’t clear as far as The Titnc,s or other

public media information atatcs whether the orientation of this defense

system is primarily anti -prussian or prima rliy anti-Chinese.

TAYLOR: Hasn’t it been called primarily anti-Chinese by the

Secretary of Deiense? It seems to me that was fairly definitely said.

MILLET: Yes, it has been said, I think, but. . . . .

TAYLOR: So far as the real reasons for going ahead with that

decision are concerned, I think there’s one interesting development

that hasn’t happened yet that will help reveal what was really in some

people’s minds in making that decision, and that is the decision with

respect to fallout she[ters.

MILLET: Yea.

TAYLOR: Curiously. in the recent decision to go ahead with tht

small ABM, whatever one wants to call it, I’ve seen no mention of

ar.y kind about any civil defense measures associated with that de-

cision. It’s always been coupled in the past, but this time it was not..

The question is why?

MILLET: 1 was coming to that point in a sense. [ was thinking

that if we assume that this is going to be the policy, then this would

seem like a great opportunity for public works possibilities for PUt -

ting a lot of people to work to build appropriately distanced sheiterb

to take care of a.lut of p,eople.
.’

TAYLOR: The difficulty is that other few billion dollars which

have not been mentioned so far as part of this decision to spend $5

billion on this active part of the defense. This would be an unpopular

thing to promote.

—
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FRE2UONT-ShiITH: Do we have to consider the fast that we ● re

just prior ta election year? The policy is going to be influenced as

much by the oncoming election as it is by national security perhaps.

TAYLOR: I’m surprised the fallout shelter issue haa not been

brought up again.

ROOT: Would this indicate that the distribution of anti-ballistic

missiles had been worked out in a way that makes fallout shelter un-

necessary?

TAYLOR: I don’t see how, because no one, 1 think, is arguing that

●ny ballistic missile defense systcm against any threat will & perfect;

therefore there will be sore. c leakage. If there really is an zttack,

there will be some exposures on some U.S. cities. This will simply

cut down the numbc r. There’s a huge difference in the number of

casualties that would result from, let’s say, a single explosion; I mean,

this works pretty well if there’s only one explosion in one city. The

difference between the casualties with some kind of a recovery plan

and fallout shelters and no such plan is a factor between 10 and 100 in

the number of people that would be killed.

FREMONT-SMITH; Do you think it’s possible that those who arc

responsible for making policies are WC1l aware of the fact that the

public is not going to rcsp-md to the fallout Pheiter issue; that the
whole thing has gone down, and that they just hesitate to propose a

plan which is tied to a fallout shelter systenl? I think it uould be very

hard to get Congress to vote vigorously for fallout shelters now unless

there was a much. . . . .

AYRES: The presumption is that the Defense Department wants ABhf?

ROOT: Yes. Given the credibility gap, it seems more like a trial

baUoon to test public reaction.

DE BOER: If one looks at the development right now, I feel that the

United States and Russia, whether they have agreed in principle, both

know that in an all-out attack between the two big powers they would
destroy each other. Let us consider China or other potential sources

and this feeling of security and certainty fades away rather fast. Our

Government does consider this a threat since we are planning a defense

eystem. But what worries me 1s how we WI1l retaliate when provoked

by China, or even more sinister, by an unknown source, such as was
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pointed out to us by Dr. Taylor yesterday.

if part of New York cr San Francisco blows

DASA 2019-2

Will there be mast hysteria

up, and will there be a cry

for all-out retaliation? Retaliation in what? What are our pians under

these circumstances? I{OW much weaponry shall be used in order to

retzliate against China; and ‘f we have these plans, what is eventually

ccmin~ back to us in terms of fallout?

TAYLOR: On Runsia.

DE UGER: Or on ourselves as far as I’m concerned. Do we have

any pians of this nature? 1 don’t think we have. I think it’s worthy of

consideration in terms of an open forum, whether these plans ● re here

officially or not officially.

AYl?fiS: As long as you’re speaking of China, a lot of people believe

that the Russians are probably building their ADM system because

they’re worrying about t2hina.

DE ~OER: As Dr. Taylor mentioned yesterday, it does not have to

be China. There are other Yources quite capable. Are we ready to

make up our minds as to how to proceed? Also, fallout has to be con.

side red if China attacks Runaia alone.

.FREXfONT. ShlITlf: And you put this, out very effectively. HOW

about if we don’t know?

DE 130ER: The question is how much of our strength is necessary

to *ubduc the enemy? It in easily done if onc knows the threat. Even

in the c~se 0[ Russia, we havv enough weapm:m.

TAYL5R: Not if we don’t know who did it. Who do we go and hit?

Kill everybody?

DE BCICR: We’ll have an idea an to where it comes from-from the

east or the west.

TAYLOR: All of a sudden a bomb goes off in New York.. Itwent off

-cause somebody put it into the baaement of somebody’s house.

HEMLER: I say it doesn’t have to come in by IC13M to go off.

WARREN: It can come in on a ship in the harbor and go off in the

harbor.

“/’/, .—
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TAYLOR: Off a ship in the harbor on to a truck and wherever they

want to put it.

DE BOER: Let’s think about it QIow. “rhis is the very poi~t. We

may even have to do something about it now-.

WARREN: That was the argument.

FREMONT-SMITH: We can’t possibly get a record if everybody

talks at once, which is natural for us to do under the excitement.

WARREN: I wondered, when thin came out, whether this wasn’t

part of the cold war effort by China, to have us thinking a bit more

abcut the situaticm (blackmail). They have relatively few weapons and

trying it, risking our uncertainties and unwillingness to really retali-

●te, might very well be the case. Could we stop a couple of them with

our defense missiles; which might sett[e the matter without our get-
ting grievous injury? We might not get involved, but they’re not going

to send them in clouds for a long time; they haven’t got the potential yet.

AYRES: I don’t see that they have ●ny such intention. They haven’t

even attacked Quemoy. Yet, everyone seems tc agree that China is

a great threat.

TAYLOR: There’s no reason that I can see that we are taking any

kind of comfort in the notion that they just have two or three. They’ve

●lready exploded a little, stockpile.

ROOT: As far as the unknown threat is concerned, we know which

nation’s have the capability.

TAYLOR: Ninety-six nations at least.

ROOT: Have already tested?

TAYLOR: No, no. Have the capability.

ROOT: But they won’t send It over until they have tried it out and

we’ll know when they test.

has the capability.

TAYLOR: There are 96

That’s what I mean.

Anybody with an Atoms for Peace Program

countries with an Atcms for Peace program.
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ROOT: I would not think you could anticipate the delivery of a hy-

drogen botnb from a country that had not already tested. We know

Great Britain is no threat to us. h would be either Russia or China.

TAYLOR: The iission bomb is a different story. That could be
delivered by anybody.

ROOT: Yes.

13flUE25: t think the timing is another question. !t seems to me
that, at lea~t in our public state merit-[ don’t know about our inside

knowicdgc-v.e have consistently underestin,ated the rate at which the

development would be made in other places.

FREhtG?JT-SMITH: Yes, every time.

ROOT: The lag has always been less than wc have given them.

FREMONT-ShfITli: That’s right.

WARREN: You can’t teli whether it’s a fishing expedition. They

may know a good deal more hut they made the charge and then see

what happens when they get a rebuttal; more information comes from

it. The trouble is we’ve got al I kinds of activities at different levels

that we do nut know about.

FRE\tCNT-SMITIi: We don’t know perhaps about each other.

UPTON: You rnentioncd some American personnel on an island

nearby there. Are data available on relative degrees of contamination

in comparison with the ground level in these groups? 1 myse~f am

wondering to what extent sheltering was effective under those condi-

tions.

CONARD: Well, they \vere certainly quite effective from the Point

of view of the skin contamination and the internal absorption of ma-

terials.

UPTON: And the thyroids were not particularly hot?

CONARD: We didn’t =~arnine the thyroids from that point of view-

originally. We didn’t suspect that they would have any thyroid accu-

mulations at that point. l~ut the An)erican servicemen definitely had

.—e.
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fewer skin lesions and lower body burdene of radionuclidea. However,

their gamma exposure was probably more in line with what you would

expect from the amount of fallout that occurred on the island.

UPTON: Let’s assume hypothetically that one could have been able

to predict that contamination on Rongelap and to send warning to the

natives there. [n absence of a shelter, could they have done anything

under the circumstances ?

CONARD: [ can’t see how they could have done anything to avoid
~.he whole-body gatnma exposure.

EISENBUD: They could have gone to sea in their canoes.

CONARD: They don’t have enough boats to get the population to

sea.

EISENBUD: Even if they stood in the lagoon for several hours,

this would help.

DONALDSON: Yes.

DUNHAM: They came back and walked in it and got it on the back~

of their feet and got the skin burns. They would have to stay thvre

until they were removed.

EISENBUD: You would cut down the externsi gamma dose con-

siderably by just going out in those outriggers.

CONARD: What are you going to tell them on the radio. “Everybody

go out in the lagoon and stay there? “ Or what?

FREMONT-SMITH: Exactly. “Eat fish. “

EISENBUD: I don’t think you could do it without advance preparation.

But to answer Art’s question, [ think there are things that could be done.

CONARD: You mean with some advance planning.

EISENBUD: Yes.

CONARD: I thought he meant under the circumstances as they

existed in the village then. If we had contact with thc,n, is there any-

thing that we could have told them to do to protect themselves. 1s

that what you mean ?
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Figure 23. ScoIo mop of the tiited Stutes superimposed over oreo of

wujos test sites in tlw Pacific Oceon. From L. DOWldSW.

●tolla before the Pacific tests were initiated. I recall that the geolo-

gists in the group were convinced that the coral wan a cap, and in

some of the lectures on the Haven that were held vnder Dr. Warren’s

supervision, we were toId that the coral was about 180 feet thick.

This was supposed to be so because during the ice age the water had
receded to about that level, thus the coral could only grow in !h:.

upper warm layar of water. Therefore, there would be just a little

cap of coral. Many discussions were held as to the possibility of

blowing this cap off the top of the mountain on which the coral was

auperirnposed.

These discussions went round and round, Dr. Warren, yo*.I recall,

during the voyage of tbe Haven out to the test ground and we listened

very intently. In subsequent expeditions to the Marahalls it was

possible to drill in the atolls to actually determine the thickness of

the coral. During the 1‘)47 expedition particularly, the drilling wan

geared to go down as much as pocsialy 1,000 feet into the base. Each
ZSiorning when the assembled group would go out to drill we would ask

them how they “.vere coming.

“When you’re down to 100 feet you ought to be striking base rock

the next day. “
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“Then we’ll be able to tell how old the earth is because geology is

exact science. “

FREhlONT-SMITH: You remember I mentioned the half- life’of

facts is getting shorter and shorter. I’m glad to have it illustrated.

DONALDSON: The next day they might be down 200 feet, 300 feet,

400 feet, 800 feet, QOO feet. and they were quite convinced they were

in a hole and they had to change their estimation of the thickness of

the coral, which meant they had to revise their estimate of the agc

of the earth, and in turn their concept of how the moon was formed.

FREMONT-SMITH: And that includes the tides.

DONALDSON: Yes ! [Laughter) And this went on until they finally

reached a fantastic depth of about 1,200 feet and they still hadn’t

found out how old the earth was or how thick the coral cap might be.

By this time we were running out of iood and liquor, which worried

everybody because the supply planea were just bringing mud to grease

this hole they were drilling down into the atoll.

The following year the geologf sts moved over to Eniwetok and be-

gan to drill there. They drilled down to a total of some 4,300 feet

before they came to the basal strata on which the coral was anchored.

FREhfONT-SMITH: They did find it there?

DONALDSON: Yes. They actually found that there was a bottom

to this boundless pile of calcium carbonate,

The illustration, I hope, is not wasted. But it’s indicative of some

of the needs to know in the nat lral environment in which we are work-

ing. The seas and the atollc within the seas are so imperfectly known

‘ that we sometimes find great gaps in our thinking because we don’t

have t,he physical and biological parameters upon which to base our

work. It’s like the statement of the senior Senator from our State

who repeatedly has said that we know a great deal more about the

back side of the moon than we do about the oceans that cover 72 per-

cent of t}. e earth’s surface. With this as background, maybe we can

be a bit more specific in the things that we arc going to be talking

about.
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The tests were conducted, as I mentioned, at these various atolls

and we may take a quick look, starting in 1946-not in 1947, as in the

statement in the first volume. Figure 24 is a photograph of Eniwetok.

The atolls were selected, according to the Task Force reports,
because they presented an ideal environment in which to work. They

were i~olated, they were in relatively favorable weather areas, and

they did provide a safe anchorage for the fleet; probably equally as

important, there were a number of outposts were instruments could

be based.

As far as those of us who were imerested in the environmental

sciences were concerned, the atolls were ideal because they did pra-

vide a good cross- section of native flora and fauna. Each of these

tiny islets has a peculiar environment quite its own, just as the en-

tire ●toll has its peculiar type of environment.

The emergent land area, about three square miles in each of the

atolls, is divided up into some 20 small iclands in each atoll. The

land plante are limited to those forms that can survive in ● tropical

environment subjected to wide variations in temperature and salintty.

.,

Figure 24. Pho!ogmph of portion of outer reef ot Eniwetok Atoll, the

site of numerous WGOPOIU te~fi. F-L* ~MldxM”
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The land animals are limited to one group of mammala, three species

of rats which were introduced apparently at the time the native people

came to the atolls. The birds are limited to these aquatic birds that

can fly long distances.

In contrast. the marine fauna and flora are extremely diverse.

There are about 700 species of fish, compared to the 50 to 70 species

in Puget Sound, where I work in my normal acti\-ity. The same is

true with the algal groups, found in great diversity. Then there are

the coral~, which are something unique to this part of the world.

UPTON: To what extent do you think the limit in number of species

in Puget Sound may have resulted from the effects O( man on that basin?

DONALDSON: These are forms that were native there. We have

introduced some forms. There are no species that have been exter-

minated in Puget Sound. All of the native forms are there.

Added to the complexity of the environment and the great dis-

tances, we have the problem of a great diversity of energy releases

from the different types of nwlcar devices. Just to review quickly,

there have been 59 detonations at this test site; they varied in size

from the nor:nal device we’ve talked about, some 2,000 tons of TNT,

on up toll, 12 megatons, according to one statement. This was the

March 1st test of 1954.

These tievices have varied from rather primitive ones by present

standards to some sophisticated ones up through the 1958 tests. Th!y

were detonated undrr a great variety of conditions, and this is ger-

mane to the subject we’re discussing, from under water to high in

the skies, from-tower tests to tests on barges anchored in the water.

This means that the fission products varied not only in quantity, and

somewhat in composition, but also that the induced radiation varied

fantastically in both q~mntity and composition. Thus, the numbers

and amounts of radio’luclidcs introduced into the environn~ent run

almost the entire gamut of possibility.

To try to evaluate in this weird and wonderful environment the

‘impact of the detonations upon the biota presented a formidable task

that would stretch the imagination, I guess, of most of us; at least

it stretched ours.

.
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We tried to determine- and 1’11 enumerate these studies rather

quickly and then get on with the discussion ●spects-the amounls and

kinds of radioactivity released into the environment. Obvioueiy :hia

is important, but I wouid call your attention to the primitive nature

of the instruments and of the evaluation techniques that were avail-

able, particularly during the early yearn. We are inclined to think

in terms of what’s available today rather than what was available in

the hectic years of 1943 tc 1946, and even in subsequent years as we”

went along. I recall that we borrowed ● scaler, an old Victoreen

scaler, from some of Dr. Warren’s people and we would cut off a

piece of fish tissue or dome pieces of algae ●nd push t~is material

in the counter. U it went off scale we would say, “Well, there must

be some radi~tion there. Throw it away and mash in the next one. “

It was essentially a prenence or ●bsence situation in many instances.

There wag either some radiation or there wasn’t. I will have to qual-

ify my statement as to the determination of the amounts ●nd kinds of

radioactivity, which came somewhat later.

we were particularly interested in the uptake of radioactivity by

biological system. and this again was ?cpcndent upon good instru-

mentation, which, at [ have said, wtisn’t ●vaiiabls during the early
year.. We were interested in the amounts ●nd kinds of radiation

within various sy~temc, the selectivity and the concentration. This

becomes germane when wc begin to talkabout permirnsiblc levelH.

Some of the algal groups will take out one radionuclide; for example,

one will pick out iodine and concentrate it in the order of magnitude

of 18,000 times the amount in the surrounding water (Reference 3 /).
These blottit.g techniques then are very impor~nt to the overall eval-

uation because this alga is eaten by some of the fishes and the fishes
in turr. then will contain the iodine. The most specific radiation dam-

age that has been measured directly is the destruction of the thyroid

“in some of tbe algae- eating fishes,

DUNHAM: May I interrupt and ●sk you what kind of stable content

this does have normally?

DOXALDSON: In Asparagopsis, iodine. constitutes O. 092 percent

of the dry matter.

DUNHAhl: Does it have ● high iodine requirement for survival?

DONALDSON: I don’t know the physiology of it.

; \,
\
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DUNHAM: When you say it concentrates, you mean compared to

the concentration of radioiodine in the water”}

DONALDSON: Yes. The total activity of the water was 24,000

dlmig, and the activity from t!}e 1131 in the algae was 30,000.000

dlmlg.

UPTON: Rapid iodine turnover in this organism?

~NALDSO”N: I rather doubt it. I think it probably is maintained

at a relatively high level and the limiting factor may be the amount

of iodine available to it.

UPTON: Is it a rapidly growing plant?

DONALDSON: Yes. It crows rapidly.

UPTON: So that it’s building new cells and building in new iodine.

DONALDSON: Yes. I think the specific concentration are really

germane to this sort of discussion because we base our interEreta-

tioriz on the familiar and forget that in nature there is ● w’ide variety

of uptake.

We were al~o interested in the rate of transfer and elimination.

In the discussion ye bterday, Dr. Warren mentioned the radioactivity

on the sides of the ships, but if you recall, these tihips were alwav~
upwind from the .letonation. Thus the question WOUld be, “r-fow did

the radio nuclides, which would normally drift downwind, work their

mmy upwind and become concentrated in the water around the ships,

to be accumulated by the organisms on the sides of the ships? “

of interest, too, was the dispersal in the open ocean. One of the

intriguing things was the “hreathilw” of the atoll. It appears to Pulse

with the tide. Of course, it is the nature of an atoll to be constantly

leaching material out to the open sea. There are other interesting

transfers that we will be talking about, I hope, as we go along.

The usual transfer in our terrestrial areas is from the land to the

sea, but in these atolls there is a very appreciable transfer, which

takes place in a variety of waya, from the sca back to the land or the

limited land area. Radionuclidcs arc transformed by spray into the

vegetation, and we find that this is a positive transfer. This occurred

/,,/
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in Japan to some extent, ● s those of you who followed the movement

up on to the tctrestriai area there can verify.

Ltt the ●tolls, the more specific ocean- to-shore transfer of radio-

activity is carried on by aquatic birds. This is a c~mplicated thing

to evaluate, because the birds rarry back on shore nuclides Yelect-

ively concentrated in the food web in the sea. This ●dded gTOUp Of

nuclides is often very different in percentage composition as co~apared

to the components in the original (altout on the land.

Then, I suppose. most specifically we are ●ll irtcrestcd in the

amounta and kinds of radionuc!idcs concentrated by the various tis-

sues ●nd organs. In making evaluations, we are always hard- pr.’ssed

to sort out the different parameters that are involved. We have th.’

overlay of the effects of blast and fire with radiation intermingled,
especially in the closed-in areas. [f I may, 1 should like to use ● n

illustration or two to point this out.

k“igure 24 is one of my favorite photographs. It was made um!er

rather unusual circumstance~, since we do not rate sufficiently high

on the Tack Group priority lint to have the luxury of a photographic

plane. We do travel occasionally-we dld in :“ e early daye-by the

older PBYa. Thone of you who remember those old flying boats know

that they usuaily didn’t hva the uaur.1 facilities found on a modern

plane but they did have a place in the back called zn air-flush toilet.

Hy fIipping up the Jid of this fixture you had ● place to take a photo-

graph! [Uughtcr] This may be ● bit unusual.

Figure 25 i. an illustration of the type of plan that !night be used

to document some of the things I’ve been talking about. We, like the

rest of you, tried to be very rxact in our plannlng. We planned very

carefully to rlacur.. ent the distribution of radionuclidrs ill this great

mass of moving water and drew a navigational plan In order to ac-

complish thin objective we had to occupy various statiol. * in some

logical sequence, so I drew these plots tn !~uide us. We started at

t!~e point near A, A-1. and we made zigzags on the track, cutting

back ancl forth and finimhing up some weeks later at a point t2- 10.

Everything is nicely in order now. I“igure 26 illustrates the way it

eventuated ~ [ Laughter] We started, wc went along very well and

were going pretty much on course, except that”the problem of doing

oceanographic work from ● destroyer presents its own problems.

When we first ntarted out we asked the skipper, in this case, of the

Walton to let us go 50 miles this way and lhen stop. “fltap? I dofi’t

.,,
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F@o 25. ?raposed tmck of tha U. 5. S. Walton, Juno iYx.

Fran L. Daneldsan.
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kigurs 26. Actual cru!se track of the U.S. S. Wo16ti; JwIe 11-21, 195-

F~ L. Lawltkm.
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know how to stop. I’ve never stopped this ship in the sea. What will

happen ii I lie there? [Laughter] You can’t put this group of wire lines

and rope l!ncs over the side. You may get them caught up in the pro-

peller if we stop. “ But he decided to stop. Then afterward we drifted

awhile and lost cnurse completely.

This problem of navigation really surprised me out there. Bob,

you have lived with it for years, but it’s so much better now than it

was in the early days.

In 1948 when we were out there all by ourselves, we had one little

ship that had no way of producing potable water. The Navy would very

helpfully send us a ship every four weeks with a new supply of water.

On the back of the little supply ship was a small box- like compartment _

in which 6 Marsha ilese boys lived. I asked the skipper of this ship,

“Why do you have these Marshallese boys in this compartment on the

back of the ship? “ Actually it was a little cover on deck where they

lived. He said, “Those are my navigators !” {Laughter]

“You have all the modern equipment. “

“Oh, we have a compass and the sextant and the usual things, “

he replied, “but we don’t have radar or any sophisticated equipv.ent

on this little ship. I couldn’t get along without these boys to do the

navigating. “

CONARD: Did they stick maps?

DONALDSON: No, they just twed their own intuition in this case.

FREMONT-SMITH: And their ears.

DONALDSON: Yes, their ears and their eyes and their built- in

compasses. The story that he told seemed perfectly fantastic, so

fantastic that it’s worth repeating because it’s incredible, as Wright

was saying yesterday.

It seems that when this skipper first arrived to take this command,

he was asked to take the ship from Kwajalein to Wotje Atoll. Wotje

is 200 miles east of Kwajalein. Some of you who were out there in

the war remember it was the

run. “ ‘rIey would go out and

Wotje. His executive officer

place where” they used to have the “milk

bomb it every day. So he srt out for

also was new; they plotted their course

.
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-just two officers aboard this little boat-and when they arrived just

where they thought they should be, they saw only the great big Pacific

Ocean. The y looked around and talked to the sailors awhile; the sai-
lors were very reserved, of course, as sailors would be. This was

the new Exec and the new Skipper and they didn’t want to commit
themselves. So they said, “Well, we’d better plot it again. “ They

plotted again and they came out with this point and they were still in

the big Pacific Ocean. In all fairness to them, atolls are very diffi-

cult to spot. l%cy emerge only a few feet. Atolls of about eight feet

with palm trees, mixed in the haze and the waves, are very difficult to

spot. So they couldn’t see it. They weren’t clase enough. Finally

one of the sailors said, “I suggest you ask the Marshallese boys. “

Whereupon the skipper said, “I’m a graduate of Annapolis; I know

how to navigate a ship, “ and his back went UP. But finally in desper-

ation he said to the boys, “Well, do you fellows know where Wotje is? ‘r

Their reponse is typical of their behavior, never a direct resp*nse.
llwetll think about it for a while. “ This is a lesson some oi the rest

of us might learn. Rather than blurt out a quick reply, “why, let’s

think about it for a moment. “

So they had a little huddle; they walked around the edge of the ship;

they looked’ in the water; they looked off at the sky; they had another

consultation and they said “Wotje that way” (indicating). This was a

great help. At least the skipper knew the direction to go! [Laughter]

He thought maybe since these b~ys were so damaed smart, he could

ask them another question, “How far is it to Wotje9 “ Another con-

sultation, another walk around the ship and another huddle, znd “Wotje

40 Inore miles. “

‘; Well, we’re lost. We might as well try this. “ He commanded,

“Sail that way 40 miles. “ They later arrived in the harbor of Wotje

and dropped anchor and everything was lovely. The skipper begari to

think about this. He gathered the boys together again and said, “How

did you know where Wotje was? “

l!~h! $! This was a very serious problem. Another huddle, and

another bit of discussion and then the great announcement: “ Wotj e

always right here!” [Laughter]

..$

FREMONT- SMITH: I think I have to give another aspect of this

same story because as I was coming back from’ i3ikini I was on a plane

with a Navy captain who told me a very similar story.

i
I
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They were in the fog trying to get into the entrance to an atoll-1’ve

forgotten which one, it may ha}”e been Kwajelein but I don’t think so.

They had a native on the bridge and the native said to the skipper, “I

think you’ve gone past the entrance. “ The skipper turned to the navi-

gator, who said, “No. “ They tried to get in and found they were up

against the sand. They went on and came back again, and then the

native told them just where the entrance was. They went in at thdt

point ard he was right. The captain said to the native, !’How did YOU

know? “ “I could tell by the sound of the waves, “ was t!le response

of thu native. You probably know that the winds provide waves that

hit the atoll which then produce a backwash that flows out from the

atoll. This activity makes a per!ectly steady lap, lap, lap on the side

of t’he ship. When you come to the break where the entrance is, there

is a shift in the sound because the waves differ. The captain told me.

that this was so fascinating to him that the next day he flew over the

atoll, and, by jingo, you could see these waves flowing out in circles

and the break in the waves at the point of the entrance. Does this fit

in with your experience?

DONALDSON: Yes.

FREMONT-SMITH: But I like your story better! [Laughter] “It’s

always right here” is the best thing I’ve ever heard.

DCNALDSON: Let’s have a look at a few illustrations,

Figure 27 is the Oak Shot. In the detonation, of course, we have

some blast, some fire and some radiation. The meteorologists always

are exact in determining the way the fallout is going to go. Sometimes

they are right. It wiil leave a trail across the lagoon or in the sea,

which one may or :nay not be able to find.

A detonation on the islets will produce a variety of effects. It vviil

knock sGme palm trees over (Figure 28), break them off, and you can

say, “Yes, the blast pressure was such. “ Here you can make a direct

measurement of the amount of blast it takes to fell a palm tree. It’s

an appreciable amount of energy. Palm trees are made to resist minds

of almost hurricane force.

It takes a certain amount of thermal energy to burn the leaves (Fig-

ure 29). One can make some exact compilations here of the amount

of thermal energy that was produced at x number of miles. You can

make this measurement directly.

., —.. .—
*
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Figl

holl Islands.

xe 28. 81ast damage to vegetation at Rigili Idand, Eni

Atoll. From L. Donal&n.
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Then

to make

around a

there are the effects on the animal populations. It’
some measurements on the aquatic

birds, which w~

.pparently unharmed (Figure 30).
.6’

s possible

?re flying

)11.

From L. Donoldson.

This little fellow (Figure 31) forgot to take off when the rest of
them did. Figure 3? “s a closer look at him. He didn’t fly very well

and it was obvious t’ .t he had scme particular problem. Figure 33

shows that he was pointed the right way, i. e. ,
looking away from the

. .
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blast. However, his tail feathers were singed and some of the pri-

mary wing feathers were burned. He’s in about the same shape, and

has the same problem, as a ship without a rudd=r.
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Figure 31. Injured bird on beach ot Rigili Islond, Eniwetok Atoll.

From L. Donaldson.
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Figure 32. Cotching injured bird on beach, Rigili Islond, Eniwetok
Atol 1. From L. Donaldson.

. .

A

wing and tai I feathers,

From L. Domldson.

RigiliFigure 33. Noddy tern with burned

Island, Eniwetok Atal 1.
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Wc returned the day after these photographs were taken. There

were numbers ,jf dead birds on the beach (Figure 34). The logical

assumption, I suppose, that one would make is that these birds must

have died from radiation damage. They were all right the day before,

at least they were alive. l?hus, we assume that they died from radia-

tion damage. We took a look, examining them very closely. We tried

to measure various things, do the best autopsy possible at the time,

but we could find little or no radiation effects. So why did thtiy die?

This is th~ question we had to try to ans”sev.

Figure 34. Dead terns on sondspit following atomic blasts,

island, Eniwetok Atoll. From L. Donaldson.

Rigili

In our report we would just say they died of radiation, but we had

to draw upon a little more background, the natural history of these

animals. We have to realize that there’s no water on the island for

them to drink. If there’s no water on the island they get their mois-

ture from their food, their food being the fish in the sea. The salin-

ity of the fish in the sea is the same as yours and mine, or about

75/100 of 1 percent. The birds are able to maintain their moisture

balance if they can feed. If not, they may die from desiccation.

CONARD: Did those birds die in one day?

DONALDSON: Yes. These pictures were made on subsequent days.

CONARD: It seems as if it’s a pretty quick death.

DONALDSON: But it’s terribly hot.

FREMONT- SMITH: They dried out fast.

I
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DL’NHAM: Did you decide these died from desiccation or from

thermal t~urris? I wasn’t clear what your conclusion was.

DONALDSON: Desiccation, because the burns weren’t serious

enough to cause death.

UPTON: But the burns prevented them from feeding.

DONALDSON: Yes, it’s the cause and effect relationship.

UPTON: I’hey couldn’t eat and therefore they couldn’t maintain

their food balance.

ROOT: This was obvious in the autopsy, too?

CONARD: Could this have been anorexia from radiation, loss of

appetite, so that they didn’t want to eat any fish?

BRUES: This is the old problem that plagues the pathologists and

the, epidemiologists. What is the cause of death’?

DONALDSON: That’s right.

FREMONT-SMITH: Multiple causality enters into it.

DONALDSON: Surely. Multiple causes that complicate this. Of

course, the real differences that we have to come to grips with now

involve the . . .

AYRES: May I interrupt for a second? Did you see a,ty signs of

birds whose tail feathers or wing feathers were lost later on because

of beta burns?

DONALDSON: No, we did not.

CONARD: The feathers would protect the “skin from beta burns.
,/

AYRES: I’m just wondering whether the fea.hers themselves might

have been burnt?

DONALDSON: The dead birds in the previol.. s illustration had re-

ceived thermal burns to the feathers extensive enough to prevent

their flying and obtaining food and water.
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TAYLOR: Didn’t some of the birds, because of exposure to the

thermal radiation, lose their ability to shed water so that they smuldn’t

swim”

DONALDSON: Yes.

T.% YLOR: Arc these birds that normally would fish by landing in

the water and then diving?

DONALDSON: They simply pick the fish off close to the surface.

they don’t rfi\,e.

The other major problem onc might ca!l attention to at this point is

that we are dealing with two environments really. The birds live in

both, but the other animals live essentially in either the terrestrial

or the aquatic environment. The obvious situation that existed is that ‘

whi Ie there ~vas a stratification of the fallout on the land, there was
a three-dimensional distribution of radio nuclides in the sea. [n the

terrestrial area the fallout raclionuclicles are available to the biota

most sp(’ci(lcaily if they are in a soluble form. In this form they are

pickeri up by the plants and enter the food chain of the animals that

feral upon the plants.

Figure 35 is a partial illustration of the sort of fractionation that

takes place in the land area. All of this spectrum of radionuclides,

of course, is available on the land from fallout. This chart is for

Rongelap Atoll which, in 1961, contained in its soil the radio nuclides

listed at the top of the figure. The plants picked up only four cut of

this complex and of those four the rats concentrated two: strontiumqo

and cesium137. The fish, on the other hand. pictt~d up manganese54,

cobalt60, and xinc65. We mi~ht add to this spectrum ironss and co-

balt 60, which were the two dominant radio nuclides in the open sea.

To make a sweeping statement of generality, the land animals aod

plants concentrated nuclides in the soluble form, while those in the

sca concentrated nuclides in particulate form.. Since the induced

radionuclidcs of cobalt and iron are in particulate form, although
finely cfil,lcfecf, they enter through tb,e food web more dominantly than

do the soluble forms, v-hich are distributed throughout the water.

Then we might comment on the competition that exists in the sea,

which is completely different froim that on Iand, for on land there are

nutritional deficiencies, particularly in minerals, that, for the most

part, do not occur in the sea.

. ---- .
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There could be a stray atom or two of cesium and strontium in the

sea; we can’t get excited at all about it, since it’s not in the food chain.

So, when we have this great nuclear war, I’m going to run out and

catch myself a fish and eat it and feel quite sure that my food supply

isn’t in jeopardy. .

In terrestrial areas there’s very liitle chance for revegetation or

regrowth if the soil is burned away and the seeds destroyed (Figure 36).

The entire fauna and flora, one would assume, in this place could not

be re- established.

Figure 37 is a photograph of an area where the soil has not been

burned nor removed. You see a soil core w,hcrc most of the organic

material was in the upper inch. On the right is a radioautograph

showing the concentration of the radionuclides in this material.

There is’s different accumulation of radionuclides depending on

the zone of feeding of the plants, as in the zone of feeding of the ani-

mals. Pla,ws with shaliow iseding roots (Figure 38) have a better

chance to pick up the soluble forms and incorporate them in their

tissues than do those piar,co that root deeper, like the coconut, for

example. They feed deeper in the substratum and do not accumulate

the radionuclides available to them in the soluble form.

The distribution in the sea (Figure 39) presents a constantly shift-

ing pattern that changes with the seasons, with time, and, of course,

with the currents. It changes from hour to hour or at least from day

to day.

The radionuclides in .tre sea are incorporated in the lower strata

first, since they are taker, up by the small biota and then by other,

larger organisms up the food cilain. Many of these organisms are

in the deeper layers during the day and migrate to the surface at

night. Thus, there is a vertical diur~al migration as well as a con-

stant shift, depending on the direction of the prevailing currents.

AYRES: Is that deep water?

DONALDSON: It’s surface water,

AYRES: I)iurnal irrigation doesn’t normally extend into shallo-w

water, does it?

.-.—
-.
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Figure 36. View of islet near a test site, Eniwetok Atoll.
Fr~ L. Donaldson.

Figure 37. Photograph and mdioautqmph of sai I showing eorMs -

pondence of radioactive portions of organic matter.
From L. Donoldsan.

Figure 38. Photogmph and mdiaautqra# of Merrerschmi dia stem
with mdioactivitY in the outer, growi~ laye~. Fm~

~. Damldson.
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Figure 39. %dioocthrity of plankton in thousonds of disintegmtions

per minuto per gmm following atomic tests at Bikini and

Eniwetok Atolls. From i.. Donaldson.

DONALDSON: When 1 refer to shallow water I sr.ean the water in

the mixing layer, which, in this area, is about 6430 feet. Th~ deep

water lies below this mixing layer.

DUNHAM: You don’t mean shore water?

DONALDSON: No, I mean open ocean water.

WYCKOFF: What are the units for the numbers?

DONALDSON: They are contour lines of radioactivity in the plank-

ton in thousands of disintegrations per minute per gram. These are

the plankton that move up and down. They were collected through the

entire miring layer. This chart shows the distribution in the sea in

the vicinity of the Bikini and Eniwetok test sites.

UPTON: How long after detonation were these measurements

m“de ?

DONALDSON: The plankton samples were col,,. cted June 11 to 21,

1956, during the testing period.

,
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BUSTAD: But in spite of these high levels the only dama~e that

was observed in the fish irom the radionuclides was in the thyroid,

wasn’t it?

DONALDSON: Yes.

BUSTAD: Now, do you have any later results than that of Gorbrnan

(Reference 38)? I think you lined him up to come out and study these

and he did describe pretty serious thyroid damage in some of these

fish.

DONALDSON: Yes.

BUSTAD: Have you run acrogs any fish in later times in your

collections that might have manifested thyroid neoplasms, say?

DONALDSON: I think so.

BUSTAD: Because the stage waa met for it, sort of.

DONALDSON: Yes, the stage was set.

BUSTAD: Or couldn’t they compete? Is that it?

DONALDSON: We have looked diligeiltly over the years but we

haven’t actually seen or found fish that we could sa~ were specifically

killed by thyroid damage or damage from radioactivity to other or-

gans or tissues. There’s a complex situation here as far as the fish

are concerned. No matter what the radiation levels are, no matter

what the peripheral problems arc, the “cleanup squad” mo~-es in al-

most immediately and removes the incapacitated fish. This means

that a fish that is just slightly weakened or disabled is removed

within minutes, at least within an hour or so. Sharks move in and

ucavenge these places with great regularity. If it isn’t the sharks,

then it’s some of the other predacious forms. Thus, one’s chance

of actually finding or seeing a fish or an aquatic animal that has radi-

ation damage would be very remote.

AYRES: Are there any top carnivora that might survive, like

sharks themselves, even if they are somewhat damaged?

BIJSTAD: The problem there, as far as radioiodine goes, is that

they show the lowest concentration. They’re not reall> getting ~.ery

much radioiodine compared to herbivorous animals.
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WAR REh’: Per body mass.

AYRES: You mean the concentration phenomenon doesn’t extend

right up to the top?

WARREN: What he’s saying is that there isn’t very much of tbe

radioiodine ingested with any one fish because the thyroid is so small

in terms of the body mass of the shark.

AYRES: So peak concentration is found in the lower forms then?

BUSTAD: That’s right, and the radioiodine may destroy the thy-

roid or severely damage it and by then there will be no radioiodine

left. It lea\-es the thyroid due to physical decay ai~d biological turnover.

DONALDSON: There’s another difference. The physiology of the

shark is quite different from tilat of the bony fishes.

BUSTAD: But we have to admit, I think, that many of those fish

that Gorbman picked up down there relatively early manifested severe

thyroid damage but were probably not compromised from the stand-

point of your cleanup squad. 1 mean he got there before they were

appropriate subjects for the cleanup squad.

AYRES: Are there any turtles in the area?

DONALDSON: Turtles are not gregarious animals. They just

don’t like to have people around. They are there, true, but when the

4,000 or 5,ooO members of the test group descend on the place, the

turtles go elsewhere.

The turtles are back at Bikini now that the test group has departed.

I hope we car-i f the Chairman will allow us to-take a look at a film

showing how the place looks now.

WARREN: I think we’ve left a little dangling in the discussion.

You said the plankton have a diurnal change in depth, whatever their

location. Do~s it occur in the atolIs

250 feet or thereabout, as well as in

waters you mentioned were meant to

at depths of 15, 20, 30 feet?

where the depths may be 200 or

the open ocean? The shallow

be the shallows, weren’t they,

—._
-.
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DONALDSON: In the lagoons of the atolls the plankton comes up

on the shore at night. It’s carried in the surface layers. The waves

bring it up on the -here.

WARREN: And the circulation of the water in the atoll is down-

wind on the surface acd when it reaches the other side then there’s

a return by the deeper currents, with considerable upwelling of

cooler water on the upwind side. This is the deep circulation that

you mentione?.

DONA LD50N: In pare

WARREN; In part it leaks out into the ocean on the other side,

too.

DUNHAM: How deep is an atoll?

DONALDSON: Most atolls arc from 180 to 200 feet deep. In a

living atoll, this seems to be about the growth limit. They grow into

the wind, toward the east, since the prevailing winds are from the

east.

CONARD: But YOU get a lot of coral heads, don’t you?

DONALDSON: Yes. there are localized anes. But the coral heads

are so spaced that they get food ~s itcomes in with the currents.

ROOT: Was the species of algae you mentioned a heavy purple

seaweed with a strong iodine taste?

DONALDSON: Yes. I’m hesitant because there are so many algae.

If I recall correctly, there are some 170 species at Bikini alone.

Many of them are various shades of purple and red.

ROOT: These wrmld be the high iod:.ne concentrators?

DONALDSON: Yes, within this whole group of algae some species

accumulate radionuclides much more specifically than others, and

because of this lack of uniformity of ,co:icentration, I think we must

guard against making a definitive statement. We cannot say all algae

do this, all fish do that, or that all corals and plants do such and such.

It’s self-defeating to do this sort of thing, because you lose the under-

standing that can be gained by examining all of the parameters. .

\“
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AYRES: You have indicated that manganese and cobalt are both

taken up preferentially in sea water, which would suggest surely that

they are unduly scarce. Isn’t that the implication you draw from that,

that the requirements are greater than the supplies?

DONALDSON: Yes.

AYRES: And yet we have manganese an.+ cobalt nodules forming

somehow, which suggests a mystery.

DONALDSON: Yes.

WARREN: I think there’s one thing you haven’t touched on which

ought to be put into the record. I think that you qaid, when YOU fin-

ished up at Bikini, that it was very fortunate that you had made prior

studies because the sport rate or the genetic change going on in this

population was much higher than had been suspected and it might have

been blamed on the radiation later if ithad not been found earlier.
Is that still your concept, that normally the genetic Ctmr,ge going on

in these atolls is quite high?

DONALDSON: Again it’s a ?elative sort of thing. The change in

the biota may or may not be great. I think we have to go back to the

~iora, where we have definite, stationary organisms to study. I should

like to refer this question to Dr. Wolfe. After all, he is the botanist-

ecologist here.

WAR F,EN: Well, I thought I nails particularly were demonstrating

this change.

DONALDSON: I don’t know.

BRUES: Lauren, you were talking abo\tt the concentration of some

of these elements in particular plants and this suggests that they are

trace elements that are essentially cleaned out of the ocean by living

things? We see this in fresh water. If you throw a little P32 into a

pond, it ali disappears into living matter. In fact, that!s the n~ajor

limiting factor, I suppose, in how much will grow. Does this happen

in the ocean or is there plenty of ali the elements to go around?

DONALDSON: I’m sure that there are plenty of elements in the

ocean, but are they available? If you suddenly make many of the

biologically essential ones available, they are blotted up, of cuuse.

.— .. --
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Maybe we can use the same illustration as that of the photograph of

Shot Oak (Figure 27) we presented a while ago. In this case, there

was a giant cchmn from this one detonation over the north region at

Eniwetok. The fallout from this shot came right across the north-

western edge of the atoll. We dubbed this one “the mancrc spreader”

shot, for in making the reconnaissance sweeps over the atoll we saw

a brilliant green band inside the rim of the atoll. You could fly from

the clear blue waters of the lagoon over this green band, which per-

sisted for several days, and the radiation instruments immediately

would jump several orders of magnitude. It was obvious that the

detonation had converted good deal of the calcium carbonate, to take

one element, into an oxide. The oxide had dropped in the waters to

become hydroxide. Being soluble, it was picked up in an explosion

of plant growth. There were other elements invoIved in this, too.

In other words, nutritive media dropped in the sea had stimulated a

very great growth of plants, in which one could find the concentrated

radionuclides responsible for the jump in radiation levels.

Or, you can carry this still further. In the early days of planning

at Hanford the cooling ponds were thermal coolers, as we originally

designed them. These steaming vats had great masses of algae

around the edge, and they still do. The algae in turn absorbed the

radiation. At the time, there was very serious consideration given

to a plan to simply collect the plant growths and put them in a dispos-

al pit,, since they blotted up the radiation very effectively.

EISENBUD: Lauren, iron-55 is an interesting nuclide. I wonder,

“ have you looked for iron-55 in the fish over the atoll?

DONALDSGN: Yes.

EISEN%UD: Have you found evidence of concentration?

DONALK’SON: Yes. In fact it was one of the most highly concen-

trated radionuciides.

EISENBUD: I would think so.

DUNHAM: My recollection from a visit to Bermuda a few years

ago is that one of the marine scientists there said that iron availabil-

ity in the waters around there was the limiting factor in perhaps the

whole food chain inasmuch as one of the key algae couldn’t go farther

than the amount of iron available.

. .

.
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AYRES: You mean phosphorus was not the limiting factor?

DUNHAM: Iron.
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EISEN~UD: We found, in studies of our own staff in the laboratory,

that some of our ladies who eat tuna fish a few times a week have blood

levels of irc.n-55 that are about ten times higher than the rest of the

staff. This led us to look at the Pacific tuna, which I think was done
indeiv.cfl,.rtly by the Hanford people, and they came to the same con-

clusion, that it was iron-55 from the fallout.

DONALDSON: Did you see cobalt?

MSLNBUD: Cotalt-60? We haven’t seen it. In fact, it isn’t there.

If it were there we would have seen it.

TAYLOR: Is there any persistent biological sign of the testing

still at Bikini or Eniwetok in the aquatic part of the environment,

either in the plants or in the fish? I mean. if you went out there now

and didn’t use radiation measuring instruments, but simply looked

at

to

to

the plants and the fish and the birds, would you expect to be able

tell that there had been this very intensive exposure of the area

radiation?

AYRES: Without radiochcrnical means?

TAYLOR: Without radiochemical means; just by examining the

plants and animals?

DONALDSON: M“ay I postpone my answer until we have a look at

a film we produced during the 1964 survey of the islands?

TAYLOR: Yes.

DONALDSON: I think it will be more obvious when we look at the

film, with the co- chairmen’s and our host’s permission, which I

would like to shcw later on. The answer is . . .

‘. TAYLOR: I guess the “answer is yes.

DONALDSON: The answer is that you do not see it.

FREMONT-SMITH: The answer is no.

., .— ... -
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DONALDSON: You do not see evidence of it.

FREMONT- SL41TH: I’m glad you gave the answer because the time

to give an answer to a question is at the time it’s asked and not post-

pone it, although it’s nice to come back to it again later and nay . . .

DONALDSON: Thank you.

WARREN: Well, on Miller Island where the blast

DONALDSON: There’s radiation, Dr. Warren.

was . . .

TAYLOR: Yes. I was thinking specifically of aquatic life because

you said in places where the surface has really been completely ster-

ilized, there has been a c-hange, I gather, in the surface life of the

islands.

DONALDSON: Yes. There were very definite changes.

CONARD: There’s some question as to whether some of the trees,

the coconut trees, and the other plants on the northern islands of
Rongelap, do not show some signs of genetic effects. There are some

two- crowned coconut trees and this sort of thing, but it’s question-

able as to whether this is really a radiation effect or whether it’s due

to the aridity of that part of the atoll, and it hasn’t been settled.

WOLFE: Someone has done a monograph on coconut palms.

CONARD: Fosberg?

WOLFE: No, Menon et al. (Reference 39). And this double crown-

ing-he gat a coconut tree in one place with 51 of these crowns and

there hadn’t been a detonation there. So this could come about maybe

&ith a butcher knife by cutting off the terminal bud; I don’t know. It

might have been caueed by radiation, but I don’t think you can say so

definitely.

CONARD: I agree.

WARREN: Weren’t there some broad stems, flat stems, in

Eniwetok?

- ._’

DONALDSON: Yes.

.
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WARREN: So that you were wondering about the neutron effects?

*

DONALDSON: Well, over the years ww Ix=ve recorded a number of

variants from the normal, particularly among the plants. We don’t

know whether this is induced somatic variation or whether it’s inher-

ent. We don’t see them now. They probably were unable to survive.

Of course, we do see variations. At onc time Dr. St. John (Refer-

ence 40) counted as many as 23 variants on one island. But these

have not been reproducible in the laboratory.

WOLFE: In answer to that, that flattening of the stems; that’s

called fascination. And that’s not an uncommon thing. You can find

it in all of the vascular plants if you look long enough; I’ve seen it

mostly in the composites and it has nothing to do with radiation, al-

though radiation might induce it.

WARREN: What is it due to, do you know?

WOLFE: It can result from insect bite or gall or sometimes

there’s no obvious answer. You can’t attribute it to an insect; it

may be due to some damage at the n~eristem. the growing tip where

you” don’t get the radial development and it flattens out. I think this

can be brought about. But it also occurs naturally.

WARREN: Would nutritional acceleration or acceleration fruiil

excess nutritional factors produce it?

WOLFE: I don’t know.

WARREN: I’ve got a cucumber plant that’s about 30 feet long and

the stems show this and I wondered if they had been exposing the seeJs

to neutrons to produce the new variety. It, - - ,-— -- ..--: _... ...L. _L :.

quite unusual.

FREMONT-SMITH: It was just exposed

[Laughter]

to you, Staffi that was it!

BRUES: That’s the California climate!

WOLFE: I would not say radiation could not cause it but 1 would

also point out that it could be caused by other things.

WARREN: Three inches wide and about a half- inch thick in a cu-

cumber plant is quite Iarge.

.— -’
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MILLER: Dr. Donaldson, what is the minimum study that would

reveal in other organisms than man that the radiation had taken place?

What is the minimum study that will reveal evidence of radiation

exposure?

DONALDSON: I don’t know the answer to that question.

CONARD: I was talking to a botanist and he thought it would be

worthwhile to study some of the pollen from the coconut trees cn

some of the atolls, and he thought, I believe, by chromosomai aber-

rations that he could detect persi sting radiation damage. I would

think that this would be a fairly simple study that could be done.

MILLER :

CONARD:

SCHULL:

examine”d the

But it hasn’t been.

Maybe Schull might have something to add.

If memory serves me correctly, the Iridians have

palm trees growing in the Chavara- Needakara area of

Kerala to see whether they exhibited a higher frequency of chromo-

somal abnormalities, presumably ascribable to the higher levels of

radiation encountered in this area. The results were somewhat am-

biguous, I believe. There are, so far as we now know, no unique

yardsticks Qf radiation damage of a genetic nature, and the crux of

any study becomes the demonstration of a dose dependence. If there

is no variability in doses, or the variability is so small as to pre-

clude even ordering the exposures, it is difficult, indeed, to demon-

strate a radiation effect.

There’s a Japanese observation that I believe is relevant to the

questio”n that Dr. Taylor ~sked. In 1949 or 1950-probably 1950-

Yamashita Kosuke, a geneticist at Kyoto University, undertook a

fairly extensive study in Hiroshima of the distribution of abnormal

forms of Veronica persica, a common garden flower. His data,

published in 1956 (Reference 41), revealed a definite correlation be-

tween the frequency of aberrant forms of this plant and distance from

ground zero. “Atypical forms diminished with increasing distance

from the hypocenter.

TAYLOR: Just looking at people’s gardens?

SCHULL: Essentially that. In Japan, Veronica grows along the

roadside in many areas, or did then. The aberrant forms Yamashita
.-

\
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counted are found all over, of course, but he was primarily concerned

with their frequency as a fucction of distance from ground zero. 1

would suppose that a similar study could be made at Bikini but I won-

der whether enough is known about the gradient in dose to permit one

to make a fairly strong statement, either affirmatively or negatively,

in the presence or absence of a cline of aberrant forms.

CONARD: YOLI would have quite a gradient on Rongelap, 2, ;OG rads

on the north island as compared to 265 on the southern islantis. That’s

quite a gradient.

UPTON: But in l~oint of fact no measurements of this kind have

been made to date?

CONARD: So far as I know, they haven’t.

EISENBUD: These are not high doses compared to what can be

obtained in these areas of natural radioactivity. For example, in

Brazil the ambient levels from external radiation are about 3 mr

per hour downwards to normal levels, and this is about 12 r per year.

So, in 100 years you have 1,200 rads. Presumably some of those

forms have been there much lunger. And then if you superimpose

on that the dose from the internai, which is, incidentally, very hard

to calcuiatc because they are alpha-betas and the location and rela-

tion to the genetic material hasn’t been worked out yet, the internal

dose is presumably much higher, so that I think that there are prob-

ably situations in nature where this kind of a situation could be ob-

tained if one wanted to.

TAYLOR: It just occurred to me that there’~ a mass of data sit-

ting there at Rongelap waiting to be gath,’red and looked at.

FREMONT-SMITH: We’ll have to plant some cosmos in there.

TAYLOR : No. Just observe what’s there, as long as the dose

levels are reasonably well known, but I’m nGt sure from the conversa-

tion whether or not they are really well known. Do people agree that

the dose levels at Rongelap have been known within a factor of, say,

one-and-a-half, in the total dose?

CONARD: I would think so; judging from the dose calclllations

and the hematological responses of the peopIc, we’re rot too far off.

. ●
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EISENf3UD: One problem that’s cropped up in Brazil which hasn’t

been solved and that might be pertinent here is the fact that it’s hard

to tell where these chromosomal aberrations come from. You take a

sample of a plant and it’s easy to calculate the somatic dose because

presumably ths piant has been there for its life. But what the dose

is at the genotype oi that plant is very hard to calculate because it

goes back presumably many thousands of years, ‘and maybe this plant

came from a seed which was dropped by a bird two months ago and

picked up ten miles away. 1 suppose to some extent this would be

true in Rongelap where your coconuts tend to drift ●round. I don’t

know what the mean distance traversed by a cosmos pollen is, but

this would even have to be consi(iered in Hi~oshirna. In Hiroshima

it certainly must be a large distance in relation to the radiation gra-

dient in Hiroshima over a 10-year period.

WAR REiN: Looking at aerial photographs of this Brazil site, though,

you don’t sec any change in the foliage when you come over the rolling

country up to the edge of this.

EISENBUD: There are differences in the radioactivity partly due

to the fact that there are also chemical changes associated with the

mountains, which in turn give rise to the fact that it’s radioactive.

These chemical changes presumably are important. This is another

factor that has to be considered.

WARREN: 1s that a volcanic cone or this . . .

EISENBUD: It’s a volcanic cone with an alkaline intrusion in the

center. The alkaline intrusion is where the main radioactivity is

about ,1 couple of kilometers across, about 300 meters high, above. . .

WOLFE: Is it active?

EISENBUD: It was many, many thousands of years ago but not in

historic times. This was a major volcanic eruption. The cone is

about 50 kilometers in diameter. Within the center of it is an alka-

line intrusion which is just a knob which brought up a lot of rare

earth minerals associated with thorium. This is a few kilometers

across and is where the work is going on.

WOLFE: I haven’t seen it.

WARREN: ‘I’ve only read about it. You don’t run sheep on thi5 be-”

cause there’s no grass or not enough foliage?

.. . . ..
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EISENBUD: No, that’snot so. In fact, the cows graze on it; it’s

part of a grazing land, and there’s enough grase on it.

WARREN: Very interesting.

DONALDSON: We’ve purposely omitted one of the prime areas of

interest in the overall environment, and Bob has some data which

we mi~ht bring in now, with your permis sion, on the whole-body bur-

den of the Rongelap people.

CONARD: In yesterday’s session I mentioned that after about six

mouths, the urinary excretion of rar.lionuclides of the Rongelap people

dropped down to barely detectable levels, and by the time they were

moving back to Rongelap we couldn’t tell the difference between the

body burden of unexposed people and exposed people. As soon as

they got back to Rongelap, however, there was a rather sudden and

marked increase in their body burden because of the residual con

lamination on the island. This came about primarily through eating
Pandanus and to a lesser extent from the coccnut, and strangely

enough the zinc-65 came from eating fish. As Lauren pointed out,

fish was one of the mainstays in their diet. We were later able to

get a whol~ body counter out to Rongelap to measure their body bur-

dens. The first one was a big monster that weighed about 21 tons,

and it was a real endeavor to get that thing out on Rongelap Island.

We have recently been using a !q~hadow- shield!) type of whole body

counter consisting of lead bricks. Figure 40 is a photograph of one.

●

Figure 40. Shodow-shield whole-body counter @ommo

spectroscopy). From R. Conord.

-----
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UPTOtl: Were the fish levels higher in the Rongelap area than in

the area to which the natives hail been evacuated?

DONALDSON: Yes. There was no fallout down at Majuro.

CONARD: They were in a relatively clean area. They were down

at Majuro, 400 miles to the south.

UPTO?J: The fish then continued to be more active in the Ronge-

lap area over the passage of years?

CONARD: Right. That was a 3-year period up until their return.

UPTON: Yes.

CONARD: And the fish were still quite active with zinc-65.

UPTON: These are marine fish?

CONARD: Yes.

DONALDSON: There’s no fresh water.

UPTON: The lagoon is a marine lagoon?

CO”NARD: Yes. It’s salt water.

FREMONT-SMITH: These are fish that stay in the lagoon. They

were not going in and out of the ocean?

DONALDSON: Both populations exist there. The people eat the

fish that live in the lagoon and also tuna fish and other open- ocean

types of fish.

FREMONT- ShfITH: Which were the ones that were primarily

responsible for the increased body burden, do you know?

CONARD: I really don’t. They ate all kinds of fish.

FREMONT-SMITH: I mean do you presume that the ocean fish in

that area still carried the heavy. . .

CONARD: Lauren, it was probably lagoon fish, wasn’t it?
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DONALDSON: The ocean fish are essentially carnivores, and the

lagoon fish are herbivores. You immediately fractionate on this basis

alone, that is, the food chain is different. As you move up the food

chain to the carnivores the radioactivity is less.

FREMONT-SNIITH: So it was the herbivore that was responsible.

DONALDSON: The herbivores are obviously the best concentrators.

CONARD: Figure 41 is a spectrograph of what you get from the
whole. body count, showing the comparison of the cOUnt in 1957 before,

and in 1959 after, moving back to Rongelap. In March 1958, shortly

after they had come back, they showed an increase, the first peak

being cesium- 137 and the second peak zinc-65. We carried out these

whole-body counts over the years since they’ve been back on the

island and I can now review very briefly what’s happened in the way

of the body burden of these isotopes.

Figure 42 is a histogram which shows the changes over the years.

The first 1954 data there show the higher levels, of course, connected

with the initial contamination, and then up until 1957 their. body burdens

,- , a

●

1=< 100 Imn(w 1959 4

1 1 1. 1 I AJ!!
L

.20 .40 .W so ~o 1.20 140 1=
Msv

Figure 41. Typical gamma spectrqmph of Marshall-e subject

before (March 1957) and ofter (March 1959) mov-

ing back to Ronge[ap Island. Frarn R. Comrd.

.
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reduced practically to zero. You see on their return to Rongelap,

the increase in cesium and zinc. Strontium- 90 also began to appear,

and this had to be detected not by whole-body counting but by radio-

chemical analyses of the urine.

The levels reached a peak about 1961 or so and during the past

year a drop in urinary excretion has occurred, indicating lowering

of body burdens. Cesium peaked at a little less than 1 microcurie

of body burden, which is not high, but it represents about 300 times

the level in those of us in the medical team that were counted.

In regard to zinc, it reached a peak at about the same time that

the cesium did but suddenly within one y -‘s time it dropped to about

1 /10 of the previous year’s value. I wc Lauren, do you have

any comment on that, as to why we had .uis kdden drop in zinc-65

in the people? Was something happening to the fish then that caused

this sudden change?

DONALDSON: “When did they get rice?

CONARD: They had been eating rice pretty much all along.

DONALDSON: Their food habits can change radically.

DUNHAM: There wasn’t a difference in your counter at that point?

FREMONT- SMITH: Don’t suggest that!

EISENBUD: What is the half- life of zinc-65? I should know, but

I don’t remember.

DONALDSON: Less than a year. Two hundred and fifty days, I

believe.

C.ONARD: But that wouldn’t account ”for a sudden change?

DONALDSON: If I remember the data correctly-and ~ would have

to look them up. I hate them here. Essentially there h +s been no

drastic change in the usually expected declines. If they have changed

their habits not only in eating fish but also in eating birds, and if

they’ve had expeditions to the north island and come oat:. with lots of

birds, that would increase it.

——. . . . —
●
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FREMONT- SMITH: Did you do any cultures of white

these pecple?

CONARD: Yes, at 10 years we did about 40 cultures

somal studies.

21)

cells on

for chromo-

FREMONT-SMITH: Did they show anything out of the usual?

CONARD: They showed persisting aberrations, low levels of

aberration.

FREMONT- SMITH: More thar. other people would have?

CONARD: The exposed people showed a greater incidence of

these aberrations than did the unexposed.

EISENBUD: I think it should be emphasized that those doses that
you show in Figurz.42, when translated into dose units, are just a

couple of hundred milligrams.

CONARD: I was going to get around to that in a minute.

EISENBUD: Sorry, I didn’t mean to anticipate.

CO NARD: Another isotope that was found was cobalt-60, to a

lesser extent, which is about i /10 the zinc level. We haven’t seen
any iron- 55 in the people but we haven’t done any specific studies.

EISENBUD: Any what? Have you looked for it?

CONARD: Not specifically. no, but we haven’t had whole-body

counts now in a couple of years.

EISEIYBUD: You can’t do it with whole-body counting. It. decays

by internal conversion and gives y“ou an electron . . .

CONARD: Maybe we’ll pick it up in the urine.

EISENBUD: No. Sample blood. Maybe you have some in your

laboratory. What you do is separate out the iron- 55 and look at it

with a thin crystal. It should be very interesting in that group to

see what the iron- 55 level is. Iron-55 is an interesting isotope. It has

been neglected until now because the emission is a 6 KeV electron

which has a range of only one micron in tissue; it has generally been

\
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ignored. But iron goes to very small volumes of tissue. Specifically,

it tends to concentrate in little globules and you get a very high dose

there because essentially all of the range of the iron- 55 electron is

comparable with the diameter of the globuie.

MILLET: May 1 ask if the unexposed population showed chromo-

somal changes, too?

CONARIl: They showed some peculiar chromosomal changes that

we haven’t been able to understand yet, chromosomal breakages.

They show about as many breakages of chromosomes as do the ex-

posed people. But I was referting to the more specific radiation-

induced types of aberrations, such as dicentrics and ring forms that

occurred.

AYRES: May I ask about the zinc? How is that taken up and where

is it stored in the body? Is it taken up as zinc or is it a surrogate

for something else?

CONARD: I really don’t know. I know it gets into the body and is

fairly well distributed, as I recall.

IA NGHAM: It’s concentrated in the epithelial tissues. The hair

is very high, the skin is hi~h.

CONARD: The prostate I believe is fairly high.

LANGHAM: The prostate and pancreas. Percentage wise, the

greatest amount is in the skin and hair.

BRUES: It looked to me as if the cesium levels were remaining

rather constant in these people. I think that’s remarkable. It turns

over with a half-time of three months or so in man. So they must be

in essentially a c!ose~ environment without ce sium drifting or blow-

ing out of it.

CO NARD: That’s so. And I think, as Lauren pointed out, the fact

that this x.~aterial is stickiug in the upper layer of the soil and not

being dispersed, being diluted in soil, so to speak, means that for a

long time we’ll have levels that can be detectable. *

t$jince this symposium. results on the latest radiochcmical urine anal-

yses (March 1967 urines) reveal that the excretion of these radionuclides

.-— .-
*
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WARREN: It’s interesting that the tropical rains don’t leach it
downwards. The tropical rains should produce quite a bit of water

to leach this down into the soil. Is it complexed or fixed?

DONALDSON: It”doesn’t leach to any degree. It stays pretty well

fixed.

WOLFE: It’s accumulated in the soil algae in that upper layer,

isn’t it? That is what the radioautograph show-s.

DONALDSON: Yes.

WOLFE: And the algae are only in about the upper couple of inches.

Below that it’s apparently too dark.

TAYLOR: Is there any animal study that correlates with the ob-

servation of malformations of human children that were in the fetal

state two or three months or so when the irradiation took place? Is

there any animal counterpart of that that’s been seen in any of the

bomb test irradiation?

MILLER: Not in the wild state, but in laboratory animals certainly.

TAYLOR: How about fish, for example? When the fish are irra-

diated when they are developing eggs, do the eggs lose their fertility

like that ?

DONALDSON: You can go the whole gamut. If you take chronic

exposure over long periods of time and pick a level, say a half roent -

gen per day for a 90-day total exposure of 45 roentgens, for example,

and follow the fish through several generations, instead of getting a

damaging efiect you find a stimulating effect. Double the dose, and

the same sort of things happens. Or double it agzin and I’il give you

the answer in part tomorrow. 1’11 be a midwife tomorrow while you’ re

enjoying yourselves here. We’ll have several hundred fish coming

back from the sea that were exposed to 2.5 r from a cobalt source as

eggs.

*(Cent’d) has dropped to about one-half that of the previous rate of

excretion. This may be due to the fact that the people are buying and

eating more commercial food.

,)
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FREMONT-SMITH:

DONALDSON: Yes.

FREMONT-SMi’H-i:

know it.

OASA 2019-2

These are salmon?

I thought there might be somebody that would

/,

---

.

DONALDSON: In these experiments the exposure starts the instant

the eggs are fertilized and continues until the yolk is absorbed and the

fish are free- swimming, a period of 90 to 100 days.

FREMONT-SMITH: They are bigger and better as a result of the

radiation?

DONALDSON: Yes.

DUNHAM: Arc they all or are they selected? You still are losing

90 or 99 percent of them.

DONALDSON: Yes. Survival of the irradiated fish is better than

that of the controls.

DUNHAM: It’s the ones that come back thatare bigger and better.

FREMONT-SMITH: Do you lose 90 or 99 percent? Is that right?.

DONALDSON: Actually the normal expected mortality of salmon

in the sea is in excess of 90 percent. We release an equal number of

controls and irradiated fish. For fish exposed to 0.5 r or 1.3 r as

alevins, the survival, rate of growth, number and hatch of eggs pro-

duced are equal or superior in the irradiated group.

FREMONT-SMITH: So that is really as if you had benefited the

fish by radiation.

DONALIXON: Yes.

UPTON: How about the hatchery?

DONALDSON: Better, though barely “significant.

EISENBUD: Do the salmon say the university is always there?

[Laughter]

.\..,.
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DONALDSON: They don’t make mistakes ! I wish I had stidents as

smart as those fish.

WARREN: I think that this pJint which Lauren has found is of great

Significance in this whole story of radiation exposure and yet it’s been

sort of ignored.

FREMONT-SMITH: It’s against the dogma. And not just ignored.

It’s submerged, it’s suppressed.

WARREN: I’ve examined this with great interest for years since

he fir.. had this finding.

DONALDSON: Let’s get the record straight. I’m still under . . .

WAR hEN: He’s still exploring.

DONALDSON: . . . under the initial direcxive that I received from

Dr. Warren back in 1943, during the days of the Manhattan Engineer-

ing Project. The experiment must be carried out over many years

and it m’~st be done in the complete environment, not just in the lab-

oratory. In other words, the fish must be exposed during the time

that they would be, say, living in the effluent of the Hanford Works,

and we must be able to get our hands on them again when they return

from the sea in order. to evaluate the effects, if any, from their ex-

posure to radiation. In other words, we rr.ust not simply say, b:~cause

they didn’t die in the first 90 days or 20 days or the first year, that

there was n~f[ect. I naively toid Dr. Warren, let’s see, 24 years

ago, that yes, we could do this experiment. I didn’t realize that it

wculd take me 24 y~cars to get tune facilities and develop a saln}on run

that would return to the University campus. Each exposure level

takes a minimum of five years to evaluate

FREMONT- SMITH: You’re going to telephone tomorrow afternoon

and tell us what the answer is?

DONALDSON: One step toward the answer.

WARREN: L think this is very significant and I think & great deal

of credit is owed to the AEC Division of Medicine and Biology for

continuing to support this work over the yekrs, .20- odd yearb, with

such a small yield in return for a few percentage of fish. This has

been maintained over the years and you’re now in what, 26 generation~?

. -.. .— ----- --- ----- ..— — .—.- ------ -
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This ought to be of interest to the geneticists here. Some o!’ the ori-

ginal exposures were in 1943 or 1944.

DONALDSON: Those are the experiments with rainbow trout which

citarted in 1943.

WARREN: But here has been the longest, CO my knowledge, single

set oi observations on cne or more species of fish that have been

exposed to relatively small amounts of radiation. I think t)iis ought

to be continued as long as necessary to get the final answers. I agree

with Lauren. he’s got some initial answers which look very spect~-

cular and interesting and he’s prokerly modest in not claiming too

much too early. But 1 think this is as important as following the Naga-

saki situation, where the dcsages are not so well controlled.

FREhlONT~SMiTH: It wouId secm to me that nature has taken ad-

vantage of all of the physical properties of nature atld used them to

an ad\,antage. On the other hand, it has been sort of assumed that

radi~tion was always bad and that any radiation wits going to be harm-

ful. Now it seems to me there is some evidence to believe that there

was a higher radiation in the past than there is today and !hat it’s

entirely pos siblo that there is an cptimum radiation for some species,

or maybe for many species, and that we shouldn’t assume that every

radiation is bad. It seems ta me that Lauren’s temporary answer

supports this position, that it may be that salmon, maybe other fish,

and maybe other species are benefited by an appropriate radiation.

I know this statement is contrary to official position, but I’m contrary

to oiiicial posiLion.

WARREN: I’ve been looking into this, as you know, with some

interest of late and I’m not willing to say that radiatiun is universally

harmful because we have a continuous background of naturally occur-
ring radiation and cosmic radiation. The former could have been

considerably higher in the past, but I don’t think I’m in any position

to go ally furtherin that discussion. But Ipoint to huren’s experi-

ment as being significant in this direct ion.”

f3RUES: There’s recent evidence that the earth’s magnetic field

ilops over every so often, letting in meteoric material and cosmic

radiation (R .ferenc. s 42 and 43). I believe the last time that this is

supposed to have occurred coincides more or less with the time when

man first appeared on earth. That is rather speculative, of course.

\
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DONALDSON: I cringed just a little bit, Dr. Warren, when you

naid small in numbers, because I’ve made the grandiose statement

that this is prolxably the biggest radiation experiment, numerically

speaking, that’e been carried out with vertebrate animals. We nor-

mally use in excess. cf 100,000 exposed and 100, OCO controls, making

200,000 animals in each experiment. Then we have to carry another

population along, so we alway J have res”erve stocks.

WA RRICN: But the salmon gives a small percentage”of return, as

you indicated.

DONALDSON: Yes. Even if we get only a 1 to 3 percent return,

we have somewhere betwe-n 2,000 am! 6,000 salmon coming back to

the University pond, which is just slightly larger than this room.

When you have that great a number of adult salmon-the average weight

last fali was 18. 6 pounds-coming to a small place like this in a tw’o -

week interval, you have a tremendous mass of experimental material.

So your statistical problem~ ● re ●stronomical. This return would

produce at least 5 million offspring each year. To evaluate 5 million

offspring, follow them step by step all through their incubation per-

iod, determine the number of anoma Lies, the rates of growth, indi-

vidual variations between some 1,000 to 1,200 lots, you need more

than ● computer; you need ● group of trained monkey technicians.

FREMONT-SMITH: How large ● staff do they provide for you to

help with this?

DONALDSON: That was the question a

asked me last week.

FREMONT-SMIT}i: I’m asking it now.

DONALDSON: Ask John.

FREMONT- SMITH: Let’s get it on the

group of Russian geneticists

rerord. How large a staff?

They’ve been supporting it for 24 years, but how large a staff do you

have?

WOLFE: It depends upon the season of the year. When those fish

are coming back, he’s got 25 or 30 stuaents and assistants out there

catching them out of the pond and going through all these ablutions

that Lauren has described. During the off- season I don’t know how

many people there are.
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FR EMONT- SMITH: What

enough staff to do the job?

DASA 2019-2

I’m trying to bring out is, does he have

WOLFE: Nobody ever has enough staff.

FREMONT- SMITH: Okay. I just wanted to brin~ it out. He hasn’t

got enough staff.

DONALDSON: This is one ot the tricks one iearns being a school

teacher, Dr. Fremont-Smith. ‘Ihe fish usually come between August

●nd September. The return runs usually begin around the 25th day

of September. This year it was the 26th, but it’s close enough. Then

I have the 25 or 30 students who can help me.

WARREN: He orders the fish to return on that date! [Laughter]

FR EMONT-SMITH: 1 think you ought to go ta the University to

ntart on that.

DONALDSON: Yoclg salmon normally go to the aea during July,

maybe an late ● s August, bwt that’s inconvenient because school lets

out in June. We speed up their growth and get them out into the bay

the first day of May on their way to the sea. Then the students have

time to prepare for their examinations and everything go-s along

nicely.

WARREN: Ii }~as very cute of him 10 turn nature to his time

schedule.

FREMONT-Shf~TH: Forgive my remarks. I just w’anted to get it

on the record that maybe he could have a iiisle more help.

EISENBUD: What is the radiation pattern? I don’t know if you

gave that. If you did give it, 1 missed it. M%at dose do YOU give

them over what period of time?

DONALDSON: We have increased the dose year by year. We

started out at O. 5 r per day, went to i. 3 r per day, then to 2.5, and

this ;ear we’re going up to 5 r per day.

EISENBUD: For how many days does this go on?

DONALDSON: Approximately 90 to i 09 days, during the entire

incubation period. This is one advantage of this sort of experiment.

.,
.-—-..
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You have a built-in food supply and you can put the eggs in a chamber

and expose them to a cobalt-60 source-expose ~hem for 90 to 100

day a. At the end of the exposure period they are ready to start to

feed; then you can take them out to the troughs. During the 90 to

100 days they have gone through their entire embryological cievelop-

ment. They’re fully formed little fish.

WARREN: Lauren ought to alno tell you that he has been studying

all of the abnormalities that can be produced in these fish with irra-

diation and that there’s a certain mortality from this, depending upon

the dose rate. You get all of the abnormalities that k.ave been ascribed

to this in other species and the large lethalrn are included in this list.

But at this dose rate your abnormalities and Your lethal effects are

pretty low, aren’t they?

DONALDSON: There’s no significant difference in the number of

anomalies between the irradiated fish and the controls ●t the levels

wc have used so far.

FREMONT-SMITH: No iticreasc?

DONALDSON: No significant increase.

TAYLOR: What is the LD- 50 doee for a salmon?

DOrJALDSON: An acute dose is between 450 and 500 r.

TAYLOR: You’re giving them about 500 r, aren’t You?

DONALDSON: Chronic exposure.

W“ARREN: Daily.

DONALDSON: We’11 give about

over a 90- .to 100-day period.

AYRES: That’s a time when ce

though.

DONALDSON: That’s right.

WARREN: At their

ably this should be the

-.

400 to 500 r this year, spread

t reproduction is rather rapid,

maximum rate

most sensitive

of growth and change. Presum-

period, shouldn’t it?

\

---- ------- . .. . . .----
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FREMONT-SMITH: The most vulnerable period.

AYRES: On the other hand, recovery can be more rapid.

TAYLOR: Why don’t they ail die, is m-hat I’m asking.

LANGHAM: [t’s the dose rate. There’s a lot of difference in giv-

ing a dose in five minutes and over ● hundred days.

TAYLOR: {s it a factor cf. 2?

DUNHAM: Your monkeys all had lethal doses, as you showed

yesterday.

LANGHAM: Yes, if given in an hour or so. The prompt lethal

dose of the monkey is about 550 r.

FREMONT-SMITii: Please, gentlemen. don’t have a private

conversation because itmakes it impo~sible.

UPTON: I think a similar experiment has been performed on the

mouse. I think 1 recali that Russell andassociates (Reference 44)

could detect detects in mice exposed to dose levels of 25 r in the

embryonic period whereas if they administered something like 13 r

per day, continuously given over a Z4-hmsr period throughout em-

bryogenesie, they observed no effects, due presumably to the lower

dose rate.

DONALDSON: The most dnusual aspect of this research is that

the fish are tested over the entire life cycle. A major portion of

their life span, of course, is spent in the highly competitive environ-

ment of the open sea. After the exposure period during ificubation,

the young fish are fed for about three months, until they have grown

to migrating size and have developed the ●bility to change from fresh

to salt water. Then they are released to go to sea. After two or

three years of active feeding in the sea they muzt be able to retrace

their migratory pattern and “home” to the small pond on the University

campus.

There are surely many response patterns involved in the complex

life cycle of the salmon. The final pinpointing of the “home stream”

is now fairly well documented as a memorized olfactory response.

. . -—
●
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FREMONT-SMITH: Do you want to tell us briefly that fascinating

ntory about the olfaction and how they find their way?

DONALDSON: This is the work of Dr. Gorbman and associates.

Dr. Gorbman is thechap who worked on the iodine uptake in the fish

at Bikini (Reference 38). He has been doing memory pattern responses

by taking the return salmon and immobilizing them, lifting the skull

case off, putting probes in the olfactory lobes and then dropping water

on the olfactory nares. The water may be from the “home stream, “

which gives a positive response, or a foreign stream, with a nega-

tive response. Water samples collected from down river along the

migratory path bring a positive response.

FREMONT- SMITH: Down the river.

DONALDSON: Yes, samples oi water from down the river or up

the river or some other place, or even tap water, and recording

their memory response for this particular environmental stimulus.

FREMONT- SMITI{: The ●lectrical ●ctivity to the ●nvironmental

water.

DONALDSON: Yee.

AYRES: 1s it an encephalogram technique’?

DONALDSON: Yes.

FREMONT-SMITH: What happens?

DONALDSON: The olfactory nares are sensitive to infinitesimally

small amounts of “home” water. Dilutions of the “home” water con-

tinue to give positive responses. If, on the other hand, samples of

water are obtained from 100 yards on up the watershed where the sal-

mon haven’t been, there’s no response.

TAYLOR: What happens if he takes them out of the water and gives

them upstream water and downstream water and some niixed stream

water?

DONALDSON: This can be done.

FREMONT-SMITH: It makes them very angry!

----- . - . ......------- -- . . ...—--- .—.—
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DONALDSON: May we c~me back to the subject at hand for the

moment? Before leaving this environmental area that we’ve been

talking about in the mid- Pacific, I think it’s germane that we include

a word or two about the change in our relationship with Japan since

1954 and how these environmental problems were handled on a differ-

ent basis.

In the 1958 series, we obtained permission from the Division of

Biology and Medicine, Dr. Wolfe and Dr. Dunham, to do a ●ort of

undercover operation. This operation involvsd one of our good friends

in Japan, one of the leaders in the Shunkotsu Maru expedition, which

cauled so much of a problem in 19= This chap agreed to collect

and evaluate samples cf tuna fish that were caught by the Japanese

fleet.. He collected some 2,000 samples, sent us half of the samples,

and kept half. We made our evaluations, they made theirs and we

compared them. However, he couldn’t get his data published in Japan,

but that didn’t necessarily matter; they were available for the scien-

tific record. Since they were not the sort of exciting things that would

make a good news story, they are not a part of the popular record.

In 1962, during the high-altitude tests at Christmaa Island, this

program was again repeated and Dr. Toshiha ru Kawabata* again

collected the samples and sent half of them to us. Under some very

real pressures on the part of the hysteria-minded group in Japan,

an expedition, made up of a group of reliable Japanese scientists,

was sent to evaluate the radiation hazard. The ship was equipped

and sent out and we were asked to meet it in Honolulu in June of 1962.

We had lcng conversations with these scientists as to w,hat we had

found in the Pacific and, most important I think, for this recG~”d at

least, we more or less “held their hand’” during this operation, be-

cause, frankly, they did not expect to return home. They were per-

fectly wiliing to give “their lives to the cause, many of them.

FREMONT-SMIT}I: They expected to be killed by the blast?

DONALDSON: ,They expected to be, at the very minimum, greatly

affected by radioactive fallout. It seems fantastic again or incredible,

“but they had the most elaborate air-conditioning system I’ve ever

seen. Every porthole was plugged. They had long filters installed.

‘“Kawabata, Toshiharu. Department of Food Research, National Insti-

tute of Health, Tokyo.
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The ship was equipped so that it could be operated enti rely without

anyone being on deck, with almost a periscopic peephole. They

wanted assurance from us that they could go into the area and possibly

survive. But what would be the best way to proceed?

In all of our discussions with the Japanese we were very frank and

tried to be as helpful as possible. We reviewed our program, silowed

them the areas we had worked in and the levels of radiation we had

encountered. We assured them we were perfectly healthy and were

returning to the test site on Christm~* Island to continue the program.

I think it was a great relief to them t~ have a chance to talk with us

-and to see that our health wan good.

Well, the ship left Honolulu; they made their stations, they went

home and we arranged a second meeting, in Tokyo, again through

the Division of Biology and ,Medicine. The Commission sent Dr.

Gordun Dunning* over to chair the meetings, where we brought all

the data together, their data and ours. We did a correlation study

eventually and found that we had essentially the same results- fallout

could be detected but at vg low levels.

FREMONT-SMITH: Were they awfully surprised to come back

alive?

DONALDSON: They were tremendously pleased, I guess, to be

alive.

DUNHAM: You said they were very sophisticated, knowledgeable

scientists.

DONALDSON: They were sophisticated, knowledgeable scientists.

They also had fishermen on board who had been exposed to the popu-

lar Japanese beliefs of radiation damage. But the precautions that

they had taken and the facilities they had were completely out of keep-

ing with anything we had available to us or had ever actually seen.

EISENBUD. How close in did they go?

DONALDSON: The exclusion area was 200 miles. So they were

that close at least.

*Dunning, Gordon. Technical Advisor, Di*-ision of Operational Safety,

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

.
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EISENBUD: The Shunkotsu Maru came that close in 1954 and they

didn’t seem to be too concerned about it. You may have ncticed in

the Saturday Evening Post picture that shows me on the deck of the

ship, that I was the only one that didn’t have a mask; the Japanese

accused me of being a little too cavalier about radioactivity. They

thought I really ought to take care of myself.

DUNHAM: You were grandstanding! [Laughter]

EISENBUD: There was nothing I could do about it. I didn’t bring

any along and they didn’t have any for me.

DONALDSON: I’m about at the punch line of my story, I hope. At

the conclusion of the meetings there was to be a press announcement

and the place was swarming with newspaper people. They had tele-

vision cameras, newspaper photographers all around us; the place

just buzzed. The prepared statement, which was handed to the news-

paper people, stated that we were in complete agreement and thrt the

levels of radiatio~ were very low-or non- detectable. You should

have seen the expressions on these men’s faces. “But these are not

great amounts, “ they said. “No. These are the findings of the joint

report. “ When we searched the papers the next day we could find

only about an inch and a half of print devoted to this news, and I don’t

think any of the footage was used on television.

CONARD: I had one final statement I wanted to make. In regard

to the Rongelap body burden situation, it turns out that none of these

isotopes exceeded 5 to 10 percent of the MPC (maximum permissible

concentration) in the peo~lc. The children had slightly higher values

for the strontium-90, to 20 percent of the MPC in some cases. It

was estimated that the total ~ody dose from all of these internally

deposited isotopes only amounted to several hundred milliraentgens
per year, and, as you know, our MPC levels are based on peace-

time limits and are very conservative, with a safety factor”of about

10 which is usually cranked in. So, in the aftermath of a nuclear war

it would seem to rr.e that this Marshallese experience does tend to

indicate that after the first week or so one can li~”e in a contaminated

area without too much radiation haza?d.

.. -—
FREMONT-SMITH: With that degree of contamination.

CONARD Yes. But even extrapolating back to larger amounts,
judging by the smaller dosage they received. it would seem that it

wouId be a minimal hazard.

——. .- —
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ROOT: You mean if you hadn’t moved them off at all it would have

been a minimal hazard?

CONARD: I would say that it probably would. I don’t think thatI
want to stick my neck out that far because I really haven’t calculated

what the total dose would be if they had remained on the Island con-

tinuously, but certainly it’s not anywhere near the range of the acute

immediate haza.-d.

ROOT: That’s LO.good shelter hypothesis- if’ you can get them all

under shelter durin~ the actual fallout, they could emerge the next

day perhaps without danger7

CONARD: I wouldn’t say the next day.

AYRES: That’s a standard Civil Defense notion that if you shelter

for a couple of weeks, during that time the activity drops by a factor

of 100 and then you’re probably ,all right.

CONARD: Most of the radioiodine by that time has decayed.

EISENBUD: Things had quieted down in the summ er of 1954 and the

then, I guess we forgot to mention yesterday, the Russians started

● test series in September and the fallout levels to Japan were ac-

tually heavier in September than they had been during the period when

we were testing the previous spring. But things had quieted down,

anyway, which led many of us to believe that the commotion in Japan

in that time was at least in part motivated by Communist propagandists.

Well, one of the things that happened in the early fall, particularly

I think motivated in part by the Russian test, was that the Japanese

decided that they didn’t get the most out of the visits that some of us

had made the previous spring. They wanted to have a radiobiology

conference and they in. ited the Atomic Energy Commission to send

a group over. About a dozen of us went over in November and sat

with our counterparts in Japan and had two weeks of very worthwhile

discus sion with them.

Interestingly, and apropos of the remarks I made yesterday about

the schism in Japanese medicine, there were no Japanese physicians

in their delegation and we were discreetly asked not to include any in

ours so that they wouldn’t have to pick or choose between Tsuzuki and

his opponents. So the conference included geneticists, physicists.

\
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and biologists of various kinds but we never

cians. This is very interesting.

But, out of that conference we saw some .

DASA 2019-2

did get to see the phy si-

lapanese data, from

their Shunkotsu Maru expedition, which I think-was right in the mid-

dle of the test, wasn’t it, Lauren?

DONALDSON: Yes.

EISENBUD: Do you remember the date of the Shunkotsu .Maru

expedition?

DONALDSON: They left May 24th.

EISENBUD: They sailed into the equatorial current just west of

Bikini ar,d took profile measurements which indicated that about

200,000 curies a day were drifting out of the lagoon into the equatorial

current. This is while the other tests were going on. This informa-

tion was given t~ me in a little packet, It wasn’t discussed very much.

I read it on the way back and I got interet=:ed in it. As a result o!

that and the fact that it was a simple extrapolation to show that this

wouId go into the Kuroshiro Current in the Philippines and then heaa

north to the Japanese coast. it seemed prudent to get out and get

some measurements, This was done through an operation control

which was carried on jointly between the Coast Guard and Dr. Donald-

SOE’S laboratory and ours, and that took place, 1 believe, in March,

about a year after the 1954 event.

DONALDSON: This expedition left on February 25, 1955.

EISE?J13UD: And got some very good data on the distribution of

radioactivity in the Western Pacific as a result of that test.

FREMONT-SMITH: Was it appreciable?

EISENf3UD: Yes. The radioactivity was detected everywhere that

the expedition went. It started essentially from the MarshalI Islands

and proceeded west to Guam and then north in the Kuroshiro Current

to Japan, where they put in and exchanged data v.!th the Japanese.

Then, as ‘ recall, Lauren you correct me-1’m just reconstructing

this-they came back in the Alaska Current and went down the West

Coast of the United States and completed a cruise of some three and

a half or four months during which time they actually followed the

current all the way around.

*
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FREMONT- SMITH: Were the fish getting thiq and accumulating
it?

EISENi3UD: Yes, but very, very small amounts. We said it was

high enough to be interesting uut low enough so that we didn’t really

have to worry about it.

DOBSON: I should like to ask Lauren Donaldson something. It is

a bread question which I hope I can put sharply enough. Extrapolating

from the experiences that you have had over the years with your eco-

logical studies, what kind of situation would you visualize, let us say

in the western part of the United States, in the Washington State re-

gion, if a sizable number of nuclear devices were exploded there? I

am thinking of the aquatic biota, the river systems, the terrestrial

fauna and flora, and so forth. Not an overwhelming number of bombs;

choose the number yourself.

DONALDSON: I find it most difficult to answer your question,

except in the most general terms. The nulnber, size, and compo-

sition of the devices detonatci! would have to be stated in your prom

lem. The conditions under which the energy was released, whether

in air, on the ground, over land or water, or even under the water

in a harbor, for instance, are important in outlining even a general

answer.

If we assume the device is exploded in the air out of contact with
land or water, the near-in fallout would be of little consequence to

aquatic animals. If, on the othe~ hand, it “is detonated underwater,

especially in salt water, the radiation problem would be maximal in

its effect on aquatic animals. In the aquatic environment radioactive

materials are carried by the currents; some settle out on the bottom

or go irlto the deeper non-mixing layers; some are selectively con-

centrated in the food wcb and passzd along the food chain,

many possible pathways.

CONARD: Did you say that over land it would not be of

DONALDSON: It would be of little consequence.

following

consequence?

CONARD: I don’t see why you wouldn’t have a big fallout problem

with the fireball if it was close enough to the surface to draw up and

incinerate tremendous quantities of earth into the cloud.

DONALDSON: I assumed that it was a high burst for illustration.

\
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ROOT: A high burst.

DONALDSON: I assumed a high burst. not in contact.

‘DUNHAM: I would like Dr. Wolfe to commen: on this question

because t think 1 know what Lauren is driving at, and that ic that the

earth is so different on the atoll than in the State of Washington, in

terms of radiosensitivity, with the tremendous ●mount of pine forests,

that maybe there would be a difference.

WOLF13: I would think that in the coniferou~ forests of the North-

west there would be widespread damage in the areas of heavy fallout,

damage to the extent that the forests might be totally killed in areas.

I don’t know whether [’m talking to your question or not. This is one

important thing that we know oi differential sensitivity, that conifers

are more sensitive and it wouid take a lot less radiation to kill the

forests in the Northwest than it would to take them out in the Appala-

chians. In the Appalachians I think maybe fire would be the sole

killer except in the pine regions to the southeast and aIGng the coast. “

In the Northwest both radiation and fire in the coniferous forests can

be rather disastrous. I know that there have been those who speak

lightly of fire as a factor in nuclea: war, but I noticed in the last

fires, the fires in the Northwest, tkat there was available manpower

and they couldn’t do anythil\g about them until they had run their

course. IN a tin~e of nuclear war you won’t have any manpower and

you won’t have any equipment. So I think fire ●nd radiation would

cause con~iderable damage in the .Northwcst over the land.

Fire is a striking example of a subjtct about which participants

are all speaking truthful tli~ngs but are not speaking to the same sub-

ject. The effects of fire will vary widely if we only consider geography

and phenolo~y as the variab Ie=. There are at least a dozen others.

We can discuss fire storms in cities, but what we should be tliscus~ing

is what cities are susceptible to fire starms.

DONALDSON’: The problems are so different in the two environ-

ments. May we again use an example from Rongelap. When we first

visited the northern islets, the area of heaviest fallout, we hurried

to finish our essential tasks there and then waded out into the lagoon

to wait for the boat to transport us back to the ship. On the islands

we would have been in a high radiation iield, but in the adjacent lagoon

wo were perfectly safe, except for possible shark attacks.

---- . -.
*
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ROOT: Are you, Dr. Donaldson, referri~g to irradiated particu-

late fallout matter in the water which goes into the food chain ●nd

Dr. Wolfe referring to direct radiation?

WOLFE: I’m talking about the radiation that gets there, whether

it’s from fallout or any other source.

ROOT: But a high burst wouldn’t be so damaging would itv ‘I%ere

wouldn’t be anything to come down.

WOLFE: I don’t think it would. But this illustrates ● question that

has been put to the Division by the Joint Committee. They want to

know. since we’re conducting radiation studies at Oak Ridge and at

Brookhaven, why we have to do them at the test site, for example.

And the problem, [ think, is answered in part here with the Rongelsp

study, that neither Oak Ridge nor Brookhaven nor Argonne nor any-

body else could have predicted accurately, nor could have discovered,

the thyroid difficulties that Bob Conard has reported on. You’ve got

to go where the action is.

I don’t know how I can put it into language for you, ●nd X don’t know

whether we could put it on paper for the Joint Committee, Chuck.

We’ve got ● different environment; it involves different biota ●nd

different meteorology and different climates and different relationships

●ltogether. That is just the way ecology is. It involves geography.

TAYLOR: Aren’t there two very significant differences, at least,

between the exposures at Bikini and Hiroshima and what you do ● t

Oak Ridge and at Brookhaven? That is. the close-in dose rate phe-

nomena are not producible on a large scale. You can’t irradiate a

group of trees in a very short time.

as

WOLFE: We do have a cesium source in a forest at 13rookhaven.

TAYLOR: Yes, but some of the irradiations are in milliseconds,

I understand it. The dose rate phenomena . . .

UPTON: one can tend to simulate this with ● fast burst reactor.

TAYLOR: Are these ecological studies?

UPTON: Y’en. From a tower.
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TAYLOR: Then let me mention what may not be z difficulty. Some

of the significant effects, at least in the Mar shall Islands, were due

to fallout, literally to fallout. to material falling on the community

that is being irradiated, and that has at Ieast two effects that are

different from what you get with a gamma source. One is that chem-

istry is involved, biochemistry, and the other is that there ● re things

like be- burns which are not produced with a cesium source.

Now, in connection with this lastthing, I have heard many people

say that deciduous forests are relatively radiation resistant. Is it

really clear thatthey are also resistant to beta and alpha activity

distributed on the surface of the soil trickling down through the trees.

particularly in the wintertime? The state of ecological complexity

right near the surface is considerable and it would appear to me that

you don’t produce a lot Gf effects by irradiating to very high dose

levels the first few millimeters of soil.

WOLFE: You.just kill ●verything at very high levels.

TAYLOR: Yes. The question is, will that kill the trees?

WOLFE: Deciduous trees?

TAYLOR: Ye;.

WOLFE: No.

TAYLOR: You say all of the tral..sfer between bacteria and fungi

and nematodes and ill these things that go on in the upper foot are

not affected by the fires?

WOLFE: I would doubt it,

[At this, point in the session a film “Return to Bikini” was shown. The

following discussion pertains to the film. ]

DUNIIAM: Lauren, this isn’t the way I heard the story. There was

a movie I saw a few ‘years ago that was announced to the ~ablic by Ian

Fleming with a 4-page spread in the Landon Sunday Tirrtc s which

showed little fish that had become disoriented, losing their way, try-

ing to clunb trees, which showed sea turtles who tried to find where

to lay their eggs. They laid great quantities of eggs which were ster-

ile and then couldn’t find their way back to the sea. It showed piles

\
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and piles of tern eggs, which were also sterile, and very few terns.

Now, which is the true story, sir?

DONALDSON: Dr. Dunham, d lring the period from 1946 to 1964

we were at Bikini and Eniwetok for several months most years. We

made a total of 23 separate expeditions. No matter how hard we

looked we could not find a mudskipper “trying to climb trees. “ In

fact, there arc no records of mudskipperrn at ●ither atoll nor are

there any mangrove swamps, the preferred habitat for mudskippers.

DUNHAM: This was supposed to be an authentic movie of the after-

math of the atomic bomb in Bikini. Maybe you selected different parts

of the atoll.

DONALDSON: I think one would have to do more than select a dif-

ferent part of the atoll, in this particular case. I think even John

Wolfe with his great accomplishments in environmental control couldn’t

build a mangrove swamp out in Bikini without an outflow of fresh water.

This sort of completely falsified popular release is nothing but disgusting.

TAYLOR: Who made that particular movie, do you remember?

DUNHAM: It was an Italian movie, It had a lot of other stuff in

it. There were beautiful pictures, though. I must admit there were

beautiful pictures of wildlife. As Lauren says, undoubtedly the ones

of these mudskippers, as they call them, were taken in the mangrove

swamps somewhere and there were lovely pictures of giant sea turtles

laying eggs. Again they’re apparently authentic pictures.

FREMONT- SMITH: Maybe it was the photographer that was dis-

oriented; thought he was in Bikini but wasn’t.

DUNHAM: That could be quite possible.

BUSTAD: Are there any nativea now on Eniwetok and Bikini

there any residents there?

DONALDSON: There are no residents on Bikini. The place

are

is

delightfully deserted; one can be completely isolated from the out-

side world here. The native Bikini people were evacuated to Rongerik

Atoll in the spring of 1946. Rongerik was downwind from the tests,

you recall, on the chart that Bob had on the board. When we vi sited

this atoll in the summer of i 947. we found that the natives were hard

.. ——”— .— —-- -.——..—. --
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put to obtain enough food, inasmuch as a fire had burned over much

of the atoll and because Rongerik is much smaller than their home

●toll of 13ikini. We reported this situation as forcefully as possible.

The Navy had the responsibility for the Marshall Islands at that time.

They moved these people to Kwajalcin and then to Kili, a small island

south of Kwajalein, and there hey remained.

The people irom Eniwetok, on the other hand, were evacuated to

Ujelang, another island, They are not happy at Ujelang, again be-

cause it’s not their ancestral home. It’s smaller than Eniwetok and

they would like very much to go hom~. However, they would find

their former hcme greatly changed. To restore one of these atolla
to its pre-test nite condition would require Herculean effort. Itisn’t

that life cannot go on there but that the very basis of their economy,

the coconut, has been largely destroyed. It would take maybe 10 or

12 years to replant these areas with coconuts and make them pro-

ductive.

We who have worked there have many friends among these people.

We hope that it will be possible to get them back home again. I think

this is a blight on our national record not to have done so.

CONARD: We certainly are trying to, aren’t we?

DONALDSON: I have no knowledge of it.

TAYLOR: One gets the impression that the ebb and flow of the sea

plays at least a major role in restoring the islands, restoring the

atolls to their original states. Do you want to say anything about the

relevance to this, to a similar situation on land, for example, in

Nevada?

DONALDSON: The ebb and flow of the sea must play a very im-

portant role. The atolls are built from material extracted from the

sea, and as they erode and weather the material is returned to the

sea. During the years we have worked in the Marshalls we have seen

some reefs form and others wash away.

--- ---
-.
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SESSION V
THE SPANISH INCIDENT

INTRODUCTION

LANGHAM: As a proper beginning ! would like to invite

speak up with “incredible !” at any time he feels the urge.

FREMONT-SMITH: Or even with “credible!”

BUSTAD: Are you restricting it to Merril?

Merril to

LANGHAM: Ma-ybe I’m intimidating Merril. I’m sure I haven’t

the rest of you.

In listening to the discussion yesterday with regard to the aocio-

psychological reactions among the Japanese, I was thinking about

how the reporting of this incident is so different from the things that

Merril was saying. That was why 1 was saying “incredible, “ because

my experience has been quite different from Merril’s. Perhaps the

problem we faced was not nearly as great, but I am sure that one

cannot help but wonder why the reactions to these two situations were

so different. I have eliminated a few pictures that deal with the de-

tailci of the health physics and how we handled the contamination and

related matters in order to concentrate on those things which I think

have some bearing on the subject of this meeting. I feel .he differ-

ences ‘in Merril’s experiences and mine in Spain may, in part, lie

in the psychological conditioning of the people.

A pertinent question may be why the psychological reaction was so

much different, because many of the problems were quite the same.

There was delay by both nations involved in admitting there had been

an accident that involved radioactive material, just exactly as there

was in the other case. There was a serious economic problem insofar

as the people in this limited area were concerned.

FREMONT- SMITH: You mean the nations didn’t admit that there,

had been an accident? How long? —.

\“ -:.
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LANGHAM: Quite some time.
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.

FR EMONT- SMITH:

that ?

LANGHAM: Yes. I

rather strongly.

FREMONT-SMITH:

HOW long was it?’ Are you going to come to

think it will be brought out in the discussion

Physically.

LANGHAM: I had none of the problems Mrrrii had, and I don’t

think it’s that I’m that much b~tter than he is ! [Laughter] Of course,

I think the problem was not nearly as great either. I don’t intend to

make any long speech, but I want to set the stage and see you wrestle

with why the problems I faced wer.> different from the ones that Mer~il

had.

DESCRIPTION” OF THE ACCiDENT

LANGHAM: As all of you know, there was an incident involving

the loss of four nuclear weapons, each rated in the megaton class,

and it has attracted its nhare of publicity. Here are three examples.

The Saturday Review gave it a great play (Reference 45). There were—-
two books written on it in this country (References 46 and47), and an

Englishman came out with a paperback (Reference 48) within two

mcnthe after the incident was over. The two Americaa books are

rather good, and they’ re not bad accounts of the incidmt if you’ll give,

of course, the author’s privilege of introducing a little trauma here

and there.

F!ora Lewis’ book, One of our H-130mbs IS Missing (Reference

46). concentrated more on the sea search for the one that was lost
for weeks. Tad Szulc’s book, The Bombs of Palomares (Reference

47), concentrated more on the land operation and went a little more

deeply into the philosophy and where and why than did Flora Lewis.

They both are relatively good books. There are mistakes, of course,

like calling a scintillation counter an oscillation counter. The English

book (Reference 48) is absolutely abominable. It gives everything

wrong, and it’s the type of unfortunate thing that so frequently occurs.

The Reader’s Digest carried a very nice article (Reference 49) on the—
incident, also.

The incident

80 miles up the

occurred about 40 kilometer from Granada, about

Mediterranean coast from Gibraltar, about 70 miles

., ..-_
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west of Cartagena, in a very remote area rigLt on the Mediterranean

shore.

The incident involved the refueling operation of one of the Strategic

Air Command B- 52s as part of Operation Chrome Dome. I imagine

most of you know about Operation Chrome Dome.

FRE;MONT- SMITH: No.

LANGHAM: It’s given in great detail in Miss Lewis’ book, as

well as in Mr. Szulc’s. Since about 1962 a certain percentage of the

SAC B- 52s have been airborne at all times carrying weapons, this

being part of the deterring philosophy. This means that if SAC were

entirely wiped out, still a certain percentage of the SAC fcrcc would

be able to zero in on its prescribed targets. These flights were being

made constantly, and there were elaborate pains, of course, taken

to see that Dr. Strangelove’s philosophy could not predominate, that

some person could not take the war into his own hands by proceeding

to target on his own volition.

The final act of fusing the bomb requires the word of the President

of the United States, so there was no chance of a mishap of that kind,

Flying nuclear weapons of the megaton class over people’s hea~s

is serious business, of course, and so these bombs have built into

thcm safeguards which make the probability of one of them giving a

critical yield in an accidental situation like a plane crash about 10-7.

In other words, there is not one chance in 10 million that a criticality

could actually occur, and this is because of combinations of interlocks,

and so forth, which would have to be thrown in the right sequence be-

fore you would have an armed weapon.

The United States has no agreement which aliows it to land a nuclear-

carrying aircraft in any country. These aircraft must take off from

the United States, fly their route and return to the United States with-

out landing. This means refueling operations in the air at various

points along the route. We had a refueling operation agreement with

the Spanish Government. The 16th Air Force was in charge of the

refueling planes which would take off from Spanish territory, meet

the bomber supposedly out over the Mediterranean and refuel it; the

bomber would then continue on its way. These, of course, were always

called practice flights. They could, of course, be changed from a

practice flight into the real thing by the right combination of messages,

including one from the President. This is Operation Chrome Dome.

-. -— ---- . .
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As a result of the accident that occurred, Spain immediately with-

drew, or requested that no more weapons be flown over Spain. Some

fet! ?hat this operation has about outlived its usefulness, that the

intercontinental ballistic missile has replaced it. And so, Operation

Chrome Dome is being phased out.

TAYLOR: Excuse me. Are you ‘equating Operation Chrome Dome

with air alert? Do you mean it’s decided to stop all air alerts?

LANGHAM: No. I am referring to the type of operation in which

an armed bomber with a target in mind is flying a practice flight in

the direction of that target and then is turned around. This operation

has been going on since 1962. This particular refueling operation

has been done 140,000 times with nuclear weapons aboard without a

single accident.

According to an Englishman who had an 8- millimeter movie cam-

●ra, he saw the vapor trail overhead and when he looked up he saw

a big puff of smoke and fire.

Immediately in the path of the falling debris was the little village

of Palomarcs, approximate ly 400 inhabitants. Palomares had been

there since the time of the Remans. In Roman times they mined the

nearby hills for lead, zinc and” various other minerals. At the turn

of the century the mines began to run out. Many of the people left

Palomares, but a few of the hardy citizens stayed behind growing

tomatoes, raising pigs, sheep, goats, alfalfa and other things, agri-

cultural products of that variety.

When the planes exploded, the four weapons came tumbling out in

all directions and pieces of airplane fell absolutely all over the village.

Disappearance of the planes from the radar screens at the refueling

station let them know that an accident had occurred. There were Z

bombers. on this run and two fueling planes. The other bomber re-
ported that the accident had occutred. So, the a.cident was known

within a few minutes after it occurred.

Immediately, contact with the area was established by the 16th

Air Force. The principal way to get there was to drive over a very
mrrow bad road or to fly in by helicopter.

The first thing, of course, that one should do in a situation of this

kind is to look for any indication of a criticality yield and, indeed,

\’
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this wan done. So, the first group that flew in by helicopter looked

to see if there had been any indication of a criticality yield and then

started eearching for the injured and the dead. There were seven

American Air Force people killed and three injured. The next effort

was to find the weapons, primarily because they included a lot of

secrets, so- called, of our weapon technology, and so they were to

be found at all costs.

THE SEARCH FOR THE LOST H-BOMBS

LANGHAM: Within two or three days a base camp was organized

on the shores of the Mediterranean which grew to house 850 people

before the operation was over. Almost immediately ● search was

started on land with these people lining up finger tip tG finger tip and

walking across the countryside looking for something that looked like

a nuclear weapon even though, of course, nobody in the crowd hdd

ever seen a nuclear weapon. They searched 49 square miles three

times by this technique and part of that 49 square miles they searched

seven times trying to find one lost weapon. The Bureau of Mines flew

out a team which even inspected all of the old mine shafts and all of

the old wells.

\ 1, It was obvious that some of the weapons, one or two of them, could
have dropped in the sea. So, the !Uavy was brought in on the opera-

1
tion and withi~ two or three weeks the Navy Task Force had grown to

1
14 ships. They brought in the Alvin and the Aluminaut and the experi-

1 mental devices that are used for deep sea recovery; and this turned

out probably to be the greatest Navy exercise in deep sea salvaging

and recovery that has ever occurred.

/
f The sandy beach was a part of the economic and psychological

/
aspects of the incident. The mines having run cut, this was a de-

pressed region. It has eight miles of the most beautiful Mediterranean

beach you will ever ace. All one would have to do is clean up some of

—. the slag dumps and things left by the miners and one wo~ld have a re-

sort possibility that could actually rival the Frer.ch Riviera. The

Spanish Government had actually underway a developmental program

to develop this into one of the tourist resorts which are doing so much

now for the economy in Spain. One can imagine the great concern of

the Spanish Government; here wds this development, and if there was

a hydrogen bomb lurking around somewhere just waiting to go off, the

tourists might not come. And so, this incident could jeopardize their

entire program to relieve this depressed area by making it a tourist

area.
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After some time, within several hours,

found. One was found in the dry river bed

DAM 2019-2

three of the weapons were

just to the east of the village,

right where the dry river bed joins the Mediterranean. Palomares

sits on the mesa about a mile from the beach. Between Palomares

and the beach are the ruins of the smelters which have fallen into

great decay. These ruins actually were used as political prclpaganda.

Pictures of these wrecked and ruined smelters were run in the Iron

Curtain country newspapers as part of the aftermath of the American

accident. And not only was that of some international political flavor

but the Nuclear Disarmament Conference was meeting in Geneva at

the time of the accident; and when it became known, even though it

was not announced officially by either the Spanish or the U*lited States

Gove rnments, the Disarmament Conference was terminated.

EISENBUD: The Western blocs walked out?

LANGHAM: The Eastern blocs.

EISENBUD: How long after the accident was that?

LANGHAM: They walked out immediately upon hearing of the ac-

cident even though it was not reported that nuclear weapona were in-

volved. The Russians walked out of the Disarmament Conference and

so it was disrupted. So thin had international political trauma as

well, as much as did the Japanese incident.

1“forgot to say that the first weapon, the one that fell in the dry

river bed, sustained only a det.ted nose and lost one fin. Itwas picked

up by thv helicopter, put on a truck bed and rolled away.

The ;econd wrapon completely overshot the village acd landed in

the hills to the west of the community. The chute didn’t t!eploy; it

impacted at full velocity in the side of the mountain. When the high

explosive charge in the warhead went off the plutonium therein, of

course, was converted to the oxide. The fine dust of oxide was thrown

up with the dirt and bits and pieces of bomb casing into the air; the

wind was blowing down the valley toward the village at about 30 knots.

So the plutonium clo’id drilled down towards the little village of

Palomar es.

The third weapon to be found impacted right at the edge of the vil-

lage, 100 yards from city hall. One motur pod and wing of the B-52

fell within 80 yards of a school yard where there were 700r 80 children

., —.
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playing. There were bits and pieces of airplane all over the ‘~illage.

It was just absolutely unbelievable that that much material could fall

down in a populated ~rea and not hit sombudy. But nobody was hit.

In this case the weapon impacted in a rock wall of a man’s tomato

patch, the high explosive charge detonated and the plutonium was

thrown into a cloud which drifted away from the village but down

across their p.. incipal agricultural area.

Their prime cash crop was tomatoes, and they get two crops a

year. The last one they harvest about the middle of January. They

were just waiting to get in to harvest their last crop of tomatoes.

Incidentally, it happened to be a holiday for a patron saint oi the vil-

lage. So, religion enters into the situation. For those of you who

like to think of the theological aspects, the statement was made, “The

hand of God was out in Palomares. “

FREMONT- ShlITH: The hand of God protecting the village or pun-

ishing it?

LANGHAM: Protecting it, because this is the only village that’s

had over 4 mega~ons of weapons dropped on it with nobody being hurt.

So it does look as if the hand of God was out; this was what the Span-

ish thought, the people that lived in this area.

In this case, the contamination went down across their principal

cash crop, their vine- ripened tomatoes, and -o economics are in-

volved here. They have a fishing industry also, and there was a ques-

tion about the fish as well as the tomatoes; exactly the same thing

that Merril wae talking about.

The inhabitants of the area are very friendly, nice people. They

like to have their pictures taken. Burros and carts were their prin-

cipal mode of transportation. Many CC the toma:o fields were ferti-

lized with soil that had been brought in in baskets, and the soil has

been brsught in over the year~ to make the tomato fieids.

RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION & DECONTAMINATION

LANGHAM: Plutonium counts of the order of probably two or three

thotisand per minute per alpha probe area could be measured in the

front yard of a few homes and there was a count of 500 or so some-

times on the Ljving room floor inside the house.

_- \“
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The Spanish AEC colleagues were extremely knowledgeable and

extremely cooperative. Their attitude was, “We’ll worry about the

people; you worry about the tomatoes and the contaminated fields.

We’ll take care of the people. “ They did a beautiful job. Here was

cooperation, as you see, that was unbelievable and knowledgeable.

There were only three or four of these people. but the two principals

had spent a year or two in this country at Rcchester and ●t 13rookhaven.

So they knew somethi.tg about what they were dealing with, and some

people took it quitt ltqhtly.

Their tomato plant- are trained gently by hand to grow up in a
tripod of stocks. ‘rhey ’1~ grow seven feet high ●nd they were just

loaded with vine- ripened tomatoes. in January on the European

market they bring ● nice price. This income wat what warn going to

keep them going until their next crop.

The tomato vines gave readings of 1~,ooo to 20,009 counts pcr

minute. The first ●ffort was to get the vines raked up in ● pile so

that the plutonium wouldn’t blow around ●nd create a further inhala-

tion ha~ard. Enough plutonium taken into the lung or the liver or
bone would produce cancer. We’ve done this hundreds of times in

•~{ma!s. Plutonium, if taken in systemically is, indeed, bad.

Ther,*’s no doubt about that. And some people have referred to it

● s the most toxic substance known to ~nan. K think this is erroneous,

but you can get that belief by iooking into the industrial toxicology

tables at the maximum tolerable levels of various materials; and

‘ when you get to plutonium you’ll find that plutonium-Z39 has one-half

of a microgram as the. N{PL. ‘rha!’s one-half of a millionth of a

gram as the maximum permissible body burden. If you’re worrying

a“bout the plutonium- 238, it’s 250 times lower.
.

DUSTAD: I think that you should Feint out that ingestion as such. . .

LA?KHAM: I woula, yes. But the whole idea, as I said, is it’s

systemic deposition. rhe reason I feel plutonium shouldn’t be given

this terrible reputation is that it is extremely difficult to’ get into the

body and one can eat it and absorb cnly about 3/1,000 of 1 percent of

what passes through the gastrointestinal tract. In the lui)~ the ab-

sorp~ion is a little bit higher perhaps.

EISENBUD: I’ve heard the statement made many times. I don’t

understand the basis for it since the rnaxlmum permissible body

burden for radium is 1/10 of a microgram.

●
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LANGHAM: If we put it on the microcurie basis, then it’c 4/l CO

of a microcurie as compared with 1 /10 for radium.

Tomatoes, vines, cane stocks and all were taken to the edges of

the field and hauled away to decide on disposal later. Crop destruc-

tion brings up the picture comparable to the Japanese.

UPTON: These weren’t killed by radiation?

LA NGHA.M: These were killed by the Americans.

FREMONT- SMITH: At this time was there any knt)wledge yet

locally or internationally that . . .

LANGHAM: Yes, but neither country had admitted it.

FREMONT-SMITH: It was just known but not admitted?

LANGHAM: Yes. It leaked out very fast but neither country

would admit it. They admitted there was ● n accident, ● n airplane

●ccident, but they wouldn’t ●dmit that ●ny nuclear materials or nu-

clear weapons were involved.

FREMONT-SMXTH: Even t}.ough all of thean wan being swept up?

LANGHAM” That’s right.

DOf3SON: Wright, what were the local people told? [n what de-

tail and by whom were they infosmed of the nature of the operation?

LANGlfAM: They”were informed by the Civil Card, whc seem to

crawl out of the woodwork in Spain any time something happens. They

were told by the representatives of the Spanish AEC and by our own

people to stay out of the fields until told to go in. And so they werr
excluded from going into their fields where their tomatoes were about

ready to be picked. Obviously, this caused tl~e usual bit of concern

and talk and soon it began to get around that there wan a radioactive

substance in the field. So, one began to hear the villagers talking

●bout radioactivity. Their knowledge of radiation effects stemmed

from knowing that in Hiroshima and Nagasaki thousands O( people

died from ● n atomic bomb, and one was occasionally asked the cjues-

tion, as a matter of fact, are we going to die? When told no, this

satisfied them so they wcrt away. h’aturally this was a big thing in

. ___ ---- . ... . .. -—- ----- . .
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their life. It was ● place where nothing had happened since the Re-

mans and all of a sudden everything seerr.ed to happen. Visitors

came in from nearby villages. Even though there were only 300 peo-

ple, approximately, living there, the Spanish ended up nionitoring

t ,800 people because it became quite a tourist attraction.

FREMONT-SM[TH: With no restrictions on local travel?

LANGHAM: Not ●xcept right in cektain areas where we posted the

Civil Guard and told the Civil Guard not to enter.

A gentleman who owned the tomato patch on the edge of the village

was standing in the door of his home. The blast from the ●xplosion

blew him down onto his living room floor, tore one door off t}.e hinge

and knocked out one of his windows. That was the closest we came

to having ~ Spanish casualty. Seven Americana had already died and

eight more were killed flving in supplies and equipment. So. 15 Amer-

icans Iost, their lives. Not a single Spanish life was lent.

EISENBUD: How soon after the event was it known to the local

residents that their crops would be bought?

LANGHAM: Probably 24 to 48 hours. X mean, the first thing they

knew of it was when they were restricted from going into ti~eir fields.

EISEN13UD: They were sure they would get a g60d price for their

crops.

LANGHAhl: A Frenchman claimed he got a radiation burl on his

km=: i: cm looking into the hole. He got down on one knee, looked

into the crater and then his knee got sore after that and he said he bad

a radiation burn on his knee. Of course, this is alpha activity and it

got on his pants but he could not have received a radiation burn. LatPr
the highly contaminated area wan delineated with red flags to warn

people. They hardly knew what radioactivity was, you see. To us a

red flag means danger, “Don’t enter, “ but to them it means much

more danger than it means to us, I guess.

FREMONT-SMITH: “Very dangerous. Don’t enter at all. “

LANGHAM: Yes, or, “Run the other way. “ I don’t know, except

that the red flag created ●nough commotion and our psychology

friends can explain this, I think.

._
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DUNHAM:

cance may be

I think Merril’s point about it having political signifi-

important.

ELSENBUD: The red flag is what the Loyalists carried during the

Spanish Revolution.

“ IA NGHAM: Yes. Maybe that did it. All I know is that we had to

get the red flags down fast for some reason or another. Scraping up

the plutonium contamination where we felt it was dangerous was be-

gun even though no agreements had been made with the Spanish Gov-

ernment as to the extent of cleanup. In other words, remedial action

was started even before there was any agreement.

FREMONT-SMITH: Yes. Starting to occupy a bit of Spain, so to

speak, by the soil.

LANGHAM: Yes. By the time we were through with the land

operation, Palomares took on a different appearance. The houses

had been hosed down in many places; some of them had been re-

whitewashed. The fields had been plowed clean, with the exception

of irrigation ditches, which we finally got the Spanish to agree to let

us leave; the soil is so bad that it takes 10 years to stabilize an

irrigation ditch, and if we had stripped the vegetation at the irriga-

tion ditch we would have had a problem there. So, the Spanish agreed

to M the irrigation ditches stay. Some of the fields were not stripped.

In other words, we had agreement with the Spanish, finally, as to

what we would strip and what we would plow and what we would com-

pensate for, and so forth.

Great piles of contaminated soil and trash were collected iit im-

pact point number 2. The question was what do you do with it? We

talked to the Spanish and asked them if we could bury it and started

digging a trench. The Spanish became concerned and asked that

their geologists and hydrologists look the situation over to see if

there was any possibility that this could ev.~ntually get into t!. c water

shed. This action delayed things a week or so.

The size of the burial pit would resemble something approaching

the length of a football field, half the widtn and 40 feet deep, depend-

ing on what kind of agreement we could get with the Spanish as to how
much we had to remove. But we started digging anyway. Before

digging anywhere, we used tanK trucks and sprinkled, theoretically

to hold down the immlation hazard of the people working tt. ere.

. .—-..
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UPTON: Did the people wear respirators ,~oing this job?

LA NGHAM: Some of them did, some didn’t. Most of the respira-
tors were surgical mas~. s, aria if it did something for your psycho-

logy to wear one, you were privileged to wear one.. It wouldn’t do

you any good in the way of protection but if one felt better, we let
them wear it. We ran into such psychological problems. The man-

ual says yau will dress up in coveralls, booties. cover your hair,

wear a respirator, wear gloves. That’s what the manual says. SO,

some people tried to da this where it was passible to find something

that resembled this type of equipment, and before long this caused

consternation in the village. “f-iow come you dress up like that and

yau let u . walk around in the village with our street clothes on? “

So, even little things like that, that I had never even thought of be-

fore, became problems psychologically. Why shouldn’t we be pro-

tecting them if we were doing all of this protection in the area?

Most of the time the clean up operation would hardly meet the stan-

dards of the health physics manuals, but 1 think there was not any-

thing wrong with this operation.

EISENBUD: How soon after did you arrive?

LA IJGHAM: 1 guess I got there at about noon on the third day,

something like that.

FREMONT-SMITH: Where were you when you started?

LA N’GHAM: I was in Washington.

FREMONT- SML’1’H: A goad place !
.

WARREN: Did you go home firstv

LANG FiAM: No, I didn’t go home. They told me to proceed to

Madrid, and I didn’t even have a passport. I was in Spain all af this

time without a passport, only a pair of pajamas and a shaving kit.

They did give me a little gear. I stayed only five days and came

home. I was home four days and they sent me back for five weeks.

When I arrived it was obvious there was na real health problem.

This was nat a h’eaith prablem. The psychology, economics. inter-

national agreement, ihese are things with which I claim no competence

whatsoever. So, at the ●nd of five days I came home only to be sent

back, assigned to the Amtrican Embassy, when negotiations were

started.
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PSYChO SOCIAL , ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
ASPECTS

LANGI{AM: The Spanish wanted the burial pit finally lined with
asphalt, so this was agreed to. Then they decided that they wanted

a concrete slab put over it and a fence put around it, and the United

States to take a lease. on it. I kiddingly asked them if they wanted

the lease to run for 5 half- lives- 120,000 years. When the State De-

partment heard we were contemplating building a monument to this

unfortumte incident, we were told to take the material out of Spain.

So a barrel factory was leased in Naples, put on 24-hour duty and

in 2 weeks produced 5,000 steel drums which met the specifications.

When the barreling operation was complete we had Packeti up 4,879

barrels of this material, hauied it down to the beach and put it on

board a freighter out in tt.e Mediterranean.

The next question to come up was, what do you do with it, now?

The obvious thing to do was to haul it off a few miles into the Medi-

terranea~ and throw it overboard. You would be surprised how many

people objected to this ! [Laughter] Gen. De Gaulle’s government

was one, as did many others, whether or not they owned even re-

motely a shore on the Mediterranean. In fact, people objected who

had no coastline whatsoever on the Mediterranean.

The decision was made to bring it home. You may think our prob-

lem ended there, but the Agricultural Department heard about it and

said “That’s Mediterranean fruit fly country and you can’t bring it

in!” [Laughter] I tell that partly as a joke. It so happens that the

Agricultural Department lid object and they did say that we would

first have to sterilize it; and they suggested ways and means of doing

this. After a while theydid agree that if it was brought in and buried

in the steel drums, there would be no possibility of fruit fly larvae,

and so forth, getting to the surface.

FREMONT-SMITH: How about the Governor of the receiving state?

MNGHAM: He probably didn’t like it too much, but it was depos-

ited at Savannah River in the AEC’S burial ground, and I guess the

Governor feIt he couIdn’t protest too strongly. F3ut there were pro-

tests from that area about bringing this back into the United States.

Some statement was made about how the State Department’s mode

of operation once in a while causes trouble. The Ambassador, Angier

Biddle Duke, is very well liked by the Spanish people and is a very

competent person, but it was just traumatic to see him try to do

.
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something, primarily because it seemed that even the Ambassador

doesn’t dare do anything, even give out a news release, without a

check to Washington. I think tbis thing could be more simply done.

I think Angier Biddle Duke could Lave been more effective if he had

just been able to initiate a bit of action himself.

This is the story except for a lot of details and the psychology of

the news releases, the many, many things that I would much rather

hear discussed here than to have to continue talking a~out myself.

In other words, I think the interesting thing here was something that

had all of the qualities that were in the situation .Merril was talking

about. There was never a panic or anything resembling it. There

were little flareups. There was a little demonstration for an hour

or so at the University of Madrid which was nicely ttmed. They were
allowed to demonstrate and then they were told to quit, and when they

were toId to quit, they did so. There were a few days when fish were

not bought. The re was a little rough time when any tomatoes from

the south of Spain, whether they came from Palomares or not, were

not being picked up by the distributor, thf. middle man.

In the hiRh level meeting, in which the Vita- President of Spain

participated, it was pointed out that their distributors were not buy-

ing the tomatoes from the south. You see, the distributor goes down

and buys them and brings them to the city. He was afraid to buy them

for fear that when he got to the city he wouldn’t be able to sell them.

So, they were more or less not buying tomatoes from that whole area.

When the hint was dropped to the Vice- President, and since the gov-

ernment licenses these people, the ~overnment said, “Those toma-

toes at e all right, “ and indeed they were. In three days there was

re-establishment 01 distribution channels.

The release of this information tells something, too, and that Miss

Root is not going to like, I imagine. We had a bilateral piece Oi

paper that we actually handed to iMunoz Grandes. This was something

that the State Department had agreed upon, and which was going to be

bilaterally released, in which the two governments simultaneously

adr.)itted that the accid~nt had involved nuclear weapons. The Vice-

Pt esident looked at the piece of paper, which was a very benign little

thing, and as you might expect, that was the i.~~t of it. Three days

later, unilaterally. on the second page of their leading newspaper,

a beautiful article came out written to Otera, head of the Spanish

AEC, in which he told the details, what the situation was. It was a

most magnificent bit of factual reporting. When I came into the Em-

bassy the people were rur.ning up and down the halls and one gentleman
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said, “We’re having a meeting.

thing is out in the newspapers. “

EISENBUD: On what day was this?

Otera has blown his top. The whole

The cat was now out of the bag.

LANGHAM: This must have been the 1st of March, somewhere

along in there. It had occurred the 16th of January, something like

six weeks later.

Part of my job with the Embassy was to read all the newspapers.

I could not read Spanish, but I would get translations of every little

article on which I was to advise as to technical accuracy or as to

whether it reflected in any way on the American image. When asked

for my opinion of the Otera article I replied that it was excellent and

that I wished I had written it myself. No one appreciated my humor.

The article was a good one and I do wish 1 had written it myseif. But

it just seems that when the American image is involved, people have

no sense of humor whatsoever.

FREMONI - SMITH: Did they send you home the next day?

LANGHAM: No, but I wasn’t invited to go on Duke’s swimming

party! [hughter] In fact, 1 wasn’t even invited to advise him on

that. I might have advised him not to do it because it drew adverse

criticism. I’ve heard it criticized especially by the English.

FRkMONT-SMITH: What was the criticism?

LANGHAM: The Ambassador and the Nlinister of Industry went

down to Palomares and had a press conference on the beach, then

went in swimming even though the temperature was 54 degrees, to

show there was no hazard. This was considered by some to be a

stunt to show people that this wasn’t going to hurt the iourism. .The

Spanish Government’s greatest concern seemed to be to find the lost

weapon, because of the possible impact that this could presumably

have on ,the development of this area as a tourist resort. It’s going

along fine, now. If anything, I think now it has received a little

added push. The people seem to be back to normal. We’re. follow-

ing them to see if they have any plutonium ir. them. So far it appears

that they do not, atid I think this is an incident which in terms oi im-

portance will not even be a grain O( sand on the beaches in time.

FREMONT-SMITH: How long was it before the fourth weapon was

dredged up from the ocean?

..-.. .-— ---- .
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LANCHAM: It was about nine weeks or so. Th-y had a ter:ible

tin}e finding it. Admiral Guest drew some criticism because of the

Spaniard who said he knew right where it went down and, indeed, they

found it right where he told them it would be. But Admiral Guest

came in and started a systematic sea search in which he started

from the beach with skin divers and then he went +.o hard hat divers

as he was going out. ife was making a systematic search of the en-

tire botto. :. They found old cannon balls, pieces of airplanes, etc.

They literally searched the bottom of the sea systematically and then
finally it got so deep that they h~cl to get experimental equipment

like the Alvin and the Aluminaut. With this kind of equipment, they.—
could finally search the area where they were told the bonth went

down, and that’s wher~ they fnu.nd it. They got hold o; It, lost it,

and it slid down a little further; they got hold of it again and finally

got the thing up. Of course, the criticism of the Admiral for not

searching where the Spanish fisherman advised is unjust. The Ad-

miral had no capability to search at the depth where the fisherman

advised, and while waiting ior deeper sea ●quipment,the Admiral and

his staff felt it would be ●(~visable to make a systematic search of

the shallower water in the event the fisherman was wrong, so that

the shallow areas would have been already searched.

Part of the good humor going on between the Navy and the Air

Force was that the rule book s~ys the person who has custody of the

weapon is responsible for the clean up and the recovery in the event

of an accident. So the question was did the Xavy on the first try have

hold of it long enough to establish custody? [f so, they would have to

pay the bill thereafter ! [Laughter]

FREMONT-SMITH: Did they’

LA NGHAhf: t{O. YOU never put one over on the Xavy, not even

here ! (Laughter] So I think the land operation probably cost of the

order of $1,800,000 and the Navy charged the Air Force $5,200,000

for the sea search. There were x number of dollars in damaged

weapons and three aircraft. At-cording to the authors of the popular

books on the sul)ject, the taxpayer probably inherited a bill, counting

the cost of tile aircraft, approaching $30 mi!lion. Counting the plane

that crazhccl in che mountain flying in supplies, perhaps $35, 000, 000.

FREMO}!T-SMITH: A Iittle less than Vietnam for one day.

LA NGHAM: i-es. Not even ~hat.

.- .,..
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WOLFE: The Spaniard that knew, was he a fisherman?

LANGHAM: He was a fisherman. He was the one that pulled the

pilot out of the sea. When the plane broke up and the pilot and the

bomb dropped out, they both popped their chutes immediately; this

happened at about 30,000 feet and there was a strong wind blowing.

So, one bomb and the pilot drifted almost five miles out to sea.

The fisherman swore that he saw two chutes and that one of them,

if it had a man on it, carried a dead man; and he kept telling them

where he saw the second chute. He said the chute was different.

BUSTAD: Another interesting part of this is that he described it

to them, the impact point, and on two successive days took them to

the same spot.

LANGHAM: Yes. This was his fishing ground. They had him

go to the spot two or three times. He went to the same spot within

200 feet.

MILLER: Why would the chutes open for two but not for four?

LANGHAM: The chutes were not supposed to open on any of them

unless they were signaled to do so. When this plane fell apart, evi-

dently these weapons got an impact in the chute cannister which

popped the lid off a couple’ of them, and then it was a matter of aero-

dynamics w“ncther the chute was dragged out. They four.d the tail

plate off the chute cannister to the weapon that drifted out to sea.

The”y found the tai! cap to the chute cannister and this is all they

could find anywhere.

DOBSON: Wright, in the early and less certain part of the whole

episode, when you first arrived was it difficult to find out whether

o- not there was a health hazard?

LANGHAM: No. SAC has a response crew. Albuquerque has a

response crew. These people were all arriving at about that time.

There wag the usual meter problem. At one time we had 12 alpha

meters, one of which was working, and you can’t do much monitoring

with one instrument. But the Spanish, believe it or not. had four or
five instruments. SO the Spanish came ili with their instruments and

by the time I got there they and the response teams already had a

crude outline of the levels.

.
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DOBSON: The Spaniards had better monitoring data when you got

there than the Americans had? IS that what you mean?

LANGHAhf: Not necessarily better, but they had contributed to

!.he fact that there was quite a bit of data of a preliminary nature by

the time I got there. They could show crude contour plots and where

the accident occurred and

useful data.

DOBSON; How did you

ful of this stuff?

what wa”y the wind was blowing and other

find out whether anybc?y had a real snoot-

LA NGHAM: brgeJy on irituition. Within an hour after I was

there I was completely relaxed. This was one of these situations

where the circumstances were all just right. If we dd this again,

we may be in trouble because we have had all our luck on this one.

me wind was blowing right, the people weren’t in the field and

pieces of the airplane fell beside pc~ple but not on them. It’s just

one of these things where everything broke right; there are, of

course, the lasting effects, as you might expect.

From the psychological point of view it may inter>st you that here

was i community in which there was no class distinction whatsoever

arrl now there is class distinction-the man who got compensated as

opposed to the man who didn’t. The mari who didn’t is a forgotten

kind of second-class citizen, at least he feels that way. So there’s

social stratification now where, it didn’t exist before. One woman

has been dcathIy sick ever since and, of course, it’s due to pl~to-
. niurn. This was the woman who was standing in her front yard when

a burning American body fell right et her feet. She tried to put it

out by scraping and putting sand on it artd she’s been sick ever eince.

I think if I had done that I would nrobahly be sick, too. But, of

course, they think t.!w logical thing in this is that tb.e plutonium is

making, her sick because she was down in the dust scoooing it up a“nd

so she must be full of plutonium. and she’ll not return to her home.

Every time an animal dies, of course, the question does come up.

‘ihere have been agitators in and the population will flare up and

there will be a little demonstration. Some of their own authorities

come in and quiet it down. So this is a ‘game, you see, and there

are a lot of psychological implications 10 .aU of this that I would just

like to hear you people speak about.

SPEAR: Was there any period when the farmers were looking out

and seeing their prized cash crop being bulldozed into piles and not
.-

having any idea that they wouid be compensated for it?

\“
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LANGHAM: Thie was Rot the case. This is one of the things that

I think has something to do with this difference in the reaction. The

Spaniard, believe it or not, respects his officials and he “~elieves

them, and these Spanish AEC people came in and explained the situa-

tion to them.

‘\

-.

\

..

My wife and I became great friends with a waiter. When we were

ready to leave, I said to him, “You never as!ced why wc were here.

Ha3 it ever occurred to you? “ He said, “No, not parttcularlv. A

lot of people come here, a lot of nice people. “ I said, “Well, we’ve

been here associated with Palomares, you know, the weapons acci-

dent. “ “Oh, yes;’ he replied, “Paiomares. It’s somewhere down on

the coaot. I saw something in the paper like this but wc never get

excited about anything we read in the papers !” So their whole atti-

tude waa line. The nnly tirm there was some trouble was with the

hed Duchess, who is three times a gramfee. She was thrown into

jail fo? 24 hours once; she’s a r.-.a! agitator. She show,gd up at

Palomares with two doctors ~he had hired herseli to gi~ e these peo-
ple l)hysical examinations; she was telling them that they had been

mistreated, they might be sick, and maybe they were going to die.

As a result ther.c was a flare-up in the community, and so the Span-

ish officials and authorities had to go d~wn aga~n. The people will

go up and down depending on how much they’ rc agitated. If you can

just keep the agitation low, the problcim is low. This s eemcd not

to be the sit~ :tion in Japan.

ELSEN’f3UD: The~e were a lot of differences, ! think, tha: are

quite apparent. what about the qress? How large a press corps

did you have’ Did you hav * the foreign pr~ss?

LA NGIIAhl: You hat! the foreign press, a few u’andered in and

out .

EISEN13UD: What was the total pr~ss corps at tho height of the

excitement”?

LANGHAM: You n~ver knew. They just “ andered in anr! out

The people were ioo busy to give them any information. So they

>~ndered aw~y again an~ then, in fact, r’nuch of the criticism of the

way this wa~ handled has come from the pres~. ! tll,?~~ we were too

butiy. WC di.la’t bother with them and the} g~t t.:cd ti~.d went away.

Furthermore, tne sea searc’ stole :hc show, YOU see. I mean those

H-bombs sitting out there j~. st ready to go off, stole the show. SO

they really dicln”t bother with us so much.

I
I
I . -. . . . .. . .-. —-.. . . .. —.—---- . . .. .. . . . . .
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WOLFE The gentleman. the fishert~n who knew whcro tho bemb

was, dt~i he get ● P:ll??

MI LLEJt: What for7

.

.
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MNGHAM: 1 don’t know exactly myself where it did come from

because 1 wan in Madrid most of the time during thatphase of it.

Ilut what they were gotng to do was to let the farmers” themselves
pick the area they wantect it brouRht in from. So they picked an

● res that waan’t too lar away.

FRKMONT-SMITfi: You mean wc don’t b-~e ●ny USA boil over
there?

LA NGIIAM: No. it wasn’t Shipped from this country. N wa.

local ●oil that wasn’t contaminated.

SPEAR: One of the disturbing thing. ●bout it. tf I read thi- cor.

rectiy, is that ●pparently the suppres.aion of neys, the ●uppreaaion

of information, was ● very helpful factor tn holdtng down ●ny ktnd
..

of panic reaction: that if thi. had been a more sophi.ticatecf local

Pwxdation they would not havo been ● s ready to ●ccept the simple
wotd that “You’re going to be ●ll right;. you’ll be takrn care of. “

Thi B I find di=turh~ng.

MOOT” Woii, they hsd h~d ● controlled press in Spain for uo long

thateven lf it got iiecontrt>lled, people would take ● long ttme before

thay would hegbn to read it. ‘“Lxewspaper* in Spain are very rarely

read bocauae they ● re government handouts ●nd have been known to

be so for ● great many yeari, whereas in .Japan, ● - Dr. %hull.

pointed OW. ther~”s thr me-t terr~blr compet~tton for n.+ws. rhe

newapapcrs th~meel~e~ Are so rith ih~t Ynmtur~ for Ins!ancr, hac

a whoge pod n: ●utomobtleo and when ● repc. rter wac tak$ng me out,

he )ust commandeered a car with ● chauffrur ●nd took of{. YOU don’t

even have that in ,?Jew York. AISO thry send two or thrre reporters

out on the *ame “tory so that they can cu~ rach other’c throats and

get tho best r~port possible.

ROOT: I’tta ~st detailed wath the most ,intimate pictures. Re-

porter. were pilins in through the wtndow. in the ho~pttal. -here

you’ro not ● ven •uppoo~d to enter ~tthout wrrnts.ton. They wwrc . .

climbing up the walls and failing through the wtndow~ to get ptcturcs.

121SKNf3U!) 7%CV carry ahaminum ccaffoldc with them. They

will think nothing O( )uct riggtn~ ● .ralfoid up to ~ ●ccorid story build- ,.

ing ●nd boking in ● window, ●nd nobody stops them. ~bqhter]

\

/
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WARREN: VJith s camera, too.

EISFINBUD: Yes, with a camera. They une them in crowds so

that they can get up above the crowd. and they just rig them up ●nd

take them down. Frankly. 1 Bee very few similarities between the

two incidents. You have a situation in one cane where nobrdv wan

hurt. In tie other case, you have 23 sick people. ‘fob hrnwe ● rela-

tively unsophi~ticated country under strong essential control in one

“case. In the other case you’ve got ● highly sophisticated cciertific

corps tc,taiiy disorganized and ●ll sering in tho .)apanese incident the

first ,,p~rtunity thatthey have h%d post-war for any kind of seli-

rccognttion; they were jockeying for power ●nd seeing who could say

the strongest anti- American things because this was the kind of thing

people wanted to hear ●t that particular time. You had ● n AKC in

Spain which they dian’t have in Japan. You had a Dr. Ramcs, whom

we ●il know, who was very friendly. The neareot counterpart in

Japan would be, [ suppo. e, Tsuzuki who ●t leant by reason of axe

●nd long accomplishment, wa~ reccgnixed ● s ● senior percon, and

he was fundamentally anti-Americnn for reaaono which maybe staff

Warren would want to expand on. lie was a former .!apanese ●dmiral

who, 1 think in hiu later years, c4me ●round for opportunistic rea.

sons to be friendly to us, but { think under tt all he was not. y@,J

had a nituation in which the barber found that bu~iness wan good.

There must have been other people besides the barbtrs that maybe

benefittcd cconomically, wherea~ in Japan the bottoln suddrnlv dropped

out of one of their major industrie-.

FREMONT-SMITII:

Iobt.

ELS!ZN13UD Within

they had agreed to buy

FRi2MONT-Shft’tll:

It did ●lno in Spatn tmcause all the c. ops were

24 hour- ●fter the ●ccident. Wright -aid that

the crop.

Yes, that is true.

KISfCNIIUD Which io a good thing, The crop is ~old: you don’t

have to wmrry about the spoilin~, you don’t have to wwr”y ●bout find-

ing ● market.

DOEtSON Isa”t the met enormous dt[fervnce the fact that the

.lapanese frlt that somethins had become hazardous about fish. ●nd

at \he came ttme they

EXSENUUD: Y*s.

had to look to fish for their very ●ustemance-
,
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I)O13SON: While the crops in the Palmr.*res epi60dc were not so

essential, even the tomato crop. This wag not the Spanimh tomato

crop; it was a r(,lativel~ few patches. So thero~as no national

threat . . .

msENt!u3: Yes.

DOUSON’ No imag:ned r.attonal threat.

WARREX It wasn’t there for ● whilr untii the ‘*oral weut down

from headquarters th~t thry ’d better buy up the ti!matoes tn the

south because there was nothing wrong with them. It W*U there for

● few days or ●0.

LANG?IAM: yes. You saw tlemmtso

\
WARI{EN: Of the possibilities.

LA NG}IAM: You saw the elcmrnts of such A rlcvrlopmrnt as

were seen in Japan. lht’B tho only thing 1’U ●gree to. This wag of

great economic importance for tl.e lo(al ~rra. [ cion’t think ttIAam
0[ economic ~mportance to tk.e nation neceo?al I!Y except for Lmrtsm.
~,~liich wag de(jnt~ely co~.cern~ng the high oftii Ials I.)f the Govcrnrnent.

Uut them was great ●canomic hardshtp brought to bar or the whole

area insofar a. that goes. So that ejement was the came ●nd you

could cee indtcationa of thts c*us~rK c(msider~hlr tr~ublc; but itwas
kept ●0 localized thas it never attractrd an> •ttcr]ti~i.~, ~rtlculariy

● s com~red to what the Japaneoe did.

...
MILLET: I think the quen!~on nf the rciation of the popul~ce to

the leader~ is a terr~bly Important thing here. I w*, very murh

struck by the ctatement that thrme person- b~lievrd In thetr leadcr~

●nd so were not victims of pantc. If thr lrad.. r, -h-m mervbody

trugta. comer out before the panic grts started ●m! says, ‘You’re

goin~ to be ●ll rl~ht, don’t wcrry. X,lw ~ou ~0 akut your huntne~s.

we’ll take care or the crc. p (or you. ‘ that’i one ktnd of thing. nut .

on the. other hand, in the Japanem Lr.mtance, yma’ve got some crimin-

als here to begiri n’itb and )ou”ve got ● very dubious relattonrhip

betwarn thorn and the governtng grc.up in Japan. to say the lra~t.

So there ● re ● lot of paycho!ogtcal dtfferencen here that make ~t quito

clear that there would be ● d~ffcr?nt ktmt of rcactton, i think.

/
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FRfi MONT-SMITH: }{OW did you mean crim!i~ , -)

htILLIC1’: These sailors who didn’t want to come home becau~o

they were going to get in trouble.

FR KM(3NT-SMIIII: I tee. YOU mean becaus- they had been in

jail before.

MILLET: Whereaa, the Spaniards were ●l; good virtuous p..asants.

ROOT: I think ●nether thing, you got very little information until

the press became ab=crbed in the rnearch. Then everybody WQ* with
tho drama in Spain hophg and praying for ● happy ending. In ;he

Japanese” incident you got no knowled~e ●t all until burned bodies

came home. Then, wnrldwide reports fcllowed concentrating on the

horror. wtth no explanation ●nd no preparation. This I think had ●

lot to do wtth the global impact.’

CASARKI’T: Certainly on. lar&~ difference between the two inci-

dents is the Prev!ous exp~?rience on the receivinu end of nuclear

weapono. 1 s~culd imagine that such sensitization wo~ld be much

greater in Japan.

FREXK)NT’-S.MITII: Yo& mean if l[iroahitna had ~ecn in Spain,

you would have expet ted an entirely different respoc~o>

CASARETT Yes.

htl LLE’R: Dr. Schuil called the Iltkini experience “anaphylactic

shock. “

WOLFE: Is there ●ny record O( ●nybody but the United States

dumping radmactive mater~l or bombs or what not on othrr nations7

LANGHAM: hiO.

WARREN, The Russian. Chinese ●nd French fallout-, that’s●ll.

That’8 not6 weapon.

WOLFE: Flus there have been no Iarge incident~. If they had one,

we do not know abuut it : et. They would be slow

LA XGHAM: TM- sttuat{cn was a b~t unueual.

in letting It loose. -

/...-
/“.”’
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WOLFE: Yes. I just wondered why we’re ●lways getting in the

unusual situation..

ROO”r: Another thing wac that this was so obviousiy sheer acci-

dent. An explosion in the ●ir- seven men. pilots ●nd crew, killed,

●ll American-. It wao more likely to make people feel sad. than
mad. Wherea. the lltkin~ ●hot was ● deliberately planned test. It

wac portrayed throughout the worhf ● s a cynical determination of

the sorcerer’s ●pprentice - ●nd their government to ●dvance their

weapons technology regardlcms of human cost. A terribly unfair

judgment, of course, but these were the prens repercusalcna fi~d

the impressions of people ●nd governments.

IANGIiAM: Some of our friends in other countries srcmed to

think that it was ● bit of ● deliberate act to be flying over p’.>pie”-

heade with thinas of this nature and this came in for ● grra~ deal

of international political harangue ● s you might expect.

ROOT: Yes, you would get that.

TAYLOil L “The Sword of Damoclcs” talk was revived for ● while

during the Paiomares incident.

C(3XARD: Couldn’t they have re-fueled over the Mtditerrane.tn

rather than over this vtllage~

LANG} iAht: Yes. In ●ll probability thic was their instruction.

but they had done this so many times that contact was m-de ● litt!e

bit closer to shrtre than ●xpectrd. 1 think tnis has bceti ● btg part

of the investigation, un the part of the Atr F’orcc tt, quite ● n extent:

wasn’t &ere ●ctual human negligence or ● rror on the part of the

crew. ~ A* f-r ● a 1 know, n~ ●ctton was taken. It was paat ● n un-

fortunate ●ccident, ●nd to put two pIanea together at 30,000 (retis
probably not something you ●lways do right on a set spot each tirr.e.

I’m sure it has ●ll been gone over v-ry. very thoroughly by the Air

Force.

WOLFE: Does Russia maintain ● Chrom,e Domea

l.ANG}fAM: Not that I know of. I think thisi- an American

innovation.

.

MILLER: There i- a rnanmal which tells what to do in ● n event

like this. but it mainly concerns threats to health, ●nd f rnuppose
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de.tribes procedures to be followed, measurements to be made.

contaminated ● reas to be demarcated, ●nd techniques for decon-

tamination. itut phouidn’t there ●lso be deviacd a mama; concerned

with psychological problems, political problems and economic prob.

lems? [s this ● matter that should get some thought on the ba.ia of

your experience?

LANC;iiAM: WeI:, I’m pretty sure it’sg@t!.ltt thought. It’s just

●lmost impooaible to sit down ●nd write ● manual that’s going to fit

a situation. You have to visualize the cituation and then you writ. tbo

manual to fit it.

FRRMONT-SMITII This means every potential situation the tnan-

ual has to cover.

LA NtS}iA14: Yes, and invariably it occur. where you don’t expect

or under conditicn. you dcn’t @xpect.

FRXMONT-SMIU{: And the manual would have to S*V, “Use iiod

judgment. “

LA NGIIAM: Tbt’s right. There’s no manual lo? a situation like

this. For example, X finally ended up with some dear. dear friends

amongst the Spaniah peoplt. 1 mean the} ● re wonderful people, ●t

lea-t the one. 1 dealt wath, and [ h*ve no r-ason to think that they ●ll

● re not. ilut we ●tarted out bargaining. Now, how much would we

clean up’ And one of the gentlemen ●aid, “Well, we think YOU should

pick up ●very ●tom of plutonium you dropped in Spain ●nd remove it, “
to which I replied, ‘“You know, 0[ course, that’s ● n imposstbiiity,

don’t you? “ lir said, “Ye~, but it’s ● Rood ~osition to start from!”

[hughter] We made a dectsion that if the contamiiwt~on waa ●bove

● certain level, the soil ●nd crops would be removed; if it was between

other level- the land wouid be plowud; and therh ● t the lower levele it

would be sprinkled; ●t!d at still lower levels nothing would be done

wish it. So we ●et ● level ●t which we would plow. No one rcslly

thnught ●bout it. This was just part of our agreement. Whn we Rot

into the mountainous ● rea where the r~,ntaminatcd e!oud had come

down in the vallry, it was just sheer rocky mountainside ttmt were

contaminated ●bove the level that we had ●greed 10 plow.

_-

FREhlONT-SMIT}i: You can’t plow ● mountain.

,/’
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LANGHAM: So how do you plow ● rocky mountain? We went to

the Spanish with another problem. This was a rather big crisis and

the Spanish replied. “Well, as we recall, plowing was your idea, so

plow !” [ Laughter] Ii was finally agreed in this cam thatthey would

elevate their standards a bit and we wculd rr?urvey the whole area

●nd if we found ● reas .contaminatcd ●bove this newly agreed limit we

would ●ctually work it with pick ●nd shovel ●nd stir it ●round, the

idea being to get the plutonium beneath the ground 00 that when it

blew it wou!4n’t become an inhalation hazard by rernuspecsion, ●nd

some of thei. e hillsides were pick-and- shovei-worked into the soil

instead of being plowed. They were reasonable people.

NOW, thisdoesn’~mean they d“on’t drive ● hard bargain. They

teok the recommendations that were fir,at proposei and essentially

divided them by two and made ua ge to one-half tht Iev&l we had pro-

psed. That’s ●l) right. If you’re writing manua!s-and i’t,e written

● few-you decide on what the proper standa rrlc of cleanup ● re. B u;

it comes as a bit of a shock to find out that if it’s the other fellow’-

backyatd thatyou’ve dirtied up, maybe he has sometldng to say ●bout

the standards. You don’t come in and te; i him you’ll clean it up ac-

cording to your .tandards. You clean i: up ●ccording to his. ●nd

these people drove a h~rd bargain, but they were never .heie. s rea-

somblc+. 1 had ● great renpect for the Spaninh ALC group. I think

they have some highly competent people. The whole Spanish AEC

isn’t as big as the group Dr. ilunharn usrd to t:ave In the I)lvislon of

t3iology ●nd Medicine ●lone. 1 mean that’s their whole AEC and yet

in it they have A few highly competent people.

WOLFfZ: Wouldn’t it have been mtich cheaper to haul soil in there

and cover it over than to carry it out?

JAFJGHAM: Of coursr. ltwas carried out and then fresh soil

repbced on top of it. 1 think it’. just as -*11, right ●round the cra-

ter “areas. that that was removed. At least you know it’~ no longer

there. They let us plow undrr, you se~, ● lot of it ●nd they ●sked

us to give them ● soil followp program because we had plowed o me-

thing with ● 24, 000-year half-life into their @oil and I’m sure they

wovld have objected if you had just burted it there, too. They felt ——

happier ●bout kving it removed, and so dtd 1, where the levels were

UPTON: Will there be ● followup of ~~e kind?

\

/
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LANGHAM: There is ●

bargain. that we would ●et
follo-p program.. This was part of the
up a followup program.

UPTON: What ●r$ the objective ●nd the scope of this program?

LANGIIAM. They’ve got ● people’s program, ● soil program, a

vegetation or a produce program, ● n ●ir aampliug program. ●nd

they were extremely clever in the way they approached us on this.

Thy said, “Now, we’ve taken your ●dvice ●nd we’re sure t~t you

have given us the right ●dvice. Will you please ●et us up with a pro-

gra.n and ●quipment ●o we can prove ta our authorities that we were

right in following your advice. “ So they have ● followup pro~ram,

yen.

UPTON: Under their own ●uspices. or do they furnish ●dvisers?

LANGHAM: This was very strong in thmir minds. They wanted

thtr to be their program with usproviding the backup, gik’ing them

the equipment. teaching them the techniques, which we’ve done, and

Occasionally advising them ●nd Iettlng them ●=nd pople to this

country. l’ve had two or three of thcm ●t Los Alamos ●lready.

1 think vou’11 fil.d thatSpain want. to get back into the sw:ng of

things; they want. ●bove all, to use this to maintain ● contact, ●nd

they want contacts. 1 would bet that if you counted the number of

friends we have got in Spain ● s compred to what we had before this

●ccident, we would count more friends there than we had before.

This was ● n opportunity for them to get outside contacts.

FREMO?JT-SMITIE That’s why you got your medal!

LA NGHAM: Wrll. 1 never quite figured out why i got ● medal,

because this i- a rather saber thing within itself. What you find is

that circumstance, place you in a position that you can’t get out of

“and you are the focal point of the effort of an awful lot of people.

Winning medals is just being in the right pIace ●t the right time.

F’REMONT-SMITH: I think making friends was the crucial thing.

That’s why we have more friends. Anyway, 1 think there’s ● very
interesting comment, because 1 think we don’t have more friends

probably, [’m not sure X am right, in Japan ● s a result of the thirg

*ere.
.
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EISENBUD: I tk.ii,k that wc had the same reaction in the scientific

community. There are a lot of opportunists among them, !L was

quite cmnrnort during” those first few weeks for the yo~nger people to

sidle up to me and ● sk how they could go about gettil.g f-llowshipo in

the Statem or ask if.1 could, when I went back. send them some re-
prints, or aok how they could !carn about a certain piece of equir~

ment. As Chuck will recall, starting with Tsuzuki’s visit to the

States in May, which waa precipitated by thib accident which had oc-

curred two months beiore, there was A long seriee of cxchangea.

We had that radiobiology conference in the fall. The Division of

Biology and Medicine began t~ Suppo.-t research in Japan and any

number of the young people began to come to this tout.tty a c the re -

●tlt of that incident.

FREMONT-SMITH: So it was comparable in a way.

EISEN13UD: I ~hink we rca)ly have had the same types of tics but
thi, s, I t’nink, is a form of opportunism. I presented to them the

first sodi~ iodide crystal that they tad ever seen and they appre-

ciated it very much. But I’m sure that wc couldn’t say Lhat the same

was true at the level of the people, where I think there are some

scars.

There was one other difference. At .he heigt.t of the Japanese

furor which was, say, a week. or two after the boat got into Japan

-I think it was the 26th of the month but it might have been a few

days later-the AEC resumed testing in the Pacific. AII through

th~t spring until the *nd of .May there was a series of tests and cacb”

one of those, of course, precipitated ncw rumors and ncw concern.

All through that spring there were rumors of fishing beats that had

been heavily il radiated, apart from the question of contaminated

fish. They were c-ncerned, too, about the health of their fishermen.

MILLER: hferril, when you went to Japan, what kind of experts

did you wt~h you had with you who were not avai!able? I can thitik of

two who might have helped you. One would have been a public rela-

tions man experienced in this sort of thing, and another might have
been a person who knew Japanese culture excccciingly well.

EISENBUD: The Embassy presumably had this. I think Mr.

Allieon had a good feel for Japanese culture. As I recall, he spoke

the language. As far as public relations were concerned, thiq waa

controlled out of Washington. We held an off-the- re~ord briefing
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for the American press and this was he’pful in the way the news was

reported in the States. But we were n.k permitted to meet the Japa-

nese press until the f<,llowing November when we had some very

successful new t conferences in whit!, a lot of this was rehashed, and

I think it did Borne good. Ilut all th~.ough the period that I was in

Japan, nvither Ambassador Allisor nor I met with the press. The

only direct announcements from t)ie Americans were from people

who .~.-re just panning through and who had no relationship with the

thing. hut felt that they would li}.e to oe spokesmen. All they did

wan muddy the water.

Kti LLKT: There is ● very high Ievcl cf comraderie between the

American psychiatrists ●nd tne Japancae profession, too. We went

over therr for ● short confc rencc, then brought them back the next

> ear and hooted thcm to go down to tdcxico for an international con-

grctis with the klrxicans. “That’n been ● very profitable experience

(or cvrrybody.

EISEX1{UD N’hen it wan all over, John %lorton and ! decided to

go to ~ni~t,t(:k because ne was interested in findintt out what he could
al,out the nativeq there, i~ob Conard and Chuck Dunham ●nd L and

others, thought it was ● necrct that we were leasing. We lrarned in

retrospect thrrc re”aliy weren’t any secrets a!l through there, that

almost every move V.C made was pretty well known to the Japaneae.
N’hcn I Got to Ihc ai: port. the uholc mctcntlfir corps turned out to nay

g(x}d-llyc to U8, %{; house is dccoratt’d fronl one end to the other

with Iovrly prcsen’ s that were given to us, amf 1 think it was quitt

~incerr.

SC!i ULL Orc has to be carcfu! in placing :- much ernphaois

upon csrnts of that .kifid in Japan. courtesy rrquircs that individuals

of prominence tie welcomed ●nd sent off, even when they may not be

I:kcd. To do Jchcrwise is a reflection upon oneself.

WARREN Is one supposed to give presents in return”

SCHULL. Xd necessarily. It5ccms to me that if there ● re an-

swers to b.: found to situations Ilk- the ones we have b-en di~cusainft.

they must be sou~ht An the culture of tne country, and .xM8’’)lf years

of historical evt. nts which may have precafed the ‘affair. ‘ .Iapsn is

certainl} ● marvelous illus:ratwrt of this; her reaction to t’. e Fuku-’w

hlaru incident is not to be cxplatnerf in such simple terms ● s the re-
..— .

mponse ~f ● defeated ~tion to her de feator. Japan’s image of herself

.._
.
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SCHULL I beliwe that you ● ra wrong, but 1 will ●dmit tbt th.

lose of identity ie of ● different kind ttin one ●ees &a Europe. &

● eemt to ma that there i. more oi ● n iodatioa of the young WOp&
in 3awtt from their elders. on ● relative scala, than there to evee
In OUr ovn c~ntry where, ● e w. ●il b~, there ha. been ● substa~

tlal rejectloa of the values of former go~erat!a$ by the youth of

today.

MILLEZT: 1s that the same ● - idwttMy* Wnttld yotl ●ay that w

have no M*ity SS Amorksns?

SCHUl& Pcrhapt l’m ttsltq tit. werd idontlty in ● different .eneo

from thatof p.ychiatrt. ts, but ● nation”. Lmxgs t. not ●pt to b. cr*-

●ted by Its youtm ●nd in Japan new, ● e tm mny othor Iawfe. the

ycwig ● rc not i+mtfyirig with their ●ldoro Ao creato the tmago.

-,
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MIL!.XT. How much nood to migrate is the?. ia Yapsn? 1-

much d~stre fo Iivo Artothar countrtc. ●d becorrM cttIJeno of other
countrio. ?

f

SCti ULL That’s mv impression yen. At ● ttme, let’s sav, -hen ./

our ●tudantc ●t the Un$verctty of h{~chigan were still prima rtlv inter-
‘,

/:
csted in panty ratds. tho Ja~ne. e students h4d begun to be more ● c-

tive PolittcailV, but then they hava’a long tra4ition of paiitica~ ●ctiv.

ity which doesn’t @xist in the United Smtes.

.
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ROOT: Think of tho .tudmtts *O protested Eicmhower’s visit.

That wac pretty far back. They overturned Jim IIaggcrty ’g ●utomo-
I

.
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bile ●nd &wtonstratod ●0 violently ●t the ●irport that it was con.i+

●red ~nadvtmbk for the President of the United Stat*sto vto:t JapAn;
ths Ic Amgreat contrast to the claastc image of the Ja~nose that -e

had.

fXSE?iBUD There ● re some thin~a that ● -n wt:h political ~rn-

.Uivity juOt can’t say. Just like dur~ng the Kor@an war. tf Tmmn

\
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had tried to settlo the Koroan war on the torme M wes fiaally ●ettlod

o% I think Iw would havo beott impeached, bwt I thiti Msenltowec

kinked W,tv good at the time. ft wa. the rigiu time to my somothiag.

FR KMONT-SMITII: Politically the right time.

EMEXBUD Yes. and I think tht if Kabayashi, for ●=mple, hmi
trioc! to make ● ●titement ●t that tkne which w** reascurm~, they

would have found ●nothaz chair rtmtt for the committee. !t’o ● s 9irnpie

s- that. Ww. who ~ ●re, [ don’t know, it rnisht have been the

Forotgn Office.

MILLER: -t 1 was trying co get around to is, what happen, if

th~re is ●nether such incident, ●tther here or somoplace ●lse? !C

wouid seem to me tbt one rttle of thumb WOWM be to try to get sorno-

one who cam rsa, oure tha people ● - to what the real circumstances

● re. la thio MA right? Is thisnot the bic ctifferett:o iwtwe~n the

reactfono m Spin in Japbtt?

EISiXt?Uf): TiMt’n right. That’. why 1 think it’cimportant {n

the nuclear field that we maintain good contacts with our cowntar-

psrts overseas. and there ● re inrmm. rabla inotsncoa where potential

difficultic. tMvo bean ahrted by m~re letter. or chort vtctts etcher
trum Government to government or by repro .entativeo. t could

enurrwrate blf ● doxon. i!ut In Japan there wag no organtzatton.

Japcneee rncience ●t thatpoint was ● pretty ●morphous structure.
YOU didn’t have an Atomic Energy Ci)rrmllm-ion. Dr. T@~k~n~~t-

1 don’t know where he was in those daya. He i- I’OOWthe h-d O( the

biological part of the AKC over there and if this inctdeht came up,

ho ==uld b~ the man they would Ii.ten to, but f don’t know. There

was no ●uch person in those days.

FREMONT.SMIT}I Isa)t the implication of Dr. Miller’s question.

which I think is s very good one, that the State Ilepartmrnt should

hare ● very detsiled study of cuitural *anthropology of the cultures of

●ll the different crmntriern ●nd make thts ● prtmary concern of the
~tc K)<partrr.cnt”t They have donu this to some extant, but not r-ally.

Part o! the difficulty Ima been that our cultural ●ttach~s ●ll over the

world are t.elated in tho embaastes and in the little er,claves ●nd do

not move -th the people. We don’t have ● suggestion that had been

-de ●t ● conference for the State Demrtrnent back in 1946 and 1’3+7,

tht there should ~~e ● systematic effort

●nthropology. These students would be

to put student- in cultural

wrthng themes, ciolng fkeld

-.
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work in ●ssociation with ●mbaosiea in diffarent countrie~ but ●l-o
living among the peoplo ●nd with ● liaison tothe Stat.’ Department.

both to their wtiveralty and b~ck to tl.e local emhaa.y. HopefaIly,

there would be ● constant feedback of cultural understanding which

would flow back to tho universi~ and tho state Department. Tha se

student- would then be Rood candtidatas tor cultural attach~a mom.

years later. Actually. [ bellevc the Foreign Service Institute *S

make somo effort to g~ve .ome cultural ●nthropology to the Foreisn

Service people. but in actuality the cultural ●ttack-s who are sup-

poood to k the people to do this are, bv and Ir. rge, ●lmost compl*-

tly isolated from the community m which they nerve.

1 think that the question raised is, in a vrry broad .eoee, ii we

●ro conccrnod with a variety of incident., (and we ● re going to ha~e

incidents, not ●ll nuciear, but we ● re going to have tncidents wtth

other countries ●ll over the world ). if we’re gotti~ to meet these in-

cidents ●ppropriately, W.’VO @ to have a great deal of cu1tur41 tn.

sight with respect to ●very other country that we can bring to the

fore. IIOW do you meet this .ituatwn if it hae tn do with l%aih>d

●nd their culture, which is going to be quite diftercnt from me~ttng

it in SFmin7

MILLER: Yea. 1 think that, for one thing. the ●dvi~er, ● n ex-

pert, mt~ht be able to tndic~te the person who can infhtonc~ the peo-

p)o or can advtse ttutthere i. no such icarfer, that the tituatioa re-

quires ● second tine of de fen “r and what it should be.

FRJLh{GNT- SMIT[l l~ut at le~st Lhere should be ● current aware.

ness of the cultural ●tt~tudra wtth recp*ct to ● varitty oi things in

●ny country wtth which we have any dealings ●t ●il.

EISKXK!UD. h miaht be worth noting that ghortlv after that lap.

● rinse cpIaode both the .Statu Department ●nd AEC had a scirnttftc

Liaison in Toyko Embacoy. Of course. this was 4one in otk.er parts

of the world ● t well. [ don’t know whethrr we have anytmdy over
there now. ! presume we do a- ● ●ctent\(lc ●ttach~.

FRKMO?4T.5hf ITl I: Yet ● scientific attach~ is not ● cultural an-

thropolo~tst. This is ● different story. }fe’11 be an expert in phvstcs,

you see, or possibly in blochemiatrv; in the social sciences 1 think

they sre very, very rare. I think we had one tn India and ● ccuple
of ot!!er places for ● short .tme ●nd then this was caput. flut the

concept of usin~ soci~l scimlce insights ●nd empeci~lly cultural an.

thropology, which I think ought to be one of the key ones, 1 don’t

think it be penetrated.

---
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WARREN: You ● re ● ware of the upset ia tho anthropologists ●c@o-
ciatiort. aren’t you, about their being used ● . t-is by the CIA?

FR&Mf2NT-S.MIT}l: Ye.. I know, and the story that wac h pent.

what waa itcal!ed. Camelot. which ratsed ● n ●wfut mm.s. But

there was ●kso not ● great deal of wiadotrt used. 1 would think.

WARREN: That’- r@ht.

fJRUES: You mom that even the culturai ●nthropoloalsts cart kvs

● coloniai ●ttitude whan they go somewhere?

WARREN: 1 think the ●nthropologlcto, too, have calmed down

●bout this , h wasn’t-quite 6. bad ● s they thought ●t fir.t.

SCINJLL To return to Wright’s case. lt sppears ac though in

Spain ●ll of the unpredictable eiement. contrived to get togqher in

● very happy sort of way. tn Japan, e-ctly the opposite seem. to

have occurred. The one organization which could conceivably have

rrude the ●tatement hferril ●uggested was the National tn.titute of

Mcalth; the Nattotil institute of R&dtolcgical Scievces was not yet

in eximtence. f3ut even if Dr. Kobayashi had made ● statement and

● forceful one, it’.queattomble whether it w(suld have had ● signifi-

cant ●ffect upon the Japanese public. l%e ?ktibnal Knstitute of Health

of Japan, though established in 1919. was move C1OSC1Y ident~ftat with

the occupation than rn~ny other uroups. and 1. for one. ● m not con-

vinced that ithad elchar the stature ur ●ufficicnt public acceptance

to stem, the tide even if ●0 motivated.

IXENBWX3: The medical ●chools ,were under the Ministry of Edu-

cation. the hocpitals were under the Ministry of Weifarc. and they

were jockeying between the politicians tn those two groups. It Wa ●

● mess.

DUNHAM: Frank. you tide ● ●tatemeni to the effect that the

cultural attach&s were isolated. Is this by jo> or strnply by the type

of people that had been appotnted’
<

DUNHAM: I’ve seen this happen to ccience ●ttach~s.
.

FREM03tT-SMITIf: I get the impresaton thatthe who!e embascy
group, the cultural attach~s ●nd the science attach~s. all live together,

●ll spesk English. They live in spectal hourning ●rrangements for

\’

.
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therm I think this was true In Germany. They ● re not cystematical!y

orgattixod to live with the local people or even talk their language.

●nd thic is talked ●bout ● lot, this isolation. I’m not in a position to

kttow that it i. tree. but I hve no reason to believe it isn’t true. me

children go to American school. to ● iarge extent, that ● re set up

●specially for them. So 1 think tbt there is ● failure to take ●dvan-

tago of the opportunttv, ●nd 1 beiicve that this has been pointed out

to b. quite in +ontrast to what the Soviet Union does; they send their

people over to roll up their ●leeves ●nd -peak the language ●nd mtx

with the peopl. and iive ●t the level of tho people. h would be very
di~(icult for us to get Americans to go over ttmre ●nd iive at the ievei

01 tba community in which they ● re supposedly working.

DUNHAM: On the other hand, the Britidt charge d’affairee in

Peking conducted ● semi-r in Washington ten yaara ago when h-

came back, before he went to llarv~rd to do some special studies,
mtd he pointedout that the Rumoiano h~d isolated themseive. from

the peopla ●nd they were not ●llowing their children to associate with

the Chine.e children. So their ●pproach is not uniform ●cross the board.

FRIXONT-SMITH That’s ● comfort.

DUIW{AM: 1 think theme things are uneven ●nd ● lot rmflccts. 1

think, the persomlity of the people involved. 1 know 0[ ● ncience

attach~, ●nd I won’t say what country he w-as in, who almost cfelib-

erately isolated hlmnclf from the ●cicnti!tc c<wnmuntty ●nd expected

It ought to come to hlrn. 1( you hav~ a cuitural ●ttachg of that t}pc,

he isn’t going to learn ~r,ythtok. i;ven if he doesn’t know the lan-

gtige, he thouid be ~utgoing.

FR12MONT-SMITll! [jut there had been a policy here ●t the State

Department with rrsp~ct to this in order to -ncouragq in every poo -

cible way$a relationship of these particular •t~ch~s to the co-unity.

TAYLOR: This is apropos o{ nuclear ●ccidente or what’

FREXONT.SMITIf: I’m talking apropos of international relationm

of which nuc Iear ●ccident is only one. We spoke of what we would

do in the future if we hd ● n incident in France ●nd I’m rsising the

issue, what would we do in the future with an} kind. of Inc Idcnt’ We

● re bound to have conflict ● s we are having many right twlay. lYe

● ro bound to have conf~icts with nation~. ●nd the way to deal with

these conflicts i. to know ● s much ● s possible. ●t least, about the

cuJtttre ●nd the &ttitude and the mood of the people and not to be

in. ensible.
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lHSEXVf5UD: W,Y’V* had many incidents of zruny kinds, rrwstly Of

considerably Iesc severity in tarms of hurt, but potentially of sensi-

tivity, equal se~lat ivity in re&tion to people. ●nd there was a period

in the late i?~fi w.mn there warn worldwide concern ●bout fallout =nd

the subject came up before parluntente all over the world. I had ●

number of opportunities to visit capitol~ on short notice, perhaps

10 or 15 of them ●round the world, to meet, ●nd I found that the

guidance that 1 was getting from the State fkpartment was good, ●nd

1 think It W*C good in Japn. S pent, X gue-. 9 or 10 weeke there

●nd I’ve had many opportututles over the years to just reminisce

with Japanese friends now ●bout this incjdent. ●nd I’ve thought ●bout

it & great deal. [ rraily can’t think O: a sin~le had lead that they

gave mc. I think that their ●ppra$mls of the people 1 would have to

d~al with were gocd. I think they seemed to bve a very good under-

standing of the .lapneae culture. A number of them had been there

before the war and ● number of them had learned the language and
tome of the senior people did lJve in the Japanese community.

SCHULL: I wotdd like to nupport Merr{l {n that general statement.

Japan ha. been one of the few major ambasai~s to which we’ve tried

con.lotently .O appoint professionals witnesced by the fact that all of
our recent ●mbaasadorm to Japan have epokcn Japanese.

KISENHUD: Rcischauer has ● Japanese wife.

FRXkfON-r- S!.t[”Ili Isn’t this somcvthst of an exception, one of

the few; right”

SCHULL: We even have be-n fortunate to have Japanese-speaking

science ●ttach$s. I can think of one in ~rticular, Otto Laporte, who

IQ a physicist of competence, ●nd probably one of the very fcw in the

United States who speaks .!> panese wrll enough to communicate effect-
ively in that lan~uage. At the soc;ai science- level we’ve had + pro-

cecaion 0[ outstam!tn R people. The competence WAS there on the

State Department side, in my opinian.

I] USTAD: isn’t our criticism, Merril directed ●t the fact that the

State Department expert tn Japan should have been allowed CO speak

out *

. —.

IHSENDUD: 1 think that if he had bean allowed to work out his

arrangements with the Prime Minister then-who incidentally told us

he rectlled saying, “,Mr. Ambassador, it was you folks who thought
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we ought to have a free pre~a, “ when we were complaining about’

what the press was saying, which was a very good poirlt ! [bughter]

This was their first experience with a free press, ●t least their

first decade of experience. I think that Katayama and Allison could

have worked out anagreement which would have nipped this in the

bud within the first few days snd I think that it would lite=ally have

bought the good will of everybody from the fishermen on to the rest.

FREMONT-SMITH: But it was the State Department policy that

prevented thin?

EISENBUD: I can’t speak for that.

FREMONT-SMITH: X assume it was:

EISENBUD: But I do know that there did seem to be the kind of

latitude in the field tkt was required in order to work out tho arrange-

ments, presumably.

BUSTAD: I vote for c’ecentralization ! [Laughter]

WOLFE: Wright, when you were in Spain ●nd you had to make
the decizions, did you have to go to the Ambassador ●nd then to

Washington. and then all the way back before you decided to pIow or

not to plow or something like that?

LAKGHAM: No. In;ofar as those decisions to do things immedi-

●tely were concerned, these were made by Gener~l Wilson, head of

the i6tb Air Force in whose territory this thing had occurred, and

in dealing with him you begin to realize why he is a general. He
certainly made decicions, and his way of making a decision was to

get the people around him that he thm.tght could advise him, listen

to them, ●nd when they were through talking he made the decision.

That was the experience the first week in the field.

The second time I went back I.uas as signed to the American Em-

basay. Now, you found here that decisions had to be checked all the

way back tbreugh Washington. I think if there is one thing that sur-

prises me it’s how dependent cn Washington the Embassy seems to

be when itstarts to make a decision, and yet Mr. Duke was a highly

respected man among the Spanish. As far as I know decisions must

be stamped in Washington before action is taken. I just got the idea

that there was too much centralization of opinion. In other words.

\

.
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does it do you a great deal of good to have a fine man in the field that’a

respected if you give him no authority to do anything? And 1 rather

sensed this. Now, I ~ould be wrong. The thing that set me off on

this was when Miss Root remarked about it, and this was really just

what was bothering me when I was there. It seemed that there was

a rather cumbersome chain of command insofar as the American

Embaasy was concerned in a decision-making way and I rather ga-

thered, Merril, that you had said about the same thing.

EISEN13UD: Yen. It was ridiculous. For example, if I wanted to

seua a cable to John 13ugher just telling him that I was going to re-

main ahother week, this was a communication from the Ambassador

to Secrets ry Dunes.

WOLFE: You don’t just send one with a carbon copy?

EISENBUD: No.

TAYLOR: Isn’t it true that every communication today from the

State Department to an c*:crseas post is from the Secretary of State,

signed “Rusk”?

61SEN13UD: It was when I was there.

TAYLOR: Every communication, even a transfer of a clerk

one office to another.

SPEAR: You can always look down at the lower left and find

who it really came from, but it’s signed “Rusk. “

from

out

TAYLOR: Why go through this charade, or whatever it was?

LANGHAM: I never sent a message. AU of my messages were

sent by Mr. Duke. Evidently that’s his job.

WARREN: I can see a certain reason for this administratively.

The Ambassador is playing the hand of the President, really, in his

international relationships. So there should be appropriate consulta-

tion. But something should be allowed to the .’,mbassador for the use

of his judgment in the situations. The trouble is that the minute it’s

a nuclear power, a sort of paralysis goes over everybody and parti-

cularly those who are not scientists and are politicians or people in

the administrative hierarchy who are unfamiliar with the situation;

-.. -..
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they just didn’t dare move, and I imagine the President’s office called

up Mr. Seaborg and he was consulted on the question ●ll the ti~me,
●nd, Of course, the Department of Defenee had to be consulted. SO

they had a small Cabinet meeting about this, and this took ● long time.
.

Not that I’m in favor of a complete block of responsibility; I am not.

I think there’s a time and ● place for it and the local man ought to

have ●nough sensitivity to his situation to be ●llowed to meet what is

really ●n emergency situation. Now, if his judgme..t turns out to be

wrong. then he should be jerked home and he does it ●t his own peril,

but ● good man knows where the perils are and what the, goals are.

[.n’t that ● beautiful thought! [ Laughter] It jurtt doe~n’t work out

quite this way.

CONARD: I feel like I’ve been sitting in a State Department brief.

ing ! [Laughter] 1 wonder really how relevant some of this stuff ir

to nuclear warfare ●nd the long- range effects? We’ve laid ●n awful
lot of ●tresa on incidents that have occurred in foreign countrjea ●nd

how we might handle those in the future. f)ut what ●bout what would

happen in this country ● s ●n aftermath of the war ●nd the ~ychooocial. .
reactions here? 1 think that’s th~ real point we have to get ●t.

..-

.
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PSYCHOSOCIAL REACTIONS

INTRODUCTION

EISENBUD: The interest in this morning’s subject is made ob-

vious by the way it has pervaded the discussion of the past two days.

I was very happy when I learned thatour discussion this morning

would not, o[ necessity, be limited to the psychosocial implications of

the three events that we have discussed -o far in this series, namely,

the two Japaneme bombings. the Fukurvu Maru incident ●nd the Mar-

shallese incident, and the Spanish incident. Instead, we will try to

roam the whole field, of the psychosocial implication- of nuclear war-

fare. I think it may perhaps bo worth ● moment to explore the mean-

ing of ●t lea-t the social part of ‘“psychosocial. “

I would consider this to include ●l! ●apects of man’s social struc-

ture including economic, cultural. theological arid any other of thr

“ologies” that may go into the .ocicty that he has constructed. I

sttgge~t that we look at these questions in three phaees. I can think

O( deaignationc for the first and third. [ think of the first phase an

the prologue, that portion of the aiscusaion that would be concerned

with what happens before war com~s and the ways in which the war

can be prevented or its effects mttigated. The third is the ●pilogue,

being what the effects would be if the war came. But, for some rra-

son, I couldn’t think of what the middle section would be called. fiow-

ever, through my learned assocmtes. namely John Wolfe and Au*tin

Brues, I was made to realize that what happena in the middle is the

logue, which had never occurred to me before! (hughter] So, we

will think of the prologue, the logue and the epilogue.

.
FREMONT-SMITH: The “logue” i- ● word.

ROOT: Y es. In the beginning was the “logue !” [Laughter]

--

.

i
. .

.. .

EtSEN13UD: Let’s go back in time, Jet’s say before 1400. We

can go back as far as you like and then go forward on to, nay, infinity,

but we are really talking ●bout the next century or so, perhaps. This

.,’

.
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is time, and I + ‘c we need some measure of progress; you could

say that we can ,~. t take an arbitrary unit of man~s feeling of well-

being, of gross n .tional product. or anything you want to U“ke. There

certainly has been a general increase, with it’s upa and downs, which ,

has perhaps been an exponential increase.

FREMONT-SMXTH: A general increase in something.

EISENBUD: Something, whether you measure population, gross

national product, well-being or ieisure time in technically advanced

countries, those countries that are going to be involved in the Iogue.

DUNHAM: Directly.

FREMONT-SMITH: Something lU going up.

EISENBUD: Then something happens. What we have been
talking ●bout now is “pro. “ We start the logue with an ●ll- out nuclear

war which suddenly throws the society back, and I would certainly

think that one of the things we would want to debate, when we get to

this point, is how far it is going to decline. Is it going to retrcst

to where we were in t400 or just to 1800, or will it go back 10, 000

years? This is an important question of a social nature.

Equally important is the epilogue. In the epilogue the society

continues to retrogress because the recovery mechanism fails to

operate. There is a period of leveling off followed by the recovery

of progress. We ● re interested in the rate .of decline and the rate

of recovery, and we can speculate on what happens as the epilogue

continues through history.

We will bear in mind that it is thii dive and the rate of recovery
that are perhaps the subjects of most speculation and, I think, prob-

ably the aspects of the whole story about which we can do the least

●t this moment, in contrast wjth the prologue. where perhaps there

● re some things that we can do because we are al~ participating in

one” way or another in the efforts to forestall the “logue, “ to put it

off to infinity. If we push it off to infinity, it doesn’t happen.

ATTITUDES TOWARD NUCLEAR WARFARE AND DEFENSE
—

EISENBUD: There’s been a good deal written on this subject, and

some of you-notably Bob Ayres - hav~ written extensively on the

\
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psychosocial implications of nuclear war. The stady that has im-

pressed me most is one which I ~hink might have been required read-

ing for thi~ conference. Itis entitled Nuclear Disaster (Reference

50), by Tom Stonier, a rather unusual individual who, while he was

on the microbiology staff at the Rockefeller University, was encour-

●ged by his ●ssociates in a small group called “The Scientists’ Com-

mittee of New York” to make ● review of the whole subject of nuclear

war ●nd its social implications. He came out with a report which

many of us were impressed with, although there ●re many aspects

that many of us didn’t ●gree with. It was ultimately published. I

think he has ●ttempted to analyze the ●ffect of nuclear war in docu-

mentary fashion and he has considered ●ll of the physical ●nd biologi-

cal factors thatwould enter into an evaluation of what the effect of

●n all-out nuclear war would be.

FREMONT-SM3TH: It seems to me that during the time that he

-s writing this there was much more ●ctive interest and a good deal

of writing going on ●f.d general activity about this. I ●m wondering

what happened. Interest fell off. Did everybody concerned get tired

●nd frustrated ●nd give up because nobody seemed to be ●ble to do

●nything ●bout it? I don’t know. I haven’t seen anything. Has Stonier

done ●nything more recently?

EEENBUD: I don’t believe so. I think you told me, didn’t you,

Miss Root, that you had seen him last week?
>

,/

ROOT: Ycu. I Raw him .~nd he i. ju~t ● s interested but, this be-

ing ● specific study on what would happen to New York City if ●

megaton-range bomb were dropped, he finished that project. I don’t

know whether he i- writing another book, but he publishes articles

●nd ●rranger lectures.

EXSENBUL?: I know he has done one thing which is very intere.tinr.

He is now over in Manhattan College and is a profescor in the Biology

Department. He has established what he calls ● “pacem in terrem, “

peace on earth, institute. 1 don’t know whether he’s gotten the funds

for it, but he’ e ~ttempting to devise ● greater curriculuc~ toward

peace. He feels that by the time ●tudents leave Manhattan College

they should understand the implications of this. He’s ●lready held

one 3-day seminar where he invited a number of people to present

things to the undergraduates.

-----

//

l?R EMONT-SMITH: So he’s still ●ctive in the area.
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TAYLOR: I think there’s an important thing about his book and

about what he was doing, at least two years ago. I think it’s a fair

statement to say that the book is es eentially an anti-civil defense

book; that the purpose of it is to decrease confidence in civil defense

meawrea. The reason I’m paying t~t so emphatically is that there

was a panel formed by the American Nuclear Society about two years

ago to discuss civil defense [Reference 51). Eugene Wigner and 1

were on the side of civil defense and Stonier and someone in the

Harvard Law School, whose name I’ve forgotten, were opposed to

it. We had ● very informative ●nd worthwhile debate. He said -

what he really has En mind in his writing now in to display the futility

of civil defense. I think that’s important because I think he would

be the first te agree that he feels very strongly ●bout this●nd gets

emotionally involved in illustrating his point, namely, that the dis -
aater, no matter what we do, will be so complete that we should not

do anything wiiich will indicate that people could get sway with ●

nuclear war. I think that’s his thesis.

FR EMONT.SidITH: Isn’t this his point, that one thing to do it to

prev.wtt it and that there is no use in trying to comfort ourseiveo by

feeling *ha% we can save Ourselvez with civil defense?

TAY LOll: I think his thesis is that if we fail to prevent nuclear

war, all is lost.

AYRE3: The one point where, in the lastanalysis, he think. this

system would fail {e in the psychosocial realm.

DUNHAM: Let me back up to Frank’s question. He ●sked why

nobody’s writing books on the subject anymore. I looked ●t the date

of Stonier’s book ●nd it was copyrighted in 1963. Since then there hs

been no major nuclear testing to keep people stirred up. The f+llout.

even the rate of fallout, is such that you ● re ●ctually getting a decrease

in fission products on the ground now, ●nd the Vietnam thing haa over-

shadowed everything.

RGOT: I think, too, maybe the detente is a barometer of how

sensitive people ●re to the overall situation. Thic great change

really runs current to po~itical detent~. People ● re ●o hopeiul it

will continue, they would rather locus on that than on ciisaater.

FREMONT-SMITH: Are we relaxing over the fact that China has

entered into the conflict with Russia?

..—
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ROOT: Yes, consequently Russia neema to be more ●pproachable.

DUNHAM: Another commentary on the general attitude right now

is that 1 was invited by Senator Clark, a member oi a group on the

Hill, Peace Through Law I think they call themselves, to view and

to comment and to ask questions, first for the Senate members ●nd

then for the House members, on a movie entitled “ War. Games. “

The BBC at one time was not allowed to show it on BBC but it did go

the rounds; and it was interesting. Only one other Senator showed

up and practically no Congressmen showed up. It was almost exclu-

sively staff of both groups. It was at a favorable time; it w~s late

in the ●fte moon.

.

There were no interruptions for voting or anything

like that. But this shows the lack of interest.

DUNHAM: They were preoccupied with uther mattere.

FREMONT-SMITH: I had a feeling ● s you were talking thatPerhap;

something had happened to us psychosocially in this respect.

SPEAR: I think SISO that the tone from the White House has some-

thing to do with it. In the early years of. the Ken,.edy Administration

there ●voIved quite clearly the attitude that nuclear war ai.mply must

not be permitted to happen; that it is unthinkable. This was supported

by the outcome of the Cuban missile crisis. I think this has been an

important thing which haa been reflected, ● a far as I can see fro.: the

outside. in program emphaais .tithin civil defense. I haven’t been

close to it, but lately there certainly has not been much impct of the

fallout shelter program or, the public. Kennedy Rave thisa great im-

petus and th”en very quickly regretted having cione so, I believe. This

is bound to be reflected in the publk: attitude.

FREMONT-SMITH: It seems to me that. there’s a legitimate con-

flict here. On the one hand, a strong point can be made for the fact

ihat civil defense, appropriate civil defense, would save a great

many lives; on the other hand. one can also make a ntrong case that

any civil defense, ●ppropriate or otherwise, may increase the rianger

of a war because people will feel that *hey don’t have to avoid it be-

cause they have civil defense.

It seems to me that these two positions are somewhat in conflict

in ● way. One might say if there’s going to have to be a war, of

course, we want civil defense; on the other hand. if a war is going

to be 60 bad that it really needs to be prevented. and if not ‘having

\
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civil defense and showing how bad the war i. going to be might help

prevent ● war, then maybe tide is the way tha orientation ●hould be.

EISENBUD: I wonder if it wouldn’t be worthwhile, for the purposee

of documentation, to go ● round the room to eee what other studiee

have been undertaken ●nd by whom. I know, Bob, tt~t you have one

I’ve ●een which Is very good. I don’t remember the exact title of ik

do you want to put it into the record?

AYRES: 1 don’t remember what we used to call it. Ite present

title ie Environmental Effecte of Nuclear Weapone (Reference 52).

EISENBUD: There ● re ● few RAND reports. The one that I think

may be most ●pplicable to this discussion is one I’ve seen by Harold

Mitchell on ●ither the biological or medical or ecological effecte of

nuclear war. Do you remember the exact title?

DUNHAM: There ● re ●bout twenty of these ●nd they ● re ●vailable

in non-clas~ified form. I don’t know how many copies were run off,

but they are available. What you are referring to is the one where

they took ● look ●t the plague and black death. I think that wae etrictly

related to looking at the black death, how people reacted to it and how

fact the population came back ●fter realizing that it decimated many

millione of peopIe.

EISENDUD: There was one that was more general than that.

DUNHAM: That was H. H. Mitchell’s Survey of the Infectious Dis-

ease Problem ● s It Relates to the Post-Attack ICnvironment (Refer-

ence 53). 1 am talking ●bout the more recent ones, within the last

6 or 8 monthe. -

EISENBUKk I haven’t seen one.

FR EMONT-SMITH: Could we ask each of you, as the transcri~

comes to you. to put them in the record? 1 think it would be very

valuable to have this bibliography in the record, and we do this ra-

ther systematically ●nyway.

ELSENBUD: I would like, if you would, to confine ourselves for

● while to the prologue phase.
.

ROOT: Dr. Ayres, you were not referring to the publication that

Hudson calls The Year 2000?
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AYRZC: Gootl htivens, no I

DUNHAM: Itmight be! [ kughter]

ROOT: Then let me throw that into the hopper.

hae ● fat volume, called The Year 2900 (Reference

Hudson Institute

54) coming out

in ● couple of monthe which ●leo deals with what there will be left.

It had ● section on nuclear war when I eaw it in manuscript form.

Also limited wars. It has a lot of scenarios but it aleo talks about

limited warfare and limited nuclear weapons.

MILLET: If I may speak to the prologue for ● minute, we started

● ●oriee of round tables at the American Psychiatric on transcultural

reaction# of varioue ●orte, and the first one we had wae on civilian

teneions in the ●tomic ●ge. Thie wae dated 1961. It has never been

published. P contained rather an interesting conglomeration of ideae

on the subject. Perhape it might be timely to have that copied and

●en. around.

FR EMONT- SMITH: Itwould be fine if you could get a copy to this

group.

MILLET: I tried to get opinions from different people in different

countriee, and #o on. We didn’t get much out of ●nybody except the

Americans, and from people who had immigrated to America from

different countriee, India ●nd Holland, for example.

EISENBUD: The group that could be most influential in pushing

that point, nuclear war on ● large scale. off until infinity, of course,

would be the decieion-makers of our society, people that influence

what im done. Theee are the people, mainly, that we elect to office,

influenced by civilians of ● variety of types, such as people from

8cademic institutions, heade of large corporation, and religious

leaders. I gathered from the discussion of the past two days that

some of us think that perhapn the decision- makers in some cases

haven’t been well- informed ●nd in other ca aea haven’t been well-

motivated.

1 often think of ●omething that Oppenheimer said in one sf the last

~blic ●ppearances before he got sick, in which he pointed out that

one of the greatest dangers is that man would go to nuclear war for

trivial reaeone because the consequences of the nuclear war wouldn’t

really be appreciated by the people that had to make the decision.
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UPTON: Merril, could I interrupt, please? when you say decision-

makers in our society, do you mean the world scene or the U.S. ?

Isn’t. it quite conceivable thatthe initiative will come from outside

the United States ?

QSENBUD: I’m thinking, of cou=se, of the world seem, kt the

ones that wc can im~luence ● re the ones in this country. I think the

most impressive demonstration of ignorance at that level that I’ve

seen occurred ●bout 3 tir 4 years ●go. I can date it exactly at it

was about the time that the DOD came out with their little yellow

book or pamphlet on falluut shelters. It was at ● time when there

was ● good deal of interent in the subject of civil defense and nuclear

war generally. For almost ● year 1 had had ●n invitation to address

h very excluniva women’s club in Wa~hingtcn that some of you may

be familiar with. It ii probably the most sophisticated group of

women in the world. They call themselves ●omething lik~ World

Forum or Women’s World Forum, I don’t remember exactly. but

they are the wives oi the cabinet members, senatore, congressmen

●ad diplomatic corpe who are banded together for ● monthly luncheon.

They invite people to talk ●bout something of interest to them ●t theee

monthly ~essions and they asked me to talk about fallout. I talked

about it in terms of nuclear war rather than the thing they were real-

ly interested in, i, e. , w+tat they should do about the strontium-90 in

their chiidren’e milk I was impressed, first of all, by the fact that

●lthough this yeliow pamphlet had been widely publicized and had al-

ready been out for about ● month, when I held it up out of curiosity

to see if anyone knew what it was, no one in the audience knew what it

wae. From the questions that were ●sked from the audience, although

these were the wives of the decision-makers, they really hadn’t given

the subject the depth of thought that you would expect women in that’

position to hxve done. I think that many of us have seen similar exam-
ples in the men themselves. I can cite many examples and I’m sure

that many of you can, too. What can be done to upgrade the levei of

education of the people thxt have to make the decisions and the peo-

ple that influence the decision- makers, namely, people like ourselves?

X wonder if this wouldn’t be worth some discussim. I think, Chuck,

you’ve had a good deal of ●xperience with this. You might have some

views.

DUNHAM: Well, of course, I don’t know that it’s fair to take Cabi-

net members’ wives as spending all their Lime preoccupied with high-

level policy problems of state. They obviously hate to go to so many

oi these functions, ncluding the Forun.. It’s a prestige item to be a

.
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member of thi; thing, and very often they do not participate. They

don’t have the time to participate; they do what your wife or my wife

might be doing through the PTA and this sort of thing. So I think it’c

● little unfair to point this out ● s something fearful and wonderful.

I think it’s just natural that it would be there to a certain extent. I

●m ●mazed that not one of them had read the pamphlet, but I certainly

wouldn’t have expected many of them to have read it.

ROOT: I would like to know the nucleus in Congress that’s inter-

ested. Perhaps that’s ● starting base.

bdNHAhf: There’s ● group within Congress- I think it’s ● national

orgmtiaation- called Peace Through hw. I still can’t recall the ●xact
title of the group. Apparently Senator Clark is a principal member

of it in the Senate, They look at the problems of avoiding war, ●nd

I gather their main ●pproach is through legal meana. I never saw a

law stop an international conflagration, but maybe it cwdd. However,

that’s beside the point. This movie produced by the BBC is ●bout a

nuclear war that takes place primarily in England. The ●ttack is

from the Emet ●nd it’ ● ● very graphic presentation of, first, the dis-

belief and, then, the inadequacies of civil defenrne. The film then

thowa the public turning on their local leaders, which happens occas-

ionally in peacetime, too. X thought it was very effective. ApXr -

ently Senator Clark saw it, too, and was impresded by it and thought

it would b~ interesting to have his colleagues on the }iill see it. }ie

got in touch with the Joint Con]mittee on Atomic Energy which got in

touch with us and ●aked if ● couple of us would be there in case there

were que?tions and comment. So he had two showings, one for the

House ●r.d one for the Senate, one right after the other. There weren’t

more than two or three Congressmen there and 1 think he was the ~

Senator who showed up. Itwas ● very vivid motion picture. It showed

in local theaters, first in New York and it opened in Washington a day

or two after I saw it; that’s how we happened to have a print of it ●vail-

&ble. But it was forbidden far public showing on British TV becau~e

it was considered bad medicine.

ROOT:’ I think I know the organization in New York and I think if

there i. any interest here in seeing the film, we might be abie to get

it for the next meeting.

DUNHAM: it’s a commercially ●vailable film. It was shown in

the Penn Y’heate r. I don’t know where it was shown in .?Jew York.
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CONARD: Were you able to get anything from the questions ● s to

the depth of understanding of the situation?

DUNHAM: There were one or two staff members who felt very

ctrongl y and there wan obviously one disciple of Stonier’ c, for in-

stance. The idea just shows that you shouldn’t even think in terms

of Civ.i Defense. I think there were specific questions about how

reliable such a statement is, ●tc. ; it was generally quite aeeu -

rate,

TAYLOR: It seems to me that it is very difficult to get dispassion-

●te ●ccountm of what might happen because there is a strong tendency

to choose sides in this. There is a labelling of people. People who

e=mine various types of Civil Defense measures and promote them

tend to be in the hawkish column. And they tend to be for ABM. etc.

Thie tendency for many of us to get polarized by statements about

Civil Defense, is,- I think, one of the reasons why it looks ● s though

many people ● re not interested. I find that when I think someone is

not interested in the subject, it’s very often the case that he is not

interested in what I have to say about the subject, but he has his own

ideas. If he is in an ●rgumentative mood, he will taIk about them.

Xf he’s not, he acts as though he has not thought about it and is not

willing to.

FREMONT-SMITH: Isn’t this a vc ry human factor, that people find

it very uncomfortable to stay on the fence about anything that is im-

portant? I wish Jack would speak to this.

MILLST: We’re stuck with the possibility of being at one end or

the other of the spectrum; either “Yes, it’s going to happen” or “No.

it can’t possibly happen, “ while in the middle are ●ll the mugwumps.

The mugwumps have the hardest time of all because that involve~ a

lot of thinking and the use of imagination. I’m trying to come Up with

something new in the way of solution or at least something half way

logical as far as one’s experience can show it. It seems to me that

that is fundamentally the situation here from a psychological stand-

point. The same tias true” when we were trying to sort out the pros-

pects for good government in Germany after the war. There were ●t

one end the people who you knew would repeat the Nazi thing while at

the other were people who couldn’t possibly do it as far ● c we could

tell. Then in the middle were those calling for judgment as to who

could be trusted to handle this or that level of government . Funda-

mentally, the same psychological situation of obsessional horror at

one end or the other existed, you nee.

i,.
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TAYMR: I mentioned that becauce 1 think thcro io ● difficulty in

●rtsworing your qu. stion ● s to wtit on. sbcmld do to -ho ●we that

the people who ● re charting our courses ● re well tnformed. Lwrau. o

● definition of :’good info. mation” or “*d tnfurmatton 4or bck ~J

laforr~tiort is basocl so trwch on whst ono”a own tdoa to of w!Mt the. a

JMOp:O ahouhi do.

EISENBUD. f think thst tho govcr.wrwnt ha. done ● good job on h~
various ctiition. .>f tho Effects of Nuclear WrA~_nA mkck descrtb**——
the technicsl facts, ●d certainly Anfor-= ck tht. form .hould b

uscfttl to pcopl. that *v. t}:. int~lloctof our docicion-rrukore. Thav

should not have to raad It second hand. they fihowld na$ havo to trutt

taking Itout of the newopapero or out of tho polarised purnais,

FRKMONT- SMtTSi: which information i. this that’. ●va$labls’”

1 mutt say ttit I think that @n@ of thv prnblems 10 that there has

been ● ctdtural change tn this country whtch makes ●ny dtcrus-toa

about ●nything tht’s unpleasant uapoputar at any dtnner partv or

cocktsil ~rty. w%*a 1 wa. a child, my recollection of thr houbo
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AYRES: 1 must say tht [ ●greo mtb t!mt.
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of devastation and the dislocation thatwould be ●omciatd with tho

US* of this shelter would be so great the; one nwght just ●- well trust

to luck ?. to try to take ●ny cotmtructivo preventive ●ctioa. This is

● very discouraging thins. 1 think in general that evtryone at Oak

Ridge hopes somehow that the decision-~ker. wtII avert the caiarm

ity. ●lti:nugh one r~cogniaeo that it may not be up to Wachingtort in

the last ●nalysis to do oo. So I think tbt tbio points up the loeliag

of hopelessness ●nd ● feeling that the indtviduai r~ally can ●xercise

no meaningful cc”. !ctive ●ction that may prevail throughout tha

country. I ref” bclieve that people ● ro so ignorant of the di.

mcnsions of t; .t. 1 prefer to think that instead th*y don’t

aee ●ny const: .aur*e which they can takw.

DE BOER: Are you talkittg ●bout yourself mow or ● ro yoit talking

about the community you live in?

UPTON: I’m talkinc ●bout the community ●ml about people la gen-

●ral with whom I’ve discussed the probiem.

ROOT: How many people here !mvc sheltcro’

.

FREMC)NT- SMIT}i: Whatm

ROOT: Doe- anybody here have ● .heker~

KISEN13UD [ would quite ●~ree with you ?xcrpt in on. respect.

You s-id that thea* people viho &tve up any hope nf mlutlon beyond

“thi D Wint hope that thetr decision-mahers wa!.1 pretent the a-er in

the prologue ●nd, of rourse. this i. what we ● rm ●ddreg-ing our-

selvec to. Uut I think there have bcea ● couple of ~trt~s running

through the d~scussion in the lasttsw cbyo that are very wmrrisomo.

I think somebody raised somewhere ●long the ltne the question of the

motivation cd the politic ian.. i thinb ~t’. very depre~stng that many

of the cnIumnicts. ● s they talk ●bout the Vietnam war. mor~ or less

● csume that there’s Roinq to he some rk~tngo in national poltcy be-

cause there’- ●rt clectton coming ●nd that tha positions that the Pli -

tlcians ● re going to take in the m?ionai rlcctton. on Vietnam, ● re go-

ing to be influenced by the fact th.tt they w-nt 10 be re-~lrcteri. [

think this i. terr!bie.

MiLLET: There’* ● lot of evid~nce for this vtew.

-. -._ ._.
. .
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FR EMONT-SIUITH: But. you sac. they say the only way they can
serve tbe country, which thq know they can de. i. 10 get re-eiected.

● the mos~ important thin~ to save the worlcf ;. to get rc-elected. I

think this ie ● perfectly under slawiablo ratio naIisattott to just~fy ●l-

mo.t ●rty chance of policy or any changa ●t ●!l that wtil Met Ihern re-
●loctod. Ilmn th~y can reaiiy -k@ t%. c%c~nthns, ●t )east unt~i the

next ●lection 100me upt f hught~: j

I’d like to go beck 10 the ●rlmr situatton. I ltve m Long Island

●nd 1 work in New York C:tty. ●nd thorc ● re a great many other peo-

pl- who move in ●nd out M Xe= York Ctty every day who leave their

famtlims ●t horn. in the suburbs ●nd go Into Sew York City ●nd then
go back to thotr tatmliea. Wol\, to (ace what hap$-nt in ~ nucioar war

for people like my. elf t. cxtrcrnely ~!tfficult because you might be on

tbe train. you might be at home *her* th~ro’c no poc.tb~l~ty of sheller

because Long t.hnd 1. so flat, ●t Icaot on the .Sauth Shoro wh~re f

live, ●nd. on the otherhati tf you get ir.to S+ew York. you’ve left

your family ●ncf children out thrre whoro thry hava no hope and you

havo no hope of ●eetng l~em ●tatn. h ic so ffhastly to contemplate

what you would. in tact, Lo (aced with if ● bomb fell on Lens Island.

New York Ctty, in the harbor. sntt eacn ono of these gives you entirely

different kinds of problems to face, that I think tt’s very es-y. after

havtng heeome involved in it●nd se~tng th. c hiidren in binderxart~n

hidiq under & table with their )w<ds up, which ●loo has ~tc ●bsurdity.

to just @t ~t out of mtnd ●nd sav, rherc’s nothing we can do ●bout it;”

l-m ●ura th~. ●nter. into ● good many peopio’s think~ng ●bout it.

TAYLOR 1 thtnk it’s vrrv imprtant to d~stingu’sh tao ~li(fcrent
kinds of hopelet~nesc ●nd 1 think 1 know the k~nd y,,u had in mtnd,

Arthur, ●lthouah [’m tmt sure. One kind of hopelesoneas corers
from the \dea that no rnattvr 9-hat we do ● 9 ● country or ● s ● world.

●ny kind of a nucl(ar war wtll destroy us ●ll in some sense; WI1l ruin

US, no matter what we do. Ther~’@ ●nether kind of hopeiescness ttit

is the kind 1 feel and t~t is that ;t’s of no uoe for me to do ●omething

all by mys~.lf, ●nd that’svery diff~rent.

[’m for Civil Ilefense. 1 don’t bve ● cheiter becauao I can’t see

how to use the ●heiter if there ●rrn’t any other pianc ●round my home

or ●round the place where 1 work. (t’n a Itttlc b~t l~kc *aying one is .

agatnst pollution of the ● tr by ●utomobiles and then is given thr option

of spending S1OO to put somcthinc on one’s car that wtll make tt com-
pletely pure. N~ono wtll do that by h;m~elf brcauoe It doe$n’t even

begin to ●olve the problem. lht doesn’t mean he’. for pollution or
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●ga; nst anti- pollution measures. I think it’s very important to dis-

tinguish those two.

AYRES: As a matter of fact, there’s a nice illustration, People

understand this point so poorly that one of the petroleum companies

- I’m not sure which one- published an ad in a national magazine say-
ing, in effect, “You can stop pollution. Stop driving! “ [Laughter]

HEMLER: There’s another point that should be brought up here

with respect to the new types of hopelessness that you are talking

●bout. I think a good example that brings this out occurred in 1961,

during the Berlin crisis, when at the national level it was brought

out that a nuclear war w-ad very podsible. me Administration, the

Department of Defense, Civil Defense, all brought this point out very

quickly and very abruptly in, I believe, September 1961. People all

over the country then began to have meetings and to build fallout

sheltero; construction companies and builders became involved.

There was a mass movement toward the fallout shelter which points

out that there was not the hopelessness of total destruction involved.

At least it points that out in my mind.

You will also recall, however, that the movement was random in

●ll directions, a multi- directional movement, because after having

made the statement that nuclear war was possible, no instructions

were immediately given as to how people should pre Fare; consequently,

people began to prepare ic their own different ways. There were pee-

ple L know in my area that began to prepare their own personal family

fallout shelters and there were a number of them built. There were

some cities that began to build public-type shelters. I remember i

was living in El Paso at the time. Do you re”member a nationally put.l-

licized case which concerned the small city of Artesia, New Mexico,

● city of about 25, 000 people, which had plans for building a public

school? They built as part of that school an underground public shel-

ter for the school children and the pe”ople in the small town, although

Artesia was far from being an important area. This mood continued

for four or five months, but again no definitive instructions ~vere
coming from Washington or from the people that the public thought

should provide them with the information on what should go into fallout

shelters, what the fallout shelters should do or would not do. In fact,

if you Iook ●t the record I think you will find that Civil Defense was

caught badly off-guard by the statement made. They frantically tried

to prepare instructions and tried to prepare the yellow pamphlet that

you were talking about, but that came out afterwards. So there was
— ,
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8 five or six-month period jn Aich no instructions were forthcom-

ing, no information was forthcoming. The people were trying to do

something and it ended Up with pretty much chaos. By the time the

government acted and was able to get the instructions out, the interest

had died off. ,

Also during thattime I remember n eetings. I know I attended one

PTA meeting where a speaker had beet. asked to talk on nuclear ef-

fects. Unfortunately, he was one nf those experts who become ex-

pert by hearing ●nd readicg such things as On The Beach, and he

managed to terrorize the ●udience. I got up ●bout half-way during

his talk and started trying to e:. k him questions that I hoped would

bring the thing back into per cpcctive. but it was ● losing battle all

the way. hter on in our ● rea we did put out speakers, people who

could talk about the effects to some degree. But we were talking

earlier in this conference ●bout not giving out ●ny information. This

was a case of not telling the people the problem or the facts early ●nd

in de~il. This was a came where we gave out the basic fact that a

nuclear war could occur too early and without any information to pro-

vide guidaace for people.

Since that time there has been apathy with reopect to the Civil

Defenee program even though the Government in fact, as I said,

came out with instruction. later on. It just died off. I worked with

the lllinoia Civil Defense people after that and it was very difficult

to bring the people, the public, back to the point again because the

impetus was no longer coming from Washington. The instructions

were there and had been put out, but there was no push to ume the

instructions.

FREMONT-SMITH: Did any of you see the article in Progressive

magazine at about that time entitled, “It’s a Problem, “ a satire?

. TAYLOR: Yes, I did.

FREMONT-SMITH: I think it’s one of the best I’ve ever seen and

I really think it points up exactly every single is sue that came up.

A man pu” up a Civil Defense thing in this small town and a friend

of his learned of it through a plumber because nobody else knew about

it, and he took his 11- year- old-boy over to see what his friend had

made and then he asked him a series of questions. He said, “What

do you do about air and what do you do about a filter and what do you

do about your neighbors coming in? “ At carh question the man who

was building the defense thing contemplated IL and ended up, “Well, “

he said, “It’s a problem!”

.
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SPEAR: Before we get away from JchrI’o account of what happened

in late 1961, I wouId like to point out that there was a kind of a signi-

ficant footnote to the push. I believe it w-as in November of 1961 or

thereabouts that Life magazine, which has a very substantial circu-

I#tion. came out - one issue that was largely devoted to the fallout

●helter queotion. This gave it a great push. The Life presentation

did have some instructions. Obviously this was an=pired piece

and the administration was with it. At tha: same time, in a confused

setting when Civil Defense was in the process of transfer from the

Executive Gffice to the Department of Defence, there came the drive

to get out the little ye 11OW pamphlet. Well. obviously, the administra-

tion was strongly behind the fallout mhelter idea at that time and there

was great drive to get the pamphlet out. But, ● e oae can imagine if

you have been in Government, the procesm of clearing it. detaile was

no fast matter. People in the State Department would worry about

the effect on other countries of the mere fact that the Government

put it out. Others worried ●bout Chia imfmct on people: “We shouldn’t

say it that way !” Others had other questions. This took a long time,

●nd ●Iong ●bout the time-and I forget the sequence-the pamphlet

finally did come out, the Congrens was busy on some appropriation

bills involving federal construction. The lack of national coneensus

was rather dramatically pointed out by ● rider that went in many QI

these appropriation bills forbidding the use of any of the funds involved

in making fallout shelter preparations in federal buildingo.

The administration was ●lso putting on ● big drive for the owners

of commercial and residential buildings to make such proviaionn.

All of these things contributed to taking the steam out of the home

shelter effort.

One other thing, too, waa that many of the people in Civil Defense

thcmselvee were not sympathetic to the idea of the individual fallout

shelter. They felt that this was no real ●nswer; that comrnanity

shelters were required where you could have large numbers of peo-

ple together. So they didn’t themselves take any steps in this direc-

tion. They were waiting for the public appropriations that would

bring about community shelters. Those. of course, never came.

One other point I would like to make, going back to the effects

of nuclear weapons. Merril, I agree that there is a mass of com-

pletely useful information there and that the government has done

very well in making this ●vailable. But I think it takes more than

simply making it avaiIable. The information is there but this has

.. —
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never been translated into useful working knowledge on the part of

most of the people of this country who need to know it, and that’s
almost everyone. Somwhere in here there’s got to be some push,

some motivation, some real incentive for people to assimilate that

information and to make it working knowledge. It has never been

done. f don’t know how you would do it.

FREMONT- SMITH: In contrast. there is Sweden. Isn’t there

●n entirely different situation there?

SPEAR: Of course; in Sweden you had the willingness of the

government to dedicate substantial funds to underground shelter

purpoees for industry and for government.

FREMONT- SMITH: And for people.

SPEAR: Yee. And [-suppose one could say thatSweden may have

spent on civil defense what we have been pending on our military

budget.

FRFWONT- SMITH: I wonder whether psychosocially thie contrast

between two different nation. isn’t worth contemplating, because wc

had thie surge of interent and then apathy foilowing, and it raises a

question of whether in a democracy such as ours or in a country

built the way we are, one can keep up a pitch of interest which fall-

out shelters require to keep them functioning when the war doesn’t

come. On the other hand, what has Sweden done? I think this is

worth discussing.

SPEAR: I wonder whether the traditional stance of neutrality may

in some way that X don’t understand be responsible for this? You

have much the same thing in Switzerland.

FREMONT-SMITH: And they ● re nearer to Russia, too.

SPEAR: The Swiss have “a similar tradition o’! neutrality and I’ve

●lways, wondere,d how they can keep it alive over the centurien, in

which they don’t fight, the tradition of military responsibility of each

adult male. Arms are regularly issued to them and when the church

bells ring they assemble at certain points. They rehearse tuis per-

iodically. How they do thi.. how they keep alive that interest, that

sense of obligation,

I don’t understand.

without ever being called upon to really use it, —

\’
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WARREN: Just enough wars and their chihiren are brain-washed.

Isn’t this one of the elements where we have fallen down a bit? AL
though Xthink the schools have done very well. Perhaps the Civil

Defense exercises they go through as part of their fire drill ●nd

other thing B may be fooiish to some extent, but It’s ●n image which

hat een built up now in our children. It’spartly responsible for

some of the fear and hopelessness that the present co!!ege students

voice, for instance, at least i- my opinion, because they were indoc-

trinated in the hazards ●nd the dangers but there was no solution of-

fered. This gives then ● sense of instability and fruetratht and

hopelessness ●nd so they are anti-social. “Let’s throw the oldsters

out and let’s start ● better world. “ But they have no solution for

that either.

But don’t we creat~. our image for the next generation in the home

and in the school, ●nd without conviction at the home level? Isn’t

this ● s important as conviction ●t the high ●dministrative policy level?

[n fact, it’s more so because it furnishe~ the base on which the whole

direction of thinking rests. A lot of thought has been given to this

uver the yearn, ● s you all know, but we haven’t come to any clear

crystallized policy on our Gwn side, have we, as to what the facts

● re and how they should be related to our society?

FREMONT-SMITIf: Is there a national policy in schools now? Do

all schools in every state have the same kind of drills?

WARREN: Pretty much. It’s a general policy that is now like

osmosis. I think you would ha~:e ● difficult time in taking it out of

the school system. [t’s just like a fire drill.

UPTON: I get the impression that the Office of Civil Defense is
treated as a poor cousin, and that we really don’t have a firm, posi-

tive, well- implerrwnted national policy in this direction. 1 may he

quite misinformed on this. I would welcome Borne discus nion on it.

MILLET: There’s something I wanted to say ●t this point in con-

nection with what Upton said a little while back about hopelessness.

I think there are a couple of things that haven’t been brought out here

very much yet. One of the possible reasons why there’s so much of

this- I quite agree there is a great deal of that iee!ing around-is

because people are so, let’s say, spoiled. We have become so spoiled

in this country about our way of !ife that it is nor uncommon to hear

such things as “Well, if it happens, who would want

conditions? “ I think there is ● great deal of that.

to live under those

●
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Now. ● s far ● m Sweden is concerned, it occuzs to me that they

● re ●lwaya ●xpecting tht somebody is cot going to respect their

neutrality. “For some reason or another we had better be on the

lookout because this one is going to hit us or that one is going to hit

us. “

I quite ●gree with what Dr. Warren ha. said about Switzerland.

It’s a phenomenon that’s extremely hard to understand. It could be

extremely important strategically, one would think, from the stand-

point of Central European wars. Perhaps it has something to do

with a muAti- national composition which makes for a certain stability

in terms of international relations. “Don’t hit us because possibly

you would hit somebody who is your first cousin if you do this. “

HEMLER: I think maybe you hit on the point when you said that

Sweden might be afraid that someone may not respect their neutrality.

They have seen this happen in Belgium, Holland, Denmark. These

countries have ●ll declared their neutrality at one time or =nother

●nd have had it overrun.

ROOT: I thick Swede t in a Iittle special. They ’started because

thev knew in the next war, being so close to the Soviet Union, their

borders would not be reepected, they wou”,d be overrun. But, in

●ddition they had a technological incentivv. The engineers developed

a very simple ●nd cheap way of drilling into stone with no danger of

●ilicosis or aplintcring” a one-man drill. So they ctarted driliing

into their own rock and found it cheaper to build a room by drilling

a hole than by enc!osing a space in air-heating in cheaper, mainten-

●nce simpler, no windows. Their fallout ~helters pay for themselves.

Saab it located underground ●ntirely. Big oil, deposit. are all under-

ground. Atomic energy is underground. They have an underground

hotel which ca .e converted into ● hospi~l and lots of extra garage

~pace.

So actually they don’t need to budget for something which may or
may not be used. They have ● magnificent civil defense network

which is ● useful and paying proposition ●t the same time.

MfLLET: Maybe if we could learn how to burro~. economically

into our rock in Manhattan, instead of going up into the air, we would

be quite all right.

TAYLOR: I think there are two other reaaonc that are quite im-

portant. One of them is that Sweden, being ● neutral country, is not
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subjected to the idea that developing ● simple defense program is
provocative, that it will provoke the Russians. That’s ● very strong

force in this country.

I’he ceco:.d point I think is that they ● re probably unlikely, at

least the way things ● re developing internationally now, to be sub-

jected to some ●il.-out massi’?e ●ttack. Therefore, they can answer

the questions “W’hat is the world going to be like; is the world going
to l>e worth living in afterwards in Sweden? “ They can answer ● lit-

tle bit more ●ffirmatively, “Yes. ” But I think the strong point is

that there’s been no ●nti-civil defense.

ROOT: I was there ●t the height of the program and they were

worried about the Russian reaction. And Finland wam worried. It’s
very important for that ● rea for Sweden to stay neutral to help the

actual border countries.

They aiso did what they consider ● possible provocative thing.

They reorganized the military structure instituting compulsory ser-
vice for ●ll citizens, to provide a constantly changing but constantly

standing ●rmy, which they didn’t have before.

UPTON: Of course, there’s the other element, too, which YOU

brought o~:, I think, on the first day, Ted, and that is that we have

relied m the dld adage “The beat defense in a strong offense, “ ●nd
we I.ave n\ore or less thrast into the background the notion that

sonlething might happen even though we were able to deter it. With

change in the distribution of plutonlum throughout the world, this

philosophy becomes increasingly precarious.

TAYLOR: I must just say that as far an I’m concerned I have had

some doubts about whether we should have a civil defense program in

the pa bt. I have no d~mbt whatsoever now, for this reason, that I’ve

seen ways in which the deterrent forces can fail to hold things off,

so that no matter what our national leaders do, criminai organiza-

tions, what have you, groups of people over which we bve no controX

whatso~ver, can threaten other groups of people.

UPTON: This deterrent philosophy wouldn’t be va!id at all for

Sweden or Switzerland or smaller powers.

SPEAR: I must say that I’ve never been able to understand the

reaction to which you refer. I know it exists, the feeling that a

,1
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meatdttgfui civii defense program is somehow provocative. When yow
thAnk of tho building tsp first of our SAC Corcc. then 01 the va*t ●rray

of mlsoilc.. the nuclear sub. that ● re ws Ioeattoa ●t ●ll tunes. thc~o

would represent to me. U I w*ro smtne ta ● poterdul target country.

● ho}l of ● lot more prow. cattvc ~sturo t&as bulhhng come chcltor-.

Why this rematns ● m tnfluontml arcummu 5 dun’t know; howewur. tt

does Pernist.

SP&AR. I think that”aundoubtedly tru~ and I recaii that In the

late fifties- I (or Bet the exact date-the Administrator oi }“ecferai

Civ!l De fence. havtn~ bratef, h$m head •ga~nst the wall rtmnv tire-o

on this, finaily deitvered on the ●dmtni. tration’s doorotvp ● ~tkage

of blat ●td faiiout shelter pro~ramc with ● pr:ce tag est~trmtcd be-

tween $30 ●r.d $50 billion. Not iong ●fter that he waz appointed our

Ambassador to SMnrnark’ [ Laughter)

FREMOSIT-SMITlf: Isn’t there ●nether eirmatt in thi. thcht of

provocation wtth ciwil defen~e. ●nd that is that :f the nov-rnmrnt

backed ● ctrong program of ctv Ii defencc. th~o cwald be ,n!. tnterpret*d

● . indicating a governmat: poJtcy whirh @xp*ctud atomic war farr ●nd

therefore was probabiy going to be lnvoived in one’ h ●cem. to me

tit this could be seen ● s provocative in that sense. not d~rectiy pro-

vocative but impiytng ● bthind. the- scenac poiicy of expectation which

. ,.,

---
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be geing to do eomethng. Thorefoto. we might e-ott try to knock out

Z!!4ESflttJD What ●bout cti” argurrwnt tkt wsc ttmd sgatnst the
Marbor report. far ●8ampio” ~to report came owt ● ymr or two
ago under NM ●uaptco..

AYRES. v#63.-

TAYLC)R ?Jo, thto statement has b~eamade by the Secretary

of De fcn~e over and over •~ain. love iooked very hrd Ior ●ny back-
up in term. of ●ny Amertcan ●na!ynis that demonstrates thatt~ia10
4 fact ●nd ~“vq nwer seen ●ny ●uch arguitaent.

AYRBX3 The Ke”*”Study (R~ferenca %5) d;d show that, didn’t it’

TAYLOR: %. the que.tton i. whether it’s chesper to build up

● n effensive force which wtll ktllas n,any people in ● stt~tioft w-here

they now have ● blast ●nd ● post- fsllout @helter .yfiterru not ●n ind~-

vidwal fallout shelter.

; .>
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AYRES: They have ●n ●dditional ●rgument which getc Iinked wtth

the. tbt tt’a cheaper to knock out the mlsstlo before k’s launched

thArt it i. to do it tbe othor way.

TAYLOR: No. but tht’c not th~ argurvmnt.

ROOT: Am I wrong m ●-.umtng that if we do haw& ●n AUM. that

makes ● Callcmt shelter program ●b.oluteiy imperattve~

TAYLOR: That’. w~t th~ %cretary of Def. n.e has said. Ilow.

●vQr, he ho not 10 my knowlcdgo said ●nythtnc ●- ?hio tn tho hot

few months. l’m very curmus to s-o -hat he’. go$ng to oay.

lXSICNftUD: I foh thin way ●t th- timo ●nd 1 stilt do. 1 think that

tha gewornmant reallw passed the buck down to the individual fsmtly

irt b very un~’r way. I had ● good opportunity to look into thte for

probbl~ th No. 1 target. mrrwly. Now York, wh~n I cbirerf M cum.

mittoo ●ppointed by the Mayor to 104 ●t tho problem cd ctvtl defense

in New York, ●nd. frankly, we cama up with ● rocomm ●n&tkrt that

tslti~toly lad to tho dicbendrn~nt of tho local civil rl~f~nso organisa.

tlon, ● tran~fer cd it. functtort. to tlw pol~ce ●nd fire d~partments.

No*, tho basic reason W*O that we could get no backup from the

federal government. New Ynrh is the hearfquarter~ for the First

Army, which Ius some very important mi~.~on~. Mainly, it’s

chrgcd with the movement ot materiel snd personrwl throu~h the

melropolttan .?Jew York ● rea In time of war, ●nd yrt WQ found that

tho Fir-t Army, in order to implement its mi. aiun. hd really not

cmtslder-d how they would get through the city ●trce{s. Thvv were

expect itig the city pol IcrY drmrtment t{? (Jo it●nd th; ~ pu!ice dep~tt.

mrnt had four channels of r~djo; th - ftre depart rrwnt had four than.

rml., tho civii dtfense had ●nothor four. There werr twwlve vntee

ctmnnels. In other word,, in N*w York City, knock out the •xistln~

communication. .y. tem ●nd they can only carry on twclv~ voice con-

vorsation D ●t the pres~nt time ●nd. ● m 1 said to •oni~body ye~terday,

itwould tako ●ll twelve people to find out -here the .Mayor is ●nd

whcthor he’s ctill ●live.

AYRES: I think the telephone company probably hs quit~ ● num.

ber of ●dditional channels. Did you check into tht~

EISENtt UD: They may have it now. Tlwy didn’t have it ●t that

time.
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~fiE~[?u~ If th~y ~d- ;t a.ailablo to peop]o w~ contracted witk

the city. We dtdn’t look tnto that. The point is that the charanels avail-

●ble to the Ctty of Sew York numbered twelve.

I’m familiar with what they did in X*W York ttaelf. which i. ● com-

munications network, They have ● ttnebuildtnc aod !h*r. thern.elves,

havo ● eystem that can support itseif. tiut tho psont lS that New York
City then only had twelve channels ●nd $kere was na ?acy way in *htch

thq crmld gec ●dditional ones without tak~ng the channel. ●way from
~ople. who wan{eti to bans on to them, and most of them wero goverrt-

mtrtt controlled.

The other thing was thatthe inttlllgence network ●t the ~lmc waa

so tnadoqu~te that tt wctdd be tmpo. ~tble for the 10CS1 civil de fonso

people to find owt how big tho bor.~b waD, exactly whero it was deto-

nated and how high off the ground. which ● re three fundamental thtngo

)CW would w&A to have. Iltis information couid not b- rmcfe ●vaibbla

from the outstdo ●t that time.

WARRZN. The point of view of the military i,, isn’t it, Merril,

that they have their own •s~ig~ment.- “&hey csn take on thi~ ●ddi-

tiona) ●.stgnment and thetr mm ●mstgnrt,ent. At Ieamtwhen 1 was

●ctive in this f~eld-1 can’t ●p<ak for thr hot four years-their own

●sltgnmrnt had to do with ckfendina the local stt-ilon agatnst tnva -

sion, which *S a pretty outmurfed policy.

KISENBUD: Well, u-e ended up just dtocumcing these thingn with

the military and we Juct threw up our hands ●nd decidrd that there
was juot nothing that the police department. the fire deprtment and

the civil defense organization COULI do.

/’
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TM*, of cottroe, may be ● more corhplicated problem thth iet’c

say, yw would hav. ●t Oak Ridge. you see, ●nd that othero might

have. But your situation on Long Isiand wouhf be dreadful because

there would be millions of people trying to get owt there and now, of

courrne, they couldn’t get out but they wmsld try to get out there be-

caum it’. the one piace t~t they can go if they can’t grt across to ths
other side of town.

I wonder-this may seem logical. but I think ~rhaps ttisn’t-if

what we ● re trying to do is to focu. on come of tho thtngs that should
b. done without really Itavtng perhaps ● n ●dequate d!scurnston of what

the probl~m i..

ATTACK DAMAGE ANO ?ROUEMS Of POS1-A7?AcK fiEcOVfXY

HSEN!3UX3: Om of tho d~fficuit”ie~ that one slways face. in ● dLs-

cu. sion of thl. kind is that there ● re slrnoct ●n tnftmtc number of

permutations and combinat~on. that could result tn ● nuclear war of

●ny dimenaiort ●nd ●ny pattern. ●nd J thought tt n~tght be worthwhile to

take ● few minutes to discuss the kinds of situation. t%athave &n

●cmmed in the past in d~.cu.. ions of thi. kind. 1 think itwtmld he

unfair to call on ●nybody on short notice. I trt~d to stjck [M. Dunham

with it but he didn’t ●xactly bite. So i wou~d like to run down, from

my own recollections, what the ●osttmptions were ●t the iast Joint

Committee Hearltiga on Nuclear War.

. .

.;

..

The size of the ●ttack wac on the order of 10.000 meuatona. ~taybe

take off ● factor of 2. It doesn’t matter for purposes of discussion.

A megaton ia a big number.

AYRFX5: The attack in quentton involved I, 450 MT en the U.S.
(Reference 56).

EISENUUD: W?mt was the whole war’

AYRF25: I think it was about twice as much.

EISENBUD: 3, 000, then’

AYRES: Yes.

EISENBUD: All right, we’ll .a} 3, 000. t want to put the nizr of

thts into perspective by pointing out that 20 megatons of TNT-w~thin ●

factor of 2-would be ● block of TNT to feethtgh and 10 ieet wide ●nd

---’
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1,000 miles lonz, ●nd these ● r? the individual bombs thst we are
talking ●bout when we say 2% megaton bombs.

UPTON. This. MerriI, ia just on the Continental United Sate. ?

EEEs13v D: It’srrally half of that on the U.S.

UPTON Ila!f hrre ●nd half on the U. S.S. R“

)’ TAYLOR You might ● s well ●*Y rvrrybody {. injured.

,“:. AYRKS. rh$t seemm ● httlr bit too ht~h.
t

),,-
CASAREr T Merrtl, is thi.qualified by shelter or no shelter or ●ny -

./’
thing of tht= Wnrt ‘

,i
●$

KISE; XHUD rhim ts in the ~pen, with the ●cunomy a. tt IS now.

‘i AYFt ES. It’o not neceosartly trur thst therr’m ane hurt man for

every drad man.

.,
, EISEXDUD All right. $$’r’li put ● question mark th~r-. What

,,
● re the liveat }~k figures, John-’ Da you rrmrmber - Mwt fraction

of the l~vesto<k in thr United States were killed”} The ftgure 2 have

in mind . . .
/’.. ,.
“,,

AYRES: [ don’t think that they ever gavc it.

-. EISENBUD: There was ● statement given by somebody, 1 think it

wag around 50 percent.

.-—
,-
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TAYLOR: It”c prd)ably r~asomblr.

l! USTAD: 1 would say that’s too high, mu, h tuo htgh acutely be-

cause most t~f them are ●=ay from the target areaz..

AY14CS ‘This was 5’} percrnt L-f.mntrrfor( r, 50 por~rnt countcr-

value. A lot of m~litary targrts are In a~ricultural ● r{”as.

BUSTAD We just said that ●t this kind O( dose you’re goin~ to

have two kinds cd caaualtie.. Thts was just entered into the com-

puter. I’m jumt gotnR by !ntuttlon now, and the location of the ma-

jority of the Iivectock.

KISKN13UD: rhe thing thatI do remember ts that on th; maps [

saw, all of the dairy cattle tn uur part of tht. country. in the North.

east, would have dird, ●ll of them.

●▼

ta

AYRIX3: Yrs. but that’s OnlY ● .mali fraction.

EISENIt UD: Yes. Still that’s -here we get our milk.

F3USTAD: Let’s try 25 or 30 pcrcrnt.

FR&MOXT-SMITii: And tlmn injury will II- another rqual numbrr

least”’

AYRES: Not necessarily.

13USTAD: Are you talk~nK of the acute situatton or what thr casual-

ties● re after stx months ‘ This i. rather crttlcai, 1 think.

EISEN[i UD. I think six months would be thr fair on-. Of course,

that’s hara to evaluate. 1 think the hearinus tc~lnt wan, ● s I recall,

a situation ●t ●bout 30 days.

AYRES: Yea, but their criterion was, 1 think, that you would rithrr

recovef or you would not. It =ar about ● JU-day pertod.

I! XSENB?JD Y?-. That’. rtght. These arr the baolt. statistics.

There were ●lso statistics that I don’t rrcall about the number of

individual homes that would be destroyed, the numbrr that w>uld be

.
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damaged beyond repair ●nd would have to be evacuated. I don’t re-

call the figures. 1 wonder if any of you do. 1 would certainly hope
s

that they could be in the record of this discussion when the transcript

final~y comes up.

TAYLOR “rhey must have bevn approximately in the ratio of the

rural to the urban population, which is maybe ● third. That’s a third

of the houses uhich ourvive, but they would be ●lmo. t all rural.

That mu-t be within a factor of two.

EISENBUD: Ye*.

$ TAYLOR: ~OUld 9UTViVe’>
‘!

.:
,\ DUN}IAM: It would be ● Lhird of the ruburban houses thatwould

/ survive.

FXS~N~UD: These are the cas~itie. that resulted” from the initial

trike. They do not or did not includr, for exampie, casualties from
:~tarvation resulttng from the fa”ct that perhaps the crop. are standing

in the field when the ●ttack comes and nobody harvests them. SO ●il

the crops rot. warehouses burn; there might be ● lack of water. not

●n much because the water is contaminated but simply because the

di~,tributio”n systems are dettrnycd, Itdid not contemplate the effects

of disease. thr fact th~t medical facilities would be inadequate to deal
with disrase.

/

Then one has to consider what happens ●fterwards, because surely
th~re wi!l be some period which mi~ht be only six months or it might

be six centurtrs while there would be ● continued attrition in society

due to the fact that society hadn’t quite recovered enough to deal with

the raft of explosions, the insects, the “~iruces and God knows what.

UPTON: The ●bsence of ● major ●ffact on other continents?

IZ15LNBUD: You would have to ● ssume that there was ●bout equal

devastation or more in E;urope.

DU?JHAM: W%at about Canada? ,

AYRES: I think the attack covered Canada as well.

EISiZNft UD: Yes.
*

—
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UPTON: What about Utin America, Australia?

EISENBUD: No, they weren’t included and it would seem to me

they ought not be included.

UPTON: Can one imagine a six-century- long dislocation if btin

America ●nd Australia survived practically intact?

EISENBUD: I didn’t say it wag six centuries. It could be six

months or presumably six ‘centuries. I would say it would be longer

than six months.

AYRIZS: You have to remember that you cannot expect much help

from places like South America because even the surviving production

in the first year is perhaps more than they have on ● per capita baais.

The pattern would probably be very unbalanced and distorted com-

pared to pre-war.

UPTON: But in the presence of flourishing civilizations on other

continent. one can’t imagine a Dark Ages that would last centuries.

AYRES: I ●gree with that. I’m saying that our surviving wealth

would be considerably greater than the existing wealth in most parts

of the world.

WARREN: But would it be enough to purchase food from other
countries?

AYRES: It depends.

WARREN: We’ve got a lot of gold in Fort Knox.

AYRES: We’ve got ● lot of gold in Fort Knox; u,e have very much

more overseas investments which can ●lways be disinvesteri. We

have something like $50 billion in overseas investments.

WARREN: Unless they are appropriated by local powers ●nd they

thumb their noses ●t us.

AYRES: This is one of the interesting questions. One reason that

they might not want to appropriate your nurviving overseas wealth is,

first of all, that we hold ● lot of their goId which, of course, is true,

and secondly, we wovld still have a very, very impressive surviving

military force.
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WA RNEN: Which we couldn’t resupply, though, onrc it was used

up, I dcm’t reran to be petisimistic, I just wondered what the situa-

tion was.

AYRH5: I don’t know that th~y could or couldn’t.

EISKSI}UD: I wonder how long our ships could continue to oper-

ate if they couldn’t get spare parts” This is where you get into trou-

ble because no one ha- enough knowledge about the drtails of our econ-

omy. You can tmagine how important this is. There will be some

small plant on Lou# Island that makes somrthirrg ●bout as big as your

fLst ●nd becau~e it’s destroyed the ships can’t go 10 ●a. You see

that in strikes. A company will go on strike ●nd its ramifications

● re enormous.

AYRES: An example might be the General Motors ●trike, where

the Fisher Body Pl~nt was shut down and everybody cl~e went out.

EM ESBUD: [n this case it was the suppliers. you see, that went
out. nut I’m thinking now shout people who make small electtital

parts.

AYI{ ES: There have been studies of this problvm (f!eferenc* 52).

For ex~mpie, the National Academy of Sciertccs Committe~ on fZmer-

gcncy Planrrinri has made quite a point out of this. They have had a

number o{ nwetingn in\olving representatives from industry and they

have tried to think of specific v’tlnerab~litics of thic kind-bottlenecks

-where, for lack of a nail, the shoe in lout, etc. And depending on

y6ur ●ttttudr toward- these things, you may think they carnr up wtth

● lot of ● little. My own !rvling ts they found surprisingly little.

One of the th~ngs that’s nftcn mentioned in thi~ context is tetracthyl

Iead. h happens to be made in two or thr~r plants. On thr other

hand, we don’t need it. N’e couht operate quite weli With Jut At if

you’re wiiiing to let your enjtines operate ineff~ciently. Certain things

Ire crucial, but you can usually find a way around them, and tt’s very

difficult to find something that you could b,. confident would really knock

you out provided you can look fer alternatL~cs, and I think probably the

lack of transportation is more crucia! than the other situation.

EISENIJUD: 1’11 wager that there isn’t one or two com~nies in the

Unitrd States making valvrs for pipeiines: you know. these big valvcs

that go into pipeltnes.

.. -— ●
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UPTON: What about Latin America, Australia?

EIS.YNBUD: No, they weren’t included and it would seem to me

they ought not be included.

UPTON: Can onc imagine a six-century- ]ongdislocation if Latin

America and Australia survived practically Intact”

E1SEN13UD: I didn’t say it was six centuries. it could be six

months or presumably six “centuries. 1 weuld say i: would be longer

than six monthc.

AYRES: You have to remember that you cannot ●xpect much help

from places like South America because even the surviving production

in the fir-t year is perhaps more than they have Cn a per capita basis.
The pattern would probably be very unbalanced and chatorted com-

pared to pre-war. -

UPTON: But in the presence of flour ish~ng civilizations on other

continents one can’t imagine a Dark Ages that woald laat centuries.

AYRES: 1 agree with that. l’m saying that our ~urviving wealth

would be considerably greater than the c.iistinq “w,,~lth in most parta

of the world.

WARR EN: But would it be enough tc purchase food from other

countries?

AYRES: !t depends.

WARREN: We’ve got a lot of gold in Fort KIWX.

AYRES: We’ve got ● lot of gold in Fort Knox; we have “very much

more overseas investment which can always be disin*:eated. We

have something like $50 b’llicn in cwerseas inveatm’ents.

WARREN: Unleac they are appropriated by local powera and they

thumb their noset at us.

AYRES: This is one oi the interestin~ questions. One reason that
they might not want to appropriate your ~urviving overseag wealth is,
first of ●ll, that we hold a lot of their gold which. of courzr, ~3 true,

and secondly, we would still have a very, very impressive surviving

military force.

.
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Which we couldn’t resupply, though, once it was used

up. 1 don’t mean to be pessimistic, I just wondered what tiie situa-

tion was.

AY RES: I don’t know that they could or couldn’t.

IZlSENf3UD: 1 wonder how long our ships could continue to oper-

ate if they couldn’t get spare partb? This is where you get into trou-

ble brcausc no one has cnoug.h knowicdge about the details of our econ-

omy-. You can imagine how important this is. There will be some

small plant on Long Island that makes something about as big as your

fist and because it’s destroyed the ships can’t go to sea. YOU see

that in strikes. A company will go on strike and its ramifications

arc enormous.

AYRES: An example might be the Geueral Motors strike, where

the Fisher Body Plant was shut down and everybody else went out.

EISE?<DUD: In this case it was the suppliers, you see, that went

out. But I“m thinking now abcut people W},O make small electrical

parts.

AYRES: There have been studies .of this problem (Reference 52).

For cx.~mple. the National Academy of Sciences Committee on Emer -
gencv Planning has made quite a point out of this. They have had a

num~er of mectin~s involving representatives from industry and they

have tried to think of specific vulnerabilities of this kind-bottlenecks

-wher~, [or lack of a nail, the shoe is lost, etc. And dependir~g on

your attitude towards these things, you may think they came up with

a lot 01 ~ little. ?dy own feeling is they found surprisingly little.

One of the things that’s often mentioned in this context is tetracthyl

lead. [thappens to be made in two or three plants. On the other

hand, we don’t need it. t~e could operate quite well without it if

you’re wi~iing to let your engines operate inefficiently. certai[~ things

are crucial, but you can usually find a way arour.d them, and it’s very

difficult to find something that you could be confident wcdd really knock

you ,mt provided you can look for alternatives, and 1 think probab!y the

lack ot’ transportation is more crucial than the other situation.

EISEpiGUD: [’ii Wager that there isn’t one or t\vo companies in’the

United States making valves for pi~~elines; you know. these big valves

that go into pipelines.

i
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.

,,. AYRES: How many do you need in the first */ear, is the point”
/“

I.et’s say a pipe plant is put out of commission?

-.
‘.. EISENBUD: You might need hundreds of them. They arc big

items.

/“” AYRES: Probably you’ll cannibalize.

,...- ,
-.

*..-

:.
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SPEAR: Back in 1951 the Federai Civi J Defense Administration

conducted a rather intensive study of the items produced in Cleveland,

Ohio. As I recall, we found 6 cr 8 quite important products that

weren’t produced anywhere else in the country. ‘The Industry Evalu-

ation Board of the Department of Commerce routinely addresses it-

self to the critical essentiality of industrial and other products and

facilities. These are rated according to their essentiality. Unfor-

tunately, both of these efforts were classified, and the result of the

Industry Evaluatio-n f.3oard’s work has never been declassified as far

as I know.

AYRES: But can you say what would be the iinpact .of the loss of

those 6 items?

\,
SPIZAR This was the object of the Federal Ci\>il Defense study

\’ that I mentioned. There wers various studies by ODki prior to the

“i
amalgamation of FCDA and ODM, taking the result of the i. E. 13. ‘s

work and studying the impact on the nation of the loss of varicus pro-

ducts and facilities.

AYRES: The point I am making is that one might ct-mcludc from

what you have just said that the whole ec~nomy grinds to a halt. I

think that would not be the case.

SPEAR: No, but there are some critical vuJnerabilities.

,,,
-,
,4

,/

..
t’

AYRES: Critical, but how critical?

SPEAR: Well, I don’t know how to generalize on how critical they

might be. The delivery of oil by pipeline, gas by pipeline, electric

power transmission are some of the things, as well as industrial pro-

ducts, that I. E. B. has been dealing with. As you conduct war-game

attacks on this country. you can scc the effects of taking out some of

those things. Over the years, some of these ~,ulnerabilities have been

lessened. Communications is one good example where there has been

a hardening of facilities.
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AYRKS: I think it’s fair to say that when you look at these things

in detail, you can usually find an alternative way of solving the prob-

lem. If it’s a valve for a pipeline, you might have to close down one

“pipeline but there are other pipelines. If there are no pipelines

available there are barges and unitrains and ships. There are other

ways of solving almost any electrical problem by avoiding the parti-

cular device. But it’s usually more expensive, and in that case it

is critical.

EISENBUD: Bob, let me give you onc example, though, at the

prenent time. ‘ If yw want to build a power plant. you can’t do it in

less than about 5- I /2 years because the delivery time on turbines is

close to six years. This is in a normal, healthy ●conomy. Just

think about what would happen if a large number of power plants

needed to have their turbines replaced.

AYRES: .It’s more likely that other things, such as transformers,

would go first.

EISENBUD: This may be, bu: you are going to need turbines.

You are going to !~eed them in large numbers.

AYRES: Turbines are extremely hard, you know. That’s one

th;ng that would be very hard to des:roy unless you had a direct hit.

EISENBUD: Of course, this again is part of the unknown.

DUrJHAM: You’ve got a much smaller population there.

TAYLOR: t think there’s an important question. Where is it one

is trying to head? We’ve gone through societal rctrog~ession, and it

seems to me it’s worth trying to be a little bit quantitative in asking

hcw far we have dropped back. Have we, fur example, dropped to a

point where the productivity very quickly can be brought to the same

scale as it is in the United Kingdom or in France or in India or in

Mexico or whatever, . because there are factors of ten or twenty in-

volved there, and if you just look at numbers like that, there aren’t

factors of ten or twenty immediately visible. In other words, there’s

a temptation to say the drop has been to a standard 0[ productivity

which is still consirierabiy higher than all of the underdeveloped coun-

tries in the world today.

AYRES: That’s in fact the indication when you look at it. It may

not be so. but the reasons have to be rather subtie ones.
!
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TAYLGR: Having dropped by an amount which i: very important,

then the next quention is, is the aim to get back up to where we were

before the attack, which I think is foolish, or is it to . . .

HIZMLER: Survive.

. . .

/.;/”

TAYLOR: Survive and move in new directions, perhaps. Let me

give one example. If half the power plants had been knocked out or

two-thirds had been knocked out, I don’t see that it should become

an objective to go back to the energy standards that we had before

the attack, because that’s lavish, luxurious. We may be much
more interested in raising the food productivity level than raising

the Poyer level.

AYRES: Incidentally, there have been unclassified studies (Refer-

ence 52) done on this question of energy, which suggest that it will

be in oversupply.

TAYLOR: It is now.

EISENBUD: I was in Rio de Janeiro last January and there was a

bad storm which washed some mud down the mountainside and in

through the race of a hydroelectric plant; when the wat~r receded,

the mud caked and the plant was knocked out for an estimated year

and a half.

DUNHAM: If the bomb landed on the city and not on the power

plant, you would have no power problem.
,-

EISEN13UD: Let rne say what happened as a result ot’ the plant

being knocked out. Who would have thought, for example, that in

the middle of January, just before CarnivaI, the sewage pumps could

not be operated? Sewage was pumped into Copacabana Beach.

TAYLOR: Isn’t that standard in all sea~ons in the world today?

EISENBUD: No, but ju~? think of the implications of the loss of

power supply which resulted in the required discharge of the normal

amounts of sewage in untreated fashion into the surrounding water-

ways. Then superimpose on that the ~dditional biological material

tbt’s going to have to be disposed of, recognizing that in most of

these estuaries, or many of them anyway, the biological demand is

just a littl .Lt less than the dissolved oxygen.
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AYRICS: Ynu’ve just given one of my nasty scenarios (Reference

57).

EISKNHUD: IIere is just one example, you see, that. comes to

mind. Of course, the basic problem is that the more you think about

it the more complicated it gets arid so you go back to your policy of

not thinking about it.

DE UOER: Who is going to provide the leadership? Two years

ago I w,as part of a Civil Defense exercise in Albuquerque. }Jere

you hav+ a population of 300, 000 sitting in the desert, so everything

has to br trucked in. The .“irst question [ asked was about food sup-

plies. No one had an answer. They, the Civil Defense officials. had

made two basic assun~ptiono, i.e. , there would be adequate reserves

and a fur,ctioning distrihutio.t system, and food would be continuously

brought in. Well, I don’t believe that anybody would be crazy enough

to make a 200- to 300-mile trip across the desert under these circum-

stances, even if the trucker had sufficient gasoline. In case of disas-

ter there, our best estimate was that we might last six days to a week.

With possible hoarding, this would be considerably less. Most peo-

ple don’t ha\, e anything to fail bat!+ on and those who do, more often

than not, depend. upon their freezers. Electricity under these cir-

cumstances may be out, Food and oil supplies wouId be gone first

and these were the very things most of them had not given enough

thought to. The assumption had been that supplies at the worst wouh!
bc temporarily discontinued. I am also sure that people would not

come out of the valley for weeks. .This valley is nearby and there a“re

a fcw thiriga which are grown’ in thv Rio C,rande Valley near Albuquer-

que, such as app~es, potatoes, and tomatoes, but these people would

not come to the city to. sell. They would sit on what they had, pre-

serve it and use it themselves under the circumstances. They surely

would not be interested in commerce.

AYRIZS: That may or may not be true. I would probably disagree

with you abo:!t the ●mount of food in Albuquerque. I don’t know if you

made a direct survey or if this is basedon casual inquiry. The Depart-

ment of Agricult\ire has done surveys.

DE BO12R: This is the point. They were never confronted with

that thought. So whefi 1 asked the question, there was no one who could

give me the answers.

AYRES: You see, most of the food in “the city is not in private

houses; it’s in stores and in Lhe warehouses.

. . .
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DE BOER: No, these were Civil Defense officials. They should

have known, but they didn’t, and, again, my question of responsibility

arises.

AYRES: The average SUPPIY in the United States. is roughly thirw

days, not four or five days. There is usually a ten day supply in the

stores and a twenty day supply in the warehouses.

DE BOER: Yes, but you”re looking at the ideal conditions, if

you could distribute it nicely.

AYRES: I mean at the present time that’s the pipeline.

FREMONT-SMITH: They would still have to be distributed.

DE BOER: You’re still looking at the working distribution system.

AYRES: Yes, but I mean the food in the warehouses is not going to

to be eaten.

DE BOER: If the man says, “You come and get it” that’s different.

AYRES: What can he do with it? He can’t eat it all. In generaf,

I think that the problem you describe is a very real one. I wanted to

quarrel with the specific number because I don’t think it apDlies.

DE BOER: I had neverbeen confronted with this sort of question

and it intrigued me.

AYRES: I think you are quite right, that Albuquerque is very i so-

lated and it’s rather hard to imagine people bringing in food during

the first six-month period.

WOLFE: I’m more worried about water, not for Albuquerque but

for any of the targets. Before you get all the turbines whirling again

and all the material redistributed, it does seem to me that you ought

to consider what the world is going to be like, the local w’orld for each

individual as he comes up out of his shelter or gets up off the ground

if he’s able to, or whatever the situation is. What is he walking into?

I raised some question about these shelters in 1962, an-l 1 had to con-

clude then that the shelter would probably be a means of slow death

instead of quick death. After all what do you come OU: of the shelter

to?

. ..-. - . . ______. .. -----—— .—--—---— --- ------ ---—
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WARREN: You’re not talking about fallout;

what resources are available when you emerge

you’re talking about

from your shelter.

WOLFE: We II, they may or may not be ●vailable. If they ● re

available, they might be Some distance. The way I visualize this is

that suddenly the population of all ages becomes sort of senile. ~0-

body is going to grab the ball and run a hundred yards. This sort of

thing must be some sort of shock and I imven’t been able t~ find out

what they did at FJagasaki and Hiroshima? What did those people do?

WARREN: Those that were left escaped very shortly after the

blast into the surrounding countryside, generally with an amnesia.

The} didn’t know how they got there. rhe catastrophe was so g;eat

that very few of them did any useful work for quite some time. Those

who wandered back to start building again or who tried to erect some

kind of a chack were most!y squatters who <idn’t own the land in the

first place. But the farmers and the fishermrrt were still just the

same-those who were out in the periphery ~nd who hadn’t been touched

by this.

FREMONT-SMITH: There won’t be so much periphery ●ccording

to this.

WARR EN: There was no periphery there, although the other part

of the war had touched the other big cities which were similarly bad-

ly damaged.

WOLFF: If there are 200 targets, I suppose we have to ~ssume

that they ate all going to be hit or nearly s~. Just wandvr out in the

country, this would be a psychological thing that most of you people

know more about than I do, but I can’t imagine that we’re going to

get in ther~ ard start to rebuild right tomorrow or next month or

maybe for months to come.

FREMONT-SMITH: Aren’t peopie going to be very much concerned

as to what they’re going to have to face the next few weeks?

WOLFE: I think they’re going to have to be concerned abvut where

they’re going to get their n-xt drink of water.

FREMONT-ShtIT?{: Yes. Some of them will have a little water,

but at least it will be the most immediate thing. ft is not what’s going

to happen next month but what’s going to happen in 6 days or 60 days

., .—. _ —
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that’sgoing to occupy the attention of the people as they come out oi

their shelters, isn’t it?

WOLF-E: Yes, I think they have to eat and sleep.

TAYLOR: It seems to me one difficulty with this discussion is

that it’s ● little bit like asking what happens in either of two cases.

Case number one: a person is shipwrecked and w;nds up ,on a desert

island with nothing on the island. You’re asked what does he do’!

He dies. Case number two: a person who is shipwrecked lands on

the same island with a survival kit and something out of which he can

make distilled sea water and some seeds, etc. , and he sets about the

business of trying to survive in ● n organized way.

HEMLER: Then maybe he does.

TAYLOR: Maybe so. But 1 think it’o important to separate the

two questions. One is someone who sudder~ly emerges in a situation

with no plan of any kind. He’ a put into a disorganized context alto-

gether.

FREMONT- SMITH: People are

Some peopIe ● re going to come out

TAYLOR: I’m auk~ng, I guecs,

going “to have a great variety.

and find nothing.

what are we thinking about? Are

we’ thinking ●bout the U. S. today, right now? Or are we thinking

abaut what it might be for the U. S. at some later time? You say he

comes out of his shelter. The chances are he doesn’t come out of

the shelter bccaurne he doesn’t have one.

WOLFE: That’s true.

AYRES: If it’s a surprise attack today he’s not in a shelter.

TAYLOR: All right. So I think it’s important to distinguish.

FRLMONT-SMITH: We have to decide’what a~sumptions we ● re

going to start off with.

TAYLOR: IS it a prep.arcd situation or is it a non- PrcWred sit~-

tion, because they are vastly dificrent, almost Iikc night an day.

FREMONT-SMITH: Even in a prepared situation there will be in

enormous variety of experiences to be faced when people come out,

\“
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and I was talking ● s if it were ● prepared situation. But again, some

will find nothing when they come out, depending on where they ●re.

Some will find everything very nicely ●rranged for ten &ys or so
when they come out and there will be an in-between. I would assume

that ● very important consideration will be how wc get into communi-

cation with other areas to find out how bad the situation really is.
What do we expect? I, there ●nether. bomb coming down. ●nd, if so,

when and where? What kind of social organisation can be ●xpected

the next ten days or so’

TAYLOR: Are you putting that in the prepared situation?

FREMONT- SMITH: Yes. I am talking about a prepared 6ituation.

1 woutd think that if we were going to try to face this, we ought to

say, “Well, let’s take a prepared situation. let’s take an unprepared

situation, let’s take ● semi- prepared situation and take each one

separately ●nd try to follow each one through. ”

TAYLOR: Yes. So long ● s we understand what we ● re talking

●bout. Otherwise, one person is walking into an unprepared world

●nd another one is walking into one that haa a S100 billion civil de-

fense program prior to the attack.

F’R EMCNT-SMITH: Which one would you like to start with?

TAYLOR: Maybe the real one.

AYRES: I’d )ike to interject a statement about the water supply.

In some canes. as, for example, ,New York ana a good many others,
there would be plenty of water unless the Kcnsico Dam in White

Plains happened to be destroyed. The pipes are deep and under very

high pressure. Although some of the surface pipes would be broken,

you would have water. In cases like the cities ●long the Great bkes,

which get their water from the Lakes, the water supply would depend

upon the electric pumps. To the extent that they had reserve power,

they would have water. To the extent that ?ney didn’t, it would de-

pend on whether the main power supply watt operating or not. In a lot

of cases tt would be operati, !g because, as I mentioned earlier, gen-

erating equipment tends to be relatively hard compared to other facil-

ities. hfany other cities get water from W* IIR, and ag,ain it depends

on whether they have reserve pumping capacity and whether they have

to depend on the main power. In some cases the main power would

survive or it would be possible to get power from another area through

—...
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inter-ties. [n some cases it would ‘not survive. So you woc!d get a

whole spectrum of situations and certainly in some cases there would

be no public water supply and then you would have the conditions for

a disaster.

DUNHAM: Wouldn’t it be true, though that in practically all, cases

the water would be greatly reduced?

)
AYRES: Yes.

DUNHAM: So that in ● n emergency situation we can get along with

ten percent of the normal water requirements. 1 include bathing

●nd everything else.

AYRES: Industrial water use would be out immediately.

ELSENBUD: Again it depends on your ●ssumptions. If, for e=m-

ple, New York had fires, they would have to fight the fires.

AYRES: That’s true.
I

/’,,
.,

EXSENBUD: And in most cities the water supply provides the

drinking water and it’s the same water supply with which you fight
fires. Th~*~. I think it’s possible to visualize a ●ituation in which

● city like New York would be without an effective water supply.

DUNHAM: Yes, but you don’t have any other requlren. ent~ far

the 48 hours you’re fighting the fires. You’re not goiug to fight fires

for 10 weeks.

AYRES: There’s enough water in the pipes in mG:t places to last

for quite awhile if you’re not using it normally.

FREMONT-SMITH: Are we planning this for the spring or winter?

AYRES: This depends, you see, on whether you have warning and

whether you’ve been properly told what to do. One c.f the firot things

you should do if you have warning that there may be an attack within

the next few hours is to Ret buc’<ets and tuhg and (ill them UP aild.
make sure you have fresh water. Of course, all of these civil

fense shelters are supposedly stocked.

DE BOER: This is really the first point that I would like to

with. Where is the machinery which will enforce this and how

are they informed on thio?

.
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CASARE t’T: Wouldn’t it be tme that in an unprepared situation

the be .t source for genera! communication ●nd control, governmental

control, would be the Armed Forces? In other words, military take-

over of government?

DE BOER: That’s precisely the way I Iook at it. As I look ●t the
military, where I work there is no plan to take cart of this. At least,

there is no published plan that 1 know of.

CASARETT: That’m what I meant by an unprepared situation. The

only sensible thing would be to use that orgai~ization which i. distri-

buted and organized in such a way as to t~ke over; that seems to me

to be the only one which could probably handle the situation in xn un-

prepared state.

DE DOER: All right, what guide lines do thty have?

CASARETT: Are they ill- prepared?

‘HEMLER: They have sore- iairly strong guide lines with respect

to takeover. This haFpeaed, if you recall, in Hawaii right after

Pearl }Iarbor. There was a complete takeover ●nd then ● later move-

ment down (rem complete martial law to partial martial law.

EISENIIUD: Somebody isn’t thinking it through, though, because

when the power went out in the Northeast 2 years ago 1 WI. really

nhockcd to find that most of the radio stations didn’t have their own
power supply and Kennedy Airport was closed down becauee they

could not operate their lights and equipment, which shows thateither

the thing hadn’t been thought throu~h or that eve! the most su~rficlal

precautions have still not been taken despite t!~e fact that in 1%7,

some 22 years after we first began to talk about this. . .

AYRES: The electric utilities did not think that such ● power

failure was possible. A:ter it’s happened they still don’t think it’s

possible!

WARREN: !-et’s gu ba’ck to this martial law businezs for ● while.

I don’t know whether yuu remember the discussion and the bitterness

tha~ wag’ crc=:ccJ by the unwillingness of tltc C,cr;eral there to stop

and give up hii mar~i~l law author it-v. l{e had fairiv good reasons,

I suppose, for maintaining l-,is ccntrol of the zituation.

FJIEhtONT-SMIT}{: Is this Hawaii’ —

\
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WARREN: This is Hawaii. This led to tremendous discussions

in the first Civil Dtfense proqran~ we hati about the #hole mahtir of

the d~claration of martial law ●t zero hour and wh;~t was involved

and the struggle by the states, the legi~laturec and others ir. the
pubhc group to avoid martial law. Yet it is inescapable that there

hag ‘.o be some kind of ar~ organized control that will assure that the

mayor’s functions, the supervisor’s functions and the governor’s

functions will continue.

One of the primary needs is the pollee powe~ required to handle

the distribution of the focal and all the public tunctio,ls that our society

needs in ita regulation. l%is ●rgumen”. held back the arccptance of

civil defense for several years finally, ●nd 1 don’t think that tbe nut-

ter has completely been lost sight of. It’sa covert factor even now

because the control of a military type has got to be dominant in the

iirst period anyway when chaos and hysteria have to be reduced to

bri:>g ●bout orderly rc.tction to th. s problem. This comes right

down to our behavior ag~in. What will the criminal eleraent, or the

groups that go on their own ●nd do what they plcacc, do ●bout their

own activities?

HEMLER: As a result of the con(lict you ate talking about. the
. feelings that occurred after the Pearl Harbor riituatioz, the govern-
, rnent did a great deal of studying and came up wiih some d* ’i~itive

conditions whereby martial law can he declared by a cnmma~dcr down

to the local level. Th?se are pretty clear cut now. There ●re several

conditions, and I can’t cite them Oifbnd. One that I do reran in that

if communication is not possible, then he does have the authoritv-

anrl this has been tetted out in the Supreme Court, as a matter oi

fact-to declare martial law. It has been clearly defined now, or

much more clearly drfinecl than .t wac at that time or latrr on during

the Detroit riots, d“.iring World War 11, ant! several other incidents

that have occurred sin:e then.

TAYLOR: Does anybody know if there has been any indic-ttion of

more difficulty in tt:e popul~tion doing what they are told by ?hc auth-

orities in, let’s say, Britain or London during the blitz con>parcd.

bay, to Hamburg; one a city in A dictatorship presumably mere utied

to ~von authority, the other a city in a democracv. not so us*d to iron

authority? Arc there any others in whAL\ the reaction of the p~pcla=

tion to the a~:thori:y is any d~fferent, ●ny Cu]:u,. al or politi? al inertia

that carr:. es throu~h tci the poi::t where the disabtcr actually takes

place?

●
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WARREN: One of the things that came out of many of the early

discussions-and Ralph recalls this probably more vividly than I do-

was the agreement from the studies made on these populations after

the war. If there was prompt leadership the situation could be quickly

orought under control, but with the lack of this leadership then chaos

was apt to occur. The leadership could be indicated by the Civil De-

fense arm bands or some insignia, a visor cap or something that

would indicate that the individual who tcok the authority under his

wing did have the right to do so. There are many illustrations of

this even today. You’ve been in a traffic jam after a football game

and there v~ill be a crossroads with no signal lights and the cars get

all [ouled up. But if somebody, a civilian, happens to step out in

the center and begin~ to put a little order in it, in a little while he’s

able to unsnarl it just because he did something logical and had shown

some leadership. If this is built into the Civil Defense program all

the way through, you have some chance of a normal reaction. So we

need some plans: At one time .we had a very good plan and organiza-

tion with widesprea J community participation in comprehensive de-

tail at all levels of community and government. Probably the peak
of it was at the end of Mr. Peterson’s tenure as Civil Defense Direc-

tor. At that time I think we had the best capacity to mount a Civil

Defense effort natiortwide with a pretty good organization and thinking

through of the problems of transportation and communication and food

and medicines and what kind of shelters would be useful. Of course,

computations of the fallout and the number of megatons used were

very much less than now. Nevertheless, the principles and policies

are still pretty sound. They need improvement and extensions. BtJ

the community participation has fallen away.

AYRES: I would not argue with the implication that these have

gone downhill. The amount of money available and morale may have,

but I think there have been continuous improvements in the planning.

WARREN: On the planning, yes, I wo’~ld agree with that because

the planning, after all, can be dcne by a ~mall group. But in a dis-

seminated net of civil defense. . .
,,.

TAYLOR: I’m confused about nne thing because during those

days- 1 may have been in an unusual situation at Los Alamo s- we had

a civil defense program. Ther:’were bloc,< warr?ens and they had

hats and arm bands and I had the impression that was true in the rest

of the country.

. .
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Yes.

There were specific individuals called block wardens

in most of the cities in the United States. I believe that’s no longer

true.

WARREK: That was true.

FREMONT- SMITH: It”died out.

TAYLOR: So, I would question whether we’ve gone up. I think

we’ve gone up with respect to the staff. But that’s important because

in those days, even though he may not have had any equipment, at

least there was a fellow with a tin hat and an armband who knew he

was supposed to take charge.

AYRES: On the other hand, I’m thinking of these specific v~.!ner-

abilities, many of which are less now than they used to be and also

the doctrine which up until very recently has been very unrealistic.

TAYLOR’: The doctrines are in the report and rmbody knows

what is in the report. That is t!le trouble.

WOLFE: You’ve got to remember that 2 out of 3 of these people

for all the missions, the wardens, are unavailable for the jobs.

Any committee that is set up in the community is only going to be

one-third of its original size-i f you can find those members.

SPEAR: No, i think you would have to say that there would be

large centers takeli out, where the deaths are very heavy. But in

the areas where the immediate effects of the attack were not felt,

you would ha\.e reasonably complete small communities. In other

words, this isn’t 2 out of 3 in every community across the nation.

WOLFE: It’s Z out of 3 in the 200 targets.

SPEAR: Yes, but roughly a hundred of the targets are in the

count erforce attack, where few people live.

AYRES: I think ycJu must distinguish between the situation where

people have had warning and are prepared and where you don’t have

warning. I don’t think the latter is a very realistic assumption, but

it is the assumption that many people base their plans and calculations

on.

. . .--- -- —.—.. . . . . .—. —. . . . . .———.-— .——.. . . ..-...— ..
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WOLFE: Do you mean the enemy will lose half of the effect of his

attack by telling them?

AYRES: DO you, after all these years, believe in a surprise attack

out of the blue?

WOLFE: I believe it.

DUNHAM: Let’s define what we mean by a surprise attack. Do

you mean an attack in which there’s no sign in advance that anything

is going to happen?

AYRES: Yes.

WARREN: Today or tomorrow?

AYRES: Right.

HEMLER: Your first knowledge is that the weapons have hit?

WARREN: Yes.

DUNHAM: Suppose there was a condition in Hawaii where there

was a build up and the Army there had a good plan and everybody was

set and unfortunately the precise instant was not known?

AYRES: You may not know the precise instant but even so you

should be alert because *;OU are waiting for trouble and therefore

you should be listening to the radio.

TAYLOR: Say a tactical warning would be ignored. You didn’t

pay any attention it; it was tense in the sense tilat it could logically
lead to a nuclear attack all of a sudden.

HE MLER: And it was the beginning of tension.

FREMONT-SMITH: I don’t think you can make an arbitrary state-

ment of this sort. I think you don’t know what might have come and

when you don’t know, therefore it could have happened.

AYRES: I don’t believe that there was the slightest chance, at

the time, that the Cuban situation could have led immediately to an

attack. It certainly could have developed into a more tense situation,

which might have developed into something.

. . . .. . ----- -
—
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FREMONT-SMITH: I don’t believe there’s agreement in this room

with yOU.

AYRES: You expected an attack any moment?

FREMON T- SMITH: NO. I happened to be out of the country at the

time; I didn’t know anything about it, but I’m sure that many people

had no idea. But I don’t think it’s ii question of any definite relation-

ship between people expecting an attack and the reality as to whether

there is a possibility of an attack.

AYRES: My point is that the real possibility was much legs than

the expectation. K you do expect the possibility, then you’ll pay

attention to tactical warning.

HEMLER: I thini it should be pointed out that at the highest levels,

at the military and the governmental and the civilian levels, there

-s just what you were saving; there was a belief that an attack was

not imminent.

TAYLOR: What’s it going to take to make people believe that it

is immineut? I wish someone would describe. . .

AYRES: The use of a nuclear weapon somewhere in the world,

for example.

TAYLOR: That’s a much more tense situation.

UPTON: For instance, we learned that in the recent Middle l.a~t

crisis the hot line was in use for an extended time. Something might

have touched off an international incident there involving the major

powers. I think all of us watched developments very closely, but

I’m not aware that there was any attempt to put civil defense on the

alert.

AYRES: It just wasn’t tense in those terms. You protably just

haven’t thought through how much more tense it can get before the

bombs start dropping.

UPTON: When do you begin to alert your civil defense?

FREMONT-SMITH: When it’s 50 percent tense?

1. PTON: When you have noticed that the missiles are aloft?

\
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HEhl LER: Just to take an example here, th”ere are conditions of

readiness that the Armed Forces are in at all times and there are

degrees. They’re actually defined, and the same thing is true v:ith
your civil defense forces, the same thing is true with your govern-

mental officials.

As the policy makers decide that a condition has been reached-

and they ha<e very definitive criteria for deciding this—the Armed

Forces move to a new condition of readiness and this goes through-

out the world.

FR EMONT- SMITH: This is announced to the world?

HE MLER: By instant communication. Let me point this out. As

thev move through these conditions of readiness, the forces get more

an-i more alert. More and more peop!e get involved. The point I

chink that Bob is making here is that duriag the Cuban crisis, for

example, the readiness of the Armed Forces did not get down to even

the level nearest the condition, the final condition.

TAYLOR: Remember Pearl Harbor.

HEMLER: They were several conditions away from full alert,

but they had not reached a condition of readiness criteria where the

civil defense began to be completely and wholly alerted, and so forth.

AYR!ZS: People keep forgetting that at the time of Pearl Harbor,

we had issued an ultimatum to the Japanese.

TAYLOR: That’s my whole point.

AYRES: And we were waiting for their

TAYLOR: Bob, that’s rny whole point.

wire and still the civil defense authorities

my point.

response.

We got right down to the

were not deployed. That’s

HEMLER: The way that things are defined now-and this isn’t par-

ticularly classified in any sense of the word-that ultimatum would

now take us to the condition where all of your civil defense forces

would be notified. In other words, it has been defined and the criteria

have been laid out.

..
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UPTON: I guess the thing that concerns me is that history has

shown us again and again that the unexpected does indeed happen;

that although we have well- laid plans to alert ourselves through a

succession of stages, these are based on the assumption that time

will be avai!ab)e to shift gears, so to speak, into high. Is this a

reasonable assumption?

HEMLER: The times that they are considering available now are

fairly re31istic.

DE BOER: Still, if we recall the day President Kennedy was shot,

we must remember the period of insecurity that followed. 1 dare say,

nobody had anticipated that eve. t that morning and few had any idea

about what the reactions of the new President would be. No one knew

precisely what had happened and the question of a plot has not been

settled yet. I don’t see any point in discussing the pros or cons of

a plot here and now, except that it should put us on notice that it did

happen and could happen again. Where I was, on a military installa-

tion, it took more than an hour before I heard anything resembling

a coordinated effort to stop the tide of fear and instill confidence

in the situation, I don’t know how it was in Washington.

HEMLER: I was in Korea at the time and we moved to more aIert

readiness conditions.

DE BOER: We sure didn’t where I was. At least not all officers

and civilians on the base were notified to that extent.

HE MLER: Your particular base may not be one of the strategic

}Ja SeS.

AYRES: I think the best argument we can make now for total un-

readiness in the event of an attack is this one, that people, despite

having ample warning, may not believe it.

DE BOER: That is another thing I meant to say.

AYRES That’s a good argument, but that the warning isn’t there,

I don’t believe.

TAYLOR: I think there is a much stronger argument. Let me just

try to sketch this. The reason I don’t believe that we are likely to

get much warning, if any, if bombs start falling on the U. S. cities,

is that the circumstances in which we would Let warning would be

,,’
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those circu,nstanc es &hat would be very likely to reveal, the identity of

of the attacker.

I think that any effort co make an attack on the U.S. on a large

scale that’ has any possibility of occurring is one which has the prop-

erty that the attacker is not known. There are five countries in the

world now with the ability to attack the U. S. in a major way and,

therefore, I think it’s much more likely that there will be a purpose-,

ful effort to confuse us, and the best kind of confusion is complete
ignorance rather than allowing a situation to develop which is clearly

suicidal for the country that’s going to attack us. I think that’s ex-

tremely unlikely.

AYRES: I’m glad vou agree that the other situation is unlikely.

I think this is unli;cely for the reason that if nobody is going to sus-

pect the real attacker, there can’t be much of a reason for the attack,
so why do it?

TAYLOR: Because you want to destroy the United States.

AY”RES: That’s not a gooci enough reason. If there’s no burning

issue at the moment, it’s just not a good idea to launch a nuclear

attack even if you think you may get away with it because they won’t

know who did it.

WARREN: There’s always a burning issue, isn’t there, in this

-~>orld?

FREMONT-SMITH: Two or three, I think.

WARREN: I’m reminded of the fact that the Japanese did some

shadow boxing on this. Their ambassador was in Mr. Hull’s office

when they attacked Pearl Harbor. The Japanese ambassador could

very well have committed hari-kari in the corridor of Mr. Hull’s

office because he lost face by this act of his government which used

him as a pawn for deceiving.

Now, I’ve had a little bit of private horror thinking that the Mongol

is quite devious in this way a~d in their long-term plan it would not

be beyond them, under conditions of warfare to make every effort

to be affable, friendly, open, everything just wonderful. It”s the

old trick of inviting your enemy *- = ~:- ~---.. -’ ‘- --1-I---*- ------

peace and then poison his cup.

L“ a “.6 “a,,quc. L“ LcAc”’a Lv y“ua

On the day of the greatest evidence

\
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of peace, when all of the people are relaxed and celebrating the great

succees of peace, that’s the day you’ll ge} a s~zprise attack.

HEMLER: Maybe that’s the one criterion we should stick to in

our readiness conditions ! [Laughter]

WARREN: Yes, a healthy military suspicion of a nation with

nuclear bombs promoting exaggerated peace proposals, It’s not the

day to shut down our alert system.

AYRZS: What you say is not wholly un!~elievable, but you are

still talking about an attack by a much weaker power and they can

never be absolutely sure they won’t be found out.

WARREN: Yes and no. It could be a strong power.

AYRES: They certainly have very little hope of destroying us

completely. So it’s not like Cicero and Carthage.

WARREN: China is in that situation, isn’t it? Th. y can’t invade

us without more preparation and yet there is every indication that

they are getting ready f(-,r something.

AYRES: There’s every indication they are ready to deter people.

That’s about all.

FREh40NT-SA41TH: This is an interpretation. It’s not the only

interpretation, is it?

AYRES: It’s not the only interpretation but I would point out that

they have left Hong Kong, Quemoy, and Matsu alone.

FREMONT-ShlITH: This would fit with Staff’s opimon.

AYRES: It’s convenient for them to pretend that they are great

enemies of the United States but, in fact, th,eir imediate interests

are on their borders.

DOBSON: It seems to me that we have been talking about the like-

lihood of war. This is an extremely important issue. But would it

not be even more pertinent for us to consider what the situation

woald be in the event a nuclear war actually occurred? Perhaps we

shculd assume that a large war had started, or to make it easier,

that something smaller had happened.
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The reality of a l;mited thermonuclear war can easily be visual-

ized as follows. Since it is well known that China is now in possession

of nuclear weapons, the Soviet L.lnion, taking advantage of the difficult

position in which the United States finds itself today in Vietnam, might

choose to accomplish a major double purpose ior itsell by carefully

but quickly increasing world tension to fever pitch cw.~r an invented

but highly advertised imminent attack by the Chinese on U. S. forces

in Southeast Asia. Then, in one way or another, arranging the se-

cret delivery of a serious blow to American military operations in
Vietnam by means of a “small” or “medium- sized” nuclear device,

the U. S. would immediately loudJy protest and decry this atrocious,

inhuman and unpardonable aggression on the part of the \Chinese.

Knowing it was most unlikely that the U. S. would attack her, because

of the deterrence of her vast strike- back ability, the Soviet Union

v.wuld have seriously damaged the American war effort in Vietnam,

would have caused this country an immense loss ~f face before all

the world, and would have invited us to attack China. She would

have presented the United States, by this one simple maneuver, with

a grotesque situation and a critically important decision: Should we

retaliate? Against whom? China? The Soviet Union? By means

of thermonuclear weapo::sq A “small” one- on Peking, on a selected

Russian target, on Chinese atomic installations in Sinkiang? Possibly

the 4ecision would be to refrain from nuclear retaliation an.1 to take

other steps.

We could make other assumptions, that it was the Chinese them-

selves that did this, for one reason or another. Many variations on

this theme can be imagined. But in any case, the important thing is

that somebody, not us, exploded a nuclear device in Southeast Asia.

It would be, to sav the very least, enormously provocative. And

even apart from questions of retaliation and escalation we would

still have the aftermath of Iimited nuclear wa. , even after this one

single thing.

AYRES: That’s the kind of thing [ believe in.

DO~SON: And so we ~ilight get started.

AYRES: I think t;=! could happen and, of course, if it does hap-

pen, first of all civil defense becomes a very popular ide~ in the United

States. It will be thought of in a totally different way than it is now.
.

TAYLOR : Isn’t it probably true of any nuclear explosion killing

a lot of people anywhere in the world at any time?
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AYRES: Yes.
i

HE MLER: You could also take one city in the United States as a

scenario. Take rJew York with a big population and then answer

some of the questions that are in my mind. In other words, if we

had onc city hit like that, one axca, what would be some of the psycho-

social effects there?

FREMONT-SMITH: And in the unhit cities, too.

HEMLFR: Would it be realistic to assume, for example, that no

help wouid come from the outside imrnediately-and I wonder about

this-from the people unti.lling tc go in? Certainly there would be

military who could be ordered in, but I’m t;.lking about people around

New York. These are some of the questions that bother me. This

is one small area.

EISENBUD: I think this is a very good question because it makes

it possible to iocus on a situation that is realistic.

HEMLER: Yes. That’s what I’m thinking of.

EISENBUD: I think that’s very worthwhile. Of course, the first

thing that would happen would be that those people v,ho were able to

would want t~ leave New York and there wotild be a tremendous wave

of population leaving the city, ar.d I suppose people in the . . .urbs

would want to stay there to make sure they can hang on to what be-

longs to them.

HEMLER: Would they allow them to leave?

ROOT: Would they allow them to come in?

EISENi3UD: Let’s think what it would be like in a city that’s just

Leefi struck. What do the streets lcok like? You’ve got fires,

you’ve got debris. Do you have people (~ ;rying on any kind of po-

lice function?

DUNHA.M: They would be trying to but not very effectively. I

think New York is unusual in this in that it’s difficult. to leave New

York.

KISENBUD: No. What I’m thinking of now, Chuck, is the problem

created by the fact that presumabl, you’ve got near lethal levels of

fallcut.
\
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UPTON: I{OW big is the weapon? How far off the ground? what’s

the nature of the burst? How big is the fireball?

EISENBUD: Let’s consider one or two weapons detonated in such

a way that it produces essentially complete destruction of part of the

metropolitan area and fallout all over the rest of it.

to

to

HEMLER: I think the type of scenario there for New York is two

three 10- MT type weapons.

UPTON: H“ow many people are left on Manhattan? Do you have

think about them at all?

EISENBUD: It could be all of them. We play games.

WARREN: Based on buildings?

EISENBUD: We play games and we’ve had bombs detonated in

Newark and the Bronx and in Manhattan. It was reasonably i~tect except

for the fallout. There was a lot of damage but you didn’t have rnags

casualties on the level that you have with a direct hit. But the point

is what do the streets look like.

UPTON: This is basic information, and, considering how you

evaluate the situation, you have to supply the conditions before you

can consider them.

TAYLOR: I think in some areas the streets I would visualize would

be full of people running as fast as they could if they knew that the

fallout would not get down to the ground for a couple of hours.

AYRES: ~ut they wouldn’t know that, because nobody would know

that at that time.

CONARD: I think that most outside people would he scared that

there’s another bomb coming and they wouldn’t uant to do anything

but get in the shelter and wait until they’re sure that there would

be no further attack.

EISENBIJD: The best situation would be where you were able to

instruct your population to get into some sort of protection, and then

I ask again what would the streets look like? Not everybody is going

to follow the orders given to them over the radio, assunling that they

hear them.

D., . . -—
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AYRES: I think the streets of Manhattan would be extremely

dangerous.

MILLET: It seems to me most likely that people would huddle

together in the lowest pos sibie spot and would wait there hoping

that things would pass over and probably begin to come up at the

most dangerous time, because they would not have enough information.

AYRES: It’s quite possible that they might be better off-the best

shelter spaces, of course, are in the middle of those buildings-in

the thirtieth and fortieth floors of those buildings.

EISENBUD: Don’t you think that those people are going to seek

their families at whatever cost?

DUNHAM: It depends on where they are and what information they

have.

DOBSON: Another question it how many people would know what

happened if there had been a surprise attack and, let us say, a sin.

gle explosion? How long would it take those who survived and were

anywhere near the scene to know what had happened? Would they

have radios or television or some other source of information?

AYRF;S: They would have radios and they wmld probably get to

them. That would be a first response.

WARREN: The broadcasting on the tops of buildings would be out.

AYRES: Anybody with a portable transistor radio. There are

stations all over the place.

IZISENBUD: There was a terrible feeling during the blackou: for

a half-hour or so.

AYRES: I listened to the radio throughout it.

——

‘\

E& ENBUD: Yes. But what happened uas that first many of the

larger stations went off the air. So you knew something was wrong.

The lights were out. So you would look around for a radio station

on a portable radio, if you had one, and you found that some of the

biggest stations were off the air. I think that one of the big ones

located in New York had an emergency power supply po\vered by a

,’

\
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Diesel engine fo~ which they didn’t have fuel. So they sent somebody

down with a can to get some fuel and found that the gas station pumps

were all knockec out because they all operate with electric power.

And somebody had to struggle over to New Jersey, where the iights

were still burring, to get a c.]uple of gallons of gas and come back so

that they could get back on the air. YOU can see how complicated

this is and how subtle these things are. But it was a horrible feeling

to be Ilstening to these reports of the power going out first in one

city and then In another without an explanation.

SPEAR: With respect to that point about the electric gasoline

pumps, I recall a very interesting moral. F ‘ck in the early days of

Federal Civil Defense, when we were trying to anticipate all of the

things that could go wrong, we stumbled upon this problem of elec-

trically-driven gasoline pumps, in which case there might be plenty

of gasoline in underground tanks, but with the power off it would be

inaccessible. We presented this problem to the major oil companies

and asked them to solve it. Only one of them came up with a recom-

mendation to its dealers that, in addition to the usual array of elec-

trically-driven pumps, they should have in each station one old-

-fashioned hand- cranked pump for emergency purposes. The recom-

mendation wasn’t OOO popular because it involved an investment they

really didn’t think they were going to need and onc that would never

reaily pay for itself, and not much was done.

In 1955 I happened to be up on Cape Cod at the time when the hurri-

cane had just hit and power was out all over the Cape. As I drove

along that afternoon I saw that every filling station had solved this

problem in a variant of a single way. Ycu take a plate off the front

of the pump and inside there’s the electric mot Gr and a belt for the

pump drive. [n some cases there were small boys on jacked-up bicy-

cles with a rope activating the pump wheel. [n other cases they had

old power lawn mowers hooked up to the pump and they were in busi-
ness and selling gasoline. The moral to this story for me is that if

you want to sol.~e a technical problem, don’t go to the executive, go

to the guy t}~at operates the gadget! [Laughter]

HIJMLER: Going back to the question you were addressing here

earlier, and that’s how soon people would know. In the case of the

blackout, people knew there was a blackout; they knew about that in-

stantaneously. What they didn’t know were the sp~,( .“:c details of

how it had occurred.

AYRES: And when it would be over.

.
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HE MLER: And when it would be over. [ think the same thing

wciuld be true with a detonation. I think they would know instanta-

neously that an explosion had occurred. Whether it occurred in

other cities, whether it was a mass attack they wouldn’t know.

EISENBUD: Of course, what I was referring to is the feeling that

I think many of us have. that there was something extra or{linary

happening that just wasn’t going to be explained by the fact that there

was a minor break in a relay up in Canada. Itlooked as though

there was a deliberate plan, for a few minutes anyway, to sabotage

the Northeast.

HEMLER: But in this case you’ve gone to the ultimate already,

you’ve reached it.

UPTON: If such an eve~t were to occur withnut warning, who

would take over, &nd how soon, and how would information be ob-

tained concerning the precise whereabouts O( the event and the meas-

urement of radiation levels and that sort of thing”

MILLET: That would depend on who was left, wouldn’t it?

HE MLER: That’s true.

ROQT: Or on planning.

DOBSON: If one just hypothesizes a single weapon instead of

three over New York, is this taking liberties with your question’?

UPTON: Yes, slrely.

DO BSON: If one hypothesizes a single explosion over N(>w York

City, I think there is a rather important question to ask to get started

realistically: who takes over and how does he or they obtain the ir!-

formation necessary and to whom do they give this in forrnation~ Who

are the remaining people? What do they do? Who helps them decide

what to do? Is it possible to help them decide what to do’?

TAYLOR: In the world as it is today or otherwise?

UPTON: Today. People w-ill need information; they will be tuning

in the open bands expecting some direction, and v.,here will it come

from?

-.
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TAYLOR: In the hit area I don’t think anyone has been designated

to take over. The leaders will rise out of the crowd.

AYRES: hTO. There are plans. I don’t know if they are uniform

in every state and I don’t know what they are, but the OEP is the

office where the plans are. They have all kinds of lines of authority.

TAYLOR: There’s one man in Manhattan, maybe he’s dead.

UPTON: Did this function during the blackout? Did he then take

over’? Did it work?

AYRES:

has people,

UP’i’ON:
work? Did

AYRES:

It usually goes through the states. The state governor

and so on. I can’t tell you the details.

We had such an experience in the blackout. Did the plan

he take over?

That wasn’t such a situation.

HEMLER: Just to give you an example of what could occur-and

I’ve been through some of these scenarios in military courses and

war games - the United States is broken up into districts, military
districts, and we have First Army Headquarters located in New York.

A,ll of the First Army is not located in the New York area, and the

commander of the First Army and his alternate designees have cri-

teria established for them whereby they take over, the first condition

being that they must contact local or state authorities, if possible,

and work with them. It’s not a question of the military taking over;

they work together with civilian authorities. If the city authorities

are no longer available or the borough authorities are no longer

available and can’t be reached, the military commander reaches

progress i~-ely up the civilian chain of command, if you will, until,

if necessary, he reaches the state governor; then he works with the

state governor.

AYR’ES: But in the t?lackout case there was no breakdown.

HE MLER: There was no breakdown. They were in constant

communication.

CONARD: The civil defense set-up in Albany, New York, is quite

elaborate. I’ve seen it and it has multiple lighting systems for all
.
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parts of the state and representatives everywhere so that if something

goes wrong anywhere he’s immediately notified by direct telephone.

.

HEMLER: To answer your question, there’s a ch~in of command,

kth civilian and military, to take over under the appropriate condi-
tions.

UPTON: So in poi:~t of fact, during the blackout the proper author-
ities were in cow,. nunication and it was decided that the plan need not

be implemented on that occasion?

AYRES: The President was in touch with the Director of the OEP

and the Director of the OEP w,as working on various aspects of it,

Put there was no need for anybody to take over because there was

no hiatus.

HEMLER: And the national command centered in turn on the mili-

tary side, were in complete communication with the civilian.

TAYLOR: What do you mean by takeover? This is a semantic

question. If you mean by taking over sitting at sort of a control

center and giving orders, there are people set up to do that. What

I mean by taking over is telling people what they should do, mouth

to ear. I don’t think these people are designated.

EISENBUD: The first thing you would need is a system for dam-

age appraisal, and I don’t think it exists.

AYRES: There is one.

EISENBUD: I know; I’\,e seen thcm. For example, somebody

asked how long it would take for a person to find out what the radia-

tion situation is; I think it would take forever because in most large

cities they depend on a few monitors of ioubtful availability, on in-

struments which, from what I know, may not be ir working condition.

AYRES: I think your doubts are well- founded.

EISEh’BUD: Yes, and they are going to use systems of communi-

cation which simply won’t exist, as I say, in New York, for example,

with its twelve channels. That was a few years ago; they may have

corrected it now, but even if they have 40 or even !00 channels, that

still isn’t enough to get the information in from the hundreds of moni-

tors to interpret the data and get it into a form in which you can make

. .
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decisions. Then you need physical damage assessment. Who’rr going

to get it out?

HEMLER: This is the question. The first things that you were

asking about, the detonation location, and so forth, can be determined

very quickly, assuming again this is a localized situation. There are

aircraft and other instrumentation methods that can move in quickly

and get this type of information. The question of on-the- spot physical

damage I think is probably the one that you are talking about. It is

lot so well defined as to who dots this, where it’s passed to and

where the a. ~essment occurs. Where the assessment occurs could

be well defined, [t’s how the information gets there to be asses seal.

It’s WC1l defined as to where it uc<irrs in several places. It’s not

defined as to when it would arrive or who would provide it.

SPEAR: A question was raised a little while ago about the plan

for issuing information. ! can’t pretend to be completely current

on this now, but I’m sure we all remember some years back there

was something known as C.oneIrad. This was a system designed to

get out at least a minimum of information while denying electronic

radiation as a navigation guide to bombers. That was thrown out a

while ago and in its place there has been established an Emergency

Broadcasting System.

The programming of this has been the subject of a good deal of

planning between Civil Defense and broadcast officials. The emerg-

ency lines ha\, e been in[, tailed, bypassing the major centers. A

good question, of course, is what information is to be broadcast

}{ere I’m not current by any means, but when I last had contact with

it, the information, be f(, re one knows what the situation is, was the

I ind of thing that is found in the lit’ le yellow bool:let. At a time

when some of the general precauti~ ns are certainly in order for the

population, the policy would be to give out as much useful informa-

tion as possible on protective measures. I don’t know whether you

hear this around where you live, but as I listen to the radio in my

car every now and again there is a beep, follov:cd by the arinounce -

ment: “The next minute will be devoted to a test of the Emergel]cy

Broadcasting System. “ This, of course, is testing the hookups to be

sure that they a .e working.

AYRES: Incidentally, as of last summer FCC was very seriously

considering a test program in which there would be a switch installed

on a number of radios which could be triggered by the broadcast it-elf

. .
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so that in the event of an emergency your radio would go on. I don’t

know how far they’ve gone with it. This was a year ago.

HE MLER: They’ve been discussing this quite widely with manu-

facturers, in order to get it to a satisfactory automatic thing.

ROOT: Will your transistor go on”’

HEMLER: I would imagine that this requirement would be one of

the desired characteristics.

ROOT: What radios, other than transistors, would go on if the

electric power was out?

DOBSON: The question is could such an automatic switch be prac-

tical on a transistor radio?

TAYLOR: The receiver has to be on all the time.

DOBSON: It has to have energy. If the batteries are turned off,

there’s no energy.

TAYLOR: You can do that; you can just have ‘it run on all the

time. Why not just leave the radio on?

MILLER: I guess the impression from what has been said is that

if there is a local incident, there is nothing to worry about—that

everything is under control.

HEMLER: No. I believe there is a lot to worry abou!. That’s”

the point 1 was addressing myself to a while ago, the question of

what happens to the people themselves when this occurs. These are

the questions I think we need to address ourselves to, particularly in

this section right here.

lZISENBUfl: I’m still trying to visualize just what the situation

would be like within the first hour, let’s say.

AYRES: I would agree with that. A lot of things that people think

haven’t been done have in fact been thought about but there are still

uncertainties and very bad problems and those are what we should

discuss.

HEMLER: The reactions of people.

\.
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UPTON: Wouldn’t people want some

would want to know whether you’ re safe

you need to go someplace else.

DASA 2019-2

information first of all? You

where you are or whether

~.1’~ I.AR: The only people who can know that are pt ople with

some understanding of these things right with the peopl< and I think

that’s why I keep harking back to this bueiness of there not beinq a

large number of individuals who are designated before an attack as

being the persons to whom people will turn. When 18 people go into

a room, if no such person is designated, probably someone will

emerge as just sort of taking hold, the way people always do. That’s

why I say the leaders will just pop up; the real, on-the- spot leaders

will just appear.

FREMONT-SN!ITH: The information wouldn’t be available locally.

TAYLOR: They do the best they can. They’ll make decisions of

all kinds that they never imagined they would ever make before.

HEMLER: And presently the information will get to them.

TAYLOR: Part of the time they w1ll tell people to do exactly the

opposite of what they should do, and I think that’s the difficulty. This

shouldn’t he the case. People should be designated and have some

idea of what the right thing to do is and w’ It’s the wrong thing to

but that situation doesn’t exist.

AYRES: You still have a credibility problem. Even if such a

son were designated, is he believed?

do,

per-

TAYLOR: If he’s got an armband and a tin hat or something.

EISENBUD: Is the confusion in this discussion due to the fact

that the experience of Hiroshima, the ,Marshall Islands, Hamburg,

London} is simply nonapplicable to what we’re talking about and we

have to agree with Kant that all knowledge has to stem from experi-

ence and we just haven’t had the experience? IS that a fair assump-

tion? Is this why we’ re beating around the bush?

MILLET: I would back that one, yes.

FREMO?JT- SMITH: I think it’s semi-fair.

., . . .. . . ..— .
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Some of it has been covered but not all of it. Can we

go back to some of your prognostications? I have a clear idea of how

deep we would fall and how much deeper the gradual decay would be
before we would have an uprising. but I don ‘t suppose one could put

numbers on this even if the assumption of 1, 400 megatons on the United

State a is true. Can YOU? Ycm’ve been thinking about it.

AYRES: You mean numbers like production, potential production?

WARREN: Yes.

AYRES: Roughly, I’d say of the order of 50 percent of raw pro-

ductive capacity would survive, with actual production in the first

year somewhere in the neighborhood of 15 to 20 percent of pre- war.

EISENBUD: Let’s talk about something we do know about. We

know what Japan was about and we know what Western Europe wan

like, a good deal of detail. Suppose Japan didn’t exist, what would

have happened in Europe? Would that typhus outbreak in Italy have

been a serious situation if we didn’t rush doctors in with serum?

What would have happened in Japan?

AYRES: I should imagine that both Europe and Japan would have

been many, many years recovering without the help that we pumped

in. I think it might have been ten years.

DUNHAM: I think we’re talking about two different things. One

is talking about epidemic disease and the other thinking more of

economic recovery.

EISENBUD: No. I’m talking about everything, Chuck. I feel,

from the little bit that I saw, that the key to survival In World War II

or the key to recovery was the fact that we came out of it with an in-

tact productivity that w-as of enormous potential and we had the will

to use it to help both enemy and friends.

Now, I think even with conventional weapons one could extrapolate

what we saw in World War 11 by a factor of 10, let’s say, and increase

this level of destruction tenfold and then extend that to the United

States on the assumption that the weapons deliveries systems would

have been different had the war been fought twenty years later. One

could visualize very serious problems in sur... ival even with conven-

tional armaments. Now, to extrapolate that further to nuclear weap-

ons, I wonder if we don’t have a body of experience that would make
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it possible to discuss the thing intelligently. This is the thing that

Stonier has done. Drawing on the knowledge of microbiology, he

has gone very extensively into the problem of disease and also the

problems that will be created by the fact that the population would

have to subsist at a very low levei and under conditions which would

involve very great individual hardship. It’s not the same kind of pop-

ulation that emerged from wars , enturies ago when there would be

total devastation, but these were people who knew what to do. They

knew how to go back to the hills.

AYRES: Today we are much better off rather than worse off in

many ways. We know about boiling water, for example, to sterilize

it. There are a lot of things that we know which they didn’t know

after the f31ack Death. This kind of knowledge is very widespread;

it isn’t just limited to doctors or the health people.

WARREN: I think that’s right but I ihink the question that bugs

me is what other nation is going to put their treasury in our recov-

ery as we put our treasury in theirs?

AYRES: Keep in mind one thing in discussing this. After World

War II, the U. S. GNP was ZOO billion. It’s just on the point of 800

billion now. If we lost half of it, a GNP of 400 billion would still

survive.

WARREN: That’s right, but suppose we lose more than half of it?

A psychological feature of this that’s really important is: do we have

friends who are like relatives and help us or do we have friends who

don’t? This, is a competitive situation.

DUNHAM: Or friends like other relatives !

WARREN: yes. They could very easily help downgrade the gross

national product by putting us off, too, couldn’t they, and by doing

everything they could to prevent our recovery in the world’s markets?

AYRES: Assuming somebody else survi./ed in a more intact way

than we.

WARREN: Yes. Your point is that South America hasn’t got enough

potential to influence much in the way of our recovery, because of

their low economic level.
.
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AYh ES: NO. Only Russia or the European countries as a group.

.
WARREN: If they were badiy knocked out, this would k.. ~erious.

EISENBUD: I would think tk.e Latin American countries would

begin to slip badly if Western Europe and the United States lost their

potential.

CONARD: We would have to stop to help them!

MILLER: Don’t you think it would be very unwise to count on any

help?

AYRES: Yes. On the other hand I don’t think I would worry too

much about being kicked in the pants, but it does depend on how tht

war was fought. Not only who won but how it started. If we have too

much of a guilt complex about it and if -ther people think that it’s our

fault, that could be a very bad situation.

WARREN: Isn’t it funny, though, when the chips are down in the

long run it’s our image and personality that are still so impcrtant.

TAYLOR: If that occurred, it means to me we won the war, be-

cause if we didn’t win the war itls going to keep happening. There’s

riot one drop; there is a drop in living and another drop in living and

another and another and it goes on and on and on and when it stops it’s

because we won the war. The only way we wcn the war is by destroy-

ing all their weapons or because they have used them up, one or the

other. So I think . . .

EISENBUD. You can have a condition of mutual stagnation.

EISENBUD: Staff, you must have given a good deal of thought to

the situation you saw in Japan because you got there almost ahead of

anybody else. As a physician, what do you think the public health

problems might have been in the first year without outside help’?

WARREN: Well, they were potentially very bad. If we hadn’t

used DDT right away I think epidemics would ha~-e gotten loose. This

is quite obvious in Hiroshima when I first went tkere. The flies were

so thick that you could see them on people, as they walked by, as

polka dots. It was hard t tell whether the white cloth was white or
whether it was polka dotted. Within a week they were gone and this

had a big boost on the m.ol ale of the inhabitants because they knew

I
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now that the United States was helping them and also that the hazards

of typhoid and cholera and dysentery were not greatly reduced.

LA NGhAM: Let me ask, did Japan herself have the capability of

doing this thing if wv had not done it”?

WARREN: No. We had upped the production of DDT. “This was

the first use on a large scale outside of C,uailalcanal by our own

forces. Isn’t that right, John”’

Their community medical-public health programs dealt mainly

with nutrition and keeping up production. Active tuberculosis in-

volved almost twenty percent of those under military age, requiring

lots of sanitaria. The mortality was high. One of the” Japanese

doctors complained to me, “If we put in this public health policy

that you have demonstrated as being so effective, we’ll have more

people to feed and employ. WC have neither the food nor jobs. [t

would make our situation worse. “ They were somewhat satisfied in

a hard way to lose some who were ill because” illness put a strain on

their economy. -

I was much more impressed by their wartime brutal military
point L “ view than several here who have been there after the war.

Some of you were incredulous when I said that the Japa”nese military

had a policy that every ww:nan had to have a child almost eve~”y year,

or she was put to work in the factory or fieid after other males in

the community had tried to get her pregnant. I was told this by sev-

eral responsible Japanese, so that I was convinced of its truth. After

Muckden, the Jipanese mil:.tary planned to train and equip and put in

to the field a million new men each year for ten yearr, when they

would be ready for war. They could afford to lose a million men a

year. Thus, baby production was a very important consideration.

The war’s end saw the enlancipation of the women.

The general disrespect for life was a cultural thing. After all,

it didn’t matter too much if they died. They had a chance of improv-

ing their lot when they went to whatever was in store for t.nem. This

was part of their culture and was the basis for the bonzai charge and

the kamikazi activity, We ~.ouldn’t in our culture have introduced

kamikazi procedures. I doubt if we could have made them stick, but

this was tied in with the r,.ligious ceremony at the time the young

man graduated and was ready for the great honor of his final assign-

ment.
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During the war, the me~ical schcds and community practice fol-
lowed the German policies and practices. The full professor was

chief of the department, and his word was law to thine be;eath him.

Advancement was very S1OW. The Dean did not consult with his

faculty. and made his own policy mostly after the Ge?man system.

The texts were moet!y in German. A few faculty had some foreign
.

/

training in Germany ;nd the United States. Tm&uki spent two ye~re

in the University of Pennsylvania while he ~pparent!y was a :anking

Admiral, yet as Lauren pointed out, in the presence of the Herr

Gelmimrat he wa ● ● “little boy” in the medical school hierarchy.

We met no health officers in Nagasaki, Hiroshima or Tokyo, only

members of the local TB sanitaria or medicai ●chool faculty. Nei-

ther the prefectorial governor of Nagasaki nor the acting mayor of

Hiroshima refer to a health officer, only to local practitioners who

were advieing them in ● nonofficial status. .
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(Continued)

PROBLEMS OF POST-ATTACK RECOVERY

EISENBUD: There seemed to be a fair amount of interest on the

question of what would have been the fate of the hcaviiy bombed nations

following World War II had outside help not arrived, particularly during

the first critical winter. John, you’ve indicated some interest in this.

Do you want it or shcr~lc! we just throw it out?

HEMLER: Well, as we were talking this morning it became ap-

parent that in order to extrapolate the way we need to for a general

war situation, we have to move quantum jumps from the situations

that we’ve experienced in the past. This would require a rather large

number of assumptions and, of course, a number of studies hav~ been

done in this area. I think there are many questions that need to be ad-

dressed in this type of general war environment, but I thought perhaps

as another intermediate step in the route to that quantum junlp extrapo-

lation it would be worthwhile discussing Japan, using one single assunlp-

tion.

We have, in the case of Japan in World War II, a country being hit

‘or a number of years with a large number of conventional and incend-

iary weapor. s so that a good amot~nt of its industry and its population

had been hit and destroyed. Then, coupled to that, tv,o nuclear Ivea-

pons were detonated to provide the radiation cnvironn~ent. however

limited it might be. 1 thought perhaps there might be several things

we could do with just one basic assumption and then perhaps several

variations of the theme. The basic assumption is similar to the one

that was mentioned at the end of the last session, that no outside help

comes after this catastrophe. It’s a major catastrophe—not orly a nu-

clear catastrophe- but a conventional war as well. Suppose that no out-

side help had come. Could, we extrapolate from there and then, perhaps

to give us a little variation here, maybe move the weapons in position
J.

and/or location-just the two weapons that we’re talking about here.

Whether this would be useful, I’m really not sure.
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AYRES: I think we have a good lesson from World War I where

after C,ermany was defeated instead of ccming in with help, we block-

aded it. That didn’t prevent German recovery. Actually Germany

wasn’t physically dama~cd, xvhich is a gcod point, but the’ r economy

was almost wrecked by the inflation.

FREMONT-Sht ITH: Was the inflation due to our blocking them?

AYRES: Yes, substantially so.

Ii EM LER: But in World JVar 11 we had even more than that situa-

tion as a scenario really. We have it where the economy has been

wrecked, where its cities and industries have been largely destroyed

and we do have the radiation environment that we’ve been talking about.

FRELf ONT-ShtITH: In Japan.

Iii2kf LIIR: We have what you might call a limited nuclear war, a

situation that we’ve been mentioning here, onc type of \vcapon on New

York and that sort of thing. I think somcbo(iy has mentioned the fa:t,

1 think it’s true, that wc talked best from things that we have had ex-

perience with, realizing, of course, that there are some culturaal

differences that have Iwen brought out in the last several days. I was

just wondering what people thought about it being appropr~ate to n]ake

that type of extrapolation with that sing:c assumption rather than trying

to go this large sca!e route in a big hurry.

FRENf ONl”-Sh!ITH: Do ive have data as to how soon and how much

we brought into Japan-? Was it almost immediately? It was in some

respects of course. You brought plasma in aln~ust instantaneously.

WARREN: Yes.

,.<
k“REhf O?JT-SklITH: $\”hat else ha?pened?

/“/
/’,

.,

HLMLER: By September Ist we had forces in there. Well, Stafford,

you probably are more familiar with this.

WARREN: You mean as far as forces were concerned’? As soon as

the surrender was over. of course. wc had this huge fleet in Tokyo

Harbor and they went to shore and began to spend money.

—
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HEMLER: Within 30 days.

.
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PROBLEMS OF POST-ATTACK RECOVERY

ELSENBUD: There seemed to be a fair amount of interest on the

question of what would have been the fate of the heavily bcmbed nations

following World War 11 had outside help not arrived, particularly during

the first critical winter. John, you’ve indicated some interest in this.

Do you want it or should we just throw it out?

HE.MLER: Well, as we were talking this morning it becanle ap-

parent that in order to extrapolate the way we need to for a general

war situation, we have to move quantum jumps from the situations

that we’ve experienced in the past. This would require a rather large

number of assumptions and, of course, a number ~~f studies have been

done in this area. I think there are many questions that need to be ad-

dressed in this type of general war environment, but I thought perhaps

as another intermediate step in the route to that quantum julmp extrapo-

lation it would be worthwhile discussing Japan, using one singie assump-

tion.

We have, in the case of Japan in World War II, a country being hit

for a number of years with a large number of conventional and incend-

iary weapons so that a good amount of its industry and its population

had been hit and destroyed. Then, coupled to that, tivo nuclear vea-

pons were detonated to provide the radiation environ-,,, ]ent, however

limited it might be. 1 thought perhaps there nlight be several things

we could do with just one basic assumption and then perhaps several

variations of the theme. The basic assumption is similar to the one

that was mentioned at the end of the last session, that no outside help

comes after this catastrophe. It’s a major catastrophe—not only a nu-

clear catastrophe- but a conventional war as well. Suppose that no out-

side help had come. Could we extrapolate from there and then, perhaps
to give us a littl(. variation here, maybe move the weapons in position

and/or loca,.on–just the two weapons that we’re talking about here.

Whether this would be useful, I’m really not sure.

.—
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AYRIZS: I think we have a good lesson from World War I where

after Germany was defeated instead of coming in with help. we block-

aded it. That didn’t prevent German recovery. Actually Germany

wasn’t physically damaged, which is a good point, but their economy

was alnlost wrecked by the inflation.

FREMONT-SMITH: Was the inflation due to our bIocking them?

AYRES: Yes, substantially so.

l? EM LER: But in World War II we had even more than that situa-

tion as a scenario really. We have it where thz economy has been

wrecked, w;lere its cities and industries have been largely destroyed

and we do have the radiation environment that we’ve been ta~king about.

FREhl ONT-SMITH: In Japan.

HEM LEX: We have what you might call a limited nuclear war, a

situation that we’ve been mel>tioning here, one type of weapon on New

York and that sort of thing. I think somebody has mentioned the fact,

1 think it’s true, that we talked best from things that we have had ex-

perience ~vith, realizing, of course, that there are some culturaal

differences that have been brought out in the last several days. I was

just wondering \vhat people thought about it being a~propriate to make

that type of extrapolation with that single assumption rather than trying

to go this large scale route in a big hurry.

FREkf ON T-SMITH: Do we have data as to how soon and how much

w,e brought into Japan’? Was it a[most immediately? It was in some

respects of course. You brought plasma in almost instantaneously.

WARREN: Yes.

FREhi ONT-SMITH: What else happened?

HEM LER: By September 1st we had forces :n there. Well, Stafford,

you probably are more familiar with this.

WARREN: You mean as far as forces were concerned? As soon as

the surrender was over, of course, ~ve had this huge fieet in Tokyo

Harbor and they went to shore and began to spend money.
.

HE MLER: Within 30 days.
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Within less than that.

Yes. That’s what I said.

I spent fifteen cents to buy a couple of frogs, which

astounded the Saps. After that, the rumor went around that there
were all kinds of things for sale. They expected us to take them and

this litt;c incident was almost a diplomatic event. We must tLdve

poured an awful lot i],to Japan in a relatively short time in just the

fact that the civilians were paid for things that they did for the nliii -

tary occupying forces.

HEh4LEIt: Right. What l’m saying is, again taking the same scale

here, the prologue, the Iogue, and epilogue, how far down would Japan

have gone?

FREMONT-SMITH: How much further down? Did her economy
continue to deteriorate after the u,ar was over or did it start to come

up right away because of what we brought in and what U,C sent?

WARREN: I can’t ansv,,er that because I didn’t pay any attention

to it particularly.

AYRES: Jack Hershleifer ran a study (Reference 58) on thi~ at

RAND, arid drawing on my memory of this work and not any personal
knowledge, I think the situation deteriorated for a time.

FREMONT-SMITI{: You mean some months or ~vhat’~

A’YRES: Possibly a couple of years. It’s perfectly true. of course,

that immediate starvation was avoided, but we’re talking now about

the economy.

WARREN: Yes.

AYRES: He believes that the Japanese did some very unwise things

with regard to currency controls or something of that nature. I’m

not very clear on what happened or what he thought was wrong about

it. But the actual recovery didn’t start to really gain momentum for

about four or five years.

EIS&NBUD: Jack Schull can help us on that.
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There was a plan to reorganize the Japanese Govern-

introduction of new governmental policies, the setting

up of voting and its procedures. and then advice to the new Japanese

Government on what they might do during the time their financial

policies had to be rearranged. Wasn’t there some kind of a struggle

between Mitsubishi and other cartels for dominance?

AYRES: See the prewar Japanese “Zaibatsu. “ Mitsubishi, Mitsui

and so forth, were broken up.

WARREN: Yes, but somewhat later. This shook their wl:ole

structure to the bottom because then they had to start over and there

was no machinery for setting up a large business, although the

Japanese traditionally had done a lot of manufacturing in their own

homes and did this very intensively during the war.

AYRES: 1950 was about the beginning of the real upsurge.

WARREN: Yes. It must have been delayed that long.

EISENBUD: That, of course, coincides with the Korean War when

we had put in about $700 million a month there for a few years.

SC HULL: There are some unusual features about the Japanese

situation which must be borne in mind. Much of Japan’s steel-making

industry was still intact at the end of World War II; Yawata, for ex-

ample, which accounted for about fifty percent of the pig iron and

steel was quite limited in the immediate post-war period; Yawata was

operating at less t’lan a quarter of its 1940 output. Many factors con-

tributed to this diminished productivity, and not the least of these was

the proposed dismantling of the mills as part of the reparations to be

paid to Russia, China, and the like. The inventory of Yawata, a tre-

mendous installation, was not completed until 1949 or thereabouts,

but shortly before MacArthur announced there would be no further

dismantling of industry for reparations. Thus, there was a hiatus of

four years or so when, I assume, the Yawata complex could have been

more fully utilized to support the Japanese economy than it was.

HEM LER: Suppose an opposing force had not been in there?

SC HULL: As far as I know there was no reason why they couldr.’t

utilize this plant again. Japan. of course, in this context is vulnerable

.
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because she doesn’t have significant deposits of iron ore. The oxe

would have to be obtained elsewhere.

HEMLER: So they couldn’t use it.

DUNHAM: There was a lot of scrap around.

HEM LER: Where did they get the coal?

SHULL: There is much soft coal to be found in northern Kyushu
.

in Nagasaki, Saga, and F.akuoka Prefectures. i’ve always assumed

the existence of this coal was one of the justifications for locating so

much of Japan’s steel industry in and near Yawata.

ROOT: They also had spared the Imperial shipyards which were

being used for the rc pair of American ships. Then Kaicer. came in

and leased the shipyards to b~ild his revolutionary giant tankers. He

taught the ship builders his methods, contracted out a iot of construc-

tion and suddenly all the unemployed ship workers had jobs and a big

expansion was underway providing desperately needed tarlkers to the

world. This was a kind of fateful spinoff. Kaiser had gone around

the world trying to lease shipyards and they had all started up pro.

duction except Japan which had been held back by the Occupation.

DOBSON: Merril, could 1“go back in time a bit in this hypotheti~a!

consideration and ask Dr. Warren about the possibly very significant

health problems, pestilences and the like, which, wit}, out outside help

to the Japanese, might have modified this kind of economic recovery?

I wonder if he would b~ willing to e!. ther tell us or to speculate what

he thinks might have been the situation without DDT ant! without the

other medical and hygienic measures that we helped fhenl with?

WARREN: DO you wish to .Umit this to Hiroshima and Nagasaki?

DO BSON: I thought maybe Japan as a whole.

WARREN: /.s a unit, it has been mentioned before, they lost, pre-

sumably, effectively more than half their people and in effect their

whole metropolitan area was essentially abandoned because there was

nothing left there to develop any kind of activity. Even the gas tanks

were ruptured, so there was no gas. The power stations had been

badly bent so that it would take some considerable repair to get them

back into being. I don’t know’ about the hydroelectric pwwer sources,

but there was almost no power there. The hospitals, of course, were

\
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gone. There wwrc some outlying sanataria vherc the surviving doc-

tors collcctcd. [n Nagasaki, ivhich had part of the town left on the

south arid where the prefectural governor presider!, he still had the

majority of the staff yet in hand because he hin. self was not injured

in any way. l{e organized the feeding of refugees and the injured.

In fact, this became a complication because the place of a patient

\vho clied \vas apt to be taken by some bocly who just walked in and

laid doivn on the mat hopefully to get a handful or a couple of balls

of rice and some tea, \vhich \vas issued by the Prefectural Govern-

ment. So this was a way of getting some food. They had to be given

the bum’s rush to make place for those that \vere injured.

With the lack of people in the area there was no health problem as

such outsiric of the casualties. 13ut the potential was there cert~inlv.

The water was off for quite a few days because the leaks were just

evcry\vhcrc and they had to shut off between the intact and the damaged

areas in order to get water pressure back in the center of lNagasaki.

There was another serious problem in Nagasaki. The honey bucket

system continued to work from the south part of the town. But the
barges began to overflow becau5e the men who managed these barges

had been killed or died or fled. Anyway, there \vere none available.

So the manure, the human manure, just piled up there and this made a

very bad stench and a very bad fly problem.

E“REhi ONT-Sht ITH: On the barges ?

WAR RE.N{ On the barges. They would just bring up the honey-

bucket, and the barges were full so they would just dump it all into

the estuary, and it was just on the surface everywhere. So this prob-

lem created an emergency which the Prefectural Governor somehow

got the manpower to deal with. He had the barges towed out and the

disperal of the contents was then carried out in the usual channels

because outside of the city area the farmers were ready and organized

to receive the honey bucket materials. But I would say pretty nearly

a month went by before that really got taken care of properly. The

life of the rest of the town went on pretty well, I think. The restau-

rants worked and they had no trouble getting food. Of course, you

WOUIU naturally expect we would get preferential treatment.

DOBSON: But supposing the Americans had not been there and

there was no outside help, what would have beet the situation?
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WARREN: I think they would have had to do something like this

anyway. After all, these were sophisticated people; they had a pretty

sophisticated government; they had a big industry there. C)f course,

the military cstabl~shmcnt was the lmajor suppcrt of Na~asaki. Its

people mainly perished.

UPTON: What fraction of the population perished or was incapa-
citated ?

WARREN: My figures, of course, are greater than others, but I

get m’arly LOO, 000 in Na~asaki, which is well around half. It was

the whole Urikami Valley clear to the terraces all around down as far

as the Mitsubishi Works near the gas tank?.
\

Up’r ON: It left a great many people, though, “.~ho could begin

quickly to institute emergency measures.

WARREN: Yes.

FREMONT-SMITH: These 100, 000 perished or were ir. capacitated

and perished?

WARRJ.~N: I think pe~ished.

FRICMONT-SMITH: Then there must have been quite a large num-

ber that were also knocked out but were. . . . .

WARREN: Yes, but a lot of these perished right away.

FREMONT-SMIT>i: Right. How many would you say were capable

of functioning? That was reallv your question?

UPTON: Yes.

FREMONT-SMITH: 50, 000 do you think?

WARREN: Well, another 100, 000 in the town, say, within a day.

These were ~round the corner or across the Bay, you see. But they

didn’t want to go into this area. This was a different kind of exFlosion

and the word got around awfully quickly that this was- different.

EISENBUD: You see, the situation would ha}-e been very differ.’nt

if instead of being air bursts these were surface bursts; if instead of

:._
,
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being 20 kilotons *they were niore like 100 kilotons or a couple of
d iet’s say, in addition to Hiroshima being bombed,megatons; an .

Kure, a short distance away, was also bombed.

WARREN: This would h-ve eliminated the help.

~15Ehf3(JD: And this really is the extrapolation that’s hard to make.

For :hose of you who haven’t seen it, 1 WOU1$ urge that you look at the

maps that are incluc~ : in the volumes of your Joint Committee on

Atomic Enqrgy shovi. ~g the fallout patterns throughout the United

States and particularly of the eastern United States coated with lethal

levc’ls —superle th.~1 Irvcls of radioactivity. In othc r words, levels in

~XccSS of 400 or 500 r tolal.

WARREN: This really wasn’t much dtfferer! from Yokohama or
some of the oth(, r places except it happened in one day.

EISEN13UD: Tl)at’s right. So this z.. a!ly is the bridge that we find

har, i to cross because of lack of cxpericncc.

l) UNlfAL~i: I.ct me ask a .?uesticm, Staff. It may sharpen up this
other thing again. From what you saw rind heard, even if these cities

h=d been isolated and no help had been able to get in in any big way,

such as DDT, would there have been a real problem of epidemic

disease other than insect-borne or tick -borne7 In other words, would

typhus be the critical one you w,ould worry about?

WARREN: WCI1, typhus coming from returning soldiers.

DUNHAM: But would they have been able to handle the ordinary

w?.ter-borne diseases in the absence, say, of a flu epidemic which

nobo ‘y can either increase or decrease? Typhoid or cholera—would

it have been thinkable or unthinkable?

WARREN: This matter ca;xle up in the first week because of the

bloody diarrhea which the patients had who had the gastrointestinal

destruction, and for a couple of days they tried to mobilize whatever

resources they could get to deal with the impending cholera or typhoici

epidemic. This consisted mainly. of ~etting ready to throw out the

tuberculosis patients who could be handled outside, and expecting to

bring in a limited number of casualties to these two or three tuber-

culosis hospitals which were on the outskirts, maybe five or six

miles out. But other than that they had no resources to deal with it.

*..—..
.
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YOU see, a lot of the doctors and nurses died, leaving, let’s say,

three-quarters of ~he staff of the Sagasaki me{iical sci:ool who were

in a very strong concrete building or who were out of town that day.

f3ut even there they had brought in patients on dnors, and I suppose

a large number waikeci in. 13ut th~n the short circuits in the FJafiasaki

mcc!ic.al school had caused fire.s. V=hich burned up the nlajorit} oi the

war(is. I think the secorxi and third floors tvcr<. pretty ba<ily gutted
cvc rywhe rc; the be.ls wrre burned, and th(, bcfitiing \vas burned bt.cause

of the maplcwood flooring: which conducted the fire tl-, rouch the buil(iing

wherever there was a little breeze (~ownw-ind. So [ {ion’t think they

could have done a great deal.

DUNIIAM: I’m not talking about treating epidemics, once they

have occurred. Would just their naturai habits and (iegree of sophisti-

cation have seen to it that you didn”t have widcsprc~{i water-borne

disease?

WARREN: The chances of it being water-borne would dcpenri upon

how good the chancea would be for tile reservoir in Nagasaki and the

ones in Iiiroshima to be contaminated. I think this is pretty near

zero, although there were pople iiving on the hillside above the re-

servoir, but it’s not very likely that they would have harbored some

returnees who brought the disease in and that it would then spread

from their honey bucket toilet arrangements into this reservoir.

DUNIIAM: It takes an awful lot to contaminate a very large re-

servoir effectively.

WARREN: That’s right.

DUNHAM: With the delay in pips and things.

WARREN: All of the other arran~ements which arc essentially

barriers to the threat of the disease. It’s a ,Iifferent situation \vhcre

you’ve a stream from which a lot of people drink, and this was not

the case here. I dodt if anybody drank out of the stream that ran

down the center of the vailey. They drink hot tea, not co:d water.

CONARD: IIOW long did it take fo - voluntary nlcdical ~rsonnel

from outside communities to get there to assist thcrl~?
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lf’A R R F:x : \\’{.11, I don’t think any carnc in outside of the teams that

~~t.nt rlI)~.t n tht. rt. [ronl Tokyo anti Ostika to study the situation. There
u{,rt, S,,I ,.rnl Ill, (tic;ii officers w,”no can]e in with a little Japanese major

ir(,;v, } t: r,., I;{it tn., y {Ii[ln’t {!a anything but look. in l{iroshima, of
<c)urs~., :}:,. t:;,~y(,r (Ii.. (l AI)d jt)ost of thu city officials were casualties
CI!lI, )t.,) 4,r .0~>(8!ll,.r. S0 the,), couldn’t act. But in this book that some.
bl,llv ;,,,.llll,,,,+.(,I II Uives a ~!iary of the ti me.. It’s quite accurate in what
h.,[)[x,,~,.,! t}:t. rt. in tt-yil]g to set Gp a city govcrnnlcnt to rnakc s’ome

.r.. fl. i. ,,u1 ,)1 [1),.1 r proi)lt.,ljs. They got c“othing and food and things

fru!l; volu,lt,(,rs, I]ut it took six jnonthg .r longer, [ gUe SS, before
-. /

thl:~ L .iII)I. i], !II iIHy organized way. That \vas only after people began
1<>t <btllt. !I:$. i. 1!1.

EISEXIIU I): I wonder what fraction of the food consumed by the
J.n~L~nt s+. in tlu, (Irst year was brought in Was there a significant

fraction O( lt l>r~)ught in’!

lVAI{l{}lN: ~nly Until the local crops were harvested.

f) OWiOX: lk’as there a rodent problem of significance in either of

th: atom- bonlbed cities-in Japan?

W’AKRE>’” There was almost no animal life. We saw one doe in

Nagasaki and he was a great big police dog. He wandered ~round like.

a welt’ for a couple of days. iht there were no bodien around, no rats,

no cats yet in Saha. On the other hand, when we went through Okinawa,

there \vere lots of rats and the stench wan p. etty bad even though Naha

had been bulldozed flat then. But there wwre still availabic p.zts of

bodies, I guuss, if the rats d,lg down. I suppose there was a consider.
able an~ount of food that h~d been dcst”royed by the shelling and was

available even after the butlcfozing. ,Okinaw, a had large farms There
was a big farnlinp area arounri there and some of the forests and wild

lands, so the anin)al populatic, n was avai Iable. 13ut around Nagasaki
and }{iroshima, while there was a lot of ban) boo, it was pretty heavily

cultivated, and I imagine the”y had hunted down and consumed things

like rats. There was little food for pets and there were no game ani.

male. [

CONAR12: W’ould you say the, medical facilities in Japan had been

pretty well exhausted because of the long war?

WARREN: Yes, they were short in all medicines.

\.-, —----- .—
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get them in 1953; from lWi8 through 1952 the “people Iookcd a“~out the

same. rhey were pretty shabby; I couldn’t help hut feel sorry for

them. h40st of them had pre-war clothing and suuaters tvith lots of

holes in them and beat-up old sneakers and things like th~t. When I

got there in 1954 there was a big difference. The girls \vcre begin-

ning to look after their appearance, and there were new ,:1~.~thes; you

began to see that they were on the upturn.

TAYLOR: The question was how much of that uou!rt have happened

without outside assistance?

EISELN13UD: The impact of the Korean war was enormous in the
parts of Japan that 1 saw up around Tokyo and down around Hiroshima

where the U. S. and Great Britain had bases but I don’t know what

the figures arc in relation to their own economy.

FREMONT-S.MITH: So-it wasn’t our effort to hcip Japan but it was

our fighting the Korean war that helped them, incidentally.

TAYLOR: That was of the order of 10 billion dollars a year, I

would say.

EISENBUD: Probably.

TAYLOR: That was what, a few percent, 10 ~rcent? What

would one aay the Japanese gross national product was ?

SCHULL: 1 have no idea.

TAYLOR: Was it $15 billion a year?

EISENBUD: It w-as a few hundred dollars a year per capita in the

early 50’s.

WARREN: We didn’t have any drives to supply cooking utensils

like we did for the Germans and the’ Austrians.

TAYLOR: It was a big chunk, wasn’t it?

WARREN: So, in that sense, our population didn’t contribute di-

rectly to the recovery as they did \vith the Europeans.

.. -.
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CONARD: Which would be in contrast to the situation in this coun.

try, if we had a sudden atomic war; we would still have in the (ringc

areas many medical personnel and supplies available. The situation
is not exactly comparable in that respect.

WARREN: You will recall their policy of puttinv a n:il Iion new, men

a year in the field equipped and supplied. This included all of the

necessary accessory military and medical cquipn)ent and fuel. The

home front began to sag and then the military support be:an to suffer .

In the last year they could not do this and caused a very severe

crisis, so that there was a minimum and in many places no replace-

ment of supplies including medical instruments and medical supplies.

Part of this was due not to the amount of damage to their cities but

because they had no more imports of steel and aluminum and they had
stripped all the bannisters and all the statues and everything that had

metal. The or.ly thing that didn’t go was the bi~ statue of Buddha and

things like that, but even the shrines were deficient in metal.

BRUES: When 1 was there in the second -wi,lter they had ~.at re-

placed the glass in the hospital windows in }firoshima becaus : of the

coat in fuel of making glass.

WARREN: Fuel was very scarce.

BRUES: Yes.

EISENBUD: Hiroshima has a fair[y mild climate. which is helpful.

WARREN: Yea.

EISfZNEtUD: In contrast, let’s say, to the northeast L!nited States
where in the wintertime you would have problems that the Japanese

didn’t have, even in Tokyo.

BRUES: Yes.

WARREN: Tokyo gets pretty cold.

EISENBUD: Tokyc gets pretty cold but they don’t have the heavy

storms that we get; subzero weather.

WARREN: NO.

. . .. .-
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‘rAYLOR: Dots anybody have any idea of the amounts, in dollars

and cents, of n]aterials and supplies and n~oney that were furnished

the Japanese by the U.S. ? In other words, what kind of support was

really given to Japan front the end of the \var until 1950 or so? Was

that half a billion dollars a year of which half was money and half

was supplies, or what? L~ms anyone have any idea?

EISEN[\U1~: \Vell, in 1950 the figure that sticks in my mind is some

$70~ million a month. 1s this too much that was being spent in Japan,
$700 mil!ion a month being spent in Japan in suprmrt of the Korean

war? This had a tremendous effect on the economy, but I could be

wrong with that figure. It’s something I rould check.

WA RR IZN: Undoubtedly right. We deposited a lot of K- rations in

Japan which were given to the Japanese as an easy way of supplying

food . We had a big excess at that time, too, but it didn’t come until

after many months.

IZ15KNBUD: Yes.

TAYLOR: Did this really make a big dent in the Japanese food

problem ?

WARREN: Well, I think so. There must have been millions and

millions of cans.

DUNHAM: When did the rice rationing go out, Dr. Schuil?

SC; lULL: Rice rationing was still in effect as late as 1953 when

the clinical portion of the genetics program was terminated. There

was access, however, to much more n“on-rationed rice, and as a conse-
quence many individuals no longer felt the same compulsion to make

certain they obtained their rations. The government still maintained

the ration machinery for some years after 1953, but more and more

persons who could pay the higher prices had turned to f.he free market.

DUNHAM: Dut you would say that it was probably critical for at

least five years?

SCHIJLL: Yes. It was certainly still critical in the early 50’s -

say 1950 and 1951.

EISENBUD: I noticed a big change from 1950 to 1954. I didn’t

*
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DUNHAM: Let me ask you another question that may sound foolish,

but I don’t intend it that way.

E=REhlO?JT-SXf ITII: There are no foolish questions in these con-

fercnccs.

DUNliA\l: In these exercises that we I(,ere having, are we to con-

stder ourselves to have \ron or lost the \var in conventional terms?

FREXIONT-S\l ITH: Both.

DUNHAX1: You know \vhat I mean. What’s the psycholog} .

I s this sttua~~onDidthe Japanese 10SC and thev knew they had lost?
. . .

we’re trying to extrapolate to, is. it one in v.hich wc lost in the old-

-fashioned sense and know we lost, or is it one in which, in one

sense, we \von but we’re in a hell of a shape? [ think this would
tnakc a great deal of ditfercnce in the motivation for recovery.

FREKIOXT-S~f ITIi: And the morale question.

WARREN: I would like to know in that context, too, if we lose,

are we invaded and do we have a local official from the foreign gov-
ernment sitting in Washington telling us what to do?

TAYLOR: I don’t know \vhcther the winners \vould do it this way

but onc way they could act as though they had invaded the country is

to have a lot of left-over bombs which would be used to threaten us
if we got out of line. Then \vhat would get se; up, presumably, would

be some provisional governments of \vhich the members x.ouid be
Russian or Chinese or what have you. What would oe held over us

there wouldn’t be bayonets but long-range missiles.

FREhlOST-SMITH: How about assuming the simpler one; let’s

assume that wc won and know it. This is at least a little bit easier to

work with. Try that out first and after we’ve settled that one we can

move cn.

SCHULL: In the case of Japan, there was one special problem

created by the loss of the war. The Japanese suddenly found them-

selves obliged to house and feed some six million individuals, civilians

and soldiers, compulsorily repatriated from ifanchuria, all of south-

east Asia, etc. This was z sizeable burden to add to an economy
which \vas already hard-pressed. If Japan had ~von the war, this par-

ticular problem would presumably not have arisen.

.. ___ —
.
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FREhlONT-SMITH: Yes; in fact they would k ser,din~ ~ople out.

CONARD: What was your impression of the psychological reaction

of the war on the Japanese people as you vbscrved it’,

SCHULL: How they respond to it now? Then?

CC) NARD: At the time you first saw them, did you see any resi-

dual psychological effect in the people that you could relate to the war?

SC HULL: No, but it would have bren a very difficult evaluation
for .me to have made iben. I s~nt the war years in the Pacific and

must confess my reactions, when I first landed in Tc. kyo after the

conclusion of the war, were ambivalent. I frankly ~iidn’t know whether

I harbored any residual hostility to the Japanese. If I did, I may

have over-compensated with time, at least so my wife accuses me.

I’ve ;nuch admiration for Japan and its culture, and may, as a conse-

quence, have lost the objectivity to critically evaluate certain aspects

of that culture and the people. It is my impression, howc~er, that
most Japanese felt they had been badly ~.is led in gettin~ into the \var

in the first place and fcw seemed to feel any personal guilt. Son~e
were stunned by the events, I suppose, but most seemed prepared to

.:ccept, almost enthusiastically, the dictates of the occup)-ing forces.

UPTON: I would like to ask Bob \filler. He spent a good bit of

time over there. }Iow would you respond to this question, f30b?

MILLER: Unfortunately, Dr. Liftc,n should answc. r. but he is not

here. It was my feeling in the pediatric clinic, without being able to

document a word of it, that the most prevalent late effect from the

atomic bomb was the fear of Iatc effect s-a fear of all somatic and

genetic consequences.

FREMONT-SMITH: From the bomb-not from the war but from the

bomb particularly?

MILLER: From the bon~bs, right. But the physicai effects were

very infrequent. They were large enough to show that they were the
result of radiation, but they were still small in numbers. We did sce

children and mothers who were fearful of late effects, and sometimes
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incapacitatcci by such fears. I don’t know what the numbers v.,ere,

but [ th{>u<<ht thcv \v(.rL. larg~,.

I) U?JIIA>I: W3S it 10 percent or 50 Percent’?

\lILLFIR: 1 ivoul[l have gut:ssc. i that it \vns 50 percent or perhaps

c,vi.n highvr.

DUN1fA\f: You mean these people were essentially not contributing

anything to societ y’.’

hfI1. LEI{: No, I:ut the V ivc. re living in fear; fear of marriage when

they got ol(lcr, fear of havin~ c!cfcctive offspring.

\lILI.ET: What percentage [lid you say?

\il L1.Rfi: 1 said 1 ~ould have ~ue’ssed ovor 50 percent had this

appr(. hens ion of late effects; prelature aging, premature mortality,

leukemia, children with congenital defects.

COiSARD: In tile :.larshal~csc there \verc many fears, too, about

the fallout. k-or instance, they attributed fish poisoning, that has
been ~!oing on for years in these people, to the fallout. [f the arrow-

root’ flour is inlpro~rly prepared it can cause a serene:, s of the mouth

and digestive tract and they immediately started claiming that this

was due to the ra(iioactivc fallout that had gotten on the plants. You

do have these psychological factors that net, cl an awful lot of ruassur -

ancc> by coll)pct<>nt author it)cs.

llp’rox: I)ldn’t you say, Staff, that they were thoroughly demoral-

ized; that there lvas speculation about a poison associated wi~h the
cietonations, \vhich caused panic and hysteria and atixiety among the

survivors ? Then they sa,v their fello,i.s suddenly sickening anii dying

after they thought they had escaped. Families lost dear members of

the household after a time whc.n supposedly they had escaped unscathed.

This led to a succession of recurrent waves of. iitirm.

IVARREX: That’s right.

UPTON: And c!eprcssion.

MILLET: Over how long a period did that go on?

.:
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WARREN: W’ell, for about two to thr(>c months, and by that time

most of those who were goin~ to c!ie had died. !}UL they were still

alarmed about ~vhcther this would not flare up again ant! th~,rc \vrrc

lots of questions on this.

UPTO?J: I can S.:C how this would very ser:ously complicate the

work of an c,mergency team. If the leader, su to speak, on whom

all reliance was placed, [Ievelopcd radiation sickness himself and

had to be replaced, and then his successor dropped dead t~y the way-

side, this would b,. ~ very demoralizing and disruptive influence.

WARREN: “rhat’s what ha~penec] with the Mayor in }{iroshima.

He died. Also the commanding officer of the contingent bivouacked

in Hiroshima and most of his aides suffered a dt,layc. d death.

I) UNHAhl: I would expect this to go on much longer in a fallout

situation.

UPTON: yes.

DUN13AM: It would not all he LD- 50, a 30-day sort of proposition

with a few stragglers up until a month or two later, but you would

expect certain groups of people to hit their peak mortality at sixty

days.

Xi ILLET: I+ow did the leadership develop after these officials dis-

appeared’?

WARREN: Well, a young major came over from Kurt and tried to

take command, and, of course, he did not have any great nu:nber of

troops available. He had been bombed over there, up at Yubo, and

he didn’t know quite what his prerogatives \vcrc, but he couidn’t

bring in any food although I think he attempted several small provi-

sions of food. In this chaotic period the stron~, est personalities will

begin to emerge—the man with leadership. IIc appeared as the acting

mayor who came up from the ranks, began to get clothing ~nd organ-

ized the people and began to get food, and \vas finally the rl~ayor. HUt

they had a couple of faIse starts, too. This was rather slower I

think in developing than it w.>uld be in our country. You see, they

really were under this military regime which, up to that poi:lt, st~nt

down dictums from above and the gcndarmcs relinquished their con-

trol rather reluctantly, but finally did. Of course, they had no nlobs

to deal with or anything of that nature.

.
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k;[ST~Xi\UIJ: .%ft~r \Vorld JVar [, I seem to recal? that there \vere

bands of child rer) who in a fcw years ~rc.w to lJC a(lolescents and

roamed arountt eastern Kurope, \]ut I don’t re.all that an)think was

said about 111 s after World War [1. }vas this I)ccaus(. in these “COun-

tri(. s they tool.” care nf the orphans in l~cttcr style or vhat” or was

the cconom,, lt.ftat a higher level”

l) UXf IAh4: [ cion’t kno\v, hlcrril, but [ have a feclinc that this did

go on in Central k;urope after the war but for on)y a y~ar or two.

You read Russian stories of children. their own children. . . . .

I) UNIIAM: 1 don’t know where it would be documented, but it was
a transient thing.

WARREN: You recall the wolf children.

121SENi\UD: Yes. That’s in Wor!d War I, I think, where I first

heard that wwrcl.

f) UN HAhf: I think the same thing happened,

ROOT: You had it in Germany in all the bombed out bui Idings and

things, hut 1 do thinh the mass of American support that came in

count (.ractcd a lot of that.

IJEhl LER: During the first year they had a number of children and

all of your various so-called DPs wandering, trying to get away from

Germany or wherever they were back to where they l>ad come from.

EISENDUI>: yes.

l+ ELILKR: It t~ok o., er a year to organize these people-to get an

organization going w,hcre camps were established. Although I say

over a >ear for the cornp)cte organization, in many cases it occurred

as the armies moved into C,ermany. It was a full year before they

got a colmplete organization where they had full communications so

that mcssa~es could bc. transmitted back and forth on people regard-

ing their relatives, and before food supplies were adequate and not

rationed, and so Iorth.

.
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WARREN I undc. rstanrf from some of the earlier meetings that (VC

had lon~ ago that the worst police problem was I.he person looking for

his wife or [arni!y or child. h4urdcrs wcro co:rlni Ltccf; they would

steal fc]ocf and disrupt communities and they wou Id be gone the ne.<t

morning or even that day, looking, looking, looking, and tl]ry woulcin’t

subscribe to any rfisciplin(.. They would do’ no work hccause they
hadn’t found their family yet, We went to great trouble In Civil [lc -

fense to try to devise a way of reporting suriivors and their locatian

and get communications back and forth to locate absent member. of

the family.

One of the important elements that would determine whether a

civil defense organization would stand still for the attack. wa s the
safeguardirig of the family for a man who had a responsible position.

Could he be guaranteed that his wife and children and other depen-

dents would be safe while he carried out his assignment’) I don’t

think this has been solved yet.

HE MLIZR: The military has set up a rather elaborate network for

doing just this.

WARREN: Yes, a very elaborate one.

HE MLER: Because one of th@ original prablems considered was

the fact that here you have a commander of a carri son and no matter

hov, he, may be regirr. etlted, if he doesn’t know that his family is well

taken care of, how well will he react to taking and to g~>,ing orders”

WARREN: Yes. Would he go looking for them and abandon his

post?

HE MLER: Right. Not only him. I~e may be regimented enough

but how about the men under him;’ the troops that he needs to use to

direct and control.

WARREN: That’s right.

SPEAR: This was brought out also in the “Goebbels Diaries”’

(Reference 59). [ recall that he was quoting Albert 5pe”er ( ,0 kin! ),

who reported that where C,erman production centers ‘had been heavily

bombed and damage had been done to “the factory a,ld workers as wel!

as their homes, they were able in a fairly short time to make repairs

that would have kept them at, say, sixty-five percent of product ion..

But they couldn’t even make a start on significant pr(, duction until the

\
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WA I{ RI,JX I’vt. heard a Iiqurc of t%cnty-f our hours in the r;tin anrl

m.rybv three days in dry weather. F’dctorics, in general, particularly

those that have h~.avy rnachiner:i where the bearings can get rusted,

gt~t frozt, n. [f there’s no roof, then they get wet and, this makes a
very difficult maintr. tla!lcc prot>i cm. Thr-se figures were quotrd bc -

iof e I ucnt to .fapan to scc what the pr-rc cntage \vas. “rhe engineers

in my party lvcr(. to try and rstirnate huw much of the prorfuct~on of

the Xiitstrhi:hi Works \vas put nut of action.

AYRKS You said seventy-two hours would be the upper limit for

a shutdown”

WA RRk:S: Then yo~l ‘ve got a problem of comp!ete takedown of the

moving parts and rclrrhricatlng the bearings and removing the rust

which forms quickly if wet by rain.

}VAI~REh’: Ilcforc you start up a~airr. De”pcndi:, g on your man-

power a\’a.llablr and a icw partf. thts dctermin~s the time.

TAY1.O.?: I wonder if factories in the !!ni:ed Statrs that rieprrrd

he~viiy on elt. r-trunic prrrgrammln; .~r<, m,,rj cr less su~cc~tlble”’

WARREN, And water dama,qe”’ !;kdn’t we have some experience

with tyohoons where the roof u.as tak.rn off of factories where there

was a ot of electronic g~ar” That would help in thts.

TAYLOR: There may bc a hi<h shc>rt-term su<ceptibklity in the

sense that it’s easy to knock out the (rrntrol system but it may be

easier to put it hack into nperation thar, thr’ more old-fashioned type

of Systcm. I just havr no idea.

EISENE)[:I): I Cir)ll’1 know. I *xas amazed to find after the blackout

.
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WARREN: Civ,llans would be abandoned CX{ t,pt insicl,, thr univcl-

sity bui!ding! (Laughter]

DU?OIAM: You can’t !ump f~or.1 an alpha situatioa where N’right,

in all good consclencc, could rcas.. urc them that here wasn’t any im-

portant pro blcm, to a situation uhcrr you h~ve hi~hly ra<!i<, a<tiv-,

penetrating fission product rarf,at:on uhich rf,)vs rcqulrr that vnu put

surnrthinx !>ctwrvn yotl ~nd (t. [’m IJc,t surv ttl.lt you c,in jump Irt, rn

onc to tt. c other. I!ut your quv5:lon is still a vali{i 06{..

Dux}{ANf: Yes. Iiow would the people react”

MILLER: What would happen ‘ t~o~ild ~;ovcrrror Reagan go on thr

radio and reassure the Drrkrley sturicnts” {laughter] Is there a

plan of act~on to reassure the people s~lould fallout occur in C.lilf.>rnia ‘

many years ago, but

,-
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cal r!t, fense plan, hecausc this \vas at the height of the rmphasis on

this su!jjcct. }>lcnty ~)f ~on,. y) ,va~ gi.,, en in the early days tO organize

the prngrzm lots of equip.ncnt \vas available. CIhuck. may remember

u,hcn this test at ,Nt.v~[ia went into Los Acgelrs; we had,a complete

contour hy L!lc [iext tnorninu.

[) UXil Ahl: ~CS.

WA RREX Yes, it WI1l keep people busy.

SIJEAR Is th;it <Icgrcc of pr(:lnration stiit ,.xi~t. ng in California,

Staff”

WA R1{EN: Thr [University maintains a pretty tipht or~artization

partly on the nce{i to monitor the iaijnrato:~es using Isotopesanii

Imclcar machinrs. Courrtrywidc you will find th,c isotope people
hook(,d in with the sturfc.nts’ health an,] s=f{.ty [,olicy on the campus.
Isn’t this truu at Ann Art)or’) /\nd as tar as the universities are co:l -

cerncd, their local prob!rm is prohtibly in good sh.~pe t~rganii:ation -

wisv. “lhcy may not have a [iirector who rulis the Clvll Drfense but

there’s UbUal!)’ a man who has rcsponslbiiity, most oitcn. I think, in

stu(lrnt health.

}11’iEXI\U1l. staff. wv are (t~nt(,[nplatln!: s~tuatlolls in which p:c-

sun~ahly attenuation factors of the order of 11.~0wouicf be needed ovrr

relatively large areas to pro:cct people, s> that the dose on the out-

si{!c cuuld hc s{, mcthing like 40, 000 r total which vouid !W several

hundred or mayl, c a rouplc of thousand r per hour inlt,ally.

WARREN: That’s a pretty srvcrc rrstr]ction since we were mak-

ing all of our original cstlmatcs on the basis of a bomb or two. sow’,
1 don’t know. I’m not one of the tcarn any more, so I don’t krmw how

these a[!justn>ents h~vc bt~en inad~..

EISENIIUD: Yes. These are the things that bother rne and still do.

.
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!.lany of the Civil Defense ha fidbooks at the Iocal level were ftnished

hack in 1950.

ELSE X11U13: ‘f’he handhooks were based on the no[ninal I]ornt, c{)n-

ccpt uhcre the military people told us that no b,, (ly Wuul(l \{arlc to

waste a bomb on th{> grwird t.Icciiuse they crJuld L:ct tnore hi~}~.,r up.

This is what wc ~vt,rc told in tllosv days and the instruments are

geared to handle them with essentl..lly no rac!iohctlvity or lc\vls

that can be dralt with.

AYRES Are you sure of that”’ [ don’t believe th.tt’s so.

EISENBUD. Ye., it is 90. Well, I don’t know of any Iargt. city,

ior example, that has anything other than hind-held count(rs .ind

detectors that have to be taken out into the area a[ld rrarf; and then

you’ve got to go scmcwhere, to a telephone usually, bvcause they

don’t have their own communication system.

AYRES: Are you talking about instruments or doctrine ‘

UPTON: Radiation monitors.

EISENBUD: What I’m saying is that the monitoring system. . . . .

AYRES: 1 thought most of the pracetirnc monitoring i~as primarily
the rcsponsibil.ity c)

Iiealth Service.

EISKYBUD: No,

the Division of Radiological Ilealth of !he i%bllc

it i: not. Why would th.~t he ‘

~*”AilR~};: 1 insis:cd when I was a member of the Scicnttflc Com -

mittee that the Air i’oilution Control put up f ixed radio lo~:cal moni-

toring stations with communication to the central station. So, in Los

Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, and [ think in Sacramento, there

is a constant background reading. Part of that is to Set some cxpc.-

icnce because occasionally from the former testing wc had some fall-

out . Whenever there was an npportul~ity for a Russian or a ‘_hincse

measurement, these were made too, routinely, cvrn if they showed

Ilutiiiilg.

UPTON: Are they supplied by emergency power’>
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\V.$tl{!{l; X; I t!?ir)k thcr<, arc seven in !,,>s An~el{.s with pretty wide

co\, er<lge; I don’: k,low. :hc. number, !~ut it’s comparable in San Fran-

cisco; at]d (.).ik. larl(l ant) ‘-crkelc. y [ th ‘C h.lve some. xQ\v, of course,

the t)ig ra{ilolo~~[a! iat)oratorit.s allha~e background counts daily, so

th.~t Lh(~y wt,uld be ,~ljlc to ~i\,c, .a ouick count. There. are mavy in

industries (Ilke North American u.hrrej [!u ring the epi: ode with the

,Svva(la f.ill[,ut the I>ack<rouncf of their Instruments rose ~ hen p.~oplc

tr.ackc{i It In from the parking lot).

Krs Ex!\u:). ‘1”e!3. Ct’ co~lrse, thcs~. iostrumcnts would be tc’ally

incffc; tivt= in a high level situation, St~ff.

WA RRF:X Yes, but they would get an alert. They vouid get some

idea.

k;ISk:XIt UI>: Yes. One of the critital things, in contrast to what

we have alL expcricncmi where a bomb xocs off a hundred miles away

ard you get a [zirly uniform level of fall{~ut, is that in an attack sitt.m -

tion the gradients would be very steep. }Ve have seen on the board

here that the gradient between the northern Rongelap Islands and the

lower Islands. which were only 30 miles away, was what, a factor

of ten’!

CQN”ARfJ: Yes fron~ 150 to 2300 rads.

EISKN[)UD: Nforc thar, ten. So, you see, for decision-making pur-

poses a n>a!i needs better information !han you can ~ct (w. of rela-

tively f~~iv instrunlents. On the study wc made in the mc:r.~politan

area, \ve included sorr]ethlng like a hundred automatic st~tions (I don’t

remember the exact number we decided we needed), and the cost of

this was Just prohibitive in terms of .xhat people were willtng to pro-

vlde in those days, and ;or that matter still are.

DUXHA&l: Of course, if you had planes you could do aerial surveys

which would be quite helpful.

EIS12X[IUD: N’e looked into that, trio, Chuck, and concluded, lar~ely

based on the c,xperiencc that we had developed in the later tests out in

Castle, that the planes would become so contaminated that they cotlldn’t
,

.
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get the informat on in tt. c first hours v.herr you nccrf it for t!ecis inn-

makirrg purpo+{~s. You can get it after the stuff h~d blown away.

FRK~foxT-s\fi’rli And it Iias to ljc beli{,\,t.{!.

EISENi}C1): I just don’t knGw of a sin~le system th~t $vi,uld (lo th.lt

anywh(:rc in the Uniteci States. I may bc wron~, tl,. c.iu>t. [ h+vvn’t

had coritact with it in the last fcw years.

WA RR12N: I dislike very much, the thou~ht which is in t!lc rnirids

of certain mayors that I’ve dealt with- “lVell, if wt. ~ct .in alert, UC’11

put up all the equipment that you want and yrru won’t h.~vr this gap. “

Thitr came out in the discussion with the supervisors, too, hu: they

agreed to these se\, en station~ with power and evcrythiri~. rhc rfw son

for the emergency power that we wcrr so quick in ,Jt)talning is that
the sa]nc need comes up for monitoring of the o;~ont. An(! ,)thrr lrrstr~; -

mcntation for carbon monoxirlco to iivoid havir)g a pourr f~ilu:e, vhich

is not uncommon in our area for smail pcriocfs of time. rhc~l. 5ta -

tions all have emerccncy power for active rno:~:tor]nu of ccut!>m(.nt

for radiation safc~uar,!s, 1[ each ha(ibeen p~}t mit th..rv i)> i:se!f we

would have had a more expensive installation to supp!y )t and ive rnig~it

have failed to get them.

DUN HAlt: hferril’s proposition is that you’ve got seven stations

for the whole State of California.

WARREN:

DUNHAhi:

pattern.

At first this was the case.

hlaybe it’s 50 now, b$lt it stiil rioc<n’t give you a real

------ . . . ... ..—. . . >:-..



x[)~.v, in the I>a(ific un thr scal(. of super hombs it used to take two

{Jr three days to uwt-k out the i>cx!osc pattcrnt. You had to fly in a

lot oi trrrltory.

\v.’\Rll I;s l}l(,r(~ .irc so!:,t I]cnt,fils Irortl the visu~l aspect and

driit of the cloud .ind In know ir, g your local n~t>tcorolo~y. If you can

locate the site, t}icn you can guc,ss at tk,e upIiind safety aspects from

fallout, [n CJU7case ivc arc V( ry fortunate because we \lavc a moun -

ta]n cssont]ally in thr ccntcr of the town from which Civil [)cfcnse

has a lookoutand mnnitorin~ station. You uoulct know right t}]en-

hcadquartvrs woul{i know and WOU1(! havt. on thrlr net\vork information

that there \vas a vislhlr’ detonation Jn suct~-an[i. SUC!I a qu~drant, ancl

othe,- information as it dcvclof~s.

I) UX1’f,\it L(.t m(, put out alothcr ou(. sti<. n .iust to keep the ball

rolllng, and that 1s, is it sa[~ tL)asswtic, (,n ‘he basis of the ])ra Vo

cxp(. riencc, ~!:at ~1,,seen fall Out is proi)ably notl-lcthai ‘

.
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I)uxll,ikf: Ev,.ntu.,l!> f<lll.

IJUXIIA\l: Is this tmp{rtant ‘

,vh]te

13RUES: You can scc rhc burst.

in it.

EISEXBU!) Yo,l can’t alivays SC.C th(. culut~~n anyway, St,itf. I 111(.an

it could be a cloudy day and yo(i would hav~, l(lts of (lust k.icketl up. .Y(~u

SC-C, we haI.c exploded these thIncs tlnd(,r ratht, r unusual 1 lrcum-

stances necessitated by the iac t th. it they ar(~ tests. Cf;t~r ~hc <!(,scrt
you don’t have the conflagrati(~lk t}:at. you WOU1(l h:tv(. in a Iarc<, built -

up area. You know better than I what IIlroshlmi+ lo[, kc{l Iikt. just a

short uhilc after the. (Ir<,. 1 don’t thlr,k you COUICI s{. e tht. c[,lumn ii.ry
f~r away particularly lf it was in th(, sup(.rt,>l, rang{,, I,ut You’re g[>:n~

to have fall.}ut bccaus~. yo,.I have fal!uut, not rac!l(].lcti~-c ialluut. }lvt.ry
fir(, produc(. s fallout (,t carbon some <iistancc. away. [’s<. >,.(.n it in

IVrw York City fr,>m forest fires Up in Cal]adA. ‘I’b.is \uulci ~(tect the
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population and you would have to have a very quick means of determin-

ing whc Lhrr or not this stuff was radioactive.

M’ARREX 1 don’t think wc have v(. t solved the problt. rn of cleaning

str(,t.ts and surfatt.s anti {Ithvr areas which you think you should clean.
N’hat(.v(.r you USV, it just displaces the sitr of your contamination,

and if you get it int{> stnrm sewers, this might not always !Je a boon.

It might end up in thr water su[Jply and give you another problem.

EISE:NI~UD: Yes.

WA RR FIX: I (ion’t know that we have sol.)cd this, have we?

EISEXI\~JD: No. Vs-ry little is knrwn About it. The other things

that Ithink wc ought to get into, which we hardly touched on, is the

question of fire. I would likf. to ask wheth(. r anybody has experience,
t>r kr]oivs <>f cxpcrit. rices, of how ciLiL>s i~!lrn uh(.n th., rc are no fire-

ii~ht~n~ ,. ffurts, which wc WL)Uld havt, tu assumte would I)s’ the case

with ilash flrcs, fire storms and so tnuch radioactivity that you

coultin’t d(,ploy your fire fighters”?

WARREN: [ saw Bcl Air burn and a house go in thret minutes in

What was the equivalent of a flunsen burner temperature. The fire

dopartmcnt was complrtcly helpless because of the sire of the flanws,

the area involved, the updraft which dcvrloped, and the fact chat the

.,ery dry air just made an explos Lve situation.

FRE,MC)ST-S\f ITH: So, without any fallout to bother with. . . .

WARREN

had that area

diffr rent.

. . . . . dnd no contamination to inhibit it. sow, if you

all nicely contaminated, spread all over, it woulti be

.
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CC NARD. tVt> probal>iy ~voul(in’t have a fir{> storm

city, dn you thl!nk”

W’A2RIZS: Yes. [ think so+

UP’~OX l’h{.y hacl a tt. rriftc fir, in Llc(:<,rrr,,a, k [’1

ago and that was supp{>+(.d to he a firt. prut, f ~~U,I(Il~)ge

S1”>F;AR: lt had a lot (ji comtmstiblc mat{. riai in it.

UPTON Most buildings art, full of co.nl>ustihlt mat{, rial.

SPFGAR: That was furniturv ~ntl packaging nlal{>ria], and su un.

WAl[RIZN’: In a densely pa(k{.d rt, sidential ar{,a with houst,s 20

feet apart, yuu would gt, t good fires started. I think in our artti our

fire chief is just pani. keti all the time. 1( a Rnod- siy{.d iirt, startv(l

with good updraft devcl(>ping, atld We unfortunately had a wiild, it

would be a very seriou~ problem t(> control oi’(,n und(r normal con-

ditions, i. e. water. cquipmcrrt, men, etc.

DuNIi Ahi: l’,a~ th{. r~ any ilrc-fi~htin~ at X’agtisaki”’ IV(. kn{]w at

Hiroshima it was essentially zero because the. y had no opportunity to

fight it and it was a fire, storm that was comparah]c to Drcs[lvn. !)ut

what about Nagasakiv

W’A!<R F:?{ Th{.y !Iad fire lanes. rhis w’as jcrv ,Ifft>cti, r L!L stofl-

ping the progr(. ss of the fire southiv~rrl towards the n~(~{]th of th{

Irikaml Valley. They had a 1(>Lof antiquated equipment ar(]und. \!’v

saw a lot of burneci firehouses. ilut thry b.,~cl A flrc storm, to(~,

Chuck. [t wasn’t as (dramatic. ally descr~bc~i as t}~t. (,nc in }ilr[~shilna

was, but in about half an hnur t{) thrt. c q[lartcrs of .~n huur ti]c sht)rt

circuits and the hibachis fit-c{i built lin~s that ivrrt, ct)ll~[)sccl. I thir. k

because of the confinement of the hills, the blast probably flattened

a high percentage of thcsr builrilnus in a hug{, area. It was a fi(,nscly

crowd~, d area with lnts of com\>ustib l{> n)at<, ria]s. \Vith thf. collal]st.

of these one- and two- story imil(i~ngs, it just ~v(.nt up iike a torch.

SPEAR: There have been some fairly sophist icatcci state rnt. nts of

what it takes in terms of the i>crcentagc of kroullci art. a o{.{-ul)icd I>y

combustible builclin~s to support a fire stornl. I for~rt t}lc numbers

now, but there was a lot of in~ol.:cn]ent of the Xational F-ire Protcc tion

Association and pt, oplc Ln this field in the early 50’s t>as~>d upon Lht.
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FXSf2Xli Ul) Every (ity is the same. I.ct me just say th~t most

cities have Iargc numbers of wwoden dwel]lngs and a large number of

rclatilrly olci uall-b earing hui]dings that would just collapse from

(Jverpressur(. , so thL.y wouicl spi ii their contents. Itould you agree

to that, i}ub”

A,YRF:S. y{. S. 1 would like to ac!d some comments at this point.

I:irst of ill, fire research is not stopped; it’s going on. OCfl still

s.pcnds ov(,r S1 million a >ear on fire -search and there arc now

some soph:>ticat~”d program>. [ thi:~!i they’vr done ~irtually a house-

by-h(>”usc survey oi several major cities. “rhis work has been done
I)y [Ilinois [nstitutc of T{chnolocy I{cs<. arch Il]stit~te (Refrrence bO)

and tl~cy k(~(>w In very precise rit.tail, I thin’k, what the burning charac-
teristics of the cities \vouirf be+

\

.
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F:l SE S1{ U!): Y{ ,.

Further, let me add a rt~mark whi,-h is s{, mew hat conii. tl:rdl I)ased

on rxpcrience ~vith forest fir{ s— ari{i w{, (Io)i’t ha~ t, ,,nou~il (xp<,ri(~nc~

with city fires to rea Ily be very sure. “The }’or,.st S\,rIit t has (our

cdtcgories of conditions. The vwrst rateg(, t-y IS a .(],hditlc,n i<l~cr(, the

fire is u.lcontrollable. This IIas to do ivlti~ thr (’ry:)cs> oi’ the weather,

the very low humidity, hl~h winds and, in ~cr,ia!. it rccit:lr.is s(~nle-

thing like ten days of drought Ilciorc tht, fire. <? . ~rtain nun)i,,’r ~:f

fires occur in all tim-~ k3u L a great IIld JOrl Ly of .hc flr C’ {’JII?J!:(>

that’s <ioiie hy such fires is do., v by fires uhich are ;l,nit~<i durinu

ut~.-ont rc)llat>le- type dry iveather.

DUNHAM: One plus, t$.o plus, three plus, four plus.

AYRFJS: At the other extreme, of tours,,, there is ,h(’ kind (,f
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TAYLOR: Ilut the blast area (Iot. sn’t rxtrnt! anyuh{, rc near as far

as he f:rc .irea f,)r the hi~h bursts.

.AYi?Es “~his is true on cl~.ar (lays, hut ]t}(]st days arc not clear.

TAYLOR: Okay. That’s a hig {iistance.

1.:[SENHUD. Yes. That’s six miles in {iiatl~cter, whi<h m.tkes for

quite an area.

AYRES “rhat’s a l]i~ arva but it’s withitl thv blast pcrii~~t,tvr.

Everything In that area is flattened.

AYRES It’s a mile -an{i. a-half wide.

UPTON: So a detonation over Co!urnhus Circle coukf cnvc!op klat\-

hattan in the iireball.

hfILLER: That’s right.
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.AYNES: It was built up.

VY’AF.REN, Yes. The t(~lephunr building in [Iiroshima was In the
ccntrr and they had survivors. Y(1U S[t,, it didn’t >Iart rlcht away

and tt:~v had time to more out or. stay In or do whatc~ t,r t!~vy v.isht, d.

DUXIi Ahl: In Dresden ant! in [iamhur,u they suffo( atcci.

\
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ri\’s’I. oit i’, ,rc tht., c[,nlpl(,t{.ly ~utti.tl, thuu~h, by fire so that

everything tnslde uould burn”

u’Y\R!{EY F;lthcr tnat or :hc wainscuttin~ stripped off. A good

m,lnv w(.rc cutt(. d tje~.ause of short circuits,

?-;lSENI\L![) Staff, 1 ci,~n’t think I’ve t,vt, r seen r(, ports on the wcath-
{Qr <nrlrliti(>ns L:I Saga saki and l!irosfl i ma in the days preccdil’tg the

l)onll)lngs. 1)0 ~ou recall uhcther it !uas gcner~lly ~vct or very dry’>

[)u:k Ii A\! X(I. rril askc. d what had the ~vcather been the previous

tuo weeks.

W’ARRE.Y Kohe was the prime tar~vt, Xa~asaki the secondary ;ar -

gct, and he act~lallv wunt to Koi. r and !~c turned around, yes.

J

,.
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AYRKS Y(. s.

DUXI!AN1: Once it’s hecn ,l~fincd. that is”’

L) UNIIAN.: Yes.

EISEA’BUD. No, hut theo you’ve got a large area of .,.v(.ral square

miles with hot ashes in it and it can start fires t.lsewhr.rl. in nurmal

situations.

Hf2MLER: Dut not right by Lhr iirc storm.

ELSE NBUL): So, not right hy the fire storn~.

\VARRES: Isn’t there also apt to he an oxycen dcftcik rl~ht around

the fire so that a Id of people can dir from thi. oxyccn dciicit”

.. . . .
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TAYLOR. Yes.

AYRES: ilut c-arhun monoxicit, is anotiaer matter.

EISEXI)UD Carbon monoxitic is anotiler form of asphyxiation.

That’s aca(!rmic.

\
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F115EN[IUD: You would have to take out the carbon mono<idc and

put In a filter, chemicals. and so on.

rAYI.oIL: Yf, s. It’s a litt~~. ca+ier than Ii tht,rc’s ,lu~t 110 oxyccn

around.

I.:lsJliXl)ull. ‘rhcrc arc:~’t n~any thin~s that thrrf,’s LcncraI at:re{-
ment on, but I t}:ir)h —no, th~~rc arc several. I think it +c(,I:,s to i~r

generally agreed that, for exampl<, our cf,u.ltry utmld not ~,~’ Wiped

out completely; that thert, would l,{, foci capal)l(, of assisting ~urui~al

it] the other parts of the country, so that IS it f~jr to s.iv that if this

is so, we certainl;f are not ~oin~! to drop down 1{) 14( JO, but It wuuld

probably be, Ict’s say, 1900. V,h(. rc Ivould you place :he Irvcl 01

subsistence’! The economy is ~oln~ to drop down so the pt,opir arc

living on a scale of economy. . . . .

AYRES: [n 1900 what was the U. S. GNP (Gross National Product) ?

[t was around $20 billion.

DU>’I{AM: By our dollars or their dollars ‘

AYRIZS: I think by comparable dollars.

DE DOER: “rhat’s usually adjusted.

DUN}i AM: It is”

DE BOER: Yes.

EISEN1*UD: Those are impo~tant figures. I hope you’re right.

$20 billion in 1’900. Over how many people”

DE BOER: 100 million.

13USTAD: I[ave I been suff(, rins under a mlsapprchcnsion ‘ As a

rule of thumb [ assumed the predlctc<i attack at the present Ll~~ lni~ht

.
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but with sornc

rar> slate this

TAYI.O1t: 1 think that’s mranin~l(,ss. too.

I:[shsl! (’1) Yes. Per capita i.. an industrial society is very dif -

w(, lni~ht ail 1)(s i~appicr; [ don’L know.

I1[SEXI!UD I think a hell of a lot depends on

r-mlde. If it’ s trur, for cxampie, tildt p] GnLs gt, t

he intiicated. . . . .

this point that Staff

rus Ly as quicklv as

AYl{i~S I thought thcrr .xas some misconception. I didn’t think

ile was an.s~vr ring the sam - question YOU asked. Ilis point ~vas that

~fter a fcw days you woult{ have to takt. the ~machlncry apart and make

sure the bcarlngs arc oile r., .an~i so on.

EISEXIJUD: yes.
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TAYLOR: With that level of attack”

DO flSO?J: No.

f3USTA f_): 1 thought IVC started r)ut !Jy putting ot~ the .recor{l how

many WC prcrlictcci .WOU1[] be dedti.

CO NARD: Yes.

i3US”I’AD: And ..vhcn i sAy that the population ivou!d appr,, ~imate

that in i940, I obtained It by subtractin~ the nurnbcrs that yc,l pre-

sented.

DO13SON: You mean wc arc still dealin~ ivith tills Imrticular >;x(>

of attack’)

EISEN’BL!D: yes. One of the things tlmt has l)othcre{l me, which
“I mcntione(l ycsterrfay, is the fact that t:~r>(. casua]ty flgur(. s, as I

understand them. arc predicted on .,. 450. rad L!>- so, and it COU1(] be

that under these circuinstarrccs the 1.1>- 50 IS I(]wer.

EISEXf3UD Or hi~hcr”

.. .

DUNHAY1: Yes.

.

\
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kln{is

lil Iion

AY[{F4. s sot JU>t small to\vns.

L’1’I’OX: I think :t’s crucial to ronsit!cr where these survivors

art- An{] how old :hcy arc.

:\ Yl< ES: tVe (io:-, ”t h,i\-e any (Ii the numl)ers and 1 don’t know that
arI)!J,)(ly (((,1s Ilke Llfiitlg n)y w,)r[l ior the. numbers since I cion’t rc -

m,,ll~ll{.r t}](,m v(.ry precisely, except [ ha\~c a strong fe(, ling tb.at you

are all {)\.~.r(:stlrnati7.g. If you havr such ar. attack the number of

clrad is possibly -i) or 50 mi]lion a:~rf Lhe number (:f injured is son~e -

thing l]ke 20 milllon.

[lL1X1144il: >“Our di. finitinn of “’lnjurcd, “ thou~ho is import ~nt.

.Are t})csc hospital cases or art. they p(, ople ,~:ith one broken finger’]

l’:O1. k”E The <smut.

F’REklC)X”r- S\li r!;: W’hy {do you assu,nc that Lherc are fewer in-

iurt~(i thal-. clead ‘
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I--It I.:\l OX”r-S\fi TI+: Ttit,y Jr. :ht big pcclpk.t.ry ~>n tt.~, ~cnt,~r.

“i%~.rc.’s a big ;}t,ripht,r\ arou:lti Ji) squ~r{, :)~!!~,s.

,1’{1{1;S, It’s a 100Q prr~phcry t~ut the ~.,>[<,r 1> ~T,c, t, ll,~,>tl,,

popu!ated.

UPTON: }{w abmti t}~e cap-clt) of the dt,ad as OppOSVd t,> tht

capability ui the Ilving ! ~l~ughtrr]

AMILL ET: ilow about the stor,apv of I>asic matcrlals ‘ Are they all

underground and can we get to them, or havt, “hey .~ii g[}nr 11P Ill s:]~okc”

FRE.MOST-S>fiT}l Ilo.v almut funrral dir(cto: s! r l.iughtt-r]

AYRES: You’re addressing, the q!]estion of differential” survl~’al

cf people and of cfiffrrer~t types ,Jf skills.

JJPTO.N: Yes. Have you really .-liminated the rno;:t proriuctite

people in society?

AYRES: Xa.

UPTON: Are you left with, say, half tht prod~~l.tiilt~ you started

with or a very much srra!ler fraction”

AYd ES: .4s regards people or [.quipnlclit, or ut,at ) You ( crt.11:11~

ha”/e eliminated most of the psycilia Lrists, 1’!1 a:ren

FREMONT-S,M[TH That’s bad’ [Laughter] ‘
.

AYRES: You’ve eliminated itl~h fract~cns of c,rtain a. l\>ifiistra -
* 4’

tive skill .,.
(,

FREMC),NT-5,M[TH: Have yGu el:nlinatcd all tho patients of the
psy~ hiatrists”?

i\YR12S. P=obably

WA RR E.S: Yoz’ve

~wimming poois.

most of tb.em.

eliminatrrf those c,t II) the countrv with ICI-
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sow, if on the other hand you kval~t to attack l]ot roleurn refineries,

yc)u’il get mo>t of the petrol (,um rc(incri(~s with the iirst fifty i>ombs

h~t you won’t ~:et i,t=ry n~{(rh populatiol~, and so en. Sc the oolnt is

that there is a n~uch greater sttrvivin~ capacity OU! s~cie cf the t>ig

cities than aI1ybody really thinks until he Icoks at the numi)ers. A ncf
there arc a iot of small cities between 50, 000 anti 150, ~00 in popula-

tion, most of \vhich ha,. e producti~, e facilities of cne sort or another.
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DE iioclt: Yes,

uPTo N: Discuss thcm.

I] RUES: I don’: think that these rules, lhcsc quantltatl~ c rules, are

entirely relevant. In any case, I’ve been milch inlprcsscd by little

examples that have t)een given of a tiny tfling ~,. ~lch causes1 son~t~ bi~

thing to bc irreplaceable’. and the c oormous c~>n~’pl~,xity an:! lnterdc -

penttenc;, of things at the present time -s uomparcrl ~vith filt~: ;;eat-s

ago or Icss.
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. . . . v hich is rhang; ng all the ti n;{..

i}ut the thinq SL. (Iif.lf)’t discuss, yuu ser. was this part

frankly don t kn(Iu }](,w tu t~ik. ahcut it. [ mean. for

.%:- RKS: Down to : ~out 15 percent of prc- war.

back prcttv fast, though, an~. that dt>pcnds entirely

I>dtit could come”

upon how much

\

/
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AYRFIS: All O( these issues have been studi{,d in great ~!ctail again.

WARREN: I think they ali c<,ntrlbutc to that rcc~very,

DUNJAM: You’re speaking about how much preparation, h,>~v much

stock; :iling ot see,], how mlch of this, that, and the other thln~ Lq

availai]ie. Tilis will make a trt, tmenrious difference initially,

‘rAY i.OR 1 woulci like t,~ a>k a very broad integrating que=tt(~n to

try LO focus on what we’ve been di~cussln~ in both scsslons. rhc

ger. eral result of these sturfies that have been m.i[ie-tt,~=y’i”e been mar!.,

for the government hy Ce-itrai Research Instltutc, a !ar~c number <,f

organ izati Ons — seems to be that +. postuiatrd attach, prrsu:nal, iv as

the result of general nuclear ~var, without anv further cii,il :Icfcllst

Drcparations beyond what we ha\e IIo\v, ,Aill produce an cl feet un our

society, and presumably on the oppont, rit’s soclrty, vhich IS not at

all catastrophic.
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‘~AY1../JR. I don’t helicvc that cvcri they know t],.ca~.;c it’s sort of

an t:::~o; ]rferahlc c{uvst ion. V/hat \vill sn\lcty 110 ul.dcr thosv very

cfifft, rent, very r],~\Y situations” [f It’s really so [hat ev(,rybo(!y will

corer ~~ut, whcrc~{ r he IS, :,.nd :,a:, ‘Y US, [ weuld rather hc dead”,

and just lie doivn and dir. . . . .

HKhf LIJR: And the r..sources’

,-.,,

‘,
J
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Y
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.



E1sk;Ni?l.,l D, ;(0. The I{AN[} rrportri.

TJ\YI.OR: I think that’s thti level at about .!0, 000 XIT. \Vhen YCU

start adding up targets and placing ~arcfu!ly on thcrr~ {,nt, tht; usand

20-hf”~ bombs and you can kill civrybo(iy outri$ht by cv~,n includinc

heavy fallout, sou can gcncratc a situation in wk. ich I th~nk it’s at
ieast a tenable hypothesis that. in th{. next frw mon~hs cv~,r)o(lc would

die.
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